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ASSESSMENT OF 'DANGER TO SELF AND OTHERS'

ABSTRACT

The general research aim waS to examine the prooess by
which the mental health review tribunnl decided on the
'dangerousness' of the person before them as a basis for
their jUdgement about release or continued detention.

Within the general context of the sociology of law, the
research project was concerned vdth the decision-process as
it operated in practice within the established socie-legal
frnmevlork and its interaction with the concept and oa,usation
and social nature of deviance and 'danger'.

It was assumed that the formal-struotural approach was
insuffioient to study and explain the decision.-prooess in
practioe;

so the researop incorporated the study of the

relationship between socia-demographic facts and the tribunal
decisions, a

stu~

of the way the facts were perceived by the

tribunal members, and consideration of the dilemmas and
conflicts experienced in practice and irulovator,y action
arising from anomalies in their rules and powers.

Various methods of data-collection were adopted in respect
of the sample of 150 tribunal hearings held at Hampton
Hospital:

'.

- vi -

a)

the systemntio observa.tion of' the hearing,

b)

the otruotured interviewing of the legal ohairmnn,

and 0)

struotured examination of written reoords for details
of the subject.

The findings supported the conclusions that the prescribed
rules and powers of the tribunal were insufficient for the
task of protecting the individual from unfair detention;

and

the nature of 'danger' and the social identity of the

..

,

'dangerous individual' required a response from the decisionmakers beyond objective assessment of observable facts.

The

deoision-process was'shown to be a 'human-process' involvinc
,

emotional and subjective reactions.

A more suffioient model of the decision-process in respect
of 'danger to self and others' was developed, designed to
take account of external restraints and anomalies in the
system, and influences which oould not be explained in
strictly 'objective' terms.

,

..

,
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CRAPrER ONE

THE CONCEPT AND ASSESSMENT OF 'DANGEROUS' - INTRODUCTION TO THE
RESEARCH INTEREST

For some years the researcher worked as a social worker
exercising the powers and duties of a mental welfare officer
under the Mental Health Act 1959.

He was responsible for

, assessing men and women referred for compulsory psychiatric
care and treatment because of the risk to themselves or others.
There were various difficulties in seeking to make the,predictiono
about likely future behaviour which were inherent in assessing
such risk.

Dilemmas arose from the uncertainties about diagnosis

and prognosis of mental disorder and about the causation of human
behaviour.

There were conflicting pressures from the attitudes

of the various parties to the situation, such as relatives and the
different professionals.

Sometimes limited resources were a

restraint on the different courses of action which should have
been aVailable.

The decision to deprive an individual of the

freedoms of choice and liberty was a serious step which required
careful and responsible justification.

Yet too often that decision,

although based on clearly prescribed procedures and criteria, had to
be made on inadequate information and under various pressures from
the social situation within which it was exercised.

When the researcher moved to work in a maximum security hospital,
he found further cause for concern about the process by which men
and women were compulsorily detained for psychiatric care and
treatment.

Exploratory studies were undertaken into the social

background and life-careers of men and women admitted to Hampton
Hospital and the early experiences in the community of patients

- 2 -

discharged ,from the hospital.(1)

These studies were primarily

intended to collect information useful to the establishment of
a socialwork'service in the hospital and also to aid the
understanding of social factors contributing to the admission
to 'special hospitals and successful rehabilitation.
the ifindings brought into

questio~

But again

the criteria required to

assess the 'danger to self and others'.

They reflected the

influences of uncertainty in the minds of others and the resulting anxiety.

. 'There was the suggestion that more serious offenders (murder ,
manslaughter) presented as more mature and stable with a much
higher average age, limited previous criminal or psychiatric
history, less unemployment etc.

It was possible to view the

offence as relatively uneX]ected, and to wonder whether this
had been an influential factor in deciding criminal responsibility
and legal disposal.

In contrast with such serious crimes,many

patients were admitted following a relatively minor offence,such
as smashing windows and fighting when drunk.
,

Here the decision

,

to detain in special hospital resulted not from concern over the
severity of the crime, but apparently from exasperation on the
part of medical and legal authorities, in regard to a person
who had been, extremely, disruptive over a long period.

This

polarisation is perhaps not too surprising, as a minor offender
without a previous record would tend to b.e dealt with fairly routinely
by the courts: whereas a serious offence 'out of character' would
tend to raise the question of the mental· state of the person
concerned'; ,(Hepworth 1976)(2):,
(1 ) Unpublished internal reports on 'Admission to Rampton (1915)
' Work
'Community discharge follow-up'(1916),D.Hepworth,Social
Department,Rampton Hospital,England.
D.Hepworth(1976) 'How they came to Hampton' Community Care,
England. 13 October,1916.
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It,was decided to study more closely the operation of law in
relation to mentally abnormal offenders and others detained
under mental' health legislation in England and Wales.

The aim

was to find a means of studying through direct observation and
systematic research the decision-making process in regard to
individuals considered a 'danger

~o

self and others l •

As an

aid to orientating the research, a review of literature relevant
to the concept, causation, and assessment of 1 dangerous 1 behaviour
was undertaken.

Provisional Conclusions from review of relevant literature

From the review of literature, the provisional conclusion
reached was that the concept of ,Idanger' in human behaviour
involved:

a)

The risk of physical harm from violence,

b)

Impulsive and unpredictable behaviour,

c)

The sense of threat and anxiety experienced by others,

d)

Need to exercise control and restraint on the individual
considered to be dangerous.

It appeared that a general consensus view of the causation of
'dangerous I behaviour would take into account:
a)

An inherited component to the individual's

'persona1ityand characteristic pattern of .
social responses,
b)

Further developments or distortions by important
early,· inter-personal relationships and subsequent
life experiences,

c)

Personality and behavioural defects sometimes
aggravated by organic brain damage,

d)

The influence of wider cultural and sub grouping
within society upon attitudes and characteristic
behaviour,

- 4-

I
'I

e)

The more immediate social situation and
pressures which can influence the reactions and
behaviour of an individual at a particular time.

f)

Antisocial attitudes and uncontrolled impulsive
behaviour can sometimes be associated with
diagnosible mental disorders.

There appeared to be certain themes which were influential as
factors in assessing the degree of risk to others from a
particular individual:

a)

The uncertainty about causation and the
unexpectedness or perceived abnormality of
the behaviour,

b)

The severity of the antisocial behaviour,

c)

The presence of mental disorder,clearly
diagnosed or assumed from the behaviour
itself,

d)

Intuitive feelings about the individual,

e)

The social background and life career of the
individual,

f)

Previous offences or abnormal behaviour,

g)

Circumstances of the antisocial behaviour,

h)

The personality of the individual,

i)

The s'ocial control and support a'vailable
within the living situation.

To find that uncertaint,y and intuition could be influential
factors in the decision making process about the dangerousness
of an individual was not considered to be necessarily a cause
for great concern.

This finding would tend to compliment the

provisional conclusions'in'respect of the concept and causation
,

,

of dangerous behaviour.

There was the strong indication that

the threat and anxiety to restrain an individual arose as much
from the apparent senselessness, incongruity and unpredictability
of h~s behaviour (in the eyes of the general public or their

- 5representatives) as from any excessive violence.

Similarly,

it appeared that the understanding of the complexity of
factors contributing to the causation of dangerous behaviour
involved interpretation, controversy, and uncertainty.

The

emphasis of G.K.SturruP(1968)(3) on intuitive judgement and
emotional contact could be a recognition of the need to fill.
gaps or build bridges between understanding and uncertainty
about causation, probability and unpredictability of prognosis,
certa1nt~es

and doubts

ab~ut

the social community response, and

the rights of the individual and the general public.

This review of literature having served its purpose as
background reading and an aid to orientating the research,
the decision making process as prescribed by legislation and
formal rules in respect,of the restraint of mentally abnormal
behaviour was considered.

This was with a view to empirical

research of the decision making process in practice and the
means by which the decision makers dealt with the uncertainties
and dilemmas which appeared to, be inherent in any consideration
of I dangerous I behaviour.

(3)

G.K.StUrrUp(1968)' 'Will 'this man be dangerous?'
Paper presented at CIBA Symposium on 'Mentally
Abnormal Offender'
Churchill and Co(for CIBA Foundation)
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LEGAL RESTRAINT OF THE MENTALLY DISORDERED

This chapter describes the ,.legal· context within which
decisions are made in respect of the detention,continued
restraint, and release of men and women considered mentally
disordered.

.

The aim is to make clear the questions which,

are required to

b~

answered in the process of making decisions

in respect of the control 'or release of any individual.

(a) Compulsory Treatment and Detention in Hospital·

It is important to emphasise that the assumption of mental
health legislation' is that, with very few exceptions, men and
•

women should be··offered and receive psychiatric treatment and
care. because· of' their mental.disorder" with the same legal
inr~rmali~y

and on the same yoluntary basis· as they would

receive medical treatment·or professional help for·any other
illness or disability.

;The exceptions, where restraint or

compulsion are ,sanctioned, are not justified by the ,existence
or diagnosis of a mental ,disorder in itself.· The justification
for enforcing treatment against,the will of the individual is
related to the harm which has come or is likely to come to
the individual or others as a:result·of·the disorder or as a
consequence of, not· enforcing treatment.:

Although

other~legislation(such

as the Criminal Procedure

. (InSanitY)Act(1964)(1) can be used to

(1) Criminal Procedure

det~in

a mentally

(Insanity)Act 1964,HMSO

- 7disordered person,this description focuses on the Mental
Health Act 1959(2) which was designed to repeal previous
legislation and bring all mental health legislation for
England and Wales into one enactment.

For an individual to

, be required to enter psychiatric hospital or a hospital for
the mentally handicapped for observation or longer term
treatment, it is initially necessary to answer three questions:

1•

Is the individual suffering from "mental disorder
of a nature or disability which warrants the
detention of the patient in a hospital"?,

2.

Is informal(voluntary) admission or other means of
dealing with the situation not appropriate?

,.

Is the detention necessary "in the interests of the
persons health or safety or for the protection of
other persons"? (Section 26)

The first'quest10n,has·to be answered by two medical practitioners
(one in an emergency), and the other questions answered in
co-operation with the relatives of the individual and/or the
responsible social. worker, one of whom is required to make the
actual 'application for admission to hospital.

Where the patient

is being detaiiled for l~ngerterm compulsory treatment under
"

section 26, it is then necessary for the two medical recommendations upon which application is based to specify and give
evidence of the particular form of disorder.

They are required

to classify,the disorder in terms of four legal classifications;
severe subnormality, subnormality, psychopathic disorder and
mental illness.
"tT ;,1

t

4

Individuals cannot be compulsorily admitted
"

l'

I

,

through the civil proceedings once they have reached the age of

21 years of age 1f they are:considered to be suffering from
(2)

Mental Health Act 1959, HMSO.
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"psychopathic disorder" or "subnormality" and no other
classification.

Within' the context of criminal proceedings the criteria
for justifying detention are more detailed.
,

- .

<

Again the

,.,.

Court bas to be ,satisfied on medical evidence of a special
medical disorder(one of the four 'legal classifications). It
also has to be 'decided that:

The 'Court i6:of the opinion,baving regard
to all the circumstances including the
nature of the offence and the character
and antecedence of the offender, and to the
other available'methods of dealing with
him, that the most suitable method of
disposing with the case is by means of an
order"., (Secti~n 60).

)1

The offender can be made subject ,to further special restrictions
on discharge if:

"It appears to the Court, having regard
to the nature of the offence the antecedence
of,the offender and the risk of his committing fUrther' offences if set at large, it is
necessary for ,the protection of the public
'so to do"~ (Section 65)

Individuals can also be transferred from prison to psychiatric
l'f"'H_

t,

,:..

.hospital care on medical"'evidence that a specified mental
disorder:

n

'

,,, "Is ,of a na~ure. or degre~ which warrants the
detention of the patient in a hospital for
medical treatment", the Secretary of State
having taken "regard to the public interest
:,and"all the circumstances". (Section 12)

- 9For the Department of Health to agree to the admission of
someone subject to detention under the Act into one of their
special security hospitals, such as Hampton or Broadmoor, they
have to be satisfied that the individual:

"In the opinion of the Secretary of State
. requires treatment under conditions of
special security on account of their
dangerous, violent or criminal propensities".
(Section 97).

(b) Renewed Detention.

Just as an individual can only be compelled to accept
treatment or detained as a last resort where voluntary treatment
appears not appropriate, the aim is also to place a time limit
on the' period of any necessary detention.

In the case of an

individual detained under a compulsory treatment order(~ection
26) a hospital'court order(Section 60), or a prison transfer
order(Section 72), without the further restriction under
Section 65, the order will lapse at the end of specified
periods unless the authority to detain is formally renewed
by the responsible medical officer.

The responsible medical

officer'is required to justify his opinion:

I

"That it is necessary in the interests of the
patients health or safety or for the protection
of other persons that the patient should continue
to be liable to be detained ll •

In respect of patients classified as "psychopathic" or
"subnormal",' the£r detenti~n will expire on reaching the age
of 25 unlessihe responsible medical officer has renewed the
,

"I'

~

authority to detain:
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"If it appears to him that the patient, if
released from hospital, would be likely to
act in a manner dangerous to other persons
or himself".

Similarly, if the nearest relative has exercised their right
to order the discharge of the patient, the responsible medical
,

,<

0-

officer is able to retain the authority to discharge:
, '..

,

1"

"If it is opinion that the patient, if
discharged, would be likely to act in a
manner dangerous to other persons or to
himself".

, Therefore in connection ,with compulsory admission for,
,treatment, which is normally with the agreement of the
nearest relative, the grounds are in connection with "own
health or safety or.the protection of other persons"; ,where
,as continued ,detention against the wishes of the nearest
r~lative

or in connection

pati~nts

achieving the age of

specific

gro~ds

""','

","

<

wit~.psychopathic

or subnormal

25 needs to be on the more

of "dangerous to other persons or himself".

,"

"', In connection with individuals detained under the further
Ho~e

Office restriction of ,Section

65, it is necessary for the

Secretary of 'State, to be:.
,

"

,

"

.

'''Satisfied that an order restricting the
dischirge ofa patient is no longer
"required ,for. the. protection o~ the public" ~

.(c),Release From CompulsoEY Treatment or Detention.

It is fundamental to the intention of mental health
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legislation in'England and Wales that an'individual should
become a voluntary patient as soon as possible.

More

often than not, compulsory admissions to hospital for
observation(Section 29, Section25) are not followed by
continued'compulsory treatment.

It is important to be

clear,:when studying the decision-making process in regard to
compulsory.treatment of the mentally disordered, that in deciding
to'release the person from compulsory treatment the decisionmakers are not required to show that they do not need further
psychiatric treatment. '

They are required to decide whether,

regardless 'of the severity of the mental disorder and the need
for treatment, it is necessary to enforce treatment or detention
to prevent harm to the individual or 'others.

In'respect of individuals detained under Section 26, Section
60,'or Section 72, the responsible medical officer has the
authorityto'discharge the'detentionorder as soon as it is his
opinion that it is no longer necessary to detain the patient on
the grounds 'of""heal th' or' safety protection" or "likely to act
in a manner': dangerous" •

In regard to this authority, when a

psychopathic or a subnormal patient does reach the age of 25
or where the nearest relative has applied for the discharge of
the patient, "own health or safety" is no longer sufficient
grounds for detention.

The responsible medical officer then

has to show that the individual is specifically "dangerous to
other persons or himself".

Where there is a further restriction

of the discharge of an'individual under Section 65, only the Home
Secretary bas the authority to release the individual from hospital
when, on advice from the responsible medical officer and others,
he is:

- 12 -

"Satisfied that an order restricting the
discharge of a patient is no longer
required for the protection of the public".

So the above are the questions and criteria to which the
decision makers have to apply themselves, when considering
the initial detention and-renewal or discharge of the detention
order.

_Fundamental'to the process is the fact that it is the

compulsion that the decision makers are required to justify and
not primarily the treatment-itself.

Although obviously the

need-for treatment is one ,of the considerations.

The importance

of this distinction will become more clear through the closer
study·of the -decision-making process in practice.

It has

implications for all decision-makers operating within the'
context, of mental, health·legislation, but none more so than
for those within the special,hospitals.

Special hospitals

provide treatment for individuals subject to detention, and
are dependent upon the co-operation of the responsible health
and community services in the individuals home area when care
and treatment would more appropriately be provided on a
voluntary basis. ,',

,

-,

.
"

- 13 CHAPrER THREE

MENTAL IIEALTH REVIEW TRIBUNAL

The aim of reviewing relevant literature was to reach
'provisional conclusions in regard to the concept, causation,
and assessment of I dangerous I behaviour.

This would then

be used as one starting point for more direct research into
the decision-process in regard to mentally disordered individuals considered a danger to themselves or other people.
Following a preliminary study into the social backgrounds of
men and

~omen

being,admitted.to special hospitals, an early

intention was to:·focus empirical research onto the decisionprocess in respect of, admission to special hospitals or possibly
the deci.sion-makingwithln a special hospital itself in regard
to the release of patients.

For two main reasons, eventually

this empirical research was focussed onto the Mental Health
Review Tribunal at Rampton Hospital:.,

(a) One consideration was that, as.a member
of the social work department in the hospital,
the researcher was.too close and involved in
the situation to, research the. decision-making
with sufficient objectivity, and
(b) The requirement on the Mental Health Review
Tribunal to reach early conclusions within
prescribed time-limits was an,. advantage in
studying their decision-process.

Therefore before "'discussing the research project, it would

- 14 be useful to describe the prescribed decision-making process
of the Mental Health Review Tribunal.

Whilst the decision-

making process can be described very appropriately in terms
of a formal structural model, it is intended to discuss also
other models which are appropriate to any study of the Mental
Health Review Tribunal.

Prescribed Officers and other identified roles.(1)

The Mental Health Review.Tribunal is a body completely
independent .of the hospital within which an individual is
detained.

The Tribunal is required to consider applications

for discharge or give advice to the Home Secretary in regard
to patients' detained under Section 65, of the Mental Health
Act 1959.

The Tribunal is convened for a particular hearing

to consider either an application or reference, and is made
up of members from three separate panels appointed by the
Lord Chancellor.

The' legal member' and the 'medical member'

are each selected from the

~levant

panel, and there is a

separate flay member' from a panel which is neither legal
nor medical.

The 'Chairman of the Tribunal. is a legal

member, and he and the Tribunal are assisted by the Tribunal
Clerk provided by the Department of Health and Social Security.

The 'patient' is the subject of the application, and the

"
'nearest
relative l is the closest surviving relative as defined
in the Mental Health Act •• ' The lapplicantlls the person

making the application, and could be either the patient or the
neare st .. re la tive •

- 15 The 'responsible authority' is the managers of the
hospital within which the patient is detained, and the
"

'responsible medical officer' is the psychiatrist in
charge of the treatment of the patient.

In a sense the

application is brought against the responsible authority
and medical officer, as there is the clear implication that
,

"

an application would not be required if the responsible
!

medical officer were already agreeable to discharging the
order on his own authority.

The only other role acknowledged in the prescribed
legislation and rules is that of the 'representative' of
the patient or any other party to the situation.

Prescribed' pre-hearing proce'dures. (1 )
•

As ,indicated previou~ly, periodically the patient andi~r
neare~t relative' are' entitled to apply to the Mental Health

Review Tribunal' aga.instthepa:tie~t'~ (i~tention by the responsible authority.

The prescribed procedures are then as'

follows:
"

'

(a) The Tribunai Office ;end a'copy of the
"

application to the responsible authority.
(b) The responsible authority is required
~

to provide a statement for the Mental Health
Review Tribunal justifying the patient's
continued detention.
I

(c) The Tribunal Office provides a copy of
the authority's statement to the applicant.
(1)

Mental Health Review Tribunal Rules 1960.S.1.1960.No.1139.H•M•S •O•
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, (d) The Tribunal Office informs the responsible
authority of any response from the applicant to
the statement.
(e) The responsible authority is required to
arrange for a report on the home circumstances
of the patient for the Tribunal.
(f) The Tribunal Office informs the nearest
relative of the application and the arrangements
for the hearing.
(g) The Chairman of the Tribunal is responsible
for the appointment of members from the three
panels, with the.legal member being the President
of ,the Trihunal.
(h) Representatives can be authorised by any party.
(i) Th~ medical member examines the patient and
,relevant medical records prior to the hearing.

(j) The Tribunal(all or

any members) may interview

the :patient.
(k) The Tribunal may interview any witness or require
, any documents.

(1) The Tribunal·may.adjourn for further information
I

before reaching their decision.
(m) The applicant may withdraw the application at any
time.

The above procedures relate to an application from either the
:patient or nearest relative in respect of someone detained
"

without the further special restrictions on discharge under
Section 65., A, reference from. the Home Secretary follows a
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parallel pattern, and it is provided that the patient may
request the Home Secretary to refer his case during certain
prescribed periods.

'In practice this has become the pre-

dominant initiative' for the reference of restricted cases
to the Mental Health Review Tribunal.

Prescribed procedures for the 'hearing and decision(1)

(n) The Tribunal'must iriclude at least one
'"

member from each of ";the three panels ~ with' the
President being the legal member.

(0) The" applicant,' patient, nearest rela.tive,
and/or ~sponsible authority may be represented'
at the hearing. '
(p) The" Tribunal' may interview the patient or
whoever else they wish •

•

(q) 'The Tribunal may ensure the necessary
inf6mtion is before them; "if necessary adjourning
'for a. period'for further information to be obtained.
'(r) The decision of the majority is the decision of
the Tribunal',
,,'I

(s)The recorded 'decision of the'TribUnal in'respect
,of an application should 'be communicated 'to the
applicant, the patient, arid 'the responsible authority
within seven days of the decision being reached, or
The advice of the Mental Health Review Tribunal is
-"

,

~

_."

~

)

,<.

l

forwarded to the Home" Secretary and there is no requirei

," ment on the Mental" Health Review Tribunal to communicate
their advice to anyone else.
(1)

Mental Health Review Tribunal Rules 1960.S.1.1960.No.1139.H.M.S.O.
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Decision of the Tribunal

In regard to applications, the Mental Health Review
is required to ,decide whether;

Trib~al

(a) 'The patient is not then suffering from
, mental,illness,.psychopathic disorder,subnormality,
or severe subnormality', and
/',

"

l.

(b) lIt, is not necessary in the interest of the
patient's health or safety or for the protection
of other persons that the patient should continue
to be liable, to be detained', or

, (c) 'That ,the patient, if released, would not be
likely to act in a manner dangerous to other
persons or himself t .' (Section 123)(2)

It will·be seen that the decisions of the Mental Health
Review Tribunal are related to the decisions which were
required. to be made. in justifying the initial detention or
renewal of a detaining order.

An application to the Mental

Health Review Tribunal is a form of 'appeal' against the
decision to detain or renew the detaining order.

It is a

'means whereby the-patient or nearest relative can contest the
-detention through seeking a second opinion from an independent
body. ' -"

-" '

If the Tribunal decide either that the patient is not
suffering from a particular mental· disorder or that it is not
(2)

Mental Health Act 1959, H.M.S.O.

- 19 pecessary for a patient to continue to be detained(because
of 'health or safety or protection' or 'dangerous to other
persons or himselfl), it is then the duty of the Tribunal to
discharge the 'order.

Apart from the authority to re-classify

a patient(if they' consider that he is inappropriately diagnosed),
their 'powers are limited to the clear cut decision as to whether
the 'order should be discharged or allowed to continue.

Advice' to the Home Secretary

When considering the detention of patients referred to them
by the Home Secretary, again their consideration is required to
reflect the decisions which justified the person1s original
detention.

In other words, they are required to:

(a) Question whether the patient is suffering
from a specified mental disorder, and
(b) Question whether the detention and special
restriction is still necessary for the protection
of the public.

As they are giving advice as opposed to exercising specified
powers, there are no limitations on the advice they are ,able to
give.

Their considerations would presumably parallel those of

the responsible medical officer in respect of the options open.
Il

These options would include continued detention, transfer
between hospitals, the termination of the special restriction,
and absolute or conditional discharge.
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Summary

The constitution, procedures and powers of the Mental
Health Review Tribunal are formally prescribed'by legislation'
and rules.

Therefore the

decision-~~king

process of the

Tribunal.could appropriately be seen in terms of a formalstructural model.

Although an appropriate model, further

considerations of· -the Tribunal decision-process in practice
will show.:that a formal-structural model is not of itself
an·adequate or complete model •.

,

<

i

~,

CRAnER FOUR

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND MODErs APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDY OF
THE MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW TRIBUNAL

Sooiology is olosely related to other sooial soienoes suoh
as sooial anthropology, psychology, and political scienoe.
Although the different disoiplines have their own distinot bodies
of theory and specialised subject-matter, they share
.'

. interest in the behaviour of man.
rigid unorossable bound.aries.

A

oommon

It is impossible to draw

What distinquishes sooiology is

its ownpartioular perspeotive, being-oonoerned with the behaviour
of people as members of sooia1 groups and social inter-action
between individuals.

'The sociologist applies the philosophy

and methods of scientifio investigation to the behaviour of men
and women, as this behaviour influences or is influenced by other
men and women'. (MaoQueen 1973) (1)

Various specialisations have developed within sociology, some
of whioh over-lap in approaoh
and subject-matter with other sooial
,
scienoes.

One example is the Sociology of Law, the division of

sooiology represented by this research

stu~.

'The emphasis upon rights, obligations and expeotations,
upon sanctions andprediotability within sooiology has its
oounterpart in the sophistioated analyses of these ooncepts
in the tradition of legal soholarship.
The same terms are,
however, used for different purposes in law and in sooiology.
Where the lawyer or the legal soholar talks about rights and
The
expeotations he does so with normative intentions.
sooiologist~ on the other hand, uses the same terms without
any directly normative purpose, in an attempt to desoribe,
reveal and explain'.
(Aubert 1969) (2)

(1)'-

. (2)

MaoQuem D.R. 'Understanding Sooiology through Resea.~h'
Addison-Wesley (Massachuetts 1973) p xi
.
Aubert V.

'Sooiology of ~w'

Penquin (1969) p 9
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The general academio oontext is tho sociology of law, yet
maintaining a olear distinotion in relation to the more 'normative'
legal soholarship is not without difficulty.

'The sooiologist seeking to discover regularities in the
prooess of legal ohange gets caught between the heavily
theoretioa1 bent of modern sooio1ogy and the oritioal,
pragmatio themes present in muoh American legal phi1osop~
and writing on the history of law'.
(Lemert 1970) (3)
.'

Lemert developed his oonsideration of this issue by emphasising
the need for the sociologioal

stu~

of law to ooncentrate more on

the more detailed operation of prooedures and agenoies established
by law.

'.An underlying problem may have been that researchers thus

far have failed to address themselves fully to problems
peouliar to inter-relationships among judioial, administrative
and legislative processes.
It is very likelY that a
gene rio sooiological theory of law, to be profitable, will
have to be orientated to the study of procedures, and the
formal and informal organisation of administrative agenoies
and legislatures, as well as oourts, rather than to
substantive principles of law' •

•
(Lemert 1970) (3)

Wi thin the general context of the sociology of law, this research

projeot is ooncerned .with the deoision-prooess as it operates in

.

praotioe within the sooie-legal framework established to deal with
the restraint and release of mentally disordered men and women
oonsidered a dan·ger to themselves or others.

The mental health

review tribunal has bee~ used to illustrate that the deoisionmakingprooess is formally presoribed and so oould be seen in terms
of a formal-struotural model.

(3)

Legislation intended that-decisions

Lemert E. 'Sooia1 Action and Legal Change' Alaine
(Chioago 1970) P 1 and. 2

jII
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should be made by the holders of particular offices to whom were
assigned the responsibility and authority to make decisions in
accord with presoribed procedures.

The forronl struoture was

designed to ensure that an individual oonsidered mentally
disordered was only deprived of his liberty to refuse treatment
through the appliontion of fair and impersonal rules and authority.

The mental health review tribunal oan also be used to illustrate

-.

. that the formal-struotural approaoh is not suffioient or adequate
to explain the deoision-making prooess in prEtl tioe.

The tribunAl

find themselves faced with situations where the rules are
inadequate in themselves for the task they are designed to aohieve.
The rules assume a reasonable oertainty and agreement in regard to
olinical diagnosis and prognosiS, when in fact either or both may
be doubtful.

The evidenoe upon whioh the decisions are required

in respect of the likely future behaviour of the individual may be
inadequate or indeoisive.

The tribunal may be restrained in their

'duty to disoharge' by treatment or rehabilitative oonsiderations.
Whilst there may not be. olear evidenoe to justify oompulsor,y
treatment, the need for treatment may be ver,y apparent.

The

tribunal may consider that the individual's recover,y and improved
behaviour are dependent on a degree of support from the family and
statutor,y servioes whioh could not be assured.

lIn reoent years it has beoome sooiologioa~ axiomatio
to insist that deviant behaviour oannot be studied in
isolation from the formal and informal meohanisms whioh
are adopted for oontrolling it'.

(Bean 1974) (4)

(4)

Bean P. 'The sooial control of drugs'
(!()ndon 1974) p 14

Martin Robertson

- 24'Devianoe is estab1inhed in sooial roles and io perpetuated
by the ve~ foroes direoted to its elimination or oontrol.
This, of oourse, has to be understood as a prooess of
meaningful sooial interaotion'.
(Lemert 1967) (5)

The inter-relationship between deviant or dangerous behaviour
and the sooia1 oontro1 meohanisms should be reoognised as a two-way
prooess.

Not only is devianoe or dangerousness to some extent

established and perpetuated by the attempts of sooiety to apply

.

oontrol; but also the oonoept and oausation and sooial nature of
devianoe and 'danger' have dynamio effeots on the operation of law
and the deoision-prooesses in praotioe.

This too should be

understood as a 'prooess of meaningful sooial interaotion'.
--

'

The deoision-makers are faoed with dilemmas and oonfliots whioh
require them to go beyond their formal struoture to reaoh a
oonolusion.

The oonfliots and dilemmas are most evident in the

situation of the mental health review tribunal oonsidering ,
applications from patients detained within a special hospital.
'The fundamental purpose o"f a review tribunal is to proteot the
individual's 'right not t'o be unfairly' deprived of his liberty'
(Wood 197 6); (6) and the tribunal is required to reaoh a
with a presoribed time period.

oo~nolusion

Wood emphasised the 'unique

diffioulties' under whioh the tribunals were working.

He instanoed

the diffioulties of maintaining the balanoes b~tween oivi1 liberties
and publio and personal safety, and between legal, medical and
sooial oonsiderations.

He also spoke of' the impossibility of

divorcing the presoribed 'narrow oonoeptua1 fra~ework' from
rehabilitative and wider social realities.

(5)

Lemert E. 'Human deviance: social problems and sooial control'
Prentice-Hall (New Jersey 1967) p v.

(6)

Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals and Social Work'
Sooial Work Today Vol 7 (11 August 1976)

- 25 The traditional formal-struotural model of sentenoing behaviour

In his sooiologioal study of 'rehabilitation and devianoe',

Bean (1976) (7) oonsidered the 'individualised justice' model
(punishment and treatment should fit the crime and criminal)
and the 'medical' model (diagnosis and appropriate treatment
response).

He oame to the oonolusion that he oould use these

two models 'inter-changeablY'.

as they were each oonoerned with

aetermihing an appropriate response on the basis of faots about
the offences or behaviour, the individual and his oircumstances.

The traditional model of judioia.l deoision-maldng assumes
that the only signif'icart variables affeoting sentenoing are those
'faots' visible from the examination of judioial records.

This

stimulus-response or input-output model of behaviour (Diagram A)
would be consistent with a formal-struotural approach to the
deoision-prooess of the mental health review tribunal.

The

framework of the presoribed oomposition and prooedures of the
tribunal would prooess the input of 'faots' about the patient
and his oircumstanoes and respond with the appropriate decision
on the basis of those faots and the prescribed oriteriaand
prooedures.

It was decided to inoorporate into the research the study of
the relationship between various sooie-demographio features of
the individual with the decisions of the tribunal, as a means
of testing the extent to whioh a straight-forward input-output
model was sufficient to explain the deciSion-process.

(7) . Bean P.

'Rehabilitation and Devianoe' Routledge and Kegan Paul
(wndon 1976)
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DIAGRAM
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Sentenoing behaviour as a

.

dytk~mio

'human' prooess

(7)

Bean (1976)

.
oonsidered the inf1uenoe of the problematio

nature of law, the administration of justioe; and the sooial
pathology model upon judioial response to 'rehabilitation and
devianoe'.

He oonoluded that it all added up to a 'system,of
(8)
rampant disoretions' (Matza 1964).
In response to tho

inadequaoy of the traditional judioial model, Hogarth (1971) (9)
,

.

.develop~d his model of 'sentencing as a human prooess' (Diagram B).

Sentencing was a dynamic prooess in which the faots of the oases
and the oonstraints arising out of the law, the sooial system and
other features of the external world were interpreted, assimulated,
and made sense) of in vmys compatible with the attitudes of the
magistrates.

The results were sentencing deoisions whioh were

oonsistent with the way the

decisio~makers

perceived the

situation faoing them.1

Hogarth studied separately the relationships between externally
defined facts and 'facts' as perceived by the judiciar,y with the

,

judioial deoisions.

He found that, whereas external faots were

often signifioant variables in the

decisio~making

prooess (so

supporting the traditional model), the 'faots' as perceived by
the judiciar,y were more powerful in the prediotive sense.

He

ooncluded that 'one can expla:iJl more about sentenoing by knowing
a few things about the judge than by knowins e. graa t dea.l about
the facts of the case'.

(7)

Bean P. 'Rehabilitation and Deviance'
Paul (london 1976)

(8)

Matza D.

(9)

Hogarth J. 'Sentencing as a Human Process'
University Press (Toronto 1971)

'Delinquency and Drift'

Routledge and Kagan

Wiley (1964)
Toronto

- 27Whilst not attempting any analysis of the a ttltudes of the
members of the mental health review tribunal, it
inoorporate into the research a

stu~

waS

deoided to

of the way they perceived

the faots of the cases and their situation.

Sooio10gioa1 model to aocount for the confliots and anomalies

In addition to the 'faots of the case' and the inf1uenoe of the

."

perceptions and interpretations of these facts and the situation,
there is the need to take account of the dilemmas and oonflicts
faced by decision-makers such a.s the tribunal.

A theoretical

model which would be useful in'this respect is the 'sooio-legal
theor,y' oonstructed by Lemert (1970)
5tu~

(10)

in response to his

of the process of legal change.

The model developed by Lemert in rosponse to his

stu~

of

revo1utionar,y changes in the la.ws regulating the juvenile courts
in California. has application to the smaller inter-personal sooial
. situation of the decision-making of such as the tribunal.

His

ooncern paralleled that which has been stated in respeot of the
tribunal:

onoe the formal struoture and systematio development of

precedents have played their part in the legal deoision-prooess,
how do we account for tho 'orises' when presoribed prooedures and
available facts are insuffioient and the response of deoision-makers
to these conflicts and dilemmas.

In oonsidering prooedura1 reform

and legal development, Lemert acknowledged the gradual cumulative
process with decisions being based upon the prescribed rules and
'legal preoedents.

Yet he sa.w revolution as a feature of legal

change,'with discreet changes or fairly radioal 'new departures'

(10) Lemert E. 'Sooial Action and Legal
(Chicago 1970)

Cha.~ge t

Aldine
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He aooounted for these ohanges by

in legal praotioes.

paralleling legal revolution with rovolution in soientifio
knowledge or pro.otioe.

Lemert applied the theories of' Thomas Kuhn (1962)
regard to soientifio revolutions.

(11)

in

KUhn argued that the key to

soientif'io revolution was the appearanoe of' new paradigms whioh
offered different perspeotives on faots and a ohange of direotion.
Aooording to Kuhn, new paradigms appeared because of anomalies,
'whereby existing paradigms were unable to adequately explat n or
answer the faots.

As these anomalies inoreased in number, a crisis

developed beoause of doubts and uncertainties; and the new paradigms
were seen as the means of reoonoiling the anomalies with the facts
previously explained by the old paradigms.

Suoh changes of

direction could lead to conflict, as it was resisted by more
tro.ditional scientists.

Sometimes the traditional approach was

revised tocamouf'lage the revolution and give a greater impression
of' continuity.

Lemert applied Kuhn's,theor,y of scientifio revolution to the
prooess of legal ohange.

He suggested that an accumulation of'

anomalies in the prescribed legal prooedures oould lead to an
innovator,y perspective, resulting in polarisation between the
revolutionar,y view and reaotionar,y resistance.

He suggested that

these anomalies were usually associated with the inability of the
legal process to safeguard rights and interests.

They beoame

issues between oonflicting interests, and the major aspeots of
the resulting legal crisis was the ooncern for fairness, justice
and impartiality.

In his study of the juvenile oriminal law

reform in California, he found the main oonfliot to be .between

(11) ~uhn T.S. 'The Struoture of SOientifio Revolutions'
riiversity of Chioago Press (Chicago 1962)

- 29 'parens patriae' (stressing welfare and proteotion of tho
individual and others) and 'balanoed justioe' (strossing
impartiality and fairness).

Lemert himself warned of the dangers in-transposing
theoretioal models from one disoipline or situdion to another.

(12)

He warned of the temptations to account for too muoh or to
ignore important differences between,olasses of faots.

Yet,

the mental health review tribunals were fa oed with similar
oonfliots and dilemmas to those Lemert identified in his study
of juvenile law reform in California.

They were faoed with

si tua tions where the presoribed procedures were inst: t :·icient to
safeguard. the rights of the parties oonoerned, where there could
be confliot between different interests, and where the tribunal
was required to choose between considerations of justioe and
welfare.

Whether the accumulation of anomalies did lead to

innovator,y perspectives and 'new departures' in practioe-oould
only be established by observation and stuay.
't
-'l

Therefore, it was deoided to-inoorporate into the study of
the decision-process of the mental health review tribunal,
oonsideration of the dilemmas and oonflicts with which they
were faced and the anomalies in their rules and powers whioh
might lead to a orisis in the decision-process and innovator,y
action.

This deoision, along with the earlier deoisions about

the facts of the case and t'he peroeption of the facts and their
situation by the tribunal members, was oonsidered to oomplete a
more sufficient theoretioal framework upon whioh to base the
researoh aims and methodology (see Part Two).
(12)

LeInert E. 'Social Action and Legal Change' Aldine
(Chioago 1970) p 8
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CHAPrER FIVE

AIMS OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

The general aim of the research was to examine the process
by which the members of the mental health review tribunal
reached their conclusions in regard to the

I

dangerousness I

of the person before them as a basis for the decision or
advice about the release or continued detention.

How did the members of the mental health review tribunal
impliment their legal responsibility to determine whether the
person before them was a sufficient risk to himself or others
to justify continued compulsory treatment in hospital?

What_factors had the greater influence on their decisions?

How did.the tribunal resolve the dilemma between lparens
.patriae , and balanced justice, the welfare and protection of
the .individual and the need for justice to be seen to be done?

How did they deal with.a situation where the-formally
prescribed

a~proach

was insufficient to ensure the individual.

was not unfairly deprived of bis liberty?

How did the tribunal decide whether to give the

~enefit

the doubt' to protection or justice, continued detention or
release?

of

- 31 The general aim was to examine how the legal requirements
to determine whether it was necessary in the interests of the
patient's health or safety or the protection of other persons
that the patient should continuE(to" be likely to be detained'
operated in practice.

The empirical research was designed

to take into account the various observable featUres and
visible evidence, the way these facts and the situation are
perceived by the tribunal members, and their response to
dilemmas and conflicts and anomalies.

The specific aims

The specific aims were designed in a form which would
enable null hypotheses to be tested through the statistical
analysis of appropriate data collected through the observation
of the hearings of the tribunal, the interviewing of the chairmen of the tribunal hearings, and the examination of records.
The hypotheses were developed into research questions to be
incorporated into the various methods of research ••
(i) Perceptions of I dangerous I by,the mental health review tribunal.
Neither the legislation such as the Mental Health Act 1959 nor the
rules and'procedures of the Mental Health Review Tribunal clearly
defined or categorised the nature of risk which would justify the
continued detention of the applicant or person referred to them.
Therefore,in regard to 'danger to self and others', for what
were the members of the tribunal looking and how would they
describe the risk?

AIM 1:

To examine how the members of the tribunal perceive

- ;2 the nature of the

I

dangerousness I or risk associated with the

person ,before them.
aypotheses (a) There will be no tendency for tribunal members
to categorise the nature of risk in particular terms.
(b) There will ~e no tendency for tribunal members
,to identify.particular categories of potential victims as at
most risk.
Research method: Observations of tribunal hearins
Research question:

Did the tribunal members refer to the

risk associated with the person before them in the following
terms:
Risk> of, direct physical violence

Psychological harm

Indirectly endangering others

Property offences(e.g.larceny)

Sexual assault

Other(details)

Damage to property
Research'question:

How did the tribunal as a whole appear to view

the primary risk?
Not clear

Damage to property

Direct physical violence

Psychological harm

Endangering behaviour

Property offences

Sexual assault

Other(specify)

Research question:

To whom did the tribunal members refer as

'potential victims?
People generally

Elderly

Adul t s own sex

Self

Adults opposite sex

Specific other(details)

Children

Other(specify)

Research question:

Who appeared to be seen as most at risk?

Not clear

Children

People generally
Adul ts own sex
Adults opposite sex

Elderly
Self
Other

- 33 Research method:

Interviewing of legal chairman

Research question:

How would you rate the patient you have

just seen as a danger to others? (choose from:-)
No danger at all

Severe danger

Minimal danger

Very severe danger

Modera. ts danger

Could not answer
Other(specify)

Research question:

c

However you rated the danger, in your

opinion what is or was the one main risk or danger in regard
to this particular patient?(choose from:-)
Direct physical violence

Psychological harm

Behaviour likely to
indirectly endanger

Offences against property
Could not answer

Sexual assault
Other(specify)
Damage to property
Research question:

Who did you see as most likely to be at

riSk from the person before you?
People generally

Elderly

Adul ts own sex

Self

Adults opposite sex

Specific other

Children

Other(specify)
Could not answer

,

.

,

Supplementary guestions:
How would you rate the patient you have just seen as a danger
to himself?

Apart from the main danger or risk, did you see any other
danger associated with the person before you?

Did you consider anyone else also to be at risk?

- 34 . Would you like to make any further comments on how you
saw the danger in this case? .

(ii) The evidence on which the tribunal based their judgements.
The members of .the mental health review tribunal were limited
in the extent to which they could directly observe and examine
the person ,before them.

Therefore, in seeking to assess the

ldanger to self and others I

,

for what evidence were they looking

and which factors were most influential?

To examine the nature and relative importance of the

AIM 2:

evidence upon which tribunal members base their judgement in
regard to the dangerousness or risk •
•

t"!

(a.)' There will' be no difference in the extent

HyPotheses

to which the tribunal members as a whole take account of
different categories of evidence.
(b) There will be no difference in respect of
legal members.
, (c) There will be no difference in respect of
,

,

medical members.
(d) There will be no difference in respect of
lay members.
Research method:
Research questions:

Observation of tribunal hearing
Was the patient interviewed?
Were any family interviewed?
Was the subject legally represented?

"

i

Were any hospital staff interviewed?
Were representatives of any community services
interviewed?
"

,.

Were the usual hospital reports available
(hospital statement ,ward file,etc)?
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Were the home circumstances reports
available from the social services?
Were any other reports available?(Details)

What was the length of time of the hearing
Research question:

In considering evidence,did the tribunal

members 'show regard for the following:
Current family circumstances

Mental disorder

Immedi'a:te offence/behaviour Pre sent behavi our/a tti tudes
Circumstances of immediate' Community support services
offence
Previous offences/behaviour Social adequacy of patient
Personality of patient

Length of stay in Hampton

Family background

Hospital opinion and planning

~Previous social/Life-career Other(details)

(school,work,social,etc.)
Research, question:

Did one' factor appear to be more influential

with the tribunal as a whole?
Noli clear

Community support services

Mental disorder

Length of stay

Immediate offence/
behaviour

Present behaviour/attitudes

Previous record

Other(specify)

Personality of patient
Previous life-career
,Research question:

,Did one factor appear to be more

influential with,the legal member?

(Choice from factors as

above questions)
Research question:

Did one factor appear to be more

influential with the ,medical member? (Choice from factors as
above),
Research question:

Did one factor appear to be more

influential with the lay member?(choice from factors as above)
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Research question:

Did they admit to being influenced by

uncertainty or benefit of the doubt?
Research question:

Did they admit to being influenced by

their subjective feelings or intuition about the patient?
Research Method: . Interviewing of legal chairman.
Research question:

In deciding whether or not this

.particular patient should continue to be detained in Rampton,
which factor appeared to you the most important influence
in that decision? (choose from:-)

Mental disorder

Family circumstances

Immediate offence/behaviour Community support services
Previous record

Length of stay

Personality of patient

Present behaviour/attitude

Previous life-career

Other(specify)

Research question:

Which factor would you have said was second

in importance as an influence on the decision? (choice as above)

Research question:

Was there a further factor which was

important in the decision(third in importance)? (choice as
above)
Research question: ' Was. there any serious doubt in your mind
about whether. or not the patient should be released from
Rampton?
Research question:

Could you say whether you gave any

'benefi t of the doubt'.in favour or against leaving Hampton?
Research question:

Were you at all influenced by your

subjective ,feelings, or intuition about the patient?

(iii) .Restraints and difficulties in obtaining the evidence.
The members of the mental health review tribunal were very

- 31 dependent upon indirect evidence upon which to reach their
conclusions.

What factors imposed themselves between the

tribunal and the evidence they required?

AIM 3:

. To examine the nature of any restraints or difficulties

experienced by the tribunal in obtaining the evidence-considered
necessary to reach decisions.
H.ypotheses

(a) Tribunal members did not experience any

serious difficulty in obtaining the evidence they required.
(b) Where there is difficulty, it is not due to
particular cause or restraint as against others.

any

(c) Where there is difficulty, it is not in
relation'to any particular-category of evidence.
(d) 'Benefit of doubt' is not a major factor
influencing the decisions of tribunal members generally or
specifically.
(e) Intuition and feelings about the patient are
not a major factor influencing the decisions of tribunal
members~

Research-method:

Observation of tribunal hearing.

Research questions:

Was the patient interviewed?
Was any family interviewed?
Was the subject legally represented?
Were any hospital staff interviewed?

,

'

c

Were representatives of any community
services interviewed?
Were the required hospital statements
available?
Were the home circumstances reports
available from social services?
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Were any other reports available?
What was the length of time of the hearing?
Did the tribunal members refer to

Researchguestion:

difficulties in'obtaining evidence required to reach decisions?
Reports not available

Family witnesses not available

Available reports .
inadequate

Other evidence unavailable

Hospital witnesses not
available
Community' services
witnesses not available.
Research question:

To which category of evidence did the

difficulties mainly relate?
Research question:

(categories: mental disorder,etc)

Did they admit to be influenced by

uncertainty or benefit of the doubt?
Research question:

Was there any doubt expressed about the

legal classification or diagnosis?
Research question:

Did they admit to be influenced by their
,

,

subjective feelings or intuition about the patient?
Research method:
Research question:

Interviewing of legal chairman.
Did you experience any difficulty in

obtaining the evidence you required to reach your decision?
Research question:

What was the nature of the difficulty?

No difficulty

Hospital witnesses unavailable

Reports unavailable

Community witnesses unavailable

Reports inadequate

Other witnesses unavailable

Family witnesses
unavailable ;

Other

Research'question:

Did'the difficulty relate to any ,

particular category of evidence or information? (category:
mental disorder,etc)-" .
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Research question:

Was there any seriouB doubt in your mind

about whether or not the ,patient should be released from
Rampton?
Research question:

Could you say whether you gave any 'benefit

of the doubt' in favour ,or against leaving Rampton?
Research guestion:Would you have said that the medical member
had any serious doubt about the right course of action?
Research question:
~any.serious

Would 'you have said that the lay member had

doubt about the right course of action?

Research question:

Was there

any

doubt expressed about the legal

classification or diagnosio?
Research question:

,Were fyoU at 'all influenced by your subjective

feelings or intuition,about the'patient?
Supplementary question:

Baveyou any further comments in

regard to difficulties, in. obtaining the necessary information?

(iv) Anomalies,and dilemmas arising from their rules and powers.
The prescribed rules and powers implied a clarity of choice
between alternatives, objective and available evidence, adequate
resources to 'enable decisions to be effected satisfactorily, and
no other serious restraints on reaching conclusions.

In practice,

with what if any frustrations and complications were the tribunal
faced, requiring them to go beyond their rules and procedures?
,~

AIM'4: - To examine the nature 'of-any restraints or difficulties
experienced by the tribunal arising from anomalies and dilemmas
where prescribed procedures and rules are not adequate.
Hypotheses

(a) Tribunal members do not experience any serious

inadequacy in the prescribed rules and procedures in regard
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to the collection. of evidence, the deliberations of the tribunal,
or the, powers of the tribunal.
(b) Tribunal members do not experience any serious
dilemmas,in,regard to the practical choices available to them.
(c) Where they do experience serious

di~emmas,

they do not arise in regard to any particular aspect of the
situation.
Research method:

Observation of tribunal

Research question:

hearing~

D;d, the tribunal members refer to difficulties

ariSing from inadequacies in the procedures and rules, in regard to:
theobtaining,oi evidenqe

i.

'" ii.

the c onduc t oi the tribunal hearing

,iii.
Research

the powers of the tribunal?
guestion~

Did the tribunal members refer to difficulties

arising because of the need to choose between unsatisfactory
alteroatives: '
,i.,

dilemmas associated with the need or otherwise
for hospital care

ii.

dilemmas associated with the patient's attitude
/ and behaviour

iii.

dilemmas associated with. family support and
attitudes
,

iv.
v.

> ' ' ;

.,

,

dilemmas associated with community support services
dilemmas associated with public attitudes

vi~'" anY other dii~~s? '
Research method:

Interviewing of legal chairman.
,.

Research question:

Did you experience any difficulty which
,

arose from the rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation
to the collection of evidence? - Could you describe the
difficulty?
.'

'

;-~

.
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Research 'question:

Did you experience any difficulty which

arose from the rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation
to the conduct of the hearing?

Could you describe the

difficulty?
Re'search question:

Did you experience any difficulty which

arose from the rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation
to 'the' powers of the tribunal in this case?

Could you describe

the'difficulty?
Research question: " In' reaching your conclusions, did you
experience any difficulty which arose from the need to choose
between unsatisfactory alternatives?
Research question:

Did you face'any dilemma which related in

any way to the need or otherwise for continued hospital care?

Research question: - Did you face any dilemma which related in
anyway to the behavioUr or attitude of the patient himself?
Research question:'

Did you face any dilemma which related in

any way to the support or attitude of the family?
Research question:

Did you face any dilemma which related in

any way to the provision of community services?
Research guestJon:

Did you face 'any dilemma. which related in

any way ,to the question of 'public attitudes?

Supplementary questions:

Have you any further comments in regard

to to problems arising-from'the rules and procedures laid down
for tribunals? "

" -., ,," '.

Hav. you any further comments in regard to any dilemmas with
which you were faced? -.
(v)Disagreements'betweenthe members:

The evidence and Ifacts l

were open to interpretation and the conclusions were not always
self-evident.from:the procedures and criteria.

How do the
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members of the tribunal resolve the inevitable differences
of emphasis 'and disagreements in regard to the nature and
degre'e 'o'f ri'sk? "

AIM 5:

To examine the disagreements between the members

of the tribunal

'a.nd~'the"process

by which they were resolved.

(a) Tribunal members do not experience any

Hypotheses

serious disagreement 6r coriflict of opinion among themselveb,
in regard to

anY aspect

or at

any

stage of the decision-making

process.

(b) Where 'there 'is disagreement or conflict,it
is not resolved by any particular process,
(c) Noone category of member is more influential

in reaching a conclusion •.
Research method:

i

Observation 'of tribunal hearing,

Rese'arch,guestion:'

Was there' any clear disagreement in regard

to the nature of the"'risk?'

".

to poteiitial victims?
Wa:s 'there

anY

clear disagreement in regard

to the evidence to be taken/into a~count?
Research question:

Did there appear to be any conflict of

opinion among the tribUnal '.members, in regard to:
, 'i. " ·the mental state' of the Patient
>

ii.' ':the degree of risk I:,'
c'iiL

'the question 'of refease?
,

,~".

".,

Research guest10n:'

,:

•

1

'

~

I

~

... , . ,

"

Did one factor appear to be more influential

with the legal member? (choice of factors as previously indicated)
Re'search"'guest1.on:

Did one factor appear to be more influential

with the medical member? (choice of factors as previously indicated)
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Did one factor appear to be more influential

Research question:

(choice of factors as previously indicated)

with the lay member?

Research question: ,.By what process were disagreements mainly
resolved?
Agreement through discussion
Giving way to greater knowledge or experience
Majority decision
Adjourning decision
Avoiding decision·
.Other( spe~ify)
Research method:

Interviewing of legal chairman

Research question:

Would you have said there was any clear

disagreement or difference of opinion between members of the
tribunal in regard to the

~egree

of risk?

If so, could you give more. details of the disagreement?
Research question:

>

•

Would' you have, sa;id there was any clear

disagreement or, difference of opinion between members of the
tribunal in regard to the nature of the dangerousness or risk?
Research question:

Would you have said there was any clear

disagreement or difference of opinion between members of the
tribunal in regard to· the·\potential victims?
Research question:

Would you have said that the medical

member had any serious doubt about the right course of action?
. Research question:· Would you have said that the lay member
had any serious doubt about the right course of aotion?
Research question:, Was :there at any point in the hearing what
you would call a serious' difference of opinion between the
tribunal members in regard to whether or not the patient should
leave Rampton?,. r

'.

..

I
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Research question:

How was this disagreement resolved?

Agreement through discusoion
Greater knowledge or experience prevailing
Majority decision
Decision adjourned
Decision avoided
Other( specify) ,
Research question:

At any point did the legal member have a

greater influence than. the other members?
Research question:

At any point did the medical member have a

greater influence than the other members?
Research question:

In what connection?

At any point did the lay member have a greater

influence than the other members?
Research question:

In what connection?

In what connection?

At any point was it necessary to abide by

a majority decision?

In what connection?

Supplementary question:

Have you any further comments in

regard to disagreements and their resolution?

(Vi) 'Tribunal decisions and innovations
,

--

The tribunal had the duty to make a decision or give advice
in respect of each application or reference.

As they could

not avoid reaching some clear conclusion, how far did their
decisions conr6rm' to the prescribed choices and in what if
.. ,
any ways did they vary from those alternatives?

AIM

6: To' e~e

the conclusions reached by the tribunal and

the natUre of any innovations beyond prescribed choices.
HyPotheses.: (a.) 'Tribunal members will not tend toward any
particular category of decision or a.dvice.
(b) Tribunal hearings will not conclude in other
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than,decisions or advice to release or not release.
(c) Where there is such innovation,it will not
be in response to instances of difficulties in obtaining
evidence.
(d) Where there is such innovation, it will not
be in,response to instances where tribunal members experienced
anomalies,or dilemmas.
,"

"

" (e) Where there is such innovation, it will not
, be
,

in,response to instances of disagreement between members of the
tribunal.
Research method:
Research question:

Observation of tribunal hearing.
What was the decision of the tribunal?

Not applicable(reference)

No action

Adjourn decision

Reclassification

Discharge order .

other

Research question:

What was the advice given by the tribunal?

Not applicable (application)

No action

Adjournment

Transfer to other hospital

Discharge to community,

other

Research question: . In regard to any adjournment, what was the
reason given or nature of ,further enquiries?
Net applicable (no
adj ournment) . .

Specifically accommodation

Specifically hospital-transfer Other rehabilitative(specify)
To review, patient's progress

Other reasons(specify)

Not clear' ,
Research question:

By what process were disagreements mainly

resolved?
Research method:

Interviewing of legal chairman
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Research question:
,application/your

Did you make a definite decision about the

~dvice

Research question:

on this occasion?

Was your decision or advice in favour of

• release from Rampton?
.Research question:

Was your advice or decision in favour of

changing ..the.legal classification?
Research question:

In your advice to the Home Secretary, did

,you recommend transfer to a local NBS hospital?
Research question:

Did you make any other recommendation to the

.Home Secretary?
Research question:, If you adjourned consideration of the
application or reference, what was the purpose in adjourning?
,Research guestion:.

Did you decide to take any additional action

as a,tribunal in response to this application or reference?
,Research question:

Would you like to make. any further comments about

the evidence you took into account in-.making your decision?
.Research question:

How did you overcome the difficulty(in

. obtaining evidence)?
.' Research question:
.dif~iculties.

Have you any further comments in regard to

in obtaining. the necessary information?

,Research question:

Did you find the need. to go beyond the given

.rules,and procedures, and . take any unusual course of action in
order to overcome this difficulty?
i •."in. r~lation to the ,collection and receiving of evidence?
.,.,ii.~.in rela~ion .to

the .. conduct of the hearing?

.. iii.,in .relation .to the. powers of the tribunal in this case?
. Research question: 'c,. , Have
·you any. further comments in regard to
..
.problems arising from the.;ru.les.and procedures laid down for
tribunals?
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Research question:

How was this disagreement resolved?

Research question:

Have you any further comments in regard to

disagreements and their resolution?
Research question:

'Have you any further comments in regard to

this particular hearing?
Research method:

Examination of records(where confirmation is

necessary)
Research 'question:

'What was the decision of the tribunal?,

Research question:

What was the advice given by the tribunal?

Research question: ' I n regard to any adjournment, what was the
reason given or the nature of fUrther enquiries?

(vii) Influence of Socio-demographic facts
~':

'The above aims reflected -the fact that the decision-making

model used in the empirical study of the mental health review
tribunal was designed to incorporate the • perception I of the
'factsl by the, tribunal members and the dilemmas and conflicts
and anomalies with which they were faced in the process of
making decisions.

Yet the 'starting point of the model was a

traditional 'input-output approach to decision-making.

Therefore,

the 'aim was also to study the relationship between the tangible
Ifacts l and the'decisions' of the tribunal.'

AIM 7:
:pa.tiEm~

To examine basic socio-demographic features of the
and the' tribunal to see ,1f they are related to the

decision reached by, the tribunal.
Hypotheses' " (a) There will 'be no difference in terms of the
home area of the cpatient' in regard to the decisions reached by
'the tribunal.'
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-~,

,

(b) There will be no difference in terms of the
ageOof the patient in regard to the decisions reached by the
tribunal.
(c)'There will 'be' no difference in terms of the
sex of the patient in regard to the decisions reached by the
tribunal.
(d) There will be no difference in terms of the
marital status of the patient in regard to the decisions renched
by the tribUnal ..
(e')

There

will be no difference in terms of the

le~l cls:ssification in regard to 'the decisions reached by the

tribunal.
"" (fY There will 'be' no dffference in terms of the
nature

of

tribunal. '
I'

the order' in regard to the decisions reached by the
,

'

(g) There~ will be no difference in terms of the

immediate offences in regard to the decisions reached by the
tribunal.
(h) There will be no difference in terms of the
victims of offences in regard to the decisions reached by the
tribunal.
(i) There will be no difference in terms of the years
in Rampton in regard to the decisions reached by the tribunal.

(j) There will be no difference in terms of previous
hospital care in regard to the decisions reached by the tribunal.
(k) There will be no difference in terms of previous
offences or sentences in regard to decisions reached by the tribunal.
(1) There will be no difference in terms of the
previous residential care in regard to decisions reached by the
tribunal.
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,,~-

'),

-,

',t~

, ,

(m) There will be no difference in terms of number

of previous hearings in regard to decisions reached by tribunal.
~':'"

I. ,

',,:

T:'(n) -There',willbe no 'difference in terms of stage

of progress in hospital in regard to decisions reached by the
tribunal.

(0) 'The're' will' be 'no difference in terms of legal
"chai:rma:ri'in regard ,to' the decisions reached' by the tribunal.
,

,

"

":' +,'

(p) There 'will be 'no difference in terms of 'wl'\ether

'family interviewed in regard to decisions reached by tribunal.

, (q) 'There' 'will be no difference in' terms of whether
patient legally 'represented in'regard to the decisions reached by

Research method:

Examination of records to obtain factual

information in 'regard to 'patient 'arid 'tribunal', in order to study
the relatioriship'between'the"a.bcive 'factsl and decision and
';

advice of the t:dbunal.

"

"

~

" ,'.

~

,',

"

"

"

,

f"

j:,

.

"

"

'
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CHAPl'ER SIX

GENERAL APPROACH TO THE RESEARCH PROJECT
c

The focus of empirical study was to be the mental health
review tribunal meeting at RamptonHospital to consider
applications for discharge or references for advice from the
Home Secretary in regard to people detained within Hampton
Hospital~

r

':The constitution, procedures and powers of the

tribunal at Hampton

Hospit~l

were those formally prescribed

in legisiation and rule's, as sllIDIDarised in Chapter three on

the' 'Mental Health Review TribUnal'.

In contrast with a special security hospital,in a national
health service psychiatric hospital there would be only a small
proportion 'of patients held compulsorily for treatment and therefore eligible to apply or be referred to the tribunal during any
period~

- During a twelve-month period ending December 1911,

throughout the whole 'of-the Trent Regional Health Authority with
the exception of Hampton Hospital, there were only 33 applications
and'13 references heard by the-mental health review tribunal.
Duringthat-sameperiod,- the tribunal-heard 121 applications and
169 references in respect of men and women detained in Rampton
Hospital.-' 'As all special hospital patients are detained against
their will, during any period there is always a high proportion
eligible to be seenby'the tribunal.

During the years prior to

this research and while the project was being designed and
negotiated; there-were between 300'and 400'hearinga of the
tribUna.l

at

Hampton Hospital during anyone year.

This ws in
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relation to a population of patients of 900 to 1,000(The patient
population at Hampton has been falling steadily since the early
1970s).
t'/

Therefore the mental health review tribunal at Hampton had
various advantages as a focus of

study~.

(a) There was sufficient volume and concentration of. applications/
references and tribunal activity at the hospital to
~ery

provid~

a

adequate sample of hearings for study within a reasonable

time.
(b) As the tribunal met. invariably and· regularly at the hospital
itself, the hearings were easily accessible for study by someone
working at the hospital.
(c) The obtaining of the necessary official approval for the
research was facilitated by the researcher working at the
hospital and employed by the same authprity responsible for
mental health review tribunals(Department of Health and Social
Security) ...
(d) Whilst the researcher was too close and involved in the
hospital situation to research the hospital.decision-making
with sufficient objectivity, it was.inherent in the nature of
the mental health review tribunal that .it should be entirely
separate and.independent of the hospital administration and
clinical decision-making_

:~.

(e) Working in the hospital gave .the researcher ready access
to the records of patients in regard tosocio-demographic
deta.ils
(f) Working in the hospital facilitated the obtaining of the
approval where necessary of various parties such as the
consultant psychiatrists and the patients themselves.
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..
During early 1977, the following were approached by the
researcher:

the Chairman of the Mental Health Review

Tribunal in the Trent Regional Health Authority, the
Department <of Health and Social Security who manage the
special hospitals, and the consultant psychiatrists at Rampton
o

Hospi tal.,

,

The research interest and method was outlined; to

study the decision-making process of the mental health review
tribunal through , the observation of hearings, interviewing of
I
members, and the examination of patient records.

Ready

approval ,and encouragement was received from members of Mental
Health (C Division) of DHSS and the medical staff at the hospital.
The Chairman ,of the Tribunal was very helpful and supportive,
making himself available to discuss in more detail the planning
and application ,of the ,research project.

This helped to maxi-

mise, the research benefit, whilst ensuring the' minimum interference with their,decision-making and ,the hearings.

, General arrangements

The mental health review tribunal were attending at Hampton
for between 300 and 400 hearings each twelve month period;
including the hearing of applications and references and
reconvened hearings where their decision had been adjourned.
The,pattern of operation was for,the tribunal to meet on around
three days ,each week (usually Tue sday ,We dnesday, and Friday),
consideringtbree applications or references during the course
of each day.

,Tribunal heariz:1gs were timed for 11 .00a.m. ,

12.00 mid-day, and
for each hearing.

2.00p.m~,

allowing for at least one hour

There was,no tendency for either applications
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or references to be heard at any particular day or time;
it being arbitrary whether any 'hearing was an application or
reference, the arrangement depending on other factors.
Hearings'were arranged for applications and references
chronologically as they were ready.· When an application
or reference from the Home Secretary was received by the
tribunal office, the. necessary reports were obtained from the
hospital'and community services and the medical member
to examine the patient.

reques~ed

·When these enquiries were complete and

wit~the prescribed dead-line for considering ,the matter, the
tribunal office informed all parties concerned of the'arrangements
for the hearing.

One factor which'could affect the timing of the

hearing on any given day could be the travelling arrangements of
people attending the hearing.

For instance, the 11.00a.m.hearing

time could be avoided for a relative travelling a long distance.
Apart from this influence, the date and timing of hearings
appeared to be arbitrary.

The normal

.
pr~ctice

was for the same

tribunal" I panel I , the nominated IOOmbers of the three panels,'
and the same tribunal clerk to deal'with all applications and
references on a particular day.

Another regular feature was for

the 'Chairman of the Tribunal' to act as president of the hearings
on a particular day (Tuesday) during each week.

The tribunal hearings were invariably held in accommodation
provided,by the hospital administration for the exclusive use by
the tribunal for the hearings themselves and as waiting rooms
for patients, their relatives, and other parties to the situation.

The above pattern of operation

and'arr~ments

for the
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hearings were confirmed through observing the hearings and
consulting the tribunal staff and the Chairman of the
Tribunal.

With the advice of the tribunal staff and Chair-

man, the assumption was made that this pattern of operation
and the circumstances of the hearings would continua to apply
conSistently through the period of study.

This assumption

was proved correct, with the"exception that occasionally the
tribunal would meet more or less than the three days duringfa
week in response to a variable volume of applications and
references.

It was very rare for the tribunal not to hear

three applications or references during any one day; the
exceptions being when circumstances had required a particular
hearing to be cancelled.

It was decided to focus on every tribunal hearing to be held
at 12.00 mid-day from a given date until a total of 150 hearings
had been studied.

The sample of 150 was chosen as large enough

to have research credibility and to allow for differentiating
between applications and references; and yet attainable within a
reasonable period(which was estimated in 1977 to require about
18 months).

The aim was to observe the hearing throughout from

beginning to conclusion, and then to interview the tribunal
president (chairman) as soon after the hearing that day as
,

,

convenient.

Observing the

hearin~.

An agreement was reached with the

Chairman of the Tribunal and through him with the other
presidents.

The agreement was that, subject to the consent

of the patient, the researcher would normally sit in a discreet
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position to observe the tribunal hearing, with the understanding
that he could be excluded from the whole or part of the hearing
at the request of the. president without the need for any explanation.

,This was to avoid

any

concern that the presence of the

researcher could prejudice. in any way their deliberations or
inhibi t any. other party_, ..

Arising from this understanding
',-

and the practice. of (either directly or through their legal
the
representative) explaining k \ presence and gaining the constent
of the patient, there were eleven of.the .150 hearings which
were. not fullY.,observed..

This arrangement both decreased the

sample of hearings fully·observed to 139 (although not the
number, of.legal chairmen/presidents interviewed) and introduced
possible .bias •.. Seven ,exclusions concerned two tribunal
members (one medical and one lay member) who on principle did
not wish the.hearings to. be observed.

With the exception of one

case ,where the . patient was known to be. excessively suspicious,
the reasons for exclusion from the other hearings were not given
to the researcher.

This •exclusion' agreement was necessary,as

the prime function of the tribunal had to take priority and it
was essential. that the researcher's presence should not be seen
as interfering in any way •

. The. invariable practice during all the observed hearings
was for the researcher to sit in a particular chair in a
particular comer to, one side of .the tribunal and the people
. they were interviewing.

A coded check-off. sheet on a clip-

board was used torecord.the structured observation of the
hearing(writing up the full standardised observation schedule
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•

at the earliest ,opportunity ,the ,same day to ensure an accurate
record).

With the exception of perhaps being introduced and
researcher~s
"
,

the 'reason ,for "the
,

presence being generally,

confirmed by"thechairman, ,at no. point during the 139 observed
hearings.included.in,the research,did the researcher take an
active part in the proceedings.
hearings~which

In addition to the eleven

were not fUllY,observed(although the chairman

interviewed) and the 139 ,observed hearings, there were two,
occasions,which,led

~o,the

researcher stepping out of role in

order,to . give.advice ,in a,differentcapacity(each time on the
initiative-of the ,members ,of the"tribunal).
hearings were
by a

:Both those

from the,.research sample and replaced

excl~ded

procedure,explai~edbelow.,
,- ,.

.

~

The 12.00 mid-dayhearing... ; The mid-day hearing was selected
as

t~e

focus of study both

f~r

certain· practical reasons and

wi th" the aim, of, minimising sampling bias •. "
'!"

Work commitments would not have allowed the researcher to be
free, to observe and. study every hearing for a sufficient
period to ,achieve a credible sample.,

To have ,achieved the

required sample, of 150 by observing every hearing, would have
demanded a time-commitment df,at least three hours during any
day, .three, days. during any
In

ad~tion,"-there

w~ek,

for at least seventeen weeks.

would·have been the time required for other.

aspects of the,research study; interviewing members and examining
records. \ Therefore lit was necessary to select a representative
sample! . "', ,

~othe:r:

practical consideration was that, as mid-day was the
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•
.beginning·of·the'hospital meal-time period, the situation
external'" to the tribunal would be more'relaxed.

Whilst this

would'-in 'no" way affect the tribunal, the researcher could be
more confident of meeting the commitment(in effect in his own
time without'undue conflict with work commitments).

It"was arranged'with the: tribunal' staff. and Chairman that,
whenever the researcher was prevented from attending a hearing
because of other commitments, he would attend the first available
,replacement hearing regardless of time.

Over the fifteen month

period of "the main" study, there were thirteen occasions when it
was· necessary: to attend the. 'first· available replacement hearing.
As these' occasions tended' to; arise

when~the

researcher was away

from the'hospital for'the whole' day, the'replacement hearings
'were "more 'often the following morning at 11.00a.m.' (eight
:occasions) than·a.t'·2.00p.m.(five hearings).' Two of the latter
group were; the· hearings' mentioned .above 'when the '.researcher was
. drawn· into· the hearing.in a different role.

, The .12.00 mid-day hearing had value also as a·means of
controlling other variables and minimising,bias.and error
. from'the influence of these .other variables •.' "'(a) Focusing
on the hearings at'a particular'timeeach'day minimised the
influence 'lof factors ",which "could have varied at different times
of the,day,.-but'which were "extraneous to the aims of ,the research
study.",'

One example was-mentioned.earlier.; In organising the

tribunal' hearing, 'the tribunal "clerks would·tend'to avoid the
11.00-a.m. "hearing "for relatives and others "travelling any.
great' distance; :wherea.s the converse did not appear., to apply
1

"

<f

",
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•

in. that the.clerks,were not necessarily avoiding the 12.00 midday hearing for any known reason.

<

This, could have affected

indirectly socio-demographic,features .which were factors in
the research, ,such
as geographical.home area and attendance
.
.'

"

,

of relatives at Jhe hearing •.. In support or his own independent impressions, the researcher was assured by tribunal staff
and members that there was no known bias in the selection of
cases ,for, the ".12.00 mid-day. hearing.
(b) Alternative
sampling approaches would ,have been.less satisfactory.
attempted to study, every hearing on a
introduced bias.

giv~n

To have

,day each week would have

The same tribunal members were involved on any

day and therefore would have been less representative of the total
group of., members of the, three panels."

As the, Chairman of the

Tribunal'. attended on a particular. day each, week, he would have been
regularlyincluded(to ~he extent of virtually monopolising the
interviewing schedules and·, the hearings being observed) or tota.lly
excluded from the study.
period,ensured
.
membe;rs •

One hearing a day over an extended

a.represent~tive~sample

of· tribunal chairmen and

.

,Another al ternative ' sampling approach could have been

to,study a.sample frequency.of

h~arings(every

third or fourth

hea.ring).,",; In fact. the· study was. tending ,to sample . every third
hea.ring as, there, were, normally, thre~ hearings on any day.
Ev,~ry.

the

second, hearing, w01ll:d ,have"pre sented ,problems arising ,from

.vol~e,of.research commitmentso~,1UlY

one "day, similar to

those in, regard, to ,studying every, h~~ring" ov~r a peri od.
frequency, of: les,s ,than every .third~hearing

~ould

A

have extended

. the study by about five months to doubtful advantage.

Also

there would be practical planning difficulties in regard to a
sampling frequency.

A minimum of only ten days notice was
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•
required for hearings and therefore the dates and numbers of
hearings were not certain well in advance.

Attending the mid-

day hearing had the convenience of familiarity for the tribunal
as well as-myself, without involving them in additional work in
liaising with me about the hearings to be attended.

(c) From attending
the hearings and consulting the _tribunal members and staff, lthe
researcher confirmed no know:} bias in the 12.00 mid-day hearing
likely.to affect variables and features in the research

stu~

(applications or references, male or female, nature of offence,
etc.)
( d) The re gular
attending of the mid-day hearing over a reasonably achievable
period-of about fifteen to eighteen months would achieve a
sufficient sample of the total group' and various sub-groups
to minimise bias arising from inadequate sampling.

!Interviewing the .legal chairman.

The possibility of inter-

viewing more than just the legal chairman was considered.
It was decided the choice should be between the legal chairman
or all the members.

It was thought a smaller sample of other

members for comparison purposes would have limited value,
suffering from the same deficiencies as a smaller 'sample of
interviews of legal chairman. (i.e., need to avoid bias arising
from inadequate sampling).

It would have been practically

impossible to have interviewed all three members of every hearing.
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n.ave 'contafue''d three

To'

interviews w'.{th.1n' the time available

woUld have restricted the content and'research objectives
or the'interview schedule'.

'To haVe attempted to involve

either' re sea:rcheis" in intervi~wiiig' all three' members of the
tribUna.1c'onsecutive1y would ~ve presentedniajor planning
difficUlties 'and also iriti-6duced other Varia.b1es which would
have 'been 'difficult to' control.

To have'attempted'to interview

each of ' the three"'meinbers' ove~ a longer period after the hearing
would'have 'risked"serious distortions

ill their responses due to

thepa,ssage"of tiIIie and. the'iritervention' of' subsequent hearings.
"

,"C'

.. The' chosenl' method was the structu.:red ~terv.iewing of the
legal chairman of every hearing observed.

The aim would be

to interview the chairman during the same day as the hearing,
either prior to' the 2:00p~m~' (or niit) hearing 'or "where
necess'ary after" that hea.ring ..··With· the' ver.rhe1pful co-operation
of the '·ch8.irme.n'of the tribuna1s','thls' a:iln was achieved in every
case, theint'ei-Views 'usually' belng'during the lunch-time' period
SUch was
,

... '

...

C;

•

~

~

"t

.....""

"~"

_'"'"

'. ,

"

their willingness to' co-operate that '1 t was rarely neceasary

','

r

:".,

The" practice 'was to meet the"cha:i~ "'in'~thetribUna.1 room
!

either after the hearing:"orpriort~ the next 'hearmg.
onlY" seven exceptions', theY" were"a1one."

The

with

other members'

had either' left for lunch or'the"·cha:l.rlltlD.'liad returned earlY'.
On 'the' seven 'occasions'~ the 'chairman: invited the' other members

aild/or'the tribuna.l clerk to remain, 'a.ppare~tiy·for reference.

As

the studY sought responses' or thecha1i-man;'thls introduced
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-'some bias but not one considered'" of sufficiently serious
concern 1 to request other people to leave.

Apart from the

discourtesy, it was ,decided that the presence of the other
partiesOreflected.an interest in the research study which
should not be discouraged.

The questions from the schedule

were voiced to the' chairman in a standardised wording and
order, andethe 'responses noted'onto the spaces provided on the
'schedule.

At the 'end of each interview, the chairman hadr

opportunity·to make.any general ·comments.' "This provided
added interest 'and information, and also provided the facility
,to courteously 'controla:ny tendency to,make distracting general
comments' or stray from the' standardised form of the interview

The' pilot' study..,The .research methods and the research schedule
were ·tested through'a pilot study of twelve hearings prior to the
main research

project~

j

The influence of ' the pilot study on the

detailed 'questions and research items in the observation and
'interview schedules is discussed·inthe next chapter on the
,IResearchschedule'.·

The. pilot

stu~

was used also to evaluate

the effectivenessof,the general methods of approach to the research
project.

Over a period of about four weeks; ,the 12.00 mid-day

hea.rings were attended., . Eleven hearings were:observed by the
researcher and

thechai~

interviewed in respect of twelve

·hearings • . On one occasion,'a member of. the tribunal objected
to,the presence of the researcher and only the research interview
was completed.

On two further'occasions, it was necessary for

the'; researcher to attend the' earliest available' replacement
hearing because of a 'clash with work commitments." During one
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(

hearing, the researcher was reqUired to step out of role and
advise the tribunal in a professional capacity.

In another

instance, he was able to maintain a research detachment
during the involvement ofa social· work colleague in the
proceedings.

Whilst.initially being ratherill-at-ease in the role of
non-participant observer, the researcher was able to use the
pilot study to test and establish the feasibility of this role
and to settle down to an impersonal standardised observation
of the proceedings.

The experiences during the pilot

stu~,

such as those described above, assisted both in gaining experience
in remaining detached and being able to judge when the detachment
had been breached.

This could have contributed to there being

only the two occasions during the main research project when the
research role was compromised on the initiative of the tribunal,
required those hearings to be excluded from the research sample.
Also the pilot study appeared to provide some reassurance to
tribunal members that the presence of the researcher was not
detrimental to 'their work and responsibilities.

It provided

the means of enabling the researcher1s presence to begin to be
I

taken for granted.

During the main studY, the occasions

when the researcher was excluded from the tribunal hearing
were related mainly to two particular members of the tribunal
who appeared to object on prinCiple to the hearings being
observed.

The pilot study provided the opportunity to familiarise with
the interview situation and establish an adequate standardised
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interview presentation.

Also the trial confirmed that the

period required for a reasonably responsive interview waD
around fifteen minutes as a norm.

This provided for the

structured responses to the standardised questions and the
opportuni ty for further comment by the legal chairm.nn.

Wi th

a few exceptions discussed in the chapter on the 'research
schedule', the chairmen found themselves readily able to understand and respond to the questions on the basis of their recent
involvement in the tribunal hearing.

Greater time beyond the

fifteen minute norm arose usually because of the interest of the
legal chairmen in extending their comments and discussion at the
completion of the interview schedule; rather than due to any
difficulty or time required to think out the answers to any
questions.

This trial served a purpose which had not been planned.
Coinciding with this research project, the tribunal chairmen
had been approached about completing an extensive written
questionnaire.

They appeared to co-operate with this other

research but, as that exercise was time-consuming, there was
some risk of resistance generalising to this research project.
In

fac~h~ilot study provided tangible evidence that the time

involved was limited and helped to ensure the co-operation of
, •
I.
chairmen.
This has been a general outline ot the methods of
approach to the research which will be considered in the
following chapter concerned more with the speoific 1temn within
the research schedule which were evaluated through the pilot
study before the main study oommenced.
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.TIrE RESEARCH SCHEDULE

• ,<'

The research,schedule was designed to contribute to
aimseof the research project through being

~~hieving.the

the means of recording for analysis data obtained through
,

1

~

the three methods of research.
sections,~onecfor
•

.'"

~

I.

f

"

The schedule was in three

each research method:

" ' 1 _ "Observation of, tribunal hear~g
" ,

~

2., iDetails of ,subject, from examination of records, and

3. InterViewing, of, legal chairman. ,
The questions.withineach,of the sections were designed to test
hypotheses ,based on the various aims of the ,research project.
In Chapter

5, the hypotheses and research questions are grouped

under the seven
aims ,.of the research project, to demonstrate how
,
,

the aims were ,converted into, research questions.

,In this chapter,

the research questions are considered from the view-point of the
I

research methodology.

Section One : Observation of tribunal hearing

There {were ninety questions wi thin, this section of the
schedule, the.answers in the majority.ofinstances being
codified,for,analysis_,. A limited number of questions were
for simple ,reference, ."such as:.
'What,,~s,the

name, of the subject?

What is,the date,of ,the hearing?
About ten questions were open-ended for comment on particular
aspects of the decision-making process being observed:

- 65 Further 'comments on the nature or rink as
perceived by the tribunal members.
Further comments on the evidence taken into
, account by the tribunal members.
Experience during the pilot trial study enabled a few
questions which had been left open-ended in the draft
scheduleto,bestructured more specifically and codified.

One illustration came ,within the group or questions concerned
with difficulties in obtaining evidence.

Experience showed

that' a question originally worded: '
'r

'·Did their concern relate to particular
Yes 1

factors of evidence?

No 0

Specify, which •.•••••••••••••••• •"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

could reliably be converted to:
To which category of evidence did the
, difficulties mainly relate?

Not clear
Mental disorder
Immediate offences
Previous life-career
Family circumstances
Communit,y support
Present behaviour
Hospital treatment
, Other( specify)

The: trial study showed that some questions included within the
draft schedule were unreliable and therefore excluded from the
main research project.

An , example

of this was:

"

Did any one member appear most influential in
determining the nature or risk?
The'iwording of the, questions which were included in the research
schedule in the main research 'project are those included within

.

'

0
1
2

3
4
5
6
1
8
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the'grouping,tObservation of tribunal hearing' under the various
Aims: of Research"in Chapter 5.

In addition to the questions

detailed, 'there, were for each Aim at least one open-ended
question for general comment. "

, It ,will be ,seen that, in some instances, the questions were
ina straight-forwar4 yes/no,form such as:

Was the patient interviewed?
"

Yes

1

No

0

'"

With some straight forward questions, it was appropriate
to include,the,opportunity for further comment, such as:

Was any family interviewed?

Yes

1

No

0

" Where possibl~,: this straight-forward yes/no approach was used
with wider areas of study, such as:

->.

<.~

,

>

DID THE TRIBUNAL' MEMBERS REFER TO THE NATURE OF THE lUSK
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PERSON BEFORE 'THEM IN THE FOLLOWING
~RMS?
,

"

Risk of direct PhYsical violence

Yes

1

No

0

Indirectly endangering others

Yes

1

No

0

Yes

1

No

0

Damage to property

Yes

1

No

o

Psychological harm

Yes

1

No

0

Property"Offence(eg larceny) ,

Yes

1

No

0

Other

Yes

1

No

0

, "Sexual assaUlt"

Details

••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Experience during the trial pilot

demonstrated that sometimes

further factors would be added validly to such areas or questioning.
In the pilot draft schedule, the factors in response to the

question lIn considering evidence, did the tribunal members
show regard for the following ••••••• ldid not include 'circumstances
of immediate offence',
'social. adequacy
of patient', 'length of
.
.
stay in Hampton', and 'hospital opinion and planning'.
During
'

stu~~

the pilot

these factors

w~re

identified and recorded under

the category of 'other' to such an extent that it was appropriate
to.include them as distinct factors for yes/no response.

In contrast, in respect of this same area of questioning
,

•

~

•

'

!

concerned with evidence
considered,,"" experience during the pilot
,
,
stu~
"

showed that 'uncertainty/benefit of doubt' and 'intuition/
I

"

.

feelings,about the patient' ,produced more valid and less ambiguous
responses if ,.included in

~he.

schedule ,as distinct yes/no questions

in their own right:

Did they admit to be influenced by uncertainty Yes

1

No

0

1

No

0

or benefit of the doubt?
Did. they admit to be influenced by their
subjective feelings or intuition about the
patient? :

Yes

It was appropriate to record other observations in the form of
choosing between alternatives, such as:

What was the decision of the tribunal?

Not applicable

0

No action

1

Adjourn decision 2
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Reolassifioation

3

Disoharge order

4

other

5

'The pilof study was particularly helpful in validating
alternative factors and also helping to identify valid variables
from which to choose(with some questions origiiially presented in
. y~s/noform'withprovision for further detailS).

Such an

example was mentioned earlier in this chapter: ITo which category
of evidence did the difficulties mainly relate?".

Following the pilot study, a number of

quas~ions

designed to

distinguish the individual responses of the legal, medical, and lay
members of the tribunal were excluded.

Such observations

were not reliable, as it was' evident that observable behaviour
by one member could sometimes be representative of other membera
who could concur.
repe'at the response.

There could be no necessity for them to
Therefore, respons'es by any member were

recorded but, with one exception, attempts to distinguish the
responses

of

diff~rent members were excluded from the observation

section of the schedule: The' one exception was the group of
q~estions'concer.ned with the factors of evidence which appeared

more influential with the tribunal as a' whole and specific
members.

The'discussion and observable' interaction between

the members did appear to allow for valid observations of distinot
responses.

The 'observation t section of the rese'arch schedule used in
the main research study included 90 questions with answers
coded in 18 columns (card one).
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Section Two:

Details of sub,jectfrom examination of

re<?.Q.r~s,

Socio-demographic details of the patient baing seen at each
of the 150 tribunal hearings were obtained from official
d~cUments contalnedwithin the hospital case record on that

patient:

It wa~ p'o~sible to cross-check the information from

differez:it independ~nt ao~es" in order to ensure a high leval
~f

accuracy.

The information was required primarily to

a:chi~ve Aim 7 of examining"b'asic socio-demographic features

of the 'Patient and the tribunal to see if they were related to
the decisions reached by the tribunal.

D~t~ils were '~c~rded on'the following features:
"

\','

.

(1 )

Regional health authority from which patient originated

(2)

Date of birth and age of patient

(3)

Sex of the subject

(4)

Marit~i ~tatu~ of 't'he' subject

(5)

Legal classification under. the Mental Health Ac.t' 1959

(6)

Order under ~hich subject detained

(7)

Criminal offences(if any) which led to current detention

(8)

Source of admission if not from court

(9)

Behaviour which led to detention, if not

crimL~l

offence

(10) Vi~tims\ of'offence or misbehaviour
(11 ) Number of years in Rampton Hospital
(12)

Number of years in previous hospitals for mentally disordered

(13) Previous convictions
(14) . :Pievioussentence's .
(15) , Whether in residential care as a child
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(16) "Whether received residential special schooling, and
(17)' Who made the application or reference to the tribunal?

In addition, subsequent examination of records was used
as a

means~of

confirming the decision reached or advice

given by the tribunal, particularly where it had not been
possible to observe the tribunal hearing.
"

'

'None of the questions were excluded from this section of
.the schedule as a re suI t of 'the pilot study.

Some were

refined and improved., For instance, the responses to the
"questions in'respect of current and previous offences and
previous sentences'were originally more open ended; whereas
experience showed the reliability of the specified alternative
responses included in the schedule for the main study.

,. " '. ""Had' the subject',been convicted of

Yes

0

No

1

"offences previously?"
,If so, what were they?
l,"

(code to be 'added later)

•••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••

became:
"Of what offences had the subject

No previous convictions 0

been previously convicted?

Petty theft/larceny only 1

(indicate most serious)

Serious property(robbery)2

Fuller details

Indecent assault

3

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Rape

4

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Criminal damage only

5

Arson

6

Violence against person 7
Manslaughter/murder

8

Other(specify)

9
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This illustrates how the 'pilot study also provided the
opportunity to improve the ,wording of questions in order to minimise
ambiguity.

Two further questions were added as a result of the pilot
study.

Originally there was only one question, lIs the

subject known to have been in child care?l.

Examination of

the records during the pilot study in regard to this question
demonstrated the, advantage of adding a further supplementary
and distinct question: lIs the subject known to have received
residential special schooling?', with the original question
being retained but.revised to ask about Iresidential-child
care (away from home)? I , .

:The second question added to this se'ction of the schedule for
the main study was transferred from the 'observation of tribunal
hearing' section: 'Who'made the application or requested the
reference to the tribunal?'

Often the initiator of the review

I

was not clear from observation, and so it was decided to obtain
the information by a different method.

Very early during the main study, before ten hearings had been
sampled, a further item of information was made a standardised
item on the schedule.

The ,researcher took note of the stage the

patient has reached in their progress through the hospital system
as some evidence of the opinion of the hospital team about the
patient1s progress.

This involved noting, as a supplementar,y

to the question: 'For how many years has the subject been in
Hampton?', whether the patient was on the 'admission', 'secure
, i
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block', 'villa', or 'predischarge' ward.

This provided another

feature which could have been relevant influence on the decision
or advic'e of 'the tribunal.
"

~

....

<

!

,'"

,r

~

'"if

<J

c

"

,.'

The 'examination' of records l section of the research schedule
used"ln the main research study included 11 questions with
answ~rs cod~d .in 1i 9011lIIlIls(part of card. two).
,-

t"

_.

\."

-

Section three:

-~

,

'InterViewing of legal chainnan

, c'

" "

T

__ ~

,'"

"

~

=.

There were five main types'of question contained within the
intervie~/ ~ched.ui~ ~used" as 'appropriate mainly to contribute
\

'

,.

-~

.

~

to achieving the first six aims of the research:

(a) So~e' questions w~re of a ~t~aight-forward yes/no form,
"often wi ththe oppor~uni ty for Ina comment I •

Was

For example:
"

,

.....

there any doubt expressed about the

No

0

"-

legal classification of the patient?

Yes 1

,,'

Not clear 2
,

"

'

,

,,~.

<

"

, ,

(b) Other questions provided for the chairmen to grade their
responses:
,...

For example:

-,

,

< ...

Ware you at all influenced by your
,.

Definitely

0

)

subjective feelings or intuition

Only moderately1

about· the patient?

Not at all

2

Could not
answer

3

Did,. you experience any difficulty

Serious difficulty

in obtaining the evidence you

Moderate difficulty

required to reach your decision?

Minimal difficulty
None at all
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Could not answer

4

, (c) There .were questions which required the chairmen to
choose' from a range of'alternative responses.

The

pilot study demonstrated that this approach was a
reliable and. valid alternative to simply leaving
the questions for open-ended responses.

:,~

In each case,

there was provision'for the chairmen to choose their own
'free l response (normally offered as 'Other(specify)I).
There are various illustrations of this type of
question in zhe, schedule, such as:
'However you rated the danger, in your opinion what is or
j

'was ·the ,main,r~sk or danger in regard to this ,particular
patient?'
'Who did'you see as most likely to be at risk from the
person'beforeyou?1

(d) There were two types of questions which did allow for
open-ended responses.
supplementary.to~any

providing,for further

The'first of these types were
of the above tY]es of questions,
de~ails

in

reg~rd

to a speoific

aspect or item of study.
For

exampl~:'

'If so, could you give more details ••••••••••••••••••
. of the disagreement? I

••••••••••••••••••

and:

1Could you say any more about this?'

and:

'Could you. describe the difficulty?'

Whilst it was unlikely these questions would provide data
which could be aggregated and cross-tabulated with other factors,
they were designed to draw

o~t

further details and comments to
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assist and

contr~bute

to the analysis of aggregated data.

(e) The further, questions were provided at the end of each
group of questions concerned with the specific aims of
research,

allo~ing

the chairmen the opportunity to

supplement or elaborate on their responses to that area
of questioning.
For example: 'Would you like to make any further comments on how
you saw the danger in this case?'
" ~ _, IWould

yo~

like to make any further comments about the

,evidence you took into account in making your decision?
'Have you any further comments in regard to difficulties
·in obtaining the necessary information?'

Ambiguities in specific guestions

There were a number of instances when the pilot study demonstrated the"ambiguity of questions and provided the opportunity
to improve.the question so as to minimise the ambiguity.
(a) The original question could have been ambiguous in terms
, .,of whose, view. was being solicited from the chairman.
~stance,

For

the ,original question 'What did you see as the

main,risk?' could have confused the chairman, resulting
"in either or both an. unreliable group of responses(as some
chairman simply gave, their own view, whilst others might
seek to,give a consensus view of the tribunal) and/or the
distraction of ,the chairman needing to seek clarification
on exactly

~ho

was meant by tyou l •

This and other similar

questions were carefully reworded to make it unambiguously
clear that it ,was the chairmanls own view which was being
sought.

lIn your opinion what is or was the one main risk

or danger •••••• ?'

Supplementary que stions about areas of '

- 15 disagr'eement between members' were used to gain information in
regard to varying views.
(b) Another area of original ambiguity was in regard to what
was meant by 'detention'; for example, in the question:
'In deciding whether or not this patient should continue
'to'be detained •• ~ ••••• ?a
"There was sometimes confusion as to whether Idetained'
. 'included'amove to another'hospital or return to prison.
Therefore in each such question, it was emPhasised that
it was' Ide,tention in' Rampton' 'which was being questioned.
For example:

'In deciding whether or not this patient should continue
to be detained in Rampton •••••• ?1
iWas'thereany serious doubt in your mind about whether
or not this Patient should be released from Rampton?'
'Could you'say whether'you gave any Ibenefit of the doubt'
in favour or against leaving Ramptont
One question which was to be crucial in the analysis of data was
originally worded:

•

'Was'your decision or advice in favour of release
or continued detention?'
In the schedule for the main study, this question was:
·Was your decision or advice in favour of release
from Bampton?t
(c) There was sometlmesa 'tendency for chairmen to generalise
in their responses to other cases or a general view;

, therefore

some'quest~ons

were carefully reworded to make it

clear they referred to the particular rather than the general.
This was emphasised in a number of questions through such
wording as 'this particular patient', 'the person before you'
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and 'the person you have just seen'.

There had been some tendency in the pilot study for
chairmen to generalise in their response to the question:
'Did you experience any difficulty ••••• in relation
to the powers of the tribunal?
Therefore the question in the schedule for the main study
added the emphasis: lin this case?'
(d) Other examples-of ambiguity were where the whole question
appeared unclear in meaning to the interviewees, as opposed
.to the-wording being open to different interpretations.
The main example of this difficulty was the que stion
originally worded:
'Were you at all influenced by feelings and intuition about
. -". the· patient?'

i·

.-

To an extent which surprised the researcher, chairmen were
bewildered by this question.

Practice showed that the

relatively simple rewording to:
,- - 'Were you at all influenced by your subjective feelings or
intuition about the patient?' resulted in what appeared to
\-' - be·-ready and clear understanding and response.

Questions excluded from the interview section of-the main study.

The pilot study

demonstrated~he

unreliability of questions

concerned. with the responses of other members of the tribunal.
For example, the question in regard to how the legal chairman
viewed the main danger or risk, was originally supplemented
with questions in regard to other members:

- 77 '-'.' 'Did tlie medical member appear to take the same view?'
IIf no, how did they appear to see the risk of danger?1

Of ten 'the chairman was 'uncertain about the answers to these
questions or embarrassed to'be asked to respond for another
colleague.

when'they did answer, the researcher was sufficiently

doubtful about the reliability to decide to exclude these questions
from the study.

Such questions were retained only when the chair-

man appeared to be able to respond reasonably reliably from
observation; the questions about whether the other members
'had any serious doubt about the right course of action' and had

sa greater

influence than the other members' •

. ", Where these questions' were retained the interviewee was allowed
. the -response Icould not sayl.

Where the question clearly

'required a'judgement rather than a response more from observation,
it was" excluded.

For example:

IWould you say that any other member was influenced
by their feelings or intuition about the patient?'

This question was excluded.

To provide for some further indication of any views contrary
to the chairman, rather than asking directly about the views
of' other members, questions about disagreement were added as
supplementary enquiries.

For example:

'Would you have said there was any clear disagreement or difference of opinion between members of the
tribunal in regard to ••••••••• ?t

- 78 Questions added to the interview section of the main study.

These have already been indicated.

They related mainly to

Aim 5 of examining disagreements between the members of the

tribunal; and to the extent 'doubt' was a factor influencing
the decisions of tribunal members generally or specifically
(Aim 3 in regard to difficulties obtaining evidence).

For example:

'Would you have said the medical member had any
serious doubt about the right course of action?1

In, addition to the above developments to the interview schedule
before it was applied in the main study, there were other
examples of where the experience of the pilot study suggested
means of improving the content and reliability of 'data collected
through this method, through extending the range of alternative
responses offered.

For example, it was found helpful and valid

to extend the responses to the question:
'Did you experience any difficulty in obtaining
the evidence you required to reach your decision?'
from a straightforward yes/no type response to one which allowed
the chairman to grade the difficulty.

The 'interviewing of legal chairman l section of the research
schedule used in the main research study included

64 questions

with answers coded in 47 cOlumns(part of card two).

Summary:

The three sections of the research schedule applied in the

- 79 main research 'study contained a total of 171 research questions,
with responses coded in 141 cOlumns(two cards) and 29 questions
requirirlg o'pen-ended responses to supplement the information and
analysis.

The questions were grouped in the three sections of the
schedule in relation to the seven aims of the research.

In

regard to the examiriation of records and interviewing of the
chairman, the responses were 'recorded on the schedule in that
same grouping order; whereas observations of the hearing were
initially recorded as the observations occurred and subsequently
transcribed to the schedule.

'The detailed'items of the research schedule were thoroughly
tested through a pilot ,'study of twelve hearings and necessary
revisions made before being applied in the main research project
of 150 hearings.
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ClIAPl'ER EIGHT
. , I;, '"

VALIDITY :AND' RELIABILITY OF RESEARCH METHODS

.

,

INTRODUCTION
"

.

A starting point for discussing the validity and reliability
of the research"" methods adopted during this particular research
project 'coUld he the view taken byM.Shi:pman, 1972,(1) that it

was necessary" to be cautious about results produced by a

, re searcher

work1Ilg alone.

,. 'The dangers' associated with research by a singie researcher

relate 'to the greater dependency on the integrity of the individual
wi thout the controls and safeguards inherent in working as a member
ofa team or'in ~o~operation with others.

Personal bias could

become a stronger influence than would be realised in working
with" other cOlleagUes.

Also, there is greater opportunity for

the'researcherto retrospectively falsify the description of the
methodology or even the findings themselves.

In the absence'

of colleagues and"external controls, there has to be a greater
reliance on the self-discipline of the researcher to maintain
a standardisationo! approach •

. 'It is 'necessary to be awre of these dangers and to allow
for them in devising or assessing any research project and
find1Dgs by a single researcher.

Yet the tcaution' required

in regard to 'a single researcher could be only a matter of degree
different "fromthat appropriate to assessing the credibility of
'(1)

M.Shipman(1972) 'Limitations of Social Research' Longman(London)
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results produced by a research team.

If the researcher is

actively conscious of the question of his credibility and the
need to incorporate safeguards, a single researcher could
maintain a consistency' and integrity of approach sometimes
more difficult to maintain with a group of researchers
- working together.

"In respect of this particular research project, the researcher
- was-aware of the need for' caution on his part and by those assessing the credibility of findings.

This was reflected in the detail

with which the general approach to the research project and the
'various 'methods "have- been described.

The detailed descriptions

. were"provided both.,as ,evidence of ,the care, .taken and to fa.cilitate
~,replication.

_ ,The samecare.,and,concern .was shown in the develop"

ment of the, .research questions and the design of the research
schedule"which have been described in some detail.

The main safeguards in respect of this particular'research
project were·the detailed care taken in devising the empirical
\00

-

approach, the application of various complimentary research
methods as collateral and for the purposes of comparison, and
the requirement to co-operate with quite a number of different
parties to the situation.

Although they should not be held

accountible to any extent for the methods and findings of the
research, various other people were associated with the research

in different capacities.

These included the tutor and other

staff at the University, the'tribunal and DHSS officials and
hospital staff with whom the research project was negotiated and '
upon whose continued co-operation the research was dependent,and

r
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the mazlY'Parties

to

the hear~gs of the tribunal.

The need for

o~~g~ing co-operation and liaison with these external influences

bUiit into' the research a degree of control to support continuity
~d c~nstancy on the part of the researcher;

"

• r (-

'

"

~

Methods of 'data collection

The following table presents nine possible types of data
"

collection in terms of three sorts of settings and three
sorts of acts or responses:

BESPONSES
STIMULI'

NON-VERBAL ACTS

ORAL VERBAL ACTS

VJRITTEN VERBAL ACTS

Itiformal settings (Participant)
observation'

Conversations,use Letters,articles,
of informants
biographies

Formal settings"
unstructured

Interviews,
open-ended

Q.uestionnaire,
open-ended

Interviews,
precoded

Questionnaire,
structured

$

Systematic
observation

Formal settings, Experimental
structured
techniques
,

"

(Source: J. Galtung ITheory and Methods of,,·Social Research' (1967)

. page" 11 0 )

Galtung described research I settings' in terms of whether stimuli
and responses were unsystematic and systematic.
I

The setting was

informal I when both stimuli(in that stimuli were not kept constant

(2) ,J.Galtung (1961) 'Theory and Methods of Social Research'
Allen and Unwin (in co-operation with Norwegian Universities)
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nor presented systematically) and responses (in that responses
were not recorded
. on a predetermined set of response-categories)
.,'

~

,

•

~1

were

'"

'!

"

,"

~systematic.

In contrast a 'formal structured' setting

was where both stimuli and responses were systematic; in that
the

eituati~n

was controlled by the researcher to present

stimuli systematically and response categories are kept constant
rather than allowing for individual variation •
.

.
The settings from which data was collected for this particular

research,project contained elemeda of informal and formal, structured and unstructured.

The si tua tion of the tribunal hearing

was in£ormal and 'natural' in that it was neither shaped or constructed by the researcher.
""1"

Yet the tribunal system was sU£fici-

~

ently formalised for its own purposes to provide the setting for
formal and structured research.

The setting was informal when

both stimuli and responses were unsystematic and the researcher
~

'.'

involved in a form of participant observation; such as when
recording open-ended supplementary comments about the· situation
and aspects of the decision process.
activities of the tribunal were

Yet, to the extent the

or~ised

predictably and

their procedures and criteria prescribed, observation could be
mainly. systematic.

The research methods adopted for this research project could
be summarised in terms of Galtung1s nine types of data collection.

1.

'Observation of the tribunal hearing' could be defined to
include:
(a) Systematic observation of primarily verbal acts,

- 84 , '(b) Participant observation(particularly during the pilot study),
and'(c) Conversations(only during preparatory involvement).
2.

'Interviewing of the legal chairman' could be defined to
include:'
(d) Precoded interviews as the primary method,'

-,and (e) supplemented by open-ended interviews and conversations
. ,,( particularly during pilot study). '

·3.-- IDetails of subject from examination of records' could be
defined to-include:
(f)·Examination of written records,
~d_(g)

Questionnaire, structured and completed by the researcher.
Therefore the three methods of research adopted for this

: ' ,.

research

project-~~corporated

to some extent most of the

. types-of data collection identified by Galtung, with the
exception of:
-'f

(h) W:::ltten- questionnaires for respondents( open-ended or
structured), :.

and (i) Experimental techniques.

Observation of tribunal hearing

"

Within the' 'informal setting" of the tribunal hearing where

.the researcher was unable to shape the situation through the control
of variables, a 'participant observation' method of data collection
was being applied.

Yet, through the systematic recording of

observations into. predetermined sets of prescribed categories,
the,researcher was establishing an example of Galtung1s 'structured
s~~~~~'

.and

limiting~rticipant

observation' to a secondary method

to supplement I systematic observation I

•

This also illustrated tha. t
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Galtungls scheme was conceroed'with generalities and not intended
to be applied as'inflexible classifications.

'In deciding to concentrate on systematic observation of
lverbal' acts',' it was -helpfur to consider the relative benefits
and disadvantages of participant observation of non-verbal
behaviour as well' as verbal acts.' Participant observation was
a'means of watchirig or 'taking part in behaviour as it happened.
This enabled observationof·acts which could have been difficult
for the particiPants to explain in words or could have been overlooked altogether.

The continuity between different aspects of

the situation and the inter-action between the various parties
coUld be more easily acknowledged through participant observation
in contrast with less direct or more selective

stu~.

It would

be argued that observed behaviour is more Ireal l and less open
to deception than verbal expressions.

'It

vias

decided 'to gain the benefit of direct lparticipant"

observation without seeking to record in any detail the wider'
Irion~verba1'

behaviour.

In fact, non-verbal behaviour could

be equally if not more open to the wrong interpretation and

co~d

even'bedeliberately misleading.(3)

There would be many

prob1ems1nvo1ved in attempting to effectively interpret and
systematically record and analyse non-verbal acts such as
facial expressions 'and other physical movements.

Not least

of the problems would be that of distinguishing the relevant
from non-relevant".

Also participant observation of wider

(3)'Galtung poses and discusses the question ICan a person lie
with acts? I (J •Gal tung 1967.page 113)

- 86 non-verbal behaviour would have been substantially more expensive
in terms of time' and recording and storing and analysing data.

Therefore;.it was decided that, although non-verbal aots and
evidence, could be as consequential as verbal acts, systematio
·observation and a degree of more open-ended partioipant observation would concentrate on verbally expressed responses and
evidence.

Whilst it was inevitable that to some extent the

re'searcher'would be influenced in his observations by the nonverbal behaviour'of parties and the tribunal as a whole, he
would "not normally attempt to monitor and record non-verbal
behaviour~'

!'('

Relative advantages of observation and verbal interviews.

-'The 'advantages and disadvantages of 'non-verbal I observation

·and'verbal'interview8 were considered in prepared the research
project~"

Observation had the advantage of collecting a Iwider'

range of· data including responses whioh oould be witheld deliberately from an interViewer.

The verbal interview approaoh had the

advantage 'of being more specific in its stimuli and recording of
responses and also of minimising the ambiguity more inherent in
observed 'behaviour.

Observation was more Inatural I and responses

likely to be more Ireal'; yet again there would be the problem of
interpretation.

Although less comprehensive, verbal interviews

were likely to be more cost-effective in terms of producing a
larger quality of olear data from each Isubjectl.

The speoificity

of verbal categories contributed to the reliability of a research
method and facilitated replication.

The reliability of 'non-

verbal' techniques would be more difficult to achieve, although

- 87 possible through,a sufficiently formal and structured setting
and'data collection. 'Verbal interviews provided more opportunity
for 'deception but, in addition to the problem of 'interpretation,
non-verbal information would require translation into I verbal I
for the purposes of analysis and communication.

It was decided to seek to pool the advantages of both approaches
of 'observation and interview.

,Although observation was used

during the preparation and pilot study as a means of exploration
upon which ,to build the methodology of the main research project,
theitwo approaches were mainly collateral and used for replication purposes rather than one being used to build upon the other.
It was aimed to gain the advantages of a 'verbal' approach even
with the observation, 'in that the predetermined sets of responses
were defined in' 'verb'al' terms.

An

example was the observation

research question: 'Did the tribunal members refer to the risk
associated withthe'pcrson'before them in the following terms: ••••• ?'
This could have been seen as a 'non-verbal observation' approach
to recording "verbal' behaviour, in that the observed speakers
were not responding to verbal stimuli presented by the researcher.
They were participating in the verbal communication inherent in a
'committee' decision-process.

Relative advantages of oral and written verbal responses

In deciding to concentrate on verbal interviews to compliment

the •verbal , data collected through systematic observation, the
advantages and disadvantages of interview schedules and written
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questionnaires were considered.

Although members of the

tribunal were likely to have an above average standard of
. literacy and 'training' in completing forms, written
questionnaires could still have resulted in a varied response
from 'respondents.

Although written questions could have been

'seen as a more 'standardised 'presentation of stimuli, in fact
'they would have been inflexible to individual variations in
respondents and their circumstances.

Sometimes there could

have been only a 'face-value' standardisation, in that the same
written question'could have a different effect on different
respondents.

An interview could ensure a response and seek

'to 'avoid misunderstanding andambigUtty.

The interviewer would

be able to adjust the timing with which questions were presented
to·'different respondents to ensure a

I

standardised' response.

The"presence of the 'interviewer could avoid the excessive abuse
in terms of varied circumstances and extraneous variables which

:'could apply with written questionnaires.

Yet with interviews,

'the interviewer effect would need to be counter-acted'.

In this

respect, a ,single· researcher had the advantage of the constancy,
more~'easilyachieved

with one researcher and a practiced standard-

ised presentation.

Neither method was lnatural l , yet interviews

'could have been experienced as more reminiscent of a normal life
activity, conversation •

. 'Al though interviews were selected as the preferred'method of
'data collection, the advantages of questionnaires were considered.
Incontrast'with-an interview'where questions were presented 'lin
time I,' a 'written questionnaire was presented 'in space I .

The '

- 89 respondent, was, more ,able to take account of subsequent questions
which could-'change their frame of reference.

Written questionnairea

were,relatively inexpensive, particularly in terms of time and
administration.,' They could more easily be presented simultaneously(e.g.-by-post) to ~ll respondents.

The respondent knew

better what he wanted to answer and was able to record it for
himself with the visual check provided by a manual operation.

It was decided,to seek to incorporate the advantages of the
questionnaire into the interview method through the use of a
structured. and, standardised interview schedule.
help to· counteract the interviewer effect.

This would

The presentation

of answer alternatives was some substitute for the visual check
provided with-written quef!tionnaires.

Presenting the questions

'in time I and so. obtaining a response before the next stimulus
was presented was not seen as a disadvantage.

Not being able

to present the Iquestionnaire S to all respondents simultaneously
was irrelevant to this research project when the aim was to
interview at a,standardised time in relation to corresponding
hearings(i.e. as soon as possible afterwards).

Advantages and disadvantages of the 'sclosed question'

, It was decided to seek the benefits of systematic and
structured responses .in respect of all three research methods;
observation, interview, and examination of records.

In deciding

·this approach, the disadvantages of the 'closed question' were
considered.

A 'closed question' was where predetermined alterna-

tive·responses were presented to the respondent or applied by the

- 90 researc~er •.

This.was in contrast with an open-ended question

which.left the respondent or researcher to choose his own frame
. of

r~ference

or. record verbatim responses.

The advantages

were .that-'closed questions' facilitated comparability and
ensured standardisation; but what were the disadvantages?

Pre~coded

categories of responses restricted the freedom

of the respondent and discouraged the 'unexpected' response
Unstructured

which could have given significant insight.

interviews could appear more natural and less inhibiting to the
respondent~

Rather than clarify and standardise responses,

inappropriate pre-coded responses could create misunderstanding
and

ambiguity~.

,structured responses could sometimes provide a

quasi-validity where respondents only appeared to be answering
the same question.

In

regar~

to the above dangers, this research project had

certain safeguards inherent in the nature of the subject under
study.

The decision-process about which the tribunal was being

observed and questioned was formally prescribed; so that predetermined categories of responses often reflected prescribed
choices. ' Similarly, other questions related to matters where
the alternative responses were sufficiently self-evident(such
.~

.

as the question of evidence taken into account) to validly predetermine responses.

This facilitated the use of what could be

called the 'open question, closed answer' approach in regard to
many questions.

Categories of responses were pre-coded but not

presented to the respondent.

This provided the advantages of

structuring without actually structuring the mind of the respondent.

- 91 'It was illustrated in the chapter on IThe research schedule'
,'the extent to which the pilot study reinforced the appropriateness 'and validity'of 'closing' many of the questions and
answers."
•

f

"

"Whilst so'much of 'the 'subject

understu~

did lend itself to

'structured questioning, it was attempted also to incorporate
some benefits of'more lopen' questions and answers.

This was

achieve d mainly in three ways:
"(a) Flexibility was built into most of the predetermined
categories of responses by including categories such
" aslotherl to attract the unexpected response and/or
allow a degree of freedom to the respondent,
, '(b) Supplementary open-ended questions followed many of the

.

closed'questions(for example: ICould you give more

"

'details:'of the disagreement?'

'Why

was that?' and 'Could

you describe the difficulty'),
(c) The opportunity was presented to make 'any further
comments' 'in regard to each area of questioning and
. about the 'hearing as a whole.

Reliabili ty and"validi ty

Although the research methodology incorporated a degree of
'participant observation' and 'open-ended questioning', the
'research project would accommodate replication and comparison.
The standardised elements of the various research methods are '
contained within the research schedule which is printed at the'
back of this volume.
the

quan~ified

This would £acilitate replication, and

findings are available for comparison.

- 92 . Galtung(4) suggested that the problem of validity was
'to'a considerable extent a philosophical problem, not simply
a question of measurement'.

Various questions could arise

from this view-point in regard to this particular research
project.

.To what extent could we infer from observed

'verbal' expressions the 'true t position of the tribunal and
its·members in· regard to any particular aspect under study?
To what extent can we infer from the chairmen's verbal responses
what they actually think?
a' person -says how he

To what extent can we infer from what

would behave?

Ga,ltWlg(5) stlIIIIlUlrised his

response to the problem of validity in these terms: 'What can
be explained and predicted from data collected is the important
thing, not how much 'consistency' there is between forms of datacollection with· perhaps no theoretical reason for consistency at
all'between them'.

He was questioning the assumption that there

should be.an unambiguous relationship between thoughts, expressions,
and behaviour.

-Each method of data collection could be seen to be concerned
with its own dimension of evidence in its own right.

The 'validity'

of·observed data would come, not from its ovidence of some latent
'truth', but from correlation with other variables and data.
There is no absolute answer ,to the question of whether the verbal
responses given by an interviewee truly reflects what is in his
mind. 'While it is desirable to.reduce any discrepancy between
expressions and thought, fpr the two to correspond is not necessarilY"an essential concern to the researcher.

This was illus-

trated with this research project, where the ,Icommittee l decision-

(4)

J.Galtung. 1967. page.124

(5)

J.Galtung. 1967. page 130

-
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process under study was a verbal process(whilst obviously
influenced by latent thought and other processes) and to a
large extent the concern was with how the decision-makers
justified verbally their decisions.

At the same time, aspects

of the interview approach helped to militate against any serious
.'

discrepancy between expression and thought.

The 'master-servant'

phenomena was not present in the interview Situation, in that there
was no reason to suppose that any relative difference in perceived
social status would influence the interviewees into giving answers
they might consider the researcher would want to hear.
ture and flow of the interview helped to avoid the
any systematic distortion.

The struc-

~pportunity

for

But perhaps primarily the protection

was in the fact that there appeared to be little if any great
reason to deliberately deceive and the research interest was as
much if not more with what the tribunal members had to 'say'
rather than some deep innsr motivations.

The relationship between words and behaviour could illustrate
what Galtung meant by referring to the problem of validity as
'philosophical·.
words and deeds?

How far should there be consistency batween
How far are verbal and non-verbal data repre-

senting different spheres of behaviour and therefore valid in
their own right?

Perhaps this was less of a problem with this

research project which had excluded observation of wider 'nonverbal' behaviour and concentrated on verbally expressed responses
and evidence.

Also the chairmen were not being asked to speculate

in a generalised way on how they would behave in given circumstances;
they were being questioned in regard to a specific hearing in which
they had just participated.

Therefore the chairmen would be less

- 94 likely to idealise their likely behaviour nor generalise
inappropriately, and the time-dimension would be less of
a distortion.

'If a person describes his own behaviour in specific terms,

and the reference is to the present, or very recent past or
close future, we should have good reasons to expect consistency'
(Galtung

(6)

1961)~~)

J.Galtung.

1961. page 128.
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CRAPrER NINE

SAMPLE GROUP OF PATIENTS
"

,

i

-,J

This is a description of the patients who were seen by the
mental health review tribunal during the 150 hearings which were the
subject of this research project.

Some" of the socio-demographic

features of the sample group of patients are compared with those
,

'

of the population the sample group was designed to represent.

Applications and references to the tribunal

Commencing in September 1911, 150 hearings were observed,
selected as described in the chapter 'General approach to the
research project t

•

This obtained a sample group of patients

-and hearings in respect of 12 applications and 18 references
for advice.

Table 1 illustrated how the balance of applications
..

and references compared with the total numbers over a longer
period.

Table 1

Applications'and references

Total over four years 1916-1979(1)sample group of patients
Applications

41 .9'~

445

72

48.00~

"

References

617

58.1%

78

52.(Jl~

1062

100.0}6

150

100.016

(X2(lD.F)=l.05 p

<.

O.SO)

There did not seem to be any significant difference between the
(1) Information obtained from Mental Health Review Tribunal for the
Trent Regional Health Authority area(unpubliohed)
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ratio of applications and references in respect o£ the total and
sample groups.

This was even more apparent when account was

taken of the number of hearings as opposed to the number of
applications and references considered during those hearings.
One application or reference might involve more than one hearing
when the tribunal could decide to adjourn the original hearing
for further investigation before reaching a conclusion.

During

the four year period, a total of 1251 hearings were concerned in
considering the 1061 applications and references.

Table 2

Tribunal hearings

Total over four years 1976-1979(2)sample group of patients

-Men

Women

Total

48.4%

49

23

72

48.016

645

51.6%

69

9

78

52.0'~

1251

1OO.O'~

118

32

Men

Women

Total

Applications

409

197

606

References

584

61

993

258

150 1OO.O'~

It was evident that the sample group of patients and hearings was
adequately representative in terms of the balance of applications and
references.

This applied both in regard to the total groups and when

distinguishing between men and women.

There was no significant

difference in the proportion of women in the total and sample groupS
(total over four years' 20.6~~L sample group of patients 21.33ra).

(2).In£o~tion from,DHSS records(unpublished)

- 97 'Table2aTotal over four years 1976-1979 Sample group of patients

Women

Women
Applications

197

76.36% -

23

71.87%

61

23.64%

9

28.13%

258

100.00%

32

100.0OJ,,{

'References

Legal classifications under the Mental Health Act 1959

Table 3

Legal classifications

Sample group of patients Total patient population(3)

-Men

Women Total

Men

Women

Total

10

44

29.3% 224

49

273

30.9%

42

7

49

32.7% 201

34

235

26.6%

28

7

35

23.3% 161

23

184

20.9'/0

Severe Subnormality 14

8

22

14.7%

88

103

191

21.6%

118

32

.150

100.OJ/o 674

209

883 100.OJ/o

Mental Illness

34

Psychopathic Disorder
Subnormality

In considering whether there was any significant difference

between the legal classifications of the sample group of patients
and the total patient population at Hampton, the null hypothesiS
was not rejected(X 2(3D .. F) = 5.32 p< 0.20). At the same time, there
could appear to have been some slight tendency, in contrast with the
total.patient population, for the sample group seen by the tribunal

(3)

Patient population in Hampton as at 31.12.78.
obtained from DESS records(unpublished)

Information
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to include proportionally less patients classified as severely
subnormal.

This was clearly significant with the women where

49.3% (103 individuals) of the total number of women patients
were classified as severe 'subnormality compared to only 25%

2

(8 individuals) of the women among the sample group. (X (10.1)
(corrcctea for continuity)
= 5.57p<O.02 ) It would be reasonable to assume that the
reasons why proportionally less of the severely mentally
handicapped applied or were referred to the mental health
review tribunal included factors related to their limited social
ability to take the initiative themselves and greater dependence
on others to act for them.

Of the 150 hearings, 147 were on the

initiative of the patients themselves and only 3 as a result of
an application by the nearest relative.

Over a three year period ending 31st December,1979, 294 men and
92 women left Rampton Hospital, of whom 53 men (18.03%) and 26
women(28.26%) were discharged as a result of applying successfully
to the mental health review tribunal.(4)

Therefore, application

to the tribunal was one important avenue for leaving custodial
psychiatric care which was proportionally less relevant to the
more severely mentally handicapped.

It will be seen later that

proportionally less of the 'severe subnormality' group within
the sample of patients were successful in their applications
(although the difference was not statistically significant p <0.05).

(4)

Information obtained from DHSS records(unpublished)
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Sex of the patients
Table 4

Sex of the E:tients
Sample group of patients

Meri

>

Women

Total patient population(5)

118

78.67%

674

76.33%

32

21.33%

209

23.67%

150

100.oOJ;6

883

100.000;6

(X 2 (lD.F)= 0.75 p <0.50 no significant difference)
Home areas of the patients
Table 5'

Regional Health Authorities
Sample grOUp of patients

Total patient population(5)

Northern
7
Yorkshire
19
Trent
22
East Anglia
5
North West Thames 5
North East Thames12
South East Thames 9
South West Thames 4
Wessex
9
Oxford
7
South Western ' 12
West Midlands
19
Mersey
4
North Western
4
11
Wales
Other
1

4.6%
12.796
14. 'r;6
3.396
3.396
8.0'/0
6.0'/0
2.7%
6.OJ;6
4.696
8.0'/0
12. 'r/o
2.7%
2. 'r/o
7.3%
o. 'r/o

53
76
131
21
55
73
64
33
43
43
72
130
11
34
43
9

150

100.oo~

883

6.OJ/o

9.0%

15.0'~

2.0%
6.00/0
8.5%
7.OJ/o
4.C%

5.CP/o

5.0'/0
8.5%
15.00/0
' 1 .00/0
3.0'/0

5.CP/o
100.0'70

(Spearaan rank ordor corrolation coefficient 0.9110 p ( 0.001)
Both the sex and home areas of the sample group of patients
closely reflect those of the total patient population.

Offender and non-offender status

Whilst ,all patients in special hospitals were compulsorily
detained, not all were offenders.

Of the sample group of

Population in Rampton 31.12.78. Information from DHSS
records (unPublished)

-----~-~-~~---

~-~~-.-
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patients, 27 men and 19 women had been transferred from National
Health Service ,psychiatric hospitals and 2 men and 2 women had
been admitted directly from the community.

42 of these patients

were non-offenders and detained under civil treatment orders.
Table 6 compared the sample group of patients with the total
patient population in terms of whether they are offenders or
non-offenders, restrlcted(requi.Jng the consent of the Home
Secretary for release) or unrestricted (with the responsible
medical officer having the authority to discharge).

There

appeared to be a slight tendency towards offenders among the
women in the sample group(although p~0.05 X2 (lD.F) = 3.36) in
comparison with the women in the total population of patients.
This could be related to the finding that proportionally less
of the severely subnormal women appeared to be seeing the tribunal.

Table 6

Nature of detention
Sample group of patients

Men . Women Total
23
19
42
Non-offenders
(unrestricted)

28.0'~

Total patient population(6)

-Men

Women Total

155

156

311

35.2<'/0

Offenders 26
(Unrestricted)

4

30

20.0'/0

109

16

125

14.2<'/0

Offenders 69
(restricted)

9

78

52.0%

410

37

447

50.6%

118

32

150

100.0'~

674

209

883

100.0%

(X 2 (2D.F)

(6)

= 4.41 '

P (0.30 no significant difference)

Population in Hampton 31.12.78.
records (unpublished)

Information from TIHSS
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Again the sample group of patients appeared to represent
adequately the total group of patients at Rampton Hospital,
in'that with the'possible'exception of the slight tendency
.
identified above, the nature of thefr detention reflected
that of the total patient population.

This same general

finding with the same possible qualification in regard to the
more severely mentally handicapped was confirmed in Table 6a
which gave more detail' of the actual detention orders.

Table 6a

Orders under which

~tients

Sample grOUp of patients

detained
Total patient population(7)

Section 26
( treatment
order)

30

20.00/0

220

24.9'/0

Section 60
(court order)

19

16.4%

94

10.6%

Section 60/65
(restriction)

69

46.0'/0

" 357

40.5%

Section'72(and
72/65)
(prison transfer) 16

10.1'/0

60

6.8%

Other

16

10.7%

152

17.20/0

150

100.0%

883 .

100.0'/0

(X (4D. F) ': 8.67 p">0.05 no significant difference)
2
In Table 6a, there was demonstrated further the possible slight

tendency among the sample group of patients toward offenders and
against the more mentally handicapped non-offenders.

Population in Rampton 31.12.78.
records (unpublished)

This was '

Information from DHSS
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shown more clearly in Table 6b which contrasted the offender
categories(sections 60,72, and 65) with Sections 26 and the
lother l category.

Within lother l were mainly those patients

detained under the 6th Schedule of the Mental Health Act 1959.
These patients were those who were already detained at the time
the Mental Health Act was being implimented and their detention
was renewed under the special provisions of the 6th Schedule of the
Act.

As a very general guide-line, they had most in common with

patients detained under section 26, in that they were mainly nonoffenders and likely to be more socially handicapped.

Even though

the patients detained under the 6th Schedule at the time of this
research project had not necessarily been in Hampton Hospital
since 1960 when the Mental Health Act was implimented, they had
by definition been in long-term hospital care and therefore were
likely to be socially inadequate and more dependent on others to
take initiative for them.

In addition to their own inadequacies,

as long-stay hospital patients they were likely to have lost contact
with relatives and friends outside the hospital.

Table 6b

Orders under which patients detained.
Sample group of patients

Section 60 and 72
Section 60/65 and
72/65
Section 26
Other

l
~

Total patient population

104

511

57.9%

46

30.7%

372

42.1%

150

100.0'/6

883

100.0%

(X2,(lD.F)= 7.28 p<0.01
".

~.,

highly significant
difference)
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Comparison with patient populations

It would appear that the sample group of patients was
representative of the men and women applying or being referred
to the mental health review tribunal considering applications
and references at Rampton Hospital.

Allied to this, the sample

group of hearings at which the applications and references of
these patients were considered was representative of the
tribunal hearings taking place at Rampton Hospital.

The sample group of patients was representative of the patient
population at Rampton Hospital in terms of their sex and home
areas, legal classifications, and detention orders.

One identi-

fied difference(particularly with the women} was that the more
severely mentally handicapped non-offenders appeared to be proportionally less represented among the patients being considered
by the tribunal.

It was suggested that this difference was not

a bias in the sample but characteristic of the access to the
mental health review tribunal on the part of patients classified
ssevere subnormalityi or otherwise more severely handicapped.

Other socio-demographic features of the sample group of patients
are described below with less comparison with the patient populations
and total hearings they represent.

The above comparison would

appear to support the assumption that these further socio-demographic features and the findings of this research project could
be taken as representative of the patients being considered by the
tribunal at Rampton Hospital and the decision-making process of the
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mental health review tribunal.

As already indicated, it could

not be assumed that the features of the sample group were
necessarily representative of the total patient group in the
hospital; in so far as the longer-stay and more socially
disabled patients were ,less likely to be seeing the tribunal.

Age of the patients in the sample

grOUP

The ages of the sample group relative to the total patient
population could be one of the factors affected by the evidence
that longer-stay and more socially handicapped patients were
less represented among the patients applying or being referred
to the tribunal.

The longer-stay patients and those more

severely mentally handicapped were likely to be older relative
to the categories of patients more
sample group.

ade~uately

represented in the

A high proportion of the Iseverely subnormal'

patients remaining in special hospitals were admitted before
stricter admission criteria had been applied in recent years
and often remained because of their need for long-term residential
care and the absence of alternative accommodation.

In addition

to these influences on the ages of the patients in the sample
group relative to the total population, another factor would
have tended to make the sample ,group relatively younger.

It

was in the nature of the rights of patients detained under the
Mental Health Act 1959 that they had more

fre~uent

access to the

mental health review tribunal in the first year or two of the
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order detaining them.(e)

This factor could have contributed

to a higher proportion of the patients in the sample group
being within the first two years of their order and therefore
,
.
.
relatively younger than the total group of patients.
(

Table 7 described the ages of the patient in the sample
group.

It will be seen that a higher proportion of men

and women were in the age range 30 to 39 years, with very few
under twenty-one years of age and none of the sample group over
sixty years.

Table 7

Age of the patients in the sample group

Men
Under eighteen years 0
O.OO;b
Eighteen-twenty years 5
4.2<';b
Twentyone-twenty four 26 22.00;b
Twentyfive-twentynine
23 19.5%
Thirty-thirty nine 36 30.5%
Forty-forty nine
17 14.5%
Fifty~fifty nine
11
9.3%
Sixty. and over
0
O.OO;b
118 100.ccA

(e)

Total

Women
1
0

5
8

14
2
2
0
32

3.1% .
O.OO;b
15.6%
25.00;6
43.7%
6.3%
6.3%
0.0';6
100.0'/6

1
5
31
31
50
19
13
0
150

0.796

3.3%
20.7%
20. 'r;b
33.3%
12.6%
e.7%
0.0';6

100.0')6

Persons detained under section 26 and 60(and other
unrestricted patients) are entitled to apply to the
mental health review tribunal during the first six
months of their detention and whenever their order
is renewed.
Initially orders are renewed after
twelve and twenty-four months, and subsequently
every two years. . Similarly patients detained with
the additional restriction under section 65 can request
their case be referred to the tribunal after twelve
months, twenty-four months, and then every two years.
Therefore patients are eligible to see the tribunal,
with a greater frequency during the first two years of
their detention.
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Although the difference was not statistically different
(perhaps partly because the numbers of older patients were so
small), comparison with the limited information available on
the ages of the total patient population tended to support the
speculation that there would be older patients among the total
patient group.

Table 7a

A~

of the-E:tients

,-

Sample grOUp of patients

Sixteen to twenty
21 to 65 years
Over, sixty-five

Total

Total patient

popu1ati~~)

-Men

Women

Total

~

Women

5

1

6 4.O'ft

27

4

31

3.']0;

113

31

144 96.O'ft

597

191

188

94.4%

0

0

5

-16'

1.9'~

118

32

0

O.O'~

-

1501 OO.O'~

1f635

200

835 100.O'fo

(X2 (2D.F) = 2.93 p<0.90 no significant
difference)

•

The'mean average of the sample group of patients was about
thirty years fo~ both men and women(estimated from above infor-

,

mation as 33.12 years for. men and 32.31 years for women).

The

ages of the men would, appear ,to be more varied than those of the
women(standard deviation for -the men: 10.44; for the women: 8.~9)

Marital status of the patients in the sample grOUp

Table 8 illustrated the extent to which the men and women
(9)

Patient po~atio~ at Hampton Hospital 31.12.19. Information
contained in answer to parliamentary question 16.1.80.
(Hansard)
..

~,.

,

,I,
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appearing before the tribunal(and presumably the total group
detained in Rampton) have remained 'UIlIllarried.

There was no

significant difference between the extent of marriage experience
among the men and women, although the small numbers involved(11
men and six women) could have contributed to this statistical
finding (X2 (lD.F)
Table 8

= 1.44 p (0.30) (corrected for continuity)

Marital status of the patients
~

Unmarried
107
Married
Widowed
Legally separated
Divorced

j~

Women
90.7%
9.3%

118 100.C1'10

26

.~~

Total
81.3%

133

i~

18;r;6

32 100.0%

There was a highly significant difference between the
proportions of men and women whQ had been admitted directly
from the courts as opposed to transferred from another hospital

and

9 women(28.13%)

(X 2 ,<_lD~~~

77 men(65.2~;6)

had been admitted directly from the courts

.= 14.04 p<O.001).

The difference was even more

statistically significant when comparing the numbers of men and
women who were offenders.

Table 6 described how 95 men(80.5C1';6)

and 13 women(40.6%) were offender-patients.

Table 9 described the offences of the 86 men and women admitted
directly from the courts.

Table 9a described the behaviour whioh

led to the transfer to special hospital from such as hospital or
prison of the other 64 patients.

11.3%

150 10o.CJ'70

. Offences and behaviour which led to detention

or wh1lstalready servicing a prison sentence.

88. ?C/O

The information in regard to
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offences and behaviour which led to detention in special
hospital was aggregated in Table 9b.

In addition to the 86 patients admitted directly from

courts,46(19 women} were transferred from national health
service hospitals, 14(2 women) were transferred from prison
or borstal, and 4(2 women) admitted directly from the community.

Table 9

Criminal offences of patients admitted from court
Men

Manslaughter/murder
Violence
Arson
Indecent assault
Rape

Serious property
offe roe
Petty theft
Criminal damage
Other

1;
15
11
23
4

Women
16.9'~

19.5%
14.;%
29.so;6
5.2%

0
4
0
0
0

3
4
1
3

3.9%
5.2%
1.3%

0
0
3
2

77

100.O'A

3.~;6

",

Total

0.0';6
44.4%
0.0';6
0.0';6
0.0';6

1;
19
11
23
4

15.1%
22.1%
12.8J;6
26.8%
4.6%

,0.0';6
0.0';6
33.3%
22.3%
9 100.O'A

3
4
4
5
86

3.5%
4.6%
4.6%
5.9';6
100.0'/6 -

The number of women among the group admitted from court was too
small to make generalisations.

It was evidence that the predominant

offences among the men concerned violence, sexual assault, and arson.
Both the offences of the women within the miscellaneous lother'
categor,y concerned child-stealing.

The lother l offences of the

men concerned attempted murder, indecent exposure, and childstealing.

....

- - - - - - ---------------------
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Behaviour which led to transfer to special hospital
Women

-Men
Violent behaviour
Sexual assault
Endangering behaviour
Fire-raising
Sel.f injury
Absconding
Other

27
1
2
2
1

1
1
41

21
0
2
0
0
0
0
23

65.0'/0
11.0'/0

4.9'/0
4.9'/0
2.4%
2.4%
2.4%
100.0:'/6

Total

0.0'/0

48
1
4
2
1
1
1

100.0:'/6

64

91.3%
0.0'/0
8.1%
0.0'/0
0.0%
0.0'/0

75.0%
10.916
6.2%
3.1%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
100.&/6-

...

, IEndangering behaviour l included psychotic threats against children
an~

paranoid threats against members of the family.

The miscell-

aneous tother' reason for transferring one man was to protect him
froni otlier' prisoners in respect of his sexual assaults against "
young boys.

As men and women are admitted, or transferred to special
hospitals for ttreatment under conditions of special security

",

(10)

on account of their dangerous, violent or criminal propensities',
it would be expected, that 'violences and other forms of assaults
and threats would predominate among the offences and behaviour of
a group of special hospital patients.

This was confirmed in

Table 9b which 'aggregated this information in regard to the sample
group of patients.
Table'9b

Offences and behaviour which led to special hospital
!admission

-Men

Total

Women

Murder/manslaughter

13

Violence
42
Sexual,assault- 34
Arson
13
Child-ste'a11Ilg
1
Property offences 7,
Criminal damage
1
Other
1

118

(10)

11.0%
35.6%
28.8"/0
11.0'/0
O.SO/o

6.0'/0

0.8%

6.~

100'2

0
25
0
0
2
0

3

2
32

Section 91, Mental Health Act 1959.

0.0'/0
78.1%
0.0'/0
0.0'/0
6.3%
0.0}6

9.3%

6.~

100.

13
67
34
13
3
7
4
2
150

8.7%
44.5%
22.7%
8.7%
2.0'/0

4.1%
2.7%
6.~
100,
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The highly significant difference between men and women

in regard to sexual offences was not unexpected in view of the
nature ,of those offences.

In contrast, the absence of offences

or misbehaviour among the women in regard to arson did lead the
researcher to seek to make a comparison with the total group of

.

patients detained at Rampton Hospital.

Table 9c could be used

for the purpose of general comparison.

It should not be related

directly to the previous tables in regard to offences and behaviour
(taples 9,9a,9b) as it did not represent a directly comparable
S;9up.

Table 9c contained details of the offences of all

offenders at Hampton Hospital on 31 st December,1'978, including
those transferred from prison(but no details of non-offenders).

Table 9c
•

Offences of total group of offender patients(11)

Manslaughter/murder
Violence
Sexual,assault
Arson
Property offences

74
169
121
67
88
519

Total

Women

, Men

r'

14.3%
32.7%
23.3%
12.9'/0
16.8%
100.(11~

4
17
0

13
19
53

7.5%
32.1%
0.01;6
24.5%

13.6%
32.5%
21 .2<'/0

35.~/o

78
186
121
80
107

100.(11/&

572

100.0'/&

14.a}6
18;r/o

Although the information contained in Table 9c did not concern
a group directly comparable with the sample group of patients,
certain of the. information was useful and interesting.

Whilst

Table 9c confirmed that sexual offences wero a 'male' characteristic,
it confirmed,also that women had been convicted of arson and property
offences.

(11)
.

This was despite the

s~ple

group of patients not

Offenders among the patient population at Hampton
Hospital 31.12.78.
Information from russ records( unpublished)
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oontaining any women detained because of convictions or concern
about arson.

With regard to 'property offences' it appeared

that part of the explanation was in the definition oftproperty
offences' in ,the information obtained from DHSS records.

That

categor,y appeared to be a miscellaneous category containing all
offences not included in the other categories.

Therefore the

criminal damage and some other offences or behaviour associated
with the women in the sample group were to some extent comparable
with Iproperty offences' in the DUSS information.

Therefore it

was not unreasonable to assume that property offences(in the sense
of larceny, robbery etc) was not an important characteristic of the
women detained at Hampton Hospital and being seen by the tribunal.

There was no equivalent explanation in regard to the arson
offences.

The definition of this offence was unlikely to have

varied significantly.

Yet almost one quarter(24.5%) of the

women offenders in the hospital had been convicted of arson;
whereas this concern had not applied to any one of the sample
group.

Chance was the probable explanation of this apparent

contradiction.

Although almost 25% of the women offenders had

been, convicted of arson, the number of individuals was only 13
out of 53 Offenders and a total of 209 women patients(6.2.Yo of the
women population).

A statistical comparison between the women

offenders among the total population and those among the sample
group would not.find a statistically significant difference in
respect of arson, despite it ,not appearing at all among the sample
group.

A comparison between the arsonists among the total popu-

lation of offenders(13:40 other offences) and those among the sample
group:offenders(0:11 offenders) found a probability of greater than
0.05 (X 2(lD.F) = 1.98 P«O.20 no significant difference) (correoted
for continuity)
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Previous offences and sentences

Table 10 provided information in regard to the most serious
criminal offences of which the sample group of patients were
convicted before the offences or behaviour which led to their
current detention. in a special hospital.

It demonstrated

some parallels with the previous information in regard to
current offences.

Women were significantly less likely to have

been convicted of offences previously(X2 (lD.• F) = 15.83 p(0.001 highly
significant difference).
Sexual offences and violence were
pronounced in the criminal records of the men.

Propert,y offences

such as larceny and robbery were pronounced in the backgrounds of
the men(24.6%) in comparison with the women(6.~~).

Table 10

Previous criminal record

None
Petty theft
Serious property
offences
Indecent assault
Rape
Criminal damage
Arson
Violence
Manslaughter/murder
Child stealing

27
13
16
29
4
0
8
17
2

Total

Women

-Men
22.9'ft

19
1

59.4%
3.1%

1;.6%
24.5%
3.4%

1
0
0
3
2.
5
0

3.1%
O.O'ft

11 .O'~

o.oo~

6.8%
14.4%
1.7%
2
1.7%
118 100.0%

O.O'~

9.4%
6.2<>/0
15.7%
O.O'ft
1
3.1%
32 100.&

46
14

30.7%
9.3%

17 11.3%
29 19.3%
2.7%
4
2.0'/0
3
10
6.7%
22 14.7%
2
1.3%
2.0%
3
150 100.&/0

Table 10 incorporated one piece of information for each patient;
the most serious criminal offence of which he or she had been convicted
prior to the offence or behaviour leading to their detention in a
special hospital.

In contrast, Table 10a included all the differ-

ent previous sentences of the patients prior to their present
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detention.

It was clearly evident that tha method of disposal ,

preferred by the' courts in response to the previous convictions
of the wome~ was compulsory treatment in hospital(X2 (~D.F) ~
19.91
0~001).
Therefore, supplementing the finding that only

<

(

13(40.6%) of' the women had previously been dealt with by the
courts, only 5(15.6%) had previously received any sentence other
than a hospital order.

In contrast, 'in respect of the 91 male

offenders(77. 1%). 64(54.~) had been sentenced previously to other
than hospital orders.

Institutional care

Some of the information contained in Table 10a could be
linked with the extent of previous hospital care{Table 11).
100.0% of the women in the sample group had been in hospital
care, previously and, as illustrated below even when they
appeared in ,court, hospital care was the preferred response
of the courts.,

Significantly less of the men had been in

hospital care previously(X2{lD.F),'
,continuity).

= 5.60 p <: 0.02)

(corrected. for

Of the 96 men who had previously been in hospital,

45(46.9%) had been admitted previously from the courts.
Table 10a

Previous sentences

None
Fines
Probation order
Care order
Dorstal/detention
centre
16 13.5%
Prison
.31 26.3%
Hospi tal order '"
'45 38.1%
Discharge(court martial)
1

Total

Women

Men

0.8%

3.1%

46 30.7%
2
1.3%
47 31.3%
9. 6.0%

0.<Y;6

16 10.7%

6.3%
10 31.3%

22.0)6

19 59.4%

o
2

1

o

O'<Yfo

6.3%

2

o

O.<Y~

33

55 36.7%
1

O.?Otb
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Table 11

Years of care in previous hospitals
Women

-Men
None
22
Less than one year
18
One to five. years
32
Six to ten years
11
Eleven to fifteen years
11
Sixteen to twenty years
11
21 to'25 years
4
Over twenty-five years 3
118

0 O.C1'"b
4 12.5%
1~ , 40.6%
4 12.5%
4 12.5%
4 12.5%
1
3.1%
2 6.3%
32 100. {Jlfo

18.6%
15.3%
21.1%
14.4%
9.3%
9.3%
3.5%
2.5%
100.a'fo

. Mean average
6.3~ years
Standard deviation ,7.13

Total
22
22
45
21

14.7%
14.7%

30.aYo

14.0%
10.C1'~
10.C1'~

15
15
5

3.3%

5

3.3%

150

100.0}&

6.81 years

8.50 years
7.53

Even though 22 of the men, (18.6%) had not been in hospital
previously, it would appear that as a group the men as well as
the women had spent a substantial time in other hospitals before
their admission to Hampton Hospital.

Taking 'into account the

length of stay at Hampton Hospital at the time of appearing
before the tribunal, it would appear that the men and women in
the sample group of patients had spent a total mean average length
of stay in hospital care of twelve to thirteen years.

Table 12

Years. of care in Rampton Hospital

Less than one year
4
Less than two years 16
Less than three years 6
1
Less than four years 13
Less than five years 14
Five to nine years 39
Ten to fourteen years
10
Fifteen to nineteen
5·
years
Twenty to twenty-four 0
Over twenty-four years 1
118

Mean average
Standard deviation

Total

Women

1!m

3

9.4%

33. C1'"b
8.5%

8 25. C1'"b
5 15.6%
2 6.3%
5 15~6%
4 12.5%
3 9.4%

"4. 2'~
O.C1'fo

0
1

0.0';6

3.4%

13.6%
13.6%
11.076
11.9>fo

3.1%

24
21
15
19
43
13

7

4.7%
16.CYJ"b
'14.a'fo
10.C1'~
12.6%
28.7%
8.7%

5
1

3.3%
0.7%
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I

t!

In view of the earlier evidence that proportionally leoo of
the long-stay severely handicapped patients were

Deein~

the

tribunal, a comparison was-made with the stay of the total
patient population at Hampton Hospital.

Table 12a

, Le'ngth 'of .Stay at Hampton Hospital
Sample grOUp of patients

Less than ten years
Ten to twenty years
Over twenty years

Total patient population(12)

109
18
3

86.0';6
12.0%
2.0';6

517
189
69

69.1%
22.6%
8.3%

150

100.0';6

835

100.W6

5.96 years

Mean average

8.43 years(1 3 )

Residential care as a child

Details obtained from the examination of records distinguished
between residential child care and residential special schooling
(including any period in approved school before the age of eighteen).
This information was displayed separately in Tables 13 and 13a.
There was no significant difference between the numbers of men and
women who had been in residential child care and those who had not
been in care.

Similarly there appeared to be no clear difference

between whether or not they had received residential schooling.
For about half the sample group of patients to have been affected
in each case did appear to be a large proportion in comparison

with the wider population in the country.
,

(12)

Patient population at Hampton Hospital 31.12.19.
Information contained in answer to parliamentary question
22.1 • 80 (Hansard) .". .
Mean average length of stay of total patient population
estimated from more detailed information contained in
above written answer.
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Table 13

Residential child care

Yes
No
Not'known

63
54
1

53.4%
45. solo

50.0%
50.0'10

32

100.0070

79
70
1

52.6%
46.7%
0.0%

150 100.0'1/6

II

Residential schooling

-Men
Yes
No
Not known

16
16

0.8%

118 100.0'70

Table 13a

Total

Women

~

61
56
1

Women
51.7%
47.5%

o.solo

118 100.(1)/6

14
18

Total
43.SOIo
56.3%

32 100.(1)/6

75
74
1

II

50.~

!

49.3%
.0.7%

i
j

!

150 100.6%

This proportion' of the sample group to have been in some form
of residentialcare'as a child was seen to have been even higher
when the information in Tables 13 and 13a was aggregated.

When

a distinction was made between those who had been in only one of
either residential child care or schooling and those who had been
in both as a child, it was found that 99 individuals(66.OJIo) had
been in some form of residential care as a child.

Table 13b

Residential care as a child
Men

Child care
only
20 16.9'10
School only 18 15.3%
Both child
care and
residential
School.
43 36.4%
None
37 31.4%
118 100.&/6

Total

Women
4
2

12.5%
6.276

12 37. ~Io
14 43. solo
32 100.(J'~

24
20

'16.~

13.3%

55 36.7%
34.00/0
51
150 100.(1)/6
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It was seen from Table 13b that the high proportions of 68.6%
of the men and

56.~~

of the women had been in some form of

residential care,as a child.

There was no significant differ-

ence between men and women(X (lD.F)=1 0 10 p
2

<0.10).

The above socio-demographic features of the sample group of
patients were provided as the initial stage of presenting the
findings of the research project.

They were a description of the

patients which should be taken into account when considering
the findings in regard to the decision-process of the mental
health review tribunal.

Whilst the findings in regard to the

operation of the tribunal related to their response to this
particular group of patients, the sample group have been seen to
be adequately representative of the patients applying and being
referred to the tribunal at Rampton Hospital.
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CHAPTER TEN'
,

.

PERCEPTION OF 'DANGEROUS' :BY MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW TRI:BUNAL

Introduction

'Violence denotes actionjdanger denotes a relationship'.
(Sarbin,1967)(1) •

.To'attribute' 'dangerous' to an individual could be a very
"different concept and process to that of recognising and responding
to some form of physical trait or disability.

With the latter,the

labelling process could be a valid and helpful means of linking the
particular disability with an appropriate remedy.

Even though

the individual as a whole person is obviously affected by the
reme~,

the response is concer.ned specifically with the labelled

condition and not the individual person as such.

At the same

time,there'can be wider social consequences for the individual
even in'respect of clearly defined and appropriately labelled
conditions, such as1epilepsyl and 'leprosy'.

These wider

social consequences for the individual can become more pronounced
and complex where the labelling process is an attempt to define
any condition or'trait which may vary with individual circumstances.
It is in respect'of such descriptions of human behaviour, such as
that of ldangerous l

,

that it is even more important and yet much

moredifflcult to be clear about the definition of the concept.

The review of relevant literature in regard to the concept

(1)

Sarbin T.R. 'The dangerous individual' British Journal
of Criminology.Vol.1.(1961) p.285.
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of !dangerous' which preceeded this research did tend to confirm
that the concept itself appeared determined often by the perception
of the various parties to the situation.

The concept of I dangerous I

appeared often a social' interactionist phenomenon and not necessarily
one which could simply be a.pplied to any' individual independent of
his social situation.

S.K.Weinberg(1968),(2) in studying the

cultural relativity of normality, concluded that there were great
discrepancies in behaviour between the average person in different
societies.

He saw deviant behaviour as being,defined by,a parti-

cula.r group and referring to 'the individual's departure from the
norms, standardised practices, and approved outlets for his specific
role in society'.

Deviant behaviour, could only be identified and

described in terms of the specific group context.

He defined

deviant behaviour as being functionally inconsistent with a
IIf it challenges,disrupts, or threatens

particular society.

the group, it cannot be used by the society'.

Yet,-despite his

primary conclusions about the relativity of normality and therefore
devaint

behaviour,Weinberg(~)

recognised cross-culturally.
~hich

did identify disorders which were
The main kind of deviant behaviour

did receive such common recognition was that 'involving

impulsive violence, uncontrollable' franzy, or impulsive attacks
on,others l

•

. . He ,. found
-

"

that it was a widespread and possibly
...

-~

invariable phenomenon that 'the very presence of such a person
constitutes a threat·to the society, and society restrains the
individual in some way!.

(2)

Weinberg.S.K. IThs Sociolo~ of Mental Disorders t
Staples Press (London 1968) p.16~.
Weinberg.S.K. IThe 'Sociology' of Mental Disorders'
Staples Press(London 1968) p.164.
'
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This view of ldangerous' as primarily concerned with the
fear of direot physical violence is confirmod by various
'exportsl in'the fields of law and psyohiatry:
,

'.

IWhere the prospect of violence brings the
assumption that it must be avoided, even at
the expense of liberty, the prospect of
lesser injuries bring solicitude for the
liberty o£ the patient'.
(Goldstein '1968)(4)
, SMore severe, aggressive or sexual' activity
involving risk to life and health',
(Sturrup 1968)(5)
'The propensity to cause serious physical injury
or lasting psychological harm'.
(Butler Report 1975)(6)

'An unpredictable and untreatable tendency to
inflict or risk serious, irreversible injury
to destruction ••
(Scott 1977)(7)

How did the members of the tribunal perceive Idangert?

A number of research questions were concerned with the

I

danger'

associated with the patient as perceived by the tribunal members.

(4)

Goldstein.A.S. tMentally ~isordered'Ofiender and the
Law' Paper presented at CIBA Symposium on I Mentally
Abnormal Offender l CIBA Blueprint(1968)

(5)

Sturrup.G.K. tWill this man be dangerous?' Paper
presented at CIBA Symposium on IMentally Abnormal
Offender'
eIBA Blueprint(1968)

(6)

Butler Committee Report on IMentally Abnormal Offenders I
Cmnd.6244 BMSO (London 1975)

(7)

Scott P.D. 'AsseSSing dangerouz.ness in criminals'
British Journal of Psychiatry (1977) 131,p.129.
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These wero included under Aim 1 in the cha.pter on 'aimo of tho
research project'.

The hypothesis that there would be no

tendency for tribunal members to categorise the nature of the
riSk,in particular terms was clearly rejected.
the

observatio~

The responses to

and interview research questions demonstrated a

significant tendency to categorise the Idanger' in terms of
Idireot PhYsioal violence!.
Observation Findings
Table 1

Did the tribunal members refer to the risk assooiated
with the person before them in the following terms:

.~

lli?

Total hearings

Direct physical violenoe
103
Endangering behaviour
(mainly arson)
33
Sexual assault
51
Damage to property
42
6
Psychological harm
Property offence(larceny etc) 48
other
7

36

139

14;1~

106
97
133

139
139
139
139

23.l'fo
36. TI~
30. Z'fo
4.3%

132

139

5.~/o

Table 2

88

91

139

How did the tribunal as a whole appear to view
the primary risk?

Not clear
Direot' physical violence:'
Endangering behaviour
Sexual assault
Da.mage to property
Psychological harm
Property offence
Other

19
65
6

31
2

o
6
4

139 hearings

During the 139 observed hearings, it was recorded at 103
hearings(74.1%) that
violence'.

refere~ce

was made to 'direct physical

This was highly significant as against all the

34.5%
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other alternative responsea(X 2(6D.F)=221.35p< 0.001) and
against the specific response which was recorded on more
occasions than any other; 'sexual assault' recorded on 51

During the 139 observed hearings, it was recorded on 65
occasions(46.8~) that 'direct physical violence' appeared

to be viewed as the primary risk.

This was highly significant

as against other alternative responses (X2(2D.F)=65.31 p«0.001)
and against the specific response which was recorded on the
second most occasion;' 'sexual assault' recorded on 37 occasions

~lst

the difference was not significant in the number of

references'to Isexual assaultl as against some other responses

('damage to property' and Iproperty offences l ), 'sexual assaultt
was clearly the second to Idirect physical violence' in respect
of the occasions it was viewed as the primary risk in comparison
with any other risk.(X2(lD.F)::Q6.42 p

< 0.001).

Even in respect

'of references to the risk during hearings, asexual assault'
was significantly mOJ:e important than !endangering behaviour
(mainly arson)', ,to which tribunal members referred during 33
hearings(23.TI'6) (X 2 (lD.F)=5.54 p <0.05).
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Interview findinga

Table 3

However you rated the danger, ,in your opinion,
what is or was the one main risk or danger in
regard to this particular patient?

-Men
Direct physical violence
Endangering behaviour
Sexual assault
Damage to property
Psychological harm
Property offence
other
None
".

'

48
6

39
4
0

Women

Total

21

69

4

10

4

a
0

46.0'~
6.7%

26.00;6
5.3%

39

0

O.O'~

10

0
0
3
0

10

6.7%

11 a

32

150

1 OO.C1'fo

6
5

6
8

4.C1}6

5.3%

-

The null hypothesis was clearly rejected with regard to this

<

question (X 2 (6~.~)=1aa.61 p 0.001) Even in relation to the
response which Was clear second(tsexual assault- 39 responses

26.0.%) the 69 responses (46.(1}6) of Idirect physical violence l
werehl.ghly significant (X2(lD.F):13.02 p

< 0.001).

Second,to Iphysical violence I , the most significant response
to this interview question in relation to other responses was
clearly I sexual aS,saul t -• (X2C5Il.F): 158.66 p

< 0.001 )

Support for the reliability of these findings was to be found
in the close correlation in the responses to Idirect physical
violence' and 'sexual assault' in respect of the observation
,

,

.

question on the 'primary risk l and the interview question in
regard to the lone maillrisk or danger'.

This ws illustrated

in the comParison between the findings in Tables 2 and

3.

- 123 Comparison of observation and interview findings on

'

'danger I

Interview(Table ~)

Observation(Table 2)

>

pri~~ry

Direct physical violence

65

46.8%

69

46.0%

Sexual assault

37

26.6%

39

26.00/0

Other primary risks
,
None/not 'clear

18

'12.9%

32

21.3%

19

13.1'/0

10

6.1'/0

139

100.00/0

150

100.00/0

"

;(,

There was some support in the responses to a seoondary
interview question to

view that tribunal members viewed

th~

the danger in specific terms rather than as a more complex
concept.

There was a significant number, compared to alterna-

tive responses available, of Inone l responses (78 out of 150
,

,

hearings 52.00/0) to the question about 'other dangers' (Table 4)

Table

4

Apart from the main danger or risk, did you see any
, , other danger associated with the person before you?
Women

Total

12
7
6
7

5
1
0
11

17
8
6

1

1

14

18

68

3

0
4
10

2
14
7
78

11.4%
5.3%
4.0:';6
12.0:'/0
1.3%
9.3%
4.7%
52.0%

118

32

150

100.00/0

Direct physical violence
Endangering behaviour
Sexual assault
Damage to property
Psychological harm
Property offence
, other
None

.

-Men

ExclUding the Inone' responses, the null hypothesiS was

rejected,a1so in

res~ct

of the other specific alternative

res ponses(X (SD.F)=23.17 p

2

< 0.001).

Yet each specific

response was significantly less than the 'none r response:
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ldamage to propertyl (18 responses,12.Q%), Idirect physical
violence' (17 responses, 11.4%) and loffences against property'
(14 responses, 9.3%)

Perhaps there was a question of judgement in deciding whether
this .finding was supported by the recorded responses to the
observation,question on the references by the tribunal members
to the danger in certain terms.

Yet in re spec t of 139 heo.rings,

there. was only a mean average of 2.08 recorded references to the
risks(290 references in total), presumably in each instance including
the reference to the primary risk.

References which could have been

expected as secondary risks or factors in a more complex perception
of I danger! were relatively infrequently recorded(for example,
lendangering behaviour' 33 references,

23.~~;

Ipsychological

harm I 6 references, 4.3%.

How did their perception of ldanger' compare with the actual
offences or behaviour which had resulted in the detention of
the persons before them?

~t

can be seen from Chapter 9 ISample Group of Patients I ,

that ,the criminal offences and behaviour which led to special
hospital admission were as follows:
Violence/manslaughter etc

80

53.20~

Sexual assault

34

22. '"f~

,Arson/endangering

13

8.7%

Property offences

7

4.7%

Damage to property

4

2.7%

Other

- 12 ~
100.
1~0

0
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Testing for statistical difference between aotual offences
and the primary'risk as perceived by the tribunal chairmen
(Table 3) demonstrated that the null hypothesis was not rejected,
(X2~,~~~)~.4P_> 0.05).

The difference between the 'danger' as

perceived by the chairmen and the actual offences and behaviour
which had led to the detention of the person before them was not
statistically significant.

Similarly there was no significant statistical differenco
between the actual offences/behaviour and the observation
responses in regard ,to apparent

tri~unal

view of the primary

risk(Table 2) (X2(SD.F)=S.72 p-<- 0.30 null hypothesis not rejected).
. ,
Therefore the perception of 'danger' by the member~ of the
tribunal compared ,closely ,with the actual offences and behaviour
which had, led to, the detention of the persons before them.

How did the members of the tribunal rate the degree of danger?

From the available alter.native responses to the interview
question regarding 'danger to others I, there was a clear
significant tendency for the chairmen to select'minimal' or
'moderate' danger, as opposed to Ino danger at all' or 'severe l
"

or Ivery severe l danger.
.".

Comparing 'minimal danger' and
"

~

--<'

*

...

<-

'moderate danger' responses, there was a statistically significant
difference in favour of 'minimal danger' (X (lD.F )=4.18 p
2

<0.05)
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Table 5

How would you rate the patient you have just seen
as a danger to others?

~

No danger at all
Minimal danger
Moderate danger
Severe danger
Very severe danger
Could not answer

Women. '

7
48
34
15

Total

3
15
12
1

10
63
46
16

0

8

8

6

1

118

32

6.7%
42.0'/0
30.7%
10.1'/0

5.3%

7

4.6%

150

1OO.O'~

From the available alternative responses to the 'interview '
question regarding

ldange~

to self l , there was no significant -

difference between the extent tno danger at alII was selected
and the total of all Idanger I responses(X26.D~~~.92 p <0.70).
There was'a
significant tendency to select Ino danger,at
all'
,
.
(84 responses, 56.0'/0) as against any specific degree of danger;
eg lminimal danger l .(48 responses, 32.0)6)(X2l1).3)::17.6 p <0.001 )

Table 6

How would you rate the patient you have just ceen'
as a danger to himself? .

-Men
No danger at all
79
Minimal danger
31
Moderate danger
4
Severe danger
Very severe danger 1
Could not answer
3
118

°

>.> . . . . . . "

.....

",~

<

,

Women

Total

5
17
7
2

84
48
11
2
1
4
150

°1
32

56.0'/0
32.0'/0
7.3%
1.3%
0.7%
2.1'/0
100.0'70

-'

Therefore, whilst there was a pronounced tendency to rate the
patients still as dangerous to others(although tending to lminimal
danger l , 63, responses,42.O'/o) the tribunal members were unlikely to
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consider them even a moderate danger to themselves, with 132
,responses (88.0r0) being 'no danger at all l or 'minimal danger!.

How did the members of the tribunal perceive potential victims?

,A,number of research questions were concerned with who were
perceived by the tribunal members as

pot~ntial

responses are presented in Tables 7,8 and 9.

victims.

The

The hypothesis

that there would be no tendency for tribunal members to identify
particular categories of potential victims as a.t mo'st risk
clearly rejected..

'(laS

The responses to the observation and interview

research questions

demonstra~d

a significant tendency to identify

.,

,'people generally' as potential victims as opposed to any other
,

specific alternative response.

Observation Findings

Table 7"

, To whom did the tribunal refer as potential victims?

~

l!2

People generally
106
33
Adul ts own cex
6 133
Adults opposite sex
30 109
Children
33 106
Elderly
5 134
Self
28 111
Others-family,
,19 , 120
18 . 121
patients
staff
8 131
miscellaneous
9 130
>

•

Total hearings

139
139
139
139
139
139
139.
139
139
139

16.3%
4.3%
21.6%
23.1%
3.6%
20.1%
13.7%
12.9)6
5.8%
6.5%
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Table 8

Who appeared to be seen as most at risk?

Not clear
People generally
Adul ts own sex
Adults opposite sex
Children
Elderly
Self
Family
Others

29
59
0
14
24
1
3
5
4

139 hearings

20.9'~

42.4%
0.(11~

10.1%
17.3%
0.7%

2.2%

3.6%

2.ao~

100.0%

During the 139 observed hearings, it was recorded at 106
hearings(76.3%) that reference was made to 'people generally'
,.,

being at risk.
This was significantly different from the
.,
number of references to'anyother specific category of victim;
the closest being 'children I (33 occasions, 23.7%),tadults
opposite sex. (30 occasions, 21.6%), and 'self t (28 occasions,
20.1%) •

During the 139 observed hearings, it was recorded at 59
hearings(42.4%)

that

most at risk.

This was 'significant as against other alternative

'people generally' appeared to be seen as

.. '

"

•

-<

-

,

responses and as against the specific response recorded on the
,,,

second most occasions. (X 0-n.F):e1.04 p <0.001); I children I
2
,
'Children' and ladults opposite
recorded on' 24 occasions (17.3%).
.,

sex'(14 occasions,10.1%) were significant in relation to other
"

'-t'

~

,

•

alternative responses; but the difference was not significant
between 'children. and ladults opposite sexl (X2~DF)=3.18 p')'0.93.%).

-------------- --
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'Interview Findings

'Table 9

Who did you see as most likely to be at risk from the
person before you?

Women

Total

People generally 52
Adults own sex
3
Adults opposite sex
16
Children
24
Elderly
0
Self
3
Family
·3
Others
2
No one
1
Could not answer 14

21
0
0
4
0
3
1
1
0
2

13
3
16
28
0
6
4
3
1
16

118

32

150

Men

"

•

I

48.1%
2.(11;6
10.6%
18.1%
0.(1)6
4.(1)6
2.1% .
2.(1';6
0.1%
10.6%
100.076

The null hypothesis was not rejected in comparing lpeople
.

,

generallytWith the total of specific victim-responses(60
respo~ses,40.(1l/o).
Ipeop~e

Yet there was a significant tendency toward

generallyl .as against any specific other response; for

example in comparison with Ichildren', 28 responses(18.~;6)
(X2(JDF).~0.22 p <0.001) •. In turn, the difference was

significant between •children' and the response third in
frequency, ladults opposite sex l 16 responses(10.6%)

I

Support for the reliability of these findings is to be found
in the close correlation 'in the responses, 'people generally',
t

children t " and •adul ts . opposite sex', in re spec t of the

observation question about who appeared Ito be seen as most at
risk' and the interview' question in regard to who was seen as
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Imost likely to be at risk l •

This was illustrated in the

oomparison between the findings in Tables 8 and 9.

Comparison of observation and interview findings on potential'viotim

Observation(Table 8) Interview(Table 9)
People genera.lly

59

42.4%

73

48.7%

Children

24

17.3%

28

18.7%

Adults opposite sex

14

10.1%

16

10.6%

Other potential viotims

13

9.3%

• 16

10.6%

None/not clear

29

20.9-'~

17

11.4%

139

100.0/6

150

100.a:'~

Contrast between men and women

The responses to the interview question about Ithe one main
risk or danger' (Table 3) in respect of women were:

21

65.6%

Endangering· behaviour

4

12.5%

Damage to property

4

12.5%

3

9.4%

32

100.0'~

Direct physical violenco

"Other

As perhaps would be expected, none of the women had been
convicted or detained because of sexual assault.

If this one

factor was excluded, there was no significant difference between
the 'danger' associated with men and women, as perceived by the
legal Chairman(X~DJ) =4.76 p >0.05).
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There were some significant differences in the responses to
the secondary question Idid you see any other danger associated
with the person before you?I(Table 4)

There was a greater

tendency(X2~D2)g7.~7 p«O.Ol) for tnone'to be the response in

regard to men; with the positive responses tending to 'damage to
'.

property. as secondary dangers with women and 'offences against
property' with men.

The responses to the interview question 'How did you rate
the patient you have just seen as a danger to others?'(Table

5),

in respect of women were:
.,

3

9.4%

15

46.9%

12

37.5%

Severe danger

1

3.1%

Could not answer

1

3.1%

32

1OO.C1'~

. No danger at all
Minimal danger
'~'

"

Moderate danger

The difference.was not significant between women and men in
regard to the .perceived degree of danger to others, contrasting
'no danger at all', 'minimal/moderate danger', and 'severe/very
severe danger' (Xt::(2D2)=4. 99 p.) 0.05).

The responses to the interview question tHow did you rate
the patient you have just seen as a danger to himself?t(Tablo 6),
in respect of women were:
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No danger at a.11

5

15.6%

17

53.1%

Moderate danger

7

21.~;6

Severe danger

2

6.3%

1

3.1%

32

100. oro

, Minimal danger

i

Could net answer

In that only 36 of the 118 men(30.5%) were considered to
present any danger at all to themselves, there was a highly
significant difference between men and women in regard to the
ldanger to self' as per.ceived by the legal chairmen.(X2(lD.F)n26.7l
p ,,0:~01)
There were clearly contrasting tendencies, with the
women normally being considered to present ldanger to se1f s and
the men the opposite.

The responses to the interview question Iwho did you see
as most likely to be at risk from the person before you?'
(Table 9) in respect of women were:

People generally

21

65 0 6%

Children

4

12.5%

Self

3

9.4%

Family

1

3.1%

Others

1

3.1%

Could not answer

2

6.3%
100.0%

-32

There was a olear tendency toward Ipeop1e generally' as
opposed to the total of specific victims in regard to the
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women(XlJD.F)~.60 p< 0.01).

This applied in contrast with

the men, even when the response 'adults opposite sex' (16
with the men) was excluded.

Even though I children I were

considered at risk in the case of 24 men

(20.3%),

the

difference in comparison with women was not statistically
significant. (X 20-'D:.F) =1 .04 p> 0.50)
'CAlthough the "danger to self l was so significant with
women(81.3%), Iselft was clearly not seen as the person
most at risk; in other words, although 'danger to self l
was clearly a greater concern with women, it was presumably
notseen'as a prime justification for detention.

,

,
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Summary of findings

'Direct physical violence' was seen as the main danger
with both men and women; with 'sexua1 assault' being
perceived as second in significance.

This perception of I danger I by the members of the
tribunal compared closely with the actual offences and
behaviour which led to the detention of the people before
them.

There was a tendency not to see any other than the main
danger associated with the men, in contrast with the women
where 'danger to propertyt was seen as the secondary danger.

The 'danger to others' was rated as minimal or moderate, as
opposed to no danger at all or more severe; with no significant
difference between men and women.

IDanger to se1f l was not seen as significant with men, whereas
it was perceived as present normally with women.

Despite this,

even with women Iselfl was not seen as the person most at risk.
tpeople generally' were perceived as the most likely potential
victims as against any more specific victims.

This was

apparent particularly with women; with a greater tendency towards
victims
specific. 1\ .. and. particularly adults of the opposite sex
tonsideredat. risk from men.
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Discussion

These findings did tend to support tho definitions suggested
in the introduction to this chapter.

The perception of

ldangerous l by the members of the mental health review tribunal
did appear to be in terms of limpulsive violence l (Weinberg

1967)~3)

'prospect of violencel(Goldstein 1968)(4), Imore severe, aggressive
or sexual activityl(Sturrup 1968)(5), Ipropensity to cause serious
PhYsical injuryl(Butler Report 1975),(6) and 'tendency to inflict
or risk serious injuryt(Scott 1971).(7)

IDirect'physical violence·

was the primary justification for the detention of the person seeing
the tribunal and also was the main danger as perceived by the
tribunal.' . As suggested by Sturrup,

-I sexual

activi tyl was an

important secondary aspect of ldangerl,

The second aspect of the Butler Report definition of dangerous
as 'the propensity to cause lasting psychological harms was not
supp,orted "in terms of how the tribunal perceived 'dangerous',
Reference to Ipsychological harml was recorded on only 6
occasions, (4. 3%) out of 139 observed hearings,

It did not

appear to be viewed as the primary risk during any of these
observed hearings,

Given 'psychological harm l as one of a number

of alternativerespons9s, the legal chairmen did not once select
it as the' lone main risk<or danger' and on only two occasions
indicated'ipsychological harm' as the secondary 'other danger
associated with the person before yoUI.
3

4
5
6
7

Weinberg 1967 - see footnote page 118
Goldstein 1968 - see footnote page 119
Sturrup 1968 - see footnote page 119
Butler 1975 - see footnote page 119
Scott 1977 - see footnote page 119
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during the 139 observed hearings in regard to Ipsychological
harm I ,

Tribunal members were quoted as referring to

Ipsychological distress to family. (in regard to child
kidnapping), 'distress to parentsl (sexual assault on children),
and Ipsychological damage to childrenl(sexual assault).

The only further comment on how they saw the danger, during
the 150 interviews, which could be seen as explicitly bordering
on

p~chological

harm, was the comment: IFeople bound to be

anxious' (in regard to offence of arson).

The answers given by the chairmen who took the opportunity
for further comment on how they saw the danger are presented,
in a ,supplement to this chapter.

These.comments did tend to

support the link in their minds between the ldanger' and the
actual offences and behaviour which led to detention.

Fourteen

of the comments' referred to the particular crime or behaviour.
These comments perhaps also ,supported the tendency to view the
'danger' in particular terms rather than more complex.

The comments reinforced the view that the risk was seen
primarily in terms of ,I danger, to others I •

Apart from the

comment,on one ,patient as lexploitable', it io only by implication
that the chairmen demonstrated concem about ldanger to self l

,

These further comments by the chairmen did tend to support
another aspect of the definitions of I dangerous I suggasted at the
introduction to this chapter.

,'IDangerl and the threat to society

- 131 which warrants restraint was seen not simply in the violence
itself but in-its impulsive, inconsistent, or irrational
nature.

Weinberg spoke of 'impulsive violence' and luncon-

trollable';

Scott referred to the 'unpredictable t tendency to

inflict injury.·

This emphasis was reflected by the chairmen,

through comments such as: 'out of character', 'danger io a.
question of supposition'., 'difficult to assesa', and 'difficult
to judgel.

There was lim! ted support in the findings and further comments
in regard to their perception of ldangeroua l for the view that
concept of 'dangert or 'violence' is affected by the cultural
and social context and the perceptions and attitudeo of the
people in the situation.

Although explicitly and by implication

.

•danger' was largely being defined as 'fear of violence'.

There was some evidence that they did acknowledge tdangerl as
being to some extent related to the social situation within which
it· had or was likely to express itself.

This was expressed and

implied in comments such-as: 'main danger when out of hospital I

,

,

Idependent upon adequate support l

,

Imost serious aot of violence

within domestic and emotional situation l

,

ldanger related to drink

and consequences I , and 'relapse 1£ social responsibilities are too
much pressure'.

As an extension of the definition already quoted,Scott 1911(1)
acknowledged the desirability of an indication of Iprobability
<

""~

~

~

of this or that Dort of damaging behaviour occurring in this or

(1)

Scott 1911 - see footnote page 119
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that expected environment'.

Further support for the view

of I dangerousness' as the physically violent behaviour of an
individual reacting within a particular situation was refelcted

---..

in the evidence to and conclusions of the Butler Committee on
Mentally Abnormal Offenders.(6)

From his vast experience of

mentally abnormal offenders in Denmark, Sturrup tended to see
the prognosis in terms of the likelihood of responding more
adequately and stably to particular situations, which had
contributed to difficulties in the past.

'The most important

thing we can do for these people is to motivate them to avoid
the dangerous situation rather than to look for it t .(5)

Any xestriction of the definition of tdanger' or the perception
of 'dangert in respect of an individual to a label to be attached

.

out of context illustrated the tdangerousness of dangerousness'
(S H Shaw 1'973). (8)

P~D.Scott(9) began his final statement on

dangerousness by warning that 'the label which is easy to attach
but difficult to remove, may contribute to its own continuances.
E.I.Megaree 1976(10) gave the sound advice that tdangerousness is
an unfortunate term, for it implies that ·there is a trait of
dangerousness, which, like intelligence, is a relatively constant
characteristic of a person.

However, the degree of danger an

individual represents to himself or others is a function of a
number of variables'.

The findings in regard to the perception of 'dangerous' by the
tribunal and the evidence yet to be considered from the wider
Sturrup 1 968 - see footnote page 119
Butler 1975 - see footnote page 119
Shaw.S.R. iDangerousness pf dangerousness' Mad Sc and Law.Oct.197;
Scott.P.n.'Assessing dangerousness in criminals'.British Journal
of Psychiatry(1977) 131,p.127.

~cf~~vfoJr.'~r~;~~!f. at~~MCf ~:g:viOur' Criminal Justice
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. did' suggest that the' members of the tribunal wero very
aware of the limitations and I unfortunate I errecto or the
concept of 'danger' •

. ,
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ANSWERS FROM LEGAL CHAIRMAN TO THE QUESTION:
'Would you like to make ,any further comments on hml you

SEllT

tho d::tncrer in this cas

Man (murdered mother)

'Serious crime - out of character - no

~

'Past record and present hospital vioH of likely
recurrence - therefore danger still present',

(sexual assault)

ct~rent

violence'

Man (sexual assault)

'Probably future larceny, but main dnnger in past to
children'

}~n

'One act of violence as against 10 years

(murdered friend)

ai'1~~/'

Man (sexual assault)

'Records unclear on this immature person'

Han (sexual assault)

'Happened in past yet main danger \'Then out of ho::;pital'

Man (sexual assault)

'Because of time in Rampton and insight into problems,
danger diminished'

Man (murdered

n~r~e)

'Classic psychotic'

Man (violence)

'Risk if did not take medication for epilepsy'

Man (sexual assault)

'Dependent upon adequate support and hospitnl carol

Man (murdered mother)

'If schizophrenic relapse, could be very dangerous to
anyone'

Man (violence)

'Only two previous acts of violence, most serious one
within domestic and emotional situation'

Man (violence)

'No sexual tendency, therefore no fear for opposite sex.
Family perhaps at risk'

Woman (violence)

'Children definitely not at risk'

~

(violence)

Han (arson)

'Epileptic personality with previous episodes of violence
excellent present behaviour'
'Paranoid schizophrenia with depression - currently ill receiving ECT course'

~ (murdered prostitute) 'Murder - nine years ago and in ~pton - danser is a
question of supposition'
Woman (violence)

'other patients irritated by her behaviour

Woman (violence)

'Epileptic personality reasonably \'Tell controlled'

-Han (sexual ass~ult)

'Record full of offences against young girls'

~

(attampted murder)

'Serious offence 14 years ago - no disagreement'

I

, 1

i

Ibn (sexual assault)

'Very subnormal - likely to get into trouble - unlikely
to be s'erious I

~

'Unsocialised adolescent - difficult to nasess sex
crime at age fifteen'

(rape)

Man (violence)

'Transfer list two years'

Man (robbery).

'An aggressive young man - rather cold - labelled
psychopathic'

~/oman

(arson)

'Difficult to judge - people bound to be anxious'

Man (violence)

'Danger related to drink and consequenses - reaction to
other ageressive Irishmen'

Homan (violence)

'Length of stay! Behaviour should be looked at in light
of 30 years institutionnlisation'

Man (arson)

'Borderline subnormal, epileptic, brain dnmage, immature

Woman (criminal damage)

'Relapse if social responsibilities ore too much pressu

Man (sexual assault)

'Very naive and childlike - exploitable'

•

I

.lli:.!!. (rape)
~

'Rape at 20, nO\ot Rampton 12 years'

'.

'Bad record until age 35 - Rampton since then'

(rapeY

"

"
,

,

'

;i
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CHAPlER ELEVEN

THE EVIDENCE ON WHICH THE TRIBUNAL BASED THEIR JUDGEMENTS

RThe, degree of danger an individual represents to himself or
others varies markedly as a function of a number of variables'.
(Megaree 1976)(1)

To assess whether the 'danger to self and others was sufficient
to warrant continued detention was unlikely to be a straight-forward
process in view of the complexity of the concept of tdanger'.

As

with the concept, in practice there could be a tendency to simplify
the process of assessing 'danger'.

'Danger' was perceived pri-

marilyas 'fear of physical violence or sexual assault'.

There-

fore the process of assessment was likely to be concerned with
se~k1ng

evidence as to whether or not such behaviour could be

expected to ,occur in the future.

But even if the nature of the

danger' to be !eared and the behaviour to be predicted was specified
and simplified, the process of predicting human behaviour in general
and dangerous behaviour in particular appeared complex in itself.
Yet this was an important .decision-process, on which depended the
continued detention or liberty of the individual.

Which factors and variables were relevant and how were. they
identified by the tribunal and rated in relation to each other?

The review of literature in regard to the causation and assessment of 'dangerous' behaviour which preceeded this reoearch indicated that a number of factors appeared to be influential.
(1 )

Megaree E.l. ,'Prediction of Dangerous Behaviour'
Criminal Justice and Behaviour.Vol.3.No.1.(1976)p.5.
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One over-riding factor appeared to be the nature and severity
of the behaviour or offence which had drawn attention to the
individual.

Upon thio appeared to depend whether there was

considered to be a ~erious'problem at all. lIn trivial offences
it would be a waste of time enquiring too clooely •••••• the more
.
,
serious the charge the greater is the necessity for an examination
of the person's mental state l

•

(Whitlock 1963)(2)

The suggestion that unexplained persistence in offending or
abnormn.litY of the offences could raise questions about the mental
state of the offender, implied a relationship between serious
"

'f

Offences' ~d mental illness.

•

A positive correlation between

homicide in Britain and mental illness has been supported by some
studies, such as by the Home Office Research Unit(3), D.J.West(1965)(4),

~d'H.Gillies(1965)(5)~
,

;

r

,

Their observation of surviving homicide

; .

.

offenders suggested that more than half revealed some psychological
abnormality, and'in Britain about one' quarter of all homicides
were followed by the" suiCide of the muxderer.

That this corre-

lation was generalg perceived was supported further by evidence
that at least a quarter of all surviving homicides in England and
Wales were detained in psychiatric hospitals, mainly the special
hospi tals' such ·'as Broadmoor and Ra.mpton.

Given the 'impulsive and

unpredictable 'nature of dangerous behaviour, it was perhaps to be
expected that mental disorder would be linked with the 'fear of
violence'.

(2)

Whitlock.F.A.'Criminal Responsibility and Mental
Illness I Butterworths (London 1963)
Home Office Research Unit report.

I

MUrder , (1961) BMSO

West.D.J;- -tMurder Followed by Suicide I Heinemann
(London 1965)
Gillies.H.IMurder in,West of Scotland' British Journal
of Psychiatry. Vol.3.(1965)

r:
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the offences or anti-social behaviour and the presence of mental
disorder, less tangible variables appeared to be an influence on the
assessment of 'dangerous..

Uncertainty about causation or prog-

nosis and intuitive feelings about the individual could be influential factors in the decision-process.
I

Also concern about the

personality , of the individual came close at times to the

confusion of labelling an individual or behaviour which could not
be

,~xplained

otherwise, without adding to the understanding of

causation., Gibbens(1968)(6) warned of the danger of overestimating the connection between psychopathy and crime.

G.K.

sturrup, with his long and vast experience of assessing and . ,

•

treating mentally abnormal offenders in Denmark, was quoted by
ShaW(1973)(7): 'Little is known about assessing dangerousness
beyond intuitive ~eelings and general statistics that cover certain
types of offender'.

Sturrup admitted that if he was 'unable to

make real emotional contact with the man ••••••• it was impossible to
evaluate the dangerousness I advised against parole'.

He saw the

reactions of people with 'only personality problems' as less
predictable(and therefore more dangerous?) than those of psychotic
and mentally· handicapped , peo~le. (sturrup 1968) ( 8 )
I

(6)

Gibbens.T, Briscoe, Dell 'Psychopathic Offenders'
paper presented at eIBA Symposium on 'Mentally
Abnormal,Offender' eIBA Blueprint(1968)

(7)

,Shaw.S.R. 'Dangerousness of dangerousness' Medicine
Science and Law. October 1973 p.271.

(8)

Sturrup G.K. 'Will thiD man be dangerous?' paper
presented at OlBA Symposium on 'Mentally Abnormal
Offender·. OIBA Blueprint(1968)
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The prescribedcprocedures for tho mental health review
tribunal were detailed'in Chapter Three.

The pattern of

operation of the tribunal meeting to consider applications and
references at Hampton Hospital on the basis of these procedures
was described in·Cbapter Six on the 'General approach to the
research project..

It was explained that an assumption was

made that this pattern of operation would continue to apply
throughout the period of the research study.

This assumption

was proved to be generally correct with no serious variations
from the prescribed pre-hearing procedures and the approach.to

,

receiving. evidence at the hearing.

As described'inCbapter Five under Aim 2, there was structured
observation during the observed hearings of the reception of
evidence through' reports and interviews.

In respect of the

eleven hearings which were not observed by the researcher, the
information in regard to these research questions were obtained
through the examination of official records(in regard to interviews
and reports) and by arrangement with such as the clerk to tho
tribunal (in regard to the length of time of the hearings).

(a)

Was the patient interviewed?

Wit~~xcePtiOnt the 150

patients were interviewed by the tribunal during the tribunal
hearing,.normally remaining throughout the hearing until the
private deliberations of thectribunal to reach their conclusion.
OccaSionally, the patient would be invited to withdraw from the
hearing for a time to allow a relative or representative to speak
confidentially to the tribunal; but this did not occur on more
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than about ten occasions (from notes made by the researcher in a
leos systematic'way).
as

a matter of course

The fact that the patient was interviewed
at every hearing was a reflection of the

pattern of operation of the tribunal meeting at Bampton Hoopital.
Their policy"was'to make the availability of the patient for
interview, a condition of considering any application or reference.
As explained in Chapter Three on the 'Mental Health Review Tribunal',
the tribunal was not obliged to interview the patient but the tribunal meeting at Hampton Hospital evidently considered this to be
essential~
"

(b)

,

'Was any family interviewed?

Every contactable nearest'

relati~e and other'fam1ly known to'be interested were informed of

the arrangements and invited to attend the hearing.

In responae

to this, 56 men(47.5%) and 12 women(37.5%) were accompanied by
members of th~ir'f~ly at the hearing.

Conaidering that Hampton

Hospital received patie~tsfrom a national catchment area and many
patients were lone-stay with limited outoide contacts, a value
judgement 'could'be made that the attendance 'of family at 68 of the
150 heartngs (45.3%) was a reasonable response., The parents of the
patients were well represented among the family who did attend.
27 occasions(4 'women), both' parents attended.

On

On eight occasions

(one'woman), only the father attended; and on 17 occasions(4 women)
only the mother.

'In addition to the 52 occasions when the parents

attended the hearings, on 12 'other occasions(one woman) one or more
siblings were iriterviewed' by the tribunal.

As perhaps would be

expected'from the iDrormation in Chapter Nine on the marital 'status
of the patients, huSbaridsand wives rarely attended the hearings.

:rn 'fact,

only one huSband and one male fiancee were interviewed.
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As all the eleven men who had been married were legally
separated or divorced, it was perhaps unlikely that
wives would have attended.

any

Other relatives sometimes accompanied

parents and siblings; but on only two occasions(no women) did
grandpa.rents and uncles and aunts attend without parents or
siblings.

(c) - Was the sub,1ect legally represented?

112 men(94.9%) and

32 women(100.o%) were rep~ted by a solicitor at the hearing,
baving received previously legal advice in preparing for the
hearing.

In addition, one man

~s

represented by a lay repre-

sentative provided by MIND(National Association for Mental Hoalth).

•

Therefore only five men and no women(3.3% of the total sample
group of patients) were not represented at the hearing;
chosen to present their case without expert advice.

havin~

~1hilst

this

very high extent of representation was not related directly to the
pattern of operation of tho tribunal itself, it was a reflection
ofa

~egal

advice service organised by the social work department

at the hospital in response to the needs of patients applying or
being referred to the tribunal.

(d)

Were any hospital staff I interviewed?

It was not the normal

. procedure'for the responsible consultant pSYChiatrist or any other
hospital staff to be-interviewed at the hearings.
on 26 occasions(17.3%).

It did occur

The responsible consultant psychiatrists

were interviewed by the tribunal in respect of 14 men(11.9%) and
4·wom~n(12.5%) • . The social work members of the hospital team

were interviewed in respect of 6 men(5.1%) and 2 women(6.3%).
No members of the other hospital disciplines were interviewed
during the 150 hearings; nor did the re searcher note

any

evidence
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of this being considered by the tribunal members.

(e)

Were representatives of any community services interviewed?

Although the responsible local authority social services departments
were approached in respect of the home circumstances of the nearest
and other interested relatives, it was not the normal practice to
inform the community services in the home area of the arrangements
for thr tribunal hearing.

Their attendance was usually in response

to some expression of special interest on their part, as opposed
to an invitation on the initiative of the tribunal.

Community

services in the home area of patients were represented at 11
hearings(7.39b).

,

Social services departments were represented

by social workers in respect of four men and four women; and the
probation service in respect of one woman and two men.

The

extent to which community. services attended in respect of women
in contrast with men wR~statisticallY significant(X2(lD.F)x2.70
(corrected for continuity)
P'> 0.05). The reason for the suggestion in favour of the
community services being slightly more likely to attend in respect of women was a- matter for speculation.
'#,

As a group, the

women tended to be non-offenders and likely to have been in the
hospital for longer-periods.

There was no significant difference

in the extent men and women had been in the care of local authorities.

Possibly the community services were more reluctant to

express a special interest in men detained in. special hospitals
in comparison with women.

(f)

Were·the usual hospital reports available?

Without

exception, the tribunal received the statement from the hospital
authority justifying the
,

:' c

p1. tient' s.

-continued' detention.

This
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statement included a description of the background of the patient
leading to his ,detention, his progress in hospital, and the
opinion of the responsible consultant psychiatrist in regard
to current condition. ' The provision of this statement was
within the prescribed procedures of the tribunal and a condition
of the tribunal meeting to consider a case at Hampton Hospital.
It was for these reasons that no hearing took place without
this statement being available. . Similarly, It was a matter of
course that the hospital file was available to the tribunal, containing the reports of the different disciplines.

(g)

•

Were the home circumstances reports available from the social

services?

It was a matter of course to approach the responsible

local authority social services fora report on the home circumstances·of relatives of the patient; but it was not a condition
that these should be available before the tribunal considered an
application or· reference.,

Sometimes no responsible relatives

were available for assessment.

Sometimes the tribunal would

refer to the reports of the hospital social workers.

The home

circumstances reports were available in regard to 85 men(72.~~)
and 27 women(84.4%)

Again there was a greater response from

sociai services departments in regard to women, but the difference
.

.

.

. was not statistically significant(X (lD.F)=2.18p<O.20).
The
2
importance of these reports to the'trIbunal and the recognition
of this by the hospital authorities in obtaining them and the
social services in providing them was evidenced in the extent
reports were provided(112 hear~gs 74.1,%).

(h)

Were any other reports available?

Other reports were

available at 49 hearings, in respect of 39 men(33.o%) and 10
women(31.3%).

These included 18 reports(including 4 women)
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from social services in regard to rehabilitative resources,
five other reports(one woman) in regard to residential provision,
seven correspondence(2 women) from family and friends, seven
further medical reports from the hospital(2 women),

4 hospital

social work reports(no women} provided specifically for the
hearing, 5 reports(no women) in regard to the previous records
of patlents(to supplement those in the hospital file), and letters
and reporto in regard to five other men and one other woman.

A

number of these reports, particularly those from the hospital,
bad been requested by the tribunal.

Most of the social services

reports on their facilities had been requested by the.hospital
authorities on behalf of the tribunal, sometimes when home circum-

•

st~ces

reports were inappropriate.

Other reports and letters

bad been initiated by the people concerned or occasionally arranged
by the legal representatives of the patients.

(1)

Wha t was the length of time of the hearinS:?

-Men
Less than 30 minutes
30-45 minutes
45-60 minutes
60-75 minutes
Over 75 minutes
Not known

Women

8 6.8%
22 18.6%
46 39.(1'/0
26 22.~~
15 12.7%
1 0. S06

1 3.1%
8 25.C1l/o
13 40.6%
7 21.8%
3 9.5"/0

118 100.0%

32 100.076

Total
9
30
59
33
18
1

6.C1l/o
20.C1l/o
39.3%
22. C1l/o
12.0'/0

O·m·

150 100.0'/0

Despite the tribuna:). scheduling about one hour for each hearing
(11.00 am - 12.00 am; 12.00 am - 1.00 pm; 2.00pm - 3.00 pm), a
large minority of hearings took more than one hour.,

51 hearings

(34.(1'/0) took over 60 minutes, and 18 hearings(12.C1l/o) took over 75
minutes.

Inevitably some of the hearings were longer because of
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the number of people appearing with the patient.

Yet it did

appear that the' tribunal were concerned to be thorough, even
with patients who were unaccompanied or unrepresented.
"

hearings were rarely decided within

;0

minutes.

The

Those which

ended in such a short time usually concerned cases where for
some reason the tribunal needed to defer or adjourn their
consideration; perhaps because relatives had been unable to
attend or the solicitor had requested an adjournment to allow
for further enquiries.

On

what evidence did the tribunal members base their judgements?

A number of research questions were concerned with the evidence
on which the tribunal based their decisions and advice in regard
to the • danger I or risk associated with the patients.

The results

!are presented within the statistical tables in this chapter.

The hypothesis that there would be no difference in the extent
to which tribunal members took account of particular categories
of evide~ce ~s clearly rejected.

'The responses to the obser-

!~tion ~dintervie~ research questions demonstrated a tendency
to iririuenced by such factors ~s 'personality', 'mental disorder',
'immediate offence',and"present behaviour'.
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Observation findings

Table 1

In considering evidence, did the tribunal members

show regard for the following?
'Yes

lis?

Mental disorder
127
Immediate offence/behaviour 131
Circumstances of offence
88
Previous offences/behaviour 132
Personality of patient
130
Family background
84
Previous social life-career 126
Current family circumstances
132
Present behaviour/attitudes 139
Community support services 65
Social adequacy of patient 115
Length of stay in Rampton 127
Hospital opinion and planning
129
Other
77

12
8
51
7
9
55
13

139
139
139
139
139
139
139

91.4%
94.2'1/0
63.3%
95.(11/0
93.5%

7
0
74
24
12

139
139
139
139
139

95.(11/0
100.(11/0
47.SO/o
82.7%
91.4%

10
62

139 92.SO~
139 55.4%

-

,

Tota! hearings

60.4%

90.6%

Null hypothesis clearly rejected

This research question in the observation section of the research
schedule was designed to cover a comprehensive range of categories
of evidence.

,kly reference to the category was noted by the

researcher.

It was clear from Table 1 that the tribunal adopted

a comprehensive approach to their enquiries during the interviews
and deliberations of the hearing.
categories of evidence at

Regard was shown for nine

over,90.~/o

of the 139 observed hearings:

present behaviour, 'previous offences, family circumstances,
immediate offence, personality, 'hospital opinion, mental disorder,
length ,of stay at Rampton; and the previous life-career of the
patient (work , soetal life etc).

There was no significant differ~

ence between the extent regard was shoWn for these nine categories
of evidence(X 2(8D.F)= 8.12 p
-c- _ .'-

< 0.50).
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The null hypothesis was rejected as soon as any of the other
categories of evidence were included in the analysis.

This

was so even when comparing 'social adequacy of patient'
(115 hearings

82.~/o)

with the nine more significant categories

of evidence(X2(9D.F)=35.55 p« 0.001 highly significant difference).
Regard was shown to 'social adequacyR on significantly more occasions
. than 'circumstances of the offence' (S8 hearings 63.3%) and 'Family
background! (84 hearings 60.4%).

In turn, these categories were

considered on significantly more occasions than 'community support
services' (65 hearings 47.&/0)

Table 1 simply reflected whether or not regard was shown (any
reference was observed) in respect of the pre-determined categories of evidence.

This did give some indication of the

relative importance of the different categories of evidence in
terms of the total hearings.

For example, it did appear that

certain categories of evidence(such as information in regard to
the community support services, the family background, and the
circumstances of the offence) were relatively lese important.
It was possible that these particular categories of evidence
became more important and influential as the tribunal gave more
serious consideration to rehabilitative needs.

The other cate-

gories could have been more relevant in determining the degree of
~isk

or vulnerability and 'balanced justice I , with 'parens patriae I

considerations coming more t:o the fore when discharge was being
seriously considered.

It would

~ppear

that the social adequacy

of the patient, the circumstances of the offence or misbehaviour,
the family background, and the community support services were
not primary factors in the decision-process determining 'danger'
or risk.
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As emphasised above, the information contained in Table I
did not attempt to weigh the influence of difference factors
in the decision-making within particular hearings.
taken simply. of

whe·~her

category of evidence.

there was

any

Note was

reference at all to that

The research question in Table 2 did

attempt to identify from observation the factor which appeared
more influential than any other in each of the observed 139
hearings.

Table 2

Did one factor appear to be more influential with
the tribunal as a whole?

Not clear
24
Mental disorder
25
Immediate offence/behaviour 14
2
Previous record
Personality of patient
30
Pxevious life-career
0
Family circumstances
,1
Community support services 3
Length of stay
10
Present behaviour/attitudes 11
other
13

139 hearings
Null hypothesis clearly rejected

The recorded responses to the observation question in Table 2
involved a judgement on the part of the researcher and therefore
the possibility of bias.

There was some protection in the fact

that the researcher was making a separate judgement at each
separate hearing independent of each other.

Also the reliability

of the observation findings could be assessed by comparison with
the responses to the equivalent interview questions.

At 24 hearings(11.3%), the researcher noted that it was not
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clear as to which factor was more influential.

Five categories

of evidence appeared to be primary influences, in that they accounted
for

I

mental disorder, present behaviour and attitudes, immediate offence
or behaviour which had led to detention, and the length of stay in
Hampton Hospital.

The difference between these five primary

factors was highly significant(X (4nF)= 16.12 p~ 0.01); with
2
lpersonality of patientl and 'mental disorder' being clearly
the most influential categories of evidence.

The researcher 'Was able to make a judgement in regard to the
more influential' factor at the majority of hearings (82. 7"~); and
•

I

96 of the 139 observed hearings (69.1%); personality of the patient, I

the aggregate findings contained in Table 2 did appear to compliment and correspond generally with the findings in regard to
references during the observed hearings to the predetermined
categories of evidence.

It was clear that nine categories of

evidence were considered almost invariably relevant to their
enquiry.

Five of these factors were identified as the factors

which appeared to be significantly more influential with the
tribunal during the 139 hearings.

The findings from structured

observation 'of the hearings indicated that the

I

personality of

ihe'patient t and 'mental disordert were the main influences with
the tribunal members as a whole.

To provide a more comprehensive description of the evidence on
which they based their judgements and to alleviate the restrictions
of pre-determined categories of response, there was provision with
both the above observation question for noting tother' evidence
taken into account and lother' factors which were more influential

- 156 at individual hearings.
at only

Regard was shown to lother' evidence

77 hearings (55.4%).

of these

77 hearings.

109 items were noted in respect

60 of these items related to the patient,

including references to a drink problem(13 hearings), physical
health(10 hearings), epilepsy(9 hearings), sexual interests
(9 hearings), and leisure interests(2 hearings).

18 items

were more related to the legal process, including references
to previous tribunal decisions.

On six occasions, the tribunal

discussed or referred to previous unsuccessful discharges through
the

tribunal~.

On

another six occasions, the implications of the

fact they had already previously adjourned the particular case
were discussed or mentioned by the tribunal members.

The other

items included tbalanced justice' considerations such as the
patient having already served a prison sentence prior to being
transferred to Hampton, and rehabilitative resource considerations
such as resistances from hospitals in the home areas to accepting
responsibility for their resident.

Interview findings

The interview findings tended to support the same conclusions
in regard to· the evidence which was more influential with the

tribunal.

This applied in respect of the interview question in

regard to 'the most important· influence , (Table 3) and the aggregation of the responses to the interview questions about the three
most important factors(Table

6).
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Table 3

In deciding whether or not this particular patient
should continue to be detained in Hampton, which
factor appeared to you the most important influence
in that decision?

Total

Women

Men
17 .ao~

15.6%

26

17.4%

15.3%
10.20;'()
28.SOfo
3.4%
O.Eflfo
0.8%
5.9%
9.3%
5.1%
2.5%

2
6.3%
0' 0.0';&
11
34.4%
2
6.3%
1
3.1%
2
6.3%
1
3.1%
7 21.8%
1
3.1%
O.O'fo
0

20
12
45
6
2
3
8
18
7
3

13.3%
8.00/0
30.00/0

118 100.O'fo

32 100.0'/0

Mental disorder
21
Immediate offence/behaviour
16
Previous record
12
Personality of patient
34
Previous life-career
4
Family circumstances
1
Community support services 1
Length of stay
7
Present behaviour/attitude11
Other
6
Could not answer
:3

5

4.O'fo

1.3%
2.0}6

5.3%

12.O'fo
4.7'fo

2.00/0

150 100.O'fo

•

The null hypothesis was clearly rejected in respect of the
different factors which were considered by the legal chairmen
to be the most important influences on their decisions.
tpersonality of the patient' was clearly the most influential
factor during the total of 150 hearings(45 hearings 30.0'~),even
in comparison with the factor which was identified on the second
highest number of hearings; 'Mental disorder' 26 occasions(17.4%)
(X 2(lD:.F):::6.67 p~ 0.01 highly significant difference).

Second

. to 'personality of the patient', the null hypothesis was not
rejected in regard to the four factors or categories of evidence
considered 'most important': 'mental disorder' (26 hearings
17.4%), 'immediate offence/behaviour' (20 hearings 13.3%),
•pre sent behaviour/attitude'(18 hearings 12.0%), and 'previous
'Length of
record' (12 hearings 8.0%) (X 2(3D.F)=6.02 p<0.05).
stayt, 'previous life-~areert, tcommunity support services', and

I
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'family circumstances' were significantly leos likely to be
considered the most important influence on the decision.

The

'other' factors included family attitudes and hospital plans.

Support for the reliability of these findings in regard to
the evid~nce on which the 'tribunal based their judgements was
..
to be found in the comparison between the observation findings
,

(T~ble 2) and the interview findings(Table 3)'.

There was no

significant difference in the ranking of the five factors which
appeared to be more influential nor between the responses to
these categories of evidence in the two research methods.

Table 4

Comparison between observation and interview findings

Observation (Table 2)
Personality of patient
Mental disorder
Present behaviour/attitude
Immediate offence/behaviour
Length of stay
Other/not clear,etc.

Interview (Table ;)
30.CJ';6
17.3%
12.0';6
13.3%
5.4%

30.9'/0

45
26
18
20
8
33

1OO.O'~

150

1OO.O'~

21.6%

30
25
17
14
10
43

12.2%
10.1%

139

18.CJ'~

7.~~

22.0'~

Null hypothesis not rejected
(X 2(SD.F)=5.33 p <0.50 no significant
difference)

There was no significant difference between the observation and
interview findings in regard to the five factors and total of others
and Inot clear'.

Also, there was no significant difference when

comparing the observation and interviews responses in individual
categories(for example, 'personality of patientl X (lD.F)=2.68 p<0.7 0 ).
2
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On only 2 occasions out of 139 observed hearings had the
previous record appeared to be the more influential factor;
whilst the legal chairmen identified the previous record as the
most influential influence in 12 out of 150 hearings(X (lD.F)::
2
6.65 p~ 0.01). As there was no significant difference between
the observation and interview responses in regard to limmediate
offences', it did not appear likely that confusion between
'immediate offences' and Iprevious recordl had created any major
bias in the responses of the legal chairmen.

The difference in

regard to Iprevious recordl could have been related in some way to
the extent the researcher had recorded that the most important
•

influence was 'not clear l (24 hearings
influ~nce

17.3%).

Another possible

could have been that it was the legal chairman who was

responding to the interview questions.

Yet the suggestion that

the legal chairmen would have been more influenced by the criminal
record was not supported by the observation of the researcher, as
confirmed in the observation findings in regard to the individual
tribunal members(see below) •

. Further interview questions supplemented the question in regard
to 'the most important influence in that decision':

Which factor would you have said was second in
importance as an influence on the decision?

Was there a further factor which was important
in the decisions?

Table 5 presented the responses to these three interview
questions for comparison.

Table 6 aggregated the responses
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in order to obtain a total statistical summary of the factors
which the legal chairmen considered to be the three most
important influences on their decision.

Table 5

Comparison of interview responses in regard to the evidence

IMost importantl

•

Mental disorder
26
Immediate' offence
20
Previous record
12
Personality of patient
45
Life career
6
Family circumstances
2
Community Services
3
Length of stay
8
FTesent behaviour/attitude18
Other
7
None
0
Could not answer
3

17.4%
13.3%
8.00/0
30.00/0
4.00/0
1.3%
2.C1l/o
5.3%
12·.C1l/o
4.7%
0.00/0
2.00/0

150 100.(11/0

'Second in importanceS 'Further
Factorst
18
21
20
27
7
12

5
11
12
13
1
3

12.00/0
14.0%
13.3%
18.0)6

4. -r/o

8.00/0
3.3%
7.3%
8.C1l/o

8. -rio'
o. -rio

2.0010

150 100.0%

4
6
12
11
7
20
10
13
19
22
23
3

2.60/0
4.0%
8.0%
7.3%
4.7%
13.3%
6.7%

8.7%

12. '"{Oft
14. '"{O/o
15.3%
2.0%

150 100.00/0

The findings contained in Table 5 illustrated the relationship
between the different categories of evidence and something of the
decision~process

in considering the release of men and women from

special hospital care.

The inter-action between 'balanced justice'

and lparens patriae l considerations will be discussed later.

One

specific interpretation from Table 5 was that certain factors
related more directly to assessing the 'danger' or risks to others
had the primary influence; with rehabilitative and welfare cOIDiderations coming to the fore only when and if the question of 'risk'
had been adequately answered.

This interpretation was supported

when certain possible 'danger signals' (personality,mental disorder,
and o£fences)'and rehabilitative considerations(family circumstances,
and community support services) were separately aggregated and their
progressive influence compared.
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Most important Socond influence Further factor
Personality
Mental disorder
Immediate offence

l

91

60.7%

66

44.00;b

5

3.3%

17

11 .3%

Family circumstances)
Community services )

This changing balance of emphasis was perhaps even more, apparent
when other categories of response(such as 'length of stay', lother',
and Inone l

)

were included in the analysis.

Evidently at 23 hearings

(15.3%)"the legal chairman did not consider that more than one or
two pri.mil.ry factors were important in the decision.

Thi's could have

related,to a ,strict application of the factors relevant to determin•

ing the justification for detention, or other,factors not being
considered relevant in respect of patients requiring continued
detention ,on the basis of one or two factors(rehabilitative
planning unnecessary).

The 'other' responses tended to be a miscellaneous variety of
factors ,related mainly to the needs of the patient rather than
the protection,of others.
Table 6

,Total responses to interview guestions on influential evidence

-Men
Mental disorder
.31
,
Immediate offence
40,
Previous record
36
Personality of patient 66
Previous life-career 15
Family circumstances 20
Community serviceD
10
Length of stay
21
Pres~nt behaviour/attitude
38
Other
36
None
20
Could not answer
2

10.5%
11.3%
10.20;b
18. 'r~
4.2%
5.6%
2.8%
7.6«0'

10.']O;b
10.3%
5.6%
2'2~
354 100.00;b

Women

Total

11
1
8
17
5
14
8
5

48
47
44
83
20
34
18
32

1o.1'~
10.4%

49
42
24

10.9't6
9.3%
5.3%

11.5%
7.3%
8.3%
17.7%
5.2%

14.6«0
8.3%
5.2%

11
11.5%
6
6.2<';b
4.20"b
4
0
0.(1&
96 100.CJl;b

2

9.8«0
18.5%
4.4%

7.6«0
4.~

7.1%

2.0% '

450 100.010

-

lb~

The aggregated interview responses confirmod tho prominence of
the 'personality of the patient' as an influence on tho tribunal
decision-making.

Whilst also confirming the importance of such

factors as 'mental disorder', 'immediate offences', 'previous
record', and Ipresent behaviour', the total summary further
illustrated the increasing importance of rehabilitative considerations.

It was evident that rehabilitative considerations

were particularly important with the women.

There was a signifi-

cant tendency toward women in comparison with men in regard to
both 'family circumstances' (X2(lD.F)=7.41 p"<0.01) and 'community
~correoted for continuity)
support services I. (X 2 (lD.F)=4. 75 p < 0.05).
This finding was
possibly related to the greater tendency toward non-offenders and
•

more severe mental disability among the women •

Comparison between the different tribunal members

Within the observation section of the research schedule, supplementing the observation question in regard to the factor Which
appeared to be more influential with the tribunal as a whole,
were

~uestionsinregard

bunal.

to the individual members of the tri-

These were to test the hypothesis that there would be

no difference in the extent individual member-groups(lega.l members,
medical members, and lay members) took account of different categories of evidence:

, Did one factor appear to be more influential with the
legal member?
Did one factor appear to be more influential with the
medical member?
Did one factor appear to be more influential with the
l~y

member?

-
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Table 7 Factors which appeared more influential with individual members IiII
i

!

I
,!

Legal member
Not clear
8 5.7%
Mental disorder
16 11.5%
Immediate offence/
behaviour
23 16.SO~
Previous record
4 2.910
Personality of patient 31 22.3%
Previous life-career
3 2.~/o
Family circumstances
3 2.2%
Community support services

7 5.1%
61 43.9)6

11
17

7 .~),

12.~),

0.70/0

13 9.4%
1 o. rr)'
36 25.9)'6
3 2.2%
3 2.2%

8.6%

1
8

0.7%
5.7%

12

26 18.7%
9 6.5%

13
11

9.4%
7.9%

26 18.7%
10 7. 1%

2.9Yo

4

Length of stay. ,
Present behaviour/
. attitude
Other

Medical membor Lay member

12

139, 1OO.O'~

8

5.7%

3 2.~),
26 18.7%
0

1

0.0'),

139 100.00/0

7

5.1%
8.6%

139100.a)6

•
"

As with the observation question in regard to the tribunal
as a whole, the ~corded responses in regard to the individual
.

,

members tnvolved a judgement by the researcher and the possibility
of bias.

Again there was some protection in the fact that a

separa:te judgement was made independently at each hearing.
.

,

"

,

Com-

'

parison with interview findings was not available, as questions
requiring the legal chairmen to respond on behalf of other members
had been excluded from the research as unreliable.

Some support

for the reliability of the observation by the rosearcher was to
"

be found in there being no significant difference between the
observation and interview findings in regard to 'the primary
~

,

'..

< ,

-

factors of evidence(Table

4).

There was also found to be no

significantdiffe~e~cebetween the interview findings in regard
to the five factors(Table 4) and the observation of the responses
of the 'legal chai~in respect of those same five factors

Ii
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On

factors with the individual members, the hypothesis that there would
be no difference in tho extent they took account of different categories of evidence was rejected in regard to legal, medical, and
lay members.

How did the findings for individual members compare

with each other(Table 7) and the findings for the tribunal as
a whole(Table 2)1

'The only significant difference between the observation responses
about the tribunal as a whole and all three of the responses in
regard to the individual tribunal members was in regard to the
number of hearings where the researcher recorded that the more
•

influential factor'was tnot clear'.
in

This occurred at 24 hearings

'regard to the 'tribunal as a whole(17.;%) but no more than 11

hearings(lay member) with the individual members(7.~~)(X2(lD.F)=5.25
p ,<0.02).

It'was apparent that the responses of the individual

members were clearer to record than those of the tribunal as a
whole.

Presumably this was a reflection to some extent of the

different emphases of the individual members.
r

•

{

Legal member

When the tnot clear' responses were excluded from

the analysis it was found that there was no significant difference.
between the observation responses in regard to the legal chairman

<°.5

and the tribunal as 'a whole(X 2(SD.F)=5.5 8 p
0), comparing
the five main factors and total of others. Even though there
might have appeared to have been a. move on the IJart of the legal
chairman·toward 'immediate offence t and 'present behaviour l (49
compared to ;1 hearings) and away from 'mantal disorder' (16
compared to 25 hearings) in comparison with the tribunal as a
whole, the difference.was not significant(X (lD.F)=;.05 P<' 0.10)(9)
2
(9) The significance of the trend between these fa.ctors was calculated
within the context of the total responses rather than simply in
relation to each other •.

IImmediate offence or behaviour which led to detention l
appeared to be significantly more influential with tho legal
member(23 hearings 16.~) than with the medical member(8
hearings 5.7%) (X (lD.F )=8.18 p < 0.01) but not 'the lay member
2
(13 hearings 9.4%) (X2(lD.F)=3.20 p < 0.10). As perhaps would
be expected of lawyers, there was a relatively greater concern for
the offence as part of the legal chairmen's contribution to the
consideration of evidence.

Compared to the medical member(but

not the lay member), there was also a greater concern for the
Ipresent behaviour and attitude of the patient l (X2(lD.F) = 5.04

I,:

Ii ',
i
i

I
i

II'

)l

IIII

II

II

r

I

p "<0.05 significant difference).

I
•

Medical member

When the 'not clear' responses were excluded

from -the analysis', 'c'omparing the five main factors and the total

I

II

I

of others, there was found to be a highly significant difference
between the observation responses in regard to the legal member
arid the tribunal as a whole. (X 2 (5D•F)=16.97 p ~.01). As
perhaps would be expected with doctors, this appeared to be due
primarily to the predominant influence of 'mental disorder l with
the medicalmember(61 hearings

43.~~).

As indicated above, the

medical members were significantly less influenced by the offences
of patients compared to the legal member, and less influenced by
the present behaviour and attitudes of tho patients compared to
both legal and lay members.

Lay member

Although the observation responses recorded a higher
..

influence of Vpersonality of patient l (36 hearings 25.~/o) with the
lay member, this was not significantly different from the responses
in regard to the legal and medical members.

As already indicated,

the lay member did show significantly greater concern for the
present behaviour and attitude of the patient compared to the
In regard to no category of evidence was thore

medical member.

a significant difference from the lega.l chairman.

As a general

statement of the factors which appeared more influential with tho
lay member, there was a close accord with the legal chairman~ut
significant differences from the medical member.) (Spenrcan rank
orier correlation coeffioient 0.9125

p

<0.001)

,

Uncertainty or doubt

"

The influence of uncertainty or benefit of tho doubt will be
discussed in more detail in the chapter concerned with Irestraints
•

and difficulties in obtaining the evidence l

In respect of Aim 2

•

to examine the nature and relative importance of tho evidence, the
following observation and interview questions were included in the
schedule to provide a more comprehensive description of the factors
influencing the decisions of the tribunal:

Did they admit to bein~ influenced by uncertainty or
benefit of the doubt? (Observation question)
. Was there any serious doubt in your mind about whether
or not the patient should be released from Hampton?
(Interview question)
,
Table 8

Influence of uncertainty or doubt
Observation question

Yes
No

"

"

46.(1'~

43

28.1%

15

54.0;&

102

68.00~

129

2 2-222
120 100.(1'&

100_~

(X2(lD.F) = 8.01 p

.

Interview question

64

Could not answer

,

'

I,

< 0.01

highly significant difference)
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If
j'

i

It was evident that uncertainty and doubt about the right
,

course of action were clear and acknowledged influences on the decisions;;
of the tribunal. 'In comparison with the other observed factors
of evidence (Table 1), 'uncertainty and doubt' was one of the
relatively less important factors(a1ong with 'community support
services); but., observed in about half of the hearings.

In com-

parison with the observation findings, doubt was less acknowledged
by the legal chairmen; yet it was acknowledged in regard to about
one third of the hearings.

The highly significant difference

between the observation and interview findings could have been
relate'd to the wording of the research questions.

Observations

were noted of any reference to uncertainty or doubt, whereas the
•

interview question referred to 'serious doubt'.

Also the inter-

view question asked about doubt in the mind of the legal chairman,
'whereas observations were of uncertainty or doubt exprossed by any
member of the tribunal.

Sub,jective feelings or irituition.

"

"

The influence of subjective feelings or intuition will be
discussed in more detail in the chapter con~emed with 'restraints
and difficulties in'obtaining the evidence'.

In respect of Aim

2, the following observation and interview questions were included)
in the' schedule to provide a. more comprehensive description of the
factors influencing the decisions of the tribunal:
... ,

,

Did they admit to being influenced by their subjectiv~
feelings or intuition about the patient? (Observation
question)

Were you at a11!ntluenced by your subjective feelings
or intuition about the patient?(Interview question)
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Table 9

Influence of cubjective feelings or intuition
Interview question

Observation question
Yes

No

72

67

51.SO;b

48.20;b

Definitely

25

16.7%

Only moderately

50

33.3%

Not a.t all

73

48.7%

2

1.3%

Could not answer

150 100.0'/0

139 100.0'/0

It.was evident that subjective feelings and intuition about
the patient were clear and acknowledged influences on the decisions
•

of the tribunal.

This factor was relatively less important than

many other ,identified influences(Table 1); but observed in about
one half of the hearings.

There was no significant difference

between the observation and interview findings.

This correlation

could ,support the suggestion that it was the wording of the
research questions in regard to 'uncertainty and doubt'(rather
than because the chairman was speaking only for himself), which
created the significant difference between the observation and
interview findings.

Tho wording of the research quootions in

regard to 'subjective feelings or intuition' were vcry similar.

Summary of findings

'Personality of the patient' and 'mental disorder' appeared
to be the more influential factors of evidence on the decisions
of the tribunal.

The other main factors were 'immediate offence

or behaviour which led to the detention', 'preoent behaviour and

!,

"
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attitude', and 'length of stay'.

Whilst this

by observation', the interview finding

wall

wall

not confirmed

that tho 'previous

record' of the patient was also a main influence.

It appeared that the above Ibalanced justice' and 'danger
signals' were primar,y considerations; with 'parens patriae'
,

'

welfare'considerations(such as family circumstances and community
support services) coming to the fore only when and if the question
of 'risk' had been adequately answered.

There was some contrast in the separate emphases of the
tribunal members, evidently influenced by their professional
•

interests.

The legal chairmen were significantly more concerned

about the 'immediate offences or behaviour which led to detention'
and the 'present behaviour and attitude of the patient' than the
medical members.

The medical members were significantly more

concerned about the 'mental disorder' of the patient than either
the lega170r the lay members.

The lay members did not differ

significantly from the legal members, demonstrating a primar,y
concern for the 'personality of the patient' and 'present behaviour
and attitude'.

'Uncertainty and doubt about the right course of action' and
'subjective feelings and intuition about the patient' were clear
and acknowledged influences on the decision-process of tho
tribunal.
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.

Discussion

As anticipated from the review of literature in regard to the
causation and assessment of 'dangerous l behaviour, tho criminal
offence or behaviour .which had led to the detention was a primary
concern with the tribunal.

Whether it was the lone over-riding

factor', as suggested in the introduction to this chapter, was
doubtful.

The nature and severity of the offence was important

but within the context of a group of important factors.

It appeared

that the offence was more of an 'over-riding faotor' at the time of
the initial decision to detain; yet less influential with the increasing length of time after the, offence was committed.
•

Other factors

more related to the present condition and circumstances of the
individual gained importance with time.

In addition to this

being supported by the observation and interview findings, one
of the. few further comments by the legal chairman which referred
to the offence tended to reinforce this impression:

'Present

behaviour, age, and length of stay should be weighed against
severity of offence'., There was perhaps. also a tendency for the
tribunal members to· take ,the severity of the offence for granted,
in view of all the·patients being detained in special hospitals
because of, 'their dangerous,violent or criminal propensities'.
Although the tribunal showed regard for the offence during 131
of the observed hearings(Table 1), the researcher noted on a
number of occasions that the offence was not explioitly acknowledged

until~verylate in

the hearing(sometimes being raised by

other parties such as the representative or relative).

To find that the mental condition of the patient was a very

- 171important consideration, second only to the personality of the
patient as an influence on the tribunal, was perhaps to be
expected.

VJhethor the individual was suffering from 'mental

disorder ofa nature .or disability which warranted the detention
of the patient in a hospital' was one of the statutory questions
requiring an answer from the tribunal(sce Chapter 2).

Yet,

quite apart from being a separate criteria, it was clear that
evidence of continued

menta~

assessing the degree of risk.

disorder was used as a guide to
It was likely that the person

was viewed as less timpulsive and unpredictable I and therefore
less 'dangerous l

,

if there was some evidence of an improved or

more stabilised mental state •
•

When the responses to the interview question twas your
decision or advice in favour of release from Hampton? were crosstabulated with the.responses to the interview question on 'the
most import.ant influence', the findings were significant a.nd
interesting.

There was a highly significant tendency toward

Iyes l in respect of 'personality of the patientl(19 out of 45.
42.~~) compared to

I

offence I (5 out of 20, 25.~~) and Imcntal

<

disorder' (1 out. of 26, 3.B%)(X2(2D.F)=12.27 p 0.01). This
finding appeared to support the suggestion that the offence, and
even more the continued-evidence of mental disorder, were 'risk'
factors supporting the need for continued detention.

In regard

to the total. or other limportant influences' (apart from the
three factors identified above), there was a greater tendency
toward Iyes l in regard to release from Rampton(22 out of 59,

37.3%).

- 172 It was evident that the personality of the patient as
perceived by the tribunal, in comparison with the offence and
mental disorder, was to a significantly, greater extent an
influence in favour of release.

In fact, in respect of the

47 men and women where the decision or advice was in favour of
release,

I

personality I was the most important influence in the

case of 19(40.4%).'

This finding might have appeared to contra-

dictthe assertion of Sturrup(1968)(10) that the responses of
. people with lonly personality problems' were less predictable
(and therefore more 'dangerous) than those of psychotic and
mentally handicapped people.

Yet the explanation of this

apparent contradiction was possibly to be found in the suggestion
•

that, whereas Sturrup was referring to identifiable personality
disorders, the tribunal could have been reacting on a more
intuitive and emotional level in response to their impressions
of the person before them.

It was suggested in the introduction

to this chapter that concern'about the

I

personality' of the indi-

vidual came close at times to the contusion of labelling an individual or behaviour which could not be explained otherwise,without
adding to the understanding of causation.

This could be developed

further to sugge st 'tha. t this same phenomenon could operate in favour
of the ·:individual.' An emotion of warmth or sympathy for the
individual or feeling of ' trust in his good intentions could be
labelled·personalityl.

(10)

sturrup O.K. "Will this man be dangerous?" elBA
blueprint (1968)

II
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It was found during the review of li teraturo that anti-aocial
behaviour was sometimes linked with dioorders of personality.
Both Weinberg (1968)(11) and Gibbens(1968)(12)contrasted the
personalities of tpsychopathic' and 'neurotio' offenders.

They

agreed about the psychopathic inability to identify easily with
others, the minimal feelings of guilt or anxiety and casualness
about delinquent or immoral behaviour, the impulsiveness and
tendency to be living very much for the moment, shallow emotional
feelings towards others with a tendency to suspicion and aggressiveness, and the generally oelf-centred view of life.

In contrast,

both Weinberg and Gibbens found intensive feelings of guilt,
anxiety, and inferiority among neurotic offenders.
•

Although

extremely se1f-centred, they were often very over-dependent at the
same time'as ambivalent about their attitudes towarda others with
a capacity for intensive hostility and self criticism which tended
to obscure their ability to identify with others.

Gibbens found

a tendency among psychopaths to commit more offences although of
a less severe 'aggressive nature than the neurotics.

He suggested

that 'there was a danger of over-esttmat1ng the connection between
psychopathy and crime, in that he found that the first convictions
of'the neUrotic offenders were much earlier and their criminal
careers Were longer.

The se tin dings trom the review ot literature

appeared to illustrate the confusion and inappropriateness ot the
legal'classification of 'psychopathic disorder'.

The severity

of behaviour and the personality traits which could lead to tlw.t
claosification were often more evidence of neurotic disorder than
A.

a" clinical diagnosis ,of.psychopathy.
(11)

Weinberg.S.K. 'Sociology of Mental Disordero'Staples
Press(London 1968)

(12)

Gibbens T, Briscoe,Dell 'Psychopathic Offenders'
paper presented at CIBA SympOSium on 'Mentally Abnormal
Offender' CIBA Blueprint(1968)

I••

.

;,
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the predominant influence on the tribunal, it did not appear
;,

that their concept of personality was as definitely defined
as above(Weinberg and Gibbens).

Nor, as already indicated,

did it apPear that they were viewing personality necessarily
in terms of' a1disorder'.

It was found in the review of

literaturetbat there was often an assumption of relationship
between violent behaviour and specific types of personality(in
fact this appeared to be clearly identified through research,e.g.
Megaree 1966(1 3 ) and :Blackburn 1970(14) in regard to undercontrolled and over-controlled :P9rsonalities).

Yet in demon-

strating the clear and predominant influence of the personality
•

of the patient on their decision-making, the tribunal members
were not'mainly responding to distinct types of personality nor
necessa.rily specific'personality traits.

In so far as they were

influenced by' personality types or disorders, this could have
overhipped' with their concern for the mental disorder.

In so

far 'as they were'; 'influenced 'by distinct characteristics, this
would'have overlapped with their concern for the present behaviour
and attitude of 'the patient.

Yet both 'mental disorder' and

'present behavioUr and attitudes' were primary factors in themselves and the 'personality of the patient' was still the predominant tnfluence.

This could support the interpretation that,

in shOWing sUch a major concern for the personality of the patient,
the tribunal were reflecting as much an emotional and intuitive
rea.ction to the patient as acknowledging distinct observable

(13)

Megaree'.E.I.' IUndercontrolled and overcontrolled
personality types' Psychol.Monogr.80, Whole No 611(1966)

(14)

~lackburn R. 'Personality types among abnormal offenders t

Special Hospital Research Unit Report No.1. DHSS(1970)
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characteristics.

This tgut-reaction to the person was

reminiscent of· the experience and approach of' G.K.sturrup, with
bis long and vast experience of assessing and treating mentally
. abnormal offenders in Denmark(1968).(1 5)

Whilst emphasising

the -importance of t lengthy and e lab ora te examinations t, he
greatly influenced by the consonsus of intuitive feeling
the patient.'

'\oI3.S

to~rd

His own major criteria appeared to be the question

of whether he' had'been able to establish reasonable communication
and'a~constructive

emotional relationship which could be used in

the process of rehabilitation.

He took the view that without

satisfactory emotional contact he could not effectively evaluate
a person nor be 'optimistic about treatment and rehabilitation •
•

Therefore it was evident that the tpersona1ity of the patient'
not only overlapped with the 'mental disorder' and tpresent .
behaviour', but to some extent inter-acted with Isubjective
feelings and intuition about the patient'.

The influence of

intuition and 'gut-feelings' was evident from observation and
acknowledged by the tribunal chairmen.

Whereas more tangible

evidence such as the offences and mental disorder of the patient
tended to be influenceD against release, the tribuna11D more
subjective response to the personality of the patient waD mora
likely ,to favour release.'

The interpretation that the response

to the personality was at least partially a subjective reaction

(15)

Sturrup G.K. 'Will this man be dangerous? I paper
presented at CIBA SympOSium on 'Mentally Abnormal
Offender' CIDA Blueprint(1968)

:

,
)
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more likely to favour the release of the patient, could be
supported by the finding that the tribunal were more likely to
release those patients in regard to whom the legal chairmen
had replied 'definitely' when asked if they were at all
influenced by their subjective feelings or intuition about the
patient.

There was a significant tendency toward rolease in

I

I

I

~

respect of the answer 'definitely' (12 out of 25 hearings,48.o%)
compared to the other rosponses(35 out of 125,28.~~)(X2(lD.F)=3.95
p

<0.05).

I t would appear tbn. t the tone ove r-riding .fac tor'
tribunal was the personality of the patient.
•

wi th the

This applied both

in that it 'Was the one main influence in comparison with other
factors and also in the sense that it overlapped and to some
extent incorporated aspects of other factors.

It overlapped

both with more objective considerations such as offences and
observable behaviour and with less tangible variables such as
subjective feelings and intll! tion.

There was the strong indi-

cation thatfue more subjective aspect of the reaction to the
personality of the patient was at least as influential as any
objective assessment of personality characteristics.

This interpretation could have been supported by tho further
comments of the legal chairmen about the evidence they took into
account, which are presented in a supplement to this chapter.
Thero was the possibility that lpersonality of the patientl(and
the objective reactions and subjective rosponses associated with
acknowledging that factor) was an over-riding and inter-connecting
consideration; to some extent resolvinB the difficulties and dilemmas
implied in comments such as 'not easy to categorise', Inot clear',
lall influential and inter-related', and 'negative personality with

I

1
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i
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;

,.'

,

"

•

.ANSWERS FROM THE LEGAL CHAIRMAN TO THE QUESTIOn:

'Would you like to mako

a~
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further oomments about the evidence you took

. into acoount in making your deoision?
~

(sexual assault)

Woman (violence)

'Take all circumstances into account - not ensy
to catagorlse'
'Medical evidenoe importnnt but not clear'

.Mml (sexual assault) 'Mental disorder - family ciroumstanoea and
previous life-career - all influential and
inter-relo.ted'
~

(sexual assault)

'Current family oircumstanoes'

Woman (violemce)

'Needs care - failed at previous dischargo'

~

(sexual assault)

'Length of stay in his favour yet outweighed by
need to test out improvement - decided to rely
on discharge being planned by hospital'

~

(violenoe)

'Give him a 'holiday' even i f he breaks down'

~

(sexual assault)

'Present behaviour, age, and length of stay
against severity of offenoe'

•
Woma~

(violence)

we~hed

'(1) release ~rom order p~OViOU5~ did not lead to
release from Rampton. (2) subaequent deoline in
be~viour. Difficult to decide how (1) affeoted (2)'

.M!!! (violence)

'Family circumstances also important'

Woro~n (violence)

'Extremely long stny - looking for transfer'

Woman (violence)

'If family hnd been able to cope perhnps would

rove discharged'
~

(violenoe)

'Adjourned for further hearing therefore not
investigated'

Man (violenoe)

'Transfer from prison. Que~ mental illness and
paranoid - only ten days before release - paranoia
inoreased - no medication'

Man (violence)

'Also family circumstances _ also community support
services in Eire'

.M£m (violence)

'No further treatment _ good work record'

Womal! (violenoe)

'Longstay patient needs sheltered aocommodation,
not maximum seourity'

~ (sexual assault)

'Incident ten years ago apparently initiated by
children'

~ (sexual assault)

'No evidence of progress. Responsible medical
officer doubtful about progress'

- 179 Man (violence)

'Institutionalised - excellent progress - epilepsy
under control - needs transfer'

.M£m (rape)

'Rape at twenty - good behaviour in hospit~l - negntive
personality with honest doubts about future - what to
do?'

\

',>,

,

,
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CHAPrER TWELVE
'I

'RESTRAINTS AND DIFFICULTIES IN OBTAINING TEE EVIDENCE

Introduction

'" "

'Sentencing is not a rational,mecbanical process.

It is a

human process and is subject to all the frailities of the human
mind I (Hogarth 1971 ) ( 1 )

, J.Hogarth(1971) questioned the traditional legal view which
I

assumed that judicial decisions were based entirely on identifiable
"

legal Kfacts I.

lOne-may be tempted to conclude that one has

"explained" sentencing through an exhaustive analysis of the'facto
before the court.' However, it must be concluded that this type of
analysis gives ·.only a partia.l and inadequate explanation of the
'processes involved l • (2)

. Hogarth concerned himself with the tmeanings! that magiotrates
attached to the fa.cts of the cases.

He found that, whereas

external:facts were often Significant variables in the decisionprocess(so supporting the input-output model), the 'facts' as
perceived by the judges were more powerful in the predictive
sense.' ,It was explained in Chapter Four on 'Models appropriate
to the study of legal decision-process' that, whilst not attempting
to make any analysis of the attitudes which might influence
perceptions, the research project would incorporate

stu~

of the

Hogarth J. 'Sentencing as a Human Process' Toronto University
Press (Toronto 1971 ) p.356.
.'

(2)

Hogarth J. 'Sentencing as a Human Process' Toronto University
Press (Toronto 1971) p.349.
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way they perceived ldanger' and the facto of the casas.

Some

of the, findings related to this aspect of the rccearch ware
presented and,discussed in Chaptero Ten and Eleven.

The findings

and, discussion of the influence of identifiable Ifactol, oociodemographic features of the patient, ware preoented in Chapter
Sixteen below,. , This present, chapter waD concerned with oomething
which was, in,a sense" in between the oboervable and identifiable
evidence and the perceptions
of the tribunal members?
,

What if

the tfacts of the case l were not available or clearly understandable?
What if the decision of the tribunal was required to be made on
inadequate information?
:.

,

What were the nature of any restraints or, difficultieo experienced by the tribunal in obtaining the evidence considered necessary
to reach decisions?

,This question was incorporated into the research

~crisesl

project as one of the

identified by Lemart(1970),(;) when

the, formal structure and process of legal decisions were insufficient
for the task.

Lemert was concerned with the process of legal change

and the influence, of these 'crises l on that process.

This :present

research project applied the same approach to Icrises' in the
decision-process with particular cases.
,

.~

l

"

>

Did the tribunal experience

any serious, diffic,ulties in ,obtaining the evidence they required?
What was the nature of these difficulties and to what categories
of evidence
did . they relate?,
,

To what extent was uncertainty a

factor in the decision-process and the need to apply Ibenefit of
the doubtl?

The process of receiving evidence through reports and interviews
(:~)

Lemert E•• Social Action and Legal Changel Aldine
'. (Chicago 1970)
.
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was 'described in Chapter Three on the IMental Health Review
Tribunal l

The actual extent of reports received and

•

wi besses interviewed 'during the sample group of 150 heo.ringa
"was summarised in' Chapter Eleven on 'The evidence on which the
:tribunal based their judgementsl.

It was seen that the pres-

'ence'of the patient and reports from the hoapital were required
by the tribunal meeting at Rampton Hospital as invariable conditions before 'convening the hearing.

Normally the patient was

assisted by legal representation and reports on the home circum-,
stances were provided by the responsible local authority social
services agency in the home area; but these were not invariable
conditions.

Relatives of the patient were invited but did not

always a'ttend.

Occasionally representatives of the hospital

team or the community agencies attended, but normally they were
not invited.

Most of the tribunal hearings took between 45 and

75 minutes (92 hearings, 61.;0;6), with a further 18 hearings

(12.076) taking over 75 minutes.
r-'

.,

Were difficulties experienced in obtaining the evidence?

The' hypothesis that the tribunal members would not experience
any serious difficulty in obtaining the evidence they required
was rejected by the observation and interview findingo.
there ",was
,

a.

Althoueh

significant difference between the observation a.nd

interview findings, both methods of otudy identified a high proportion of hearings where restraints and difficulties were o.pparent.

Observation Finding~

In respect of the 139 hearings which were observed, there were
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62

hearirigs(44~6%)'< when

the resea.rcher did not observe any

references to difficulties in 'obtaining the evidence.

These

62 hearings concerned 49 men(45.ao;6) 'and 13 women(40.6?6); so
there Was no significant difference between men and women
in regard to whether or not there were difficulties in obtaining
evidence(X (lD.F )::0.29 p< 0.90). (4) .
2 ,:"', n
r-:-~.:~

Table 1

Did the tribunal members refer to difficultios in
obtaining evidence required to reach decisions?

-

.

Yes

Reports not available
28
Available reports inadequate
.35
Hospital witnesses not available 11
Family witnesses not available 21
Community witnesses not available 5
Health services unavailable
12
Other evidence unavailable
7

-No

Total

111
104
128
118
134
127
132

139
139
139
139
139
139
139

20.1~

. 25.2%
7.~

15. 1%
3.6%
8.6%
5.0%

As indicated in Table 1 (total references to difficulties),
there were 119 reference s to difficul tie s during the 77 hearings
such references were observed.

This was a mean average of 0.86

difficulties during the total Dample group of observed hearings;
and a mean average of 1.55 difficulties during the 77 hearings
were difficulties were acknowledged.

Interview Findings

The difference between the observation and interview findings
It was noticed that each of the eleven hearings which were
unobserved by the researcher for different reasons(see page
55, Chapter Six) concerned men. Al thoU8h this should
perhaps be borne in mind when considering findings de spi te
none of the unobserved hearings being concerned with women,
the difference in this respect was not significant at 0.05
(X2(lD.F)= 2,01 p<O,20(corrected for continuity).
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in

regard to the number of hea.rings a.t which d.1fficultieo were

<

identified was significant wi t4 tho men (X 2(lD.F )=12.91 p 0.0?1 ,
highly significant difference), but not statistically significant
w1th thewomen(X2(lD.F)=1.56 p;> 0.05), perhaps because of the
, t,

Did you experience any difficulty in obtaining the
evidence you required to reach your docioion?

Table 2

"

'-';

,

Women

-Men

'

Serious difficulty
Moderate difficulty
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer
"

9 1.6% 3
18 15.3% 8
8 6.ao~ 3
82 69.5% 18
1 0.8%

9.4%
25.0';6
9.4%
56.2%

118 100.0';6 32 100.0';6

limited size of the sample of women.

Total
12
26
11
100
1

8.ato
17.3%
7.3%
66. T';6

0.7%

150 100.0%

The researcher noted

references to difficulties in obtaining evidence during the
obse~ed

hearings on significantly more occasions than tho

chairmen acknowledged such difficulties.

Perhaps the chairmen

would be less likely to retrospectively acknowledge difficulties
than they would be noted during the course of tho hearings.
Whatever the reasons for the differcnce(wbich could include bias
in the different methods),

in

both approaches difficultieo wero

identifi~d on a significant number of occasions(researcher
observed references to difficulties at 77 hearinga,55.4%; the
chairmen acknowledged difficulties in respect of 49 hearings,
32.4%).

What were the nature of the difficulties experienced?

The hypothesis that difficulties in obtaining evidence would
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not be due to any particular cause or restraint as against
others was rejected by both the observation and interviow
findings.

Although there was Bome difference in the extent

of different causes of difficult,y, there was a similar pattern
of difficulties identified by the observation and interview
methods.

Observation Findings

The observation findings in regard to the various causes
of difficulty and restraint were presented in Table 1 above.
In respect of reference to difficulties which were identifiod

t~ough obserVation, the inadequacy'of reports(45.~ of 77
hearings wherere'ferences observed) and the non-availabili ty
·of·reports(36.4%) appeared'to be the primary difficultiec.
There was a· significant'- ~f£erence when comparing these primary
'difficulties with the di£ficult,y which was identified with the
next highest frequency; family witnesseD not available,27.3%
(X2 (2D.F): 8.25 p
.

..

<' 0.02).

' Whilst the difference between the

h

number of hearings were difficulties· were identified and the
number were difficul tie s were not; a.cknowledged 'wac not signifi. cant(X2 (lD.F):: 3.24 p( 0.10), the number of hearings where
.

..'

difficulties were not acknowledged waD Dignificantly greater
than any specific cause of difficulty or rectraint.

~.

&-- -,-"-,.
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Interview Findings

Table 3

,

"

Wha t was the nature of the di£ficul ty?

_Men

No difficulty
82
Reports not available
7
Available reports inadequate
9
Hospital witnesses not available 2
Family witnesses not available . 1·.
Community witnesses not available 1
Health services unavailable
5
other
10
Could not answer
1
118

Total

Women

-

",

69.5% 18

6.0'~ 3
7.6% 0

1.7%
0.8%
0.8%
4.3%
8.5%
0.9%
100.(Jl~

1
5
2
3
0
0

56.2%
9.4%
0.0%
3.1%
15.6%
6.3%
9.4%
0.0';6
0.0)6

32 100.(Jl~

100
10
9
3
6
3
8
10
1

66.7%
6.7%
6.0'~

2.C1}6

4.0)6
2.0)6

5.2%

6.7%

o. 7'~

150 100.0)6

In respect of ten hearings(on each occasion concerning men),
the chairmen chose to respond to the. miscellaneous totherl
response-category. . This could,have distorted the comparison
of .the responses. in respect of men and women; although on the
whole

~he

lother S responses did appear to be appropriately

classified as separate from the pre-determined reaponses-categories.
The lother' responses included concern for information about community
resources(5 hearings), and single instances of the patient being
reluctant to respond to.questions, the legal representatives
resisting

the,~tter

being decided without a further independent

psychiatric opinion"contradictory reports,

an~

the difficulty of

not being able to persuade the responsible,medical officer to
undertake a certain course"of enquiry.

In regard to the interview

findings~

the difference between

the hearings where no di££icul ty was acknowledcod( 100 hearings,

66.1%) and the total' of other hoaringo was highly significant.

Although four

pre~determined

categories of difficulty were

selected with greater frequency by the chairmen, tho difference
between these four categories'was not significant(X (3D•F )al.26
2
p <O~80): reports not available, 10 hearings(20.4% of 49
hearings where

difficu1t~eD

acknowledged), available reports

inadequate, 9 hearings(18.4%), health services unavailable, 8
hearings(16.3%), and family witnesses not available, 6 hearings
(12~~~).

Three'of these categories were

ident~fied'as

primary

difficulties by the method of observation; and the other category
'health serVices unavailable I was the difficulty which was identified with the next highest frequency(see table 1).

Although there was Bome difference in the frequency with which
these~different

categories 'of difficulty were identified'by the

two methods 'of observation and interview, both approaches produced
a similar pattern of responses.
Table'4 Comparison'between findings about difficultios obtaining
evidence.
Observation findings

Interview findings

Reports not"available
28
Available reports inadequate 35
Family witnesses not available 21
Health services not available 12
Hospital witnesses not availablo
11
, Community'witnesses not available

23.5%
29.4%
17.6%
10.1%

10
9
6
8

20.4%
18.4%
12.3%
16.3%

9.3%

3

6.1%

~

4.2%

3

6.1%

5.~

10

20.4%

Miscellaneous I other I difficulties
7

119 difficulties

49 difficultioo
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The'pattern of responses tended to auggost that, where
difficulties obtaining evidence were experienced by the
tribunal, the primary,cause ofdif£iculty related to the nonavailability and/or inadequacy of reports.
of

witnesses~appeared

The non-availability

to be secondary to difficulties rolated to

written,reports(particularly as categories 'health services not
available l and lotherl tended to relate to the absence of information about resources rather than the absence of witnesses).

To what categories of evidence did difficulties relate?

The hypothesis that difficulties in obtaining the evidence
would not, be in relation to particular categories of evidenco
was rejected by the observation and interview findings.
Although there were some differences in emphasis between the
observatio~

and interview findings, both methods found that the

problems mainly concerned certain categories of evidence.

Observation findings
Table 5

To which category of evidence did the difficulties mainly
relate?

No difficulties
Mental disorder
Immediate offences/behaviour
Previous life-career
Family circumstances
Community support services
Present behaViour/attitudes
Hospital treatment/planning
Health service provision
Other
Could not say

,62

, 5
6

2

17
12

7
9

12

4
3

139

100.Cf)6
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With the limited numbers involved in so many responaecategories,the significance of the difference between some of the
response-categories was not possible to establish.

Yet there did

appear ,to be a clear polarisation between the categories of evidence
most affected by the difficulties and restraints(family circumstances,community support services, and health service provision),
and those categories of evidence not normally associated with the
difficulties (previous life-career,mental disorder,and immediate
offences).
specifi~

There was no significant difference between the

categories of evidence within each of these groupings,

but a highly significant difference between the groupings as a
whole.

Where there were difficulties,

t~e

three categories of

evidence, primarily affected accounted for 53.2.Yo of thise hearings
where difficulties were ident1fied(compared to only 18.~ in
respect of the other grouping of three categories of evidence).
Interview findings
Table 6

Did the difficulty relate to any particular category of
evidence or information?

No difficulties
Mental disorder
Immediate offence/behaviour
Previous life-career
Family ci~umstances
Community support services
Present behaviour/attitudes,
Hospital treatment/planning
Health service provision
other
Could not say

-Men

Women

82

18
0
0
0
5
4
0

69.5%
2.5%"
3
;
2.5%
2 1.7%
2, 1.7%
8
6.8%

Total

56.2% 100
O.(1'fo

2.~;6

0
0

0.0;6
0.(1',,6
15.6%
12.5%
0.(1'''
6.3%
9.4%
0.0%
0.0;6

118 100.CJl/o

32

100.0)6

2

2
,6
5
;

1.7%
1.1'~

5.1%
4.3%

2

3

3
3

2
7
12
2

4
9
5

3

66.7%
2.(1',,6
2.0;6
1.3%
4.1',,6

8.0%

1.3%
2.796
6.0)6

3.3%

2.0)6

150 100.0%

As with observation findings, chance could account for the
differences between the frequency of many of the responses: with
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such a'small sample of difficulties and so many ca.tegories.

Yet

again, there was the same 'polarisation between certain primary
categories' affected by the difficulties (community support
services, health service provision, and family circumstances)
and'othercategories of evidence not so affected.

In regard

to the' 49 hearings where the chairmen acknowledged difficulties
obtaining 'evidence , the three ca.tegories of evidence primarily
affected account for 57.1%(28) of those hearings.

Table 7

Comparison between findings about cateeories of evidence

Observation findings
Family circumstances
Community support services
Health service provision
Hospital treatment/planning
Present behaviour/attitudes
Immediate offence/behaviour
Mental disorder
Previous life-career
'."

1

22.1%
15.696
15.6%
11.7%
9.1%

2

6.5%
2.5%

1

9.1%

17
12
12
9
6
'5

1.896

Interview findings

2

14.3%
24.4%
18.4%
8.2<';6
4. 1%
6.1%
6.1%
4.1%

7

14.3%

7
12
9
4
2

3
3

I

Other/could not say
'"

'.

1"

_

77 hearings

49 hearings

In Chapter Eleven on 'The evidence on which the tribunal based
their judgements I , the interpretation was made that certain factors
were more influential in determining Irisk' and other evidence
more concerned with welfare and rehabilitative considerations.
It appeared that such categories of evidence as 'offences' and
lmental disorder' were primary factors in regard to assessing
.
the 'danger' associated with a particular individual; with other
'parens patriae' considerations becoming increasingly important
and influential as the possibility of release(based on a judgement
of lessened risk) was a more likely outcome.

It was evident
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from the observation and interview findings in regard to
difficulties obtaining evidence, that the problems and restraints were not associated with the Irisk l factors of
evidence.

The references observed by the researcher and the

difficulties acknowledged by the chairmen mainly concerned such
I

parens patriae' and rehabilitative resource considerations as

Icommunity'support services', 'health service provision', and
Ifamily circumstances t •

Why might this be?

There' were three possiblelnterpretations.

These were

briefly considered, not to anticipate the 'discussion t later
in the' chapter, but to lead on to the findings in regard to

tbenefit of the doubt' and tintu!tions and feelings':
(a) one interpretation would be that the evidence in regard
to such factors as timmediate offences or behaviour which led
to'detentionl,'mental disorder', and 'previous life-careerl,
was more clear-cut and readily available in comparison with the
bere_and now resource 'considerations.

There was some truth in

thiS, related to the extent the evidence about these factors was
concerned with the past and documented in the various records and
repo,rts;Rela.ted to this was the possible influence that, as
these factors were

80

concerned with the past, there could have

been a tendency to assume there was less likelihood of rectif,ying
the!nadequacy or absence of information.
(b) The findings summarised in Chapter Eleven on the evidence,
identified 'personality of the patient' as a further primary
factor in determining the 'riSk' associated with the person.
Although an apparently less tangible and objective conaideration
••

,J~

."'

1>

than 'offences' and 'mental disorder l , thio factor appeared to be
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used to compensate for inadequacies in regard to more objective
evidence.

Also it appeared to relate to the more emotive

!a.nx.iety and threat! aspect of 'danger'.

The fact that the

tribunal appeared less concerned about difficulties obtaining
evidence about such as 'mental disorder' and loffences l

,

could

have been related to this tendency to determine whether to
seriously consider release(having not decided against it on
more 'tangible. grounds) on more emotive and intuitive influences.
(c) Similarly, and related to the above intorpretations,
'uncertainty I and

tunp~edictabili tyl

nature and definition of 'danger'.

were found to be in the
Therefore, in regard to

the 'risk' factors such as limmediate offence
and behaviour which
,
led·to detention', Ipresent behaviour and attitudes I , and 'mental
disorder l

,

difficulties could have been expressed more in terms of

uncertainty and 'benefit of the doubt' rather than concern about
obtaining evidence.

Were uncertainty and 'benefit of the doubt' an influence on decisions?

The findings in regard to the evidence on which the tribunal
based their judgements(Chapter Eleven) found that luncertainty and
doubt' was an influence on tho decision.

Table 8

Comparison between findings in regard to 'uncertainty and doubt'
Observation findings

Yes

No
Could not answer

64

43

15

139

Interview

100.0'~

findin~

28.1%

102

68.016

5

3.3%

150

100.0%

(X 2(lD.F)=8.07 p< 0.01 highly significant)

· ,
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Although uncertainty and doubt was identified nnd acknowledged
through the tuo main research methods on a substantial number of
occasions, there was a significant difference between the observation and'interview

findings~

This may have been due partially

to the wording of the research questions ('Did they admit to being
infltiencedby uncertainty or benefit of the doubt'? and 'Was there
any serious doubt in your mind about whether or not the patient

should be released from Rampton?I).

The interview question was

more specific and emphasised that the doubt should be Isorious l

•

Another influence could have been a greater reticence after the
event to acknowledge doubt compared to the likelihood of it being
observed during the hearing.

Also the observation question was

concemed with the tribunal as a whole, whereas the interview
question'asked about doubt lin your mind'.

The chairmen were asked separate questions in regard to whether
they'would have said that the medical members and the lay members 'had
any serious doubt about the ,right course of action l

•

AD perhaps

woUld be expected(Table 9), there was probably even greater
reticence 'about answering on behalf of their colleagues(although the
answers almost always a definite tyes l or Inol}.

Table 9

'Serious doubtl on the part of medical and lay members
'Medical members

Yes
No
Could not answer

Lay mombers

17
128
5

11.3%
85.4%
3.3%

24

16.0'~

119
7

79.3%
4.796

150

100.a'fo

150

100.0'~

•

I
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regard to the extent to which luncertainty and doubt' was
present and a factor influencing decisions, nor in regard to
the relative presence and influence of 'doubt' between the
different tribunal members.

It was in the nature of 'doubt'

to be difficult to define and identify through observation and
interview.

There was a significant difference between the

serious .doubt in their own mind acknowledged by the chairmen
(43'hearings, 28. ?O~) and that identified by the chairmen in
hearings,16.~~)

respect of the lay members(24

(X2 (LD.F)=6.5 8 p

<0~02), and even more so in regard to medical members(17

hearings, 11.3%).

It would be advisable to assume that this

difference was primarily related to the openness of the legal
chairmen on their own behalf and their reticence on behalf of
their colleagues.

'Although firm conclusions about the extent to which uncertainty
and doubt were present and influential should be avoided, it was
clear that they were present on a large minority of occasions.
How far and in what ways was tdoubt' an influence on the
'",r'"

.

decisions of the tribunal?

The Interview question in regard to

the 'benefit of the doubt. sought some information on this
(Table 10).
Table 10" 'Could you 'say whether you gave the Ibenefit of the doubt'
in favour or against leaving Hampton?

Favoured release
Favoured detention
Neither
No'serious doubtl
Could not answer

-Men
21

Total

Women
17.8%
7.6%
3.4%
66.9)6
4.3%

8
1
0
23

25.~

118 100.0Y0

32

100.~;6

9
4
79
5

3.1%

0.0/6

71.~;6

29
10

4

102
5

19.3%

6.7%
2.7%

68.0%
3.3%

150 100.0%

I-
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Where 'benefit of the doubt I was acknowledged as an influence,
there was a significant tendency for this factor to influence in
favour of release (X2(LD.F)~10.64 p«0.01, highly si~ificant
difference).

Interpretation of this finding was discussed in

ldiscussion i section of this chapter.

A

further finding in regard to uncertainty or doubt concerned

the legal classification of the patient.

In regard to applications

from patients not 'further restricted under section 6S(Home Secretary),
the tribunal had only one power other than to discharge or continue
the detaining order; to vary the legal classification.

So the same

'. question was asked through observation and interview: IWas there any
doubt expressed about the legal classification?'

References to

<}doubt about the legal classification were observed at 14 hearings
(10.1%).

The chairmen acknowledged doubt about the legal classi-

fication in respect of·11. hearings(1.3%).

It will be seen in

.Chapter.Fifteen on ITribunal decisions and innovations l that the
tribunal exercised their authority to change the legal classification
ononly.two occasions(2.&A·of the applications).
l' •

,-~

,1,

,.. Were intuition and feelings about the patient an influence on decisions?

The findings in regard to the evidence on which the tribunal
based their judgements (Chapter Eleven) found that Isubjective
feelings and intuition' were an influence on the decisiono.
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Table 11

Com~rison

between findinBs in

to 'feolinBD and

re~rd

1nMtion. '
Observation findings
Yes

72

51.8%

No

67

48.20~

118

100.0';6

Interview findings

Definitely
Only moderately
Not at all
Could not answer

25
50

73

16._ 7%~ 50_~

33.3%
48. ?O~

2

1.3%

150

100.0%

'Subjective feelings and intuition l was very much in evidence
and therewas.a clear correlation between the extent it was
identified and acknowledged through observation and interview.
For similar reasons for those put forward .in regard to luncertainty
and doubt', despite this apparent close correlation, it

wou1d~

perhaps be·advisablenot to draw firm detailed conclusions in
regard to the extent Isubjective feelings and intuition'
influence on the decisions.,

\ro.S

an

Yet it was evident that subjective

feelings, and intuition ,were present and an influence at a substantial
number. of hearings _ ,Thera was the strong impre ssion from the further
comments of the legal chairmen in regard to tsubjective feelings
and intuition' that this factor was closely linked with their
response to 'the lpersonality of the patient'(as suggested in
Chapter Eleven).,

Interpretation of these findings was discussed

in the ,Idiscussion' section of the present chapter.

, '

,

"

Summary

of Findings

It was evident that the tribunal members did often experienoe
serious diffioulty in obtaining the evidenoe they oonsidered
•

neoessary to reaoh their deoisions.

Where difficulties were experienoed, the primary oauses of
diffioul ty appeared to be the non-a.vailabili ty of reports and
theinadequaoy of reports rather than necessarily the availability
of witnesses.

It appeared to be 'in£ormation'they were lacking

and not necessarily lpeople t as a source of that information.

There was a clear polarisation in respect of the oategories of
evidence affected by the restraints and difficulties obtaining
evidenoe.

The categories of evidenoe most affected were those

concerned with rehabilitative resources and the welfare of the
patientj.in contrast with those faotors concerned more with
assessing the Irisk'.

IMental disorder', limmediate offence

or behaviour leading to detention l , Iprevious life-career', and
'present behaviour and attitudes' were rarely identified as being
affected by the difficulties obtaining evidenoe.

Uncertainty and doubt were observed and acknowledged influences
on the decision-process of the tribunal.

There was a significant

difference between the serious doubt in their own mind acknowledged
by the chairmen' and that identified by the chairmen in respect of
the medioal and lay members.

Where 'benefit of the doubt' was

acknowledged as an influence, there was a significant tendency for
the'influence to be in favour of release rather than continued
detention.
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Subjective feelings and intuition were observed and acknowledged as influences on the decision-process.

It was suggested

that this was linked,not so much with the noed to compensato
'for difficulties

tn

obta~ing evidence, but with the nature and

.

.

"

definition of ldangerl and the influence of the lpersonality of
the patient' a's a fO:ctor in determining 'risk l and the quostion
of release.

'Discussion "

The findings 'in regard t'o the difficulties obtaining tho
evidence on which to base their decisions confirmed Hogarthls
'assertion that a.n exhaustive analysis of the facts before the
court 'gave' only la partial and inadequate expla.nation of the
processes involved t .(5)

Yet even his analysis did not

explici tly take' account' of the area of study covered by thio
chapter.

He supplemented a straight-forward input-output

model based on clearly identifiablo facts, by emphasising the
importance' of the ~rceptions of the decision-makers and the
meanings they 'attached tofactll.
decision-process'

was

A further aspect of the

the lack or uncertainty of facts upon which

'to base the decisio~~' 'This could be an'important influence on
,

'

the 'decision 'itself and also upon tho perceptions of the decisionmakers.

Uncertainty about fa.cts and lack of information could

contribute to the need for tho decision-makers to supplement
inadequate information through their own perceptions and interpretations.

(5)

Hogarth J. ISentencing as a Human Process' Toronto
-,University ,Press. (Toronto ,1971 ) p.349

In terms of Lemert1s

'oocio-legal theory' about the process

of legal change, (6) to what extent wore difficulties and restraints
in obtaining the information contributing to'crises' in the decision
process?

Lemert was concerned more specifically with crises

arising because of an accumulation of anomalies where the prescribed rules and procedures were inadequate to protect the
interests of the parties involved.

The findings and discussion

of this aspect were presented in Chapter Thirteen below, on
IAnoma1ies and dilemmas arising from their rules and powers'.
The, findings ,.in, this present chapter . illustrated another form
of ,Icrisislin the decision-process, which could be considered
separately but',could also be seen to

con~,:ribute

to the anomalies

where the rules and procedures are inadequate.

Absence of

information'or.inadequacy of reports created problems in themselves but also undermined, the effectiveness and adequacy of tho
prescribed. approach to making decisions on the basis of that information.

Inregard.to which of the criteria prescribed as the basis
for the., decisions of the tribunal, didd.1fficul ties obtaining
the evidence create a potential crisis in the decision-process?
As was out1ined,in Chapter Three, the mental health review
tribunal was normally required to decide whether:
(a) 'the patient is not, now suffering from mental illness,
psychopathic dioorder,subnormality, or severe subnormalityl,
and '.'
(b) Vlt is not necessary in the interest of the patient's
health.or safety or for the protection of other persons
that the, patient should continue to be liable to be
(6)

Lemert.E.ISocial Action and LeSa,l' Change I Aldine(Chicago 1970)
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detained t ,
or
(c) IThat the patient, if released,would not be likely to
act in a manner dangerous to other persons or himself •• (7)

The findings suggested that difficulties obtaining evidenae
did not ,present serious problems in regard to determining whether
the man'or woman still suffered from mental disorder(aD defined
in the Mental Health Act 1959).

Where difficulties were experi-

enced, they were rarely concerned with the 'mental disorder' of
the patient.

Also doubt was rarely expressed in regard to the

legal classification of the patient.

There was the strong

suggestion in the findings in regard to the evidence on which
the tribunal based their judgement(Chapter Eleven), that the
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of the mental disorder of
the patient'was the prime concern ot·the medical member ot the
tribunal. ' That this was acknowledged by the other members waD
further confirmed in the findings outlined in Chapter Fourteen
on

thelDisagr~ements

between members l

•

On the whole, decisions

in regard ,to the criteria of 'suftering from mental disorder'

were left to the medical member.

In other words, any doubt

or uncertainty arising from whatever cause was rarely apparent
within the tribunal decision-process.

. In so far as it existed,

it was normally contained within·the separate supplementary medical
decision-process in regard totha mental state of the patient.
The medical member saw the patient separately prior to the full
hearing and presented conclusions to the tribunal which were
normally accepted by the other members.

There was only contro-

versy or crisis, when the hospital doctor and tribunal medical
member were dramatically opposed in their view ot the mental

(7)

Mental Health Act 1959, section 123 (HMSO)
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disorder and prognosis(as opposed to simply differing in
emphasis) or when the mental condition was contested through a
psychiatric opinion independent of the hospital or the tribunal
(usually on the initiative of the legal representative).

The i"mdings also appeared to suggest that dii"ficulties in
obtaining evidence did not primarily present problems in determining the issues of 'protection of other persons i •

Difficulties

were rarely identified as concerning those categories' of evidence
most applicable to determining Irisk'.

It was suggested in

Chapter Eleven on the evidence on which decisions were based,
. that 'risk' was determined primarily on three factors; 'mental
disorder', 'offences', and 'personality'.

On tho whole,'mental

disorder' was determined by the medical member; and information
in regard to the nature of offences(as opposed to the circumstances
of offences) tended to be relatively straight-forward and available.
'Personality of the patient' was acknowledged as closely linked
with 'subjective feelings and intuition'; being a reflection of
the decision-makers emotive and intuitive response to the parDon
rather than more abstract corisiderations of personality tY]es and
traits.

Therefore, although the influence of Isubjeotive feelings

and intuition l was discussed within this present chapter, the
assessment of 'personali tyl through largely' subjective reactions
was not seriously affected by crises -arising from difficulties
obtaining information.

Face-te-face contact with the individual

appeared to be the primary means of determining this factor; and
the tribunal required the presence of the patient as an invariable
condition before convening the hearing.

Aspects of the. criteria prescribed for the tribunal which were
associated with the crises arising from difficulties obtaining
evidence were 'the patient's health or safety' and tho issues
implied in 'the patient should continue to be detained'.

The

health and safety of the patient could be dependent on the
provision of health or community resources and/or the aupport
of the family.

Even after deciding that 'the interest of the

patient1s health and safety' did not justify continued hospital
care, the tribunal would normally wish to reassure itself of the
necessary support from community services 'and family(particularly
with a more disabled person) before exercising the Idutyt to
discharge the order.

It was evident that lack of information

about available resources in the community(sometimes linked with
the lack of the resources themselves) presented a dilemma for the
tribunal and a crisis in their decision-process.

Similarly, lack

of information about family circumstances was evidently one serioUD
problem for the tribunal.

A different, although related 'crisis' arose from the fact that
it was the justification for detention(not care or treatment) which
the tribunal was required to determine.

The dilemmas arising from

this were discussed further in Chapter Thirteen above, on the
anomalies and dilemmas arising from their rules and powers.

Diffi-

culties in regard to obtaining evidence(in this case mainly in
regard to further health care in the home area) contributed to
this dilemma.

This was confirmed in the findings, in that one

of the categories of evidence most seriously affected was 'health
service provision'.

The tribunal could be restrained in their

'duty to discharge' (when the above criteria did not justify
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continued detention) by the apparent need tor continued health
care.

The option of remaining informally(voluntary) after

the order was discharged

'WllS

not available in a national

security hospital; and information about health service
provision in the home area( or the tacilities themselves)could
be unavailable.

The idea ot a crisis arising in the decision-process due to
difficulties obtaining the information necessary to reach a
decision was confirmed in some ot the further comments trom the
chairmen(presented as a supplement to this chapter).

'Could not

understand why not yet seen by consultant from the half-way unit'.
'Pressed responsible medical otficer to seek transter'.
upon whether consultant ready to accept
not seeing the family'.

him'.

•Depends

'Handicapped by

These comments illustrated the dilemmas

arising where (by implication) the tribunal were inclined to support
movement but restrained by their dependence on information and
resources beyond their control.

These dilemmas were illustrated further by the comments from
the chairmen when they were asked 'could you.say any more about
tbis?' after admitting to serious doubt about release.

These

comments were concerned almost entirely with either doubts about
the person themselves or doubts about rehabilitative resourcos.

'Would have liked to progress but needed to be sure ot tacilities'.
1Danger ot relapse if not adequate care and supportl.
'Needed control; local hospital could probably cope'.
'No doubt as to going but problems of ensuring adequate carel.
'Needed hospital it hospital would take him ;otherwise stay'.
'Typical local hospital patient'.
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These were just a few of the comments illustrating tho crisis
arising from inadequate information about resources considered
necessary to back up any decision to discharge the detaining
order.

It appeared that 'serious doubt. about the decision

concerned the issue of rehabilitative reoources.and other oupport
in the community as much as any other issue.

As indicated above,

the other primary concem in respect of •doubt , was the person
themselves.

Again, this was illustrated in the further comments

of the chairmen in regard to 'serious doubt'.

'The offence did not seem to be in character'.
'Greater probability of behaving properlyl.
'Immature mental obsessions appeared over-stressod l

•

'Appeared to be apathetic and lacking in resource but difficult to
asseoc l •
'Higher than average intelligence,good talker, but unconvinced t •
IApparent genuine self-awareness of problem could only be
tested elsewhere l •

The above comments illustrated that, even though uncertainty
and doubt can often contribute to the initial assessment of 'danger l
and need for restraint, Idoubtl could often!avour the patient.
This was confirmed in the statistical findings in regard to
·benefit of the doubt', which appeared to be more influential
in favour of the release of the person.

Repeatedly, in their

further comments, the chairmen used tho phrase: Igive him a chancel.

This same phrase('Give him a chancel) arose within the further
comments of the chairmen when they were asked Icould you say any
more about this?t after acknowledging the influence of subjective
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feelings and intuition.

Although subjeotive asoeaamont could

be used to compensate for 'doubt- nbout the right course of
action or difficulties in obtaining more objective information,
there was limited explicit evidence of this as a regular
practice.

The extent to which this was observed nnd acknowledged

as an influence and the nature of the further comments by the chairmen, supported the view that 'subjective feelings and intuition' wao
a distinct factor influencing decisions rather than simply a reactive
expediency (i.e. filling a gap in knowledge, as implied in the term
'benefit of the doubt').

The further comments of tho legal chairmen in regard to 'subjective
feelings and intuition' tended to support its association with the
'personality of the patient'.

Sometimes the comments illustrated

an adverse reaction to the patient:

'Flat,gave little impression of being honest'.
-Spoke like a gramaphone,repeating self in obtrusive wayl.
'Appeared glib,with no insight'.
,'Doubted honesty and reliability of his assurances'.

Other comments illustrated a favourable reaction to the person:

'Aware of nature and problems and limitations'.
'Impressed by attitude and honesty'.
'Influenced in favour after seeing her'.
'Interviewed exceptionally well'.

The concept of 'trust' arose often in the many comments from
the chairmen in regard to their subjective reactions(66 chairmen
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responded to this opportunity for further comment).
expressed in terms of 'did not trust

him',

It was

'did not trust good

intentionsl, or Itrusted to give him a chancel.

It

waD

noticed that, although the term 'trust' was used quite often,
it was normally associated with 'not trusting' the person.
Positive expressions of confiderice usually applied other terms
such as 'impressed with honesty' and 'believed'.

The discussion of findings in regard to difficulties obtaining
the evidence considered necessary to

reac~

decisions has been

concerned primarily with the effect on the decision-process •
. It has illustrated further the inadequac;r of the formal structural
approach and the need to incorporate the 'crises' created by the
difficulties and restraints into the decision-making model.
wasfo~d

It

that this modification to the developing model often

inter-acted with other considerations which had extended the model,
such as the perceptions of the decision-makers and the influence of
the subjective responces to the person receiving attention.

Although

focusing on the difficulties and restraints, there has been some
indJ.cationsof the responses and activity of the tribunal in seeking
to over-come the difficulties.

This will be considered in more

detail in respect of the findings and discussion in regard to the
'tribunal decisions and ~ovations' (Chapter Fifteen).
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ANSWERS FROM LEGAL CHAIRMAN TO TEE QUESTION:

tHave you any :further comments in regard to difficultieo in
obtaining the necessary information?

Man, (arson)

'Detailed records at variance with medical
view in tho hospital statement'

~ "(Indecent

'Cannot oatisfactorily review because of the
challenge about the guilt of the offence'.

Man

(murder)

'In tho nature of the process that the tribunal
only one element, although expected to take
wider view'.

~

. (Indecent
assault)

~

(arson)

IPressed responsible medical officer to seek
transfer!.

Man

(murder)

'Row soon assess for half-way unit? Uncertainty
about how soon could leave Hampton through halfva.y unitt.

~ssault)

'Could not understand why not yet seen by
consultant from half-way unit'.

Woman (violence)

'No real difficulties as well documented'

Man, (violence)
-

'Information not specific enough,thereforo still
have doubts'.

-Man

'Handicapped by not seeing the familyt.

-Man
Man

-

Man

-Man

(violence)
"(theft)
(sexual
assault) .
(arson)
(arson)

'Doubt unless transfer possible;depends upon
whether consultant ready to accept him'.
IAdjourned at the request of the family'.
'Need to take action rather than adjourn again
and again I •
'Solicitor1s initiative - tribunal would have
considered case - adjourned'.
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CHAPrER THIRTEEN

ANOMALIES AND DILEMMAS ARISING FROM THEIR RUlES AND POWERS

Introduction

'When the law fails to provide procedures, remedies, or
positive orders for the purpose of safeguarding values, interests,
or rights, it falls short of meeting human demands and is maladaptivel.(Lemcrt 1970)(1)

E.Lemert(1970) questioned the traditional assumption that legal

,

development was primarily evolutionary, in the sense of being

10.

gradual, cumulative growth of rules,one building on another'.
In addition, there was 'legal revolution I showing itself in

ldiscrete changes, discontinuities, or "new departures" in
legal ideas and practices l •

He proposed the 'socio-Iegal

theory I that legal revolution resulted from Icrises in law·
arising from an accum~ation of Ilegal issues l based on sufficient
'anomalies' where interests are unsatisfied or frustrated.

Legal

issues, where there was conflict of values and interests, became
potential Icrises' when the conflicting values and interests could
be articulated and communicated both in seeking support and in conflict with resistance.(2)

Lemert proposed that an accumulation of anomalies in the course
of normal evolutionary development was a necessary.antecedent of

E~ _~Social Action

(1)

Lemert

and Legal Changel Aldine(Chicago 1970)P.21.1;

(2)

Lemert.E. 'Social Action and Legal Change! Aldine(Chicago 1970)p.4f
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revolutionary change.

.An essential aspect of the concept of

anomalies was the discrepancies between the legally prescribed
rules and powers and the aotual praotice of the judicia.ry and
other parties to the decision-process.

Lemert developed his

theory with the assertion that legal change did not result only
from the growth of legal anomalies but from forceful and effective social action designed to bring about a different way of
looking at the relevant faots.

This present study was not concerned

with crises and changes in the larger macro situation, but with the
presence and influence of anomalies and orises within the decisionprocess and the response of the decision-makers.

Did they experi-

ence any serious inadequacies in the prescribed rules and procedures in

,

regard to the collection of evidence, the deliberations of the tribunal,
or their powers?

Did they experience any serious dilemmas in

regard to the choices available to them in the practical situation?

Where there were anomn.1ies and dilemmas faced by the tribunal,
to what did they relate?
procedures

in

In regard to his study of the refom of

the juvenile oourts in California, E.Lemert(1970)(3)

associated many of the anomalies and crises with the distinction
between 'parens patriae l and Ibalanced justice'.

The distinction

was illustrated in more detail in the following presentation,
modified from Lemert:
PARENS PATRIAE

BALANCED JUSTICE

(a) Ideology

Welfare and Protection

Justice and fairness

(b) Jurisdiction

Eroad,vague,variable

Narrow, explicit, uniform

(o)Powe~s .

(3)

i.Positlvistic,outreacbing,Limited,based on findin i
preventative.
and legal categories.
'
ii.Detention for less
Limited detention for
clearly defined
specified reasons.
reasons

Lemert.E.ISooial Action and Legal Change.' Alaine
(Chicago 1970) Chapter 7 ILogic of revolution by law l

•
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BALANCED JUSTICE

PARENS PATRIAE

(d) Decision-Making i.Limited accountability
or means of accountability.
ii. based on mixture of
legal and 'diagnostic'
facts.
iii.Decision after consultation lin cameral.

As

sug~sted

Prescribed accountability
and complete records
Decided by legal facts
only
Negotiation and bargaining
between lawyers and court.

by Lemert, there were fundamental distinctions between

'parens patriae' and 'balanced justice' considerations, and therefore
a source of conflict of interests and values.

He -was primarily con-

cerned with this distinction in regard to conflict and social action
,

outside and beyond the decision-process in particular cases.

This

present study was concerned with the extent and ways in which the
formal structural approach was not sufficient or adequate to explain
the decision-process of the mental health review tribunal in practice.
Did the tribunal find themselves faced with situation where the rules
were inadequate in themselves for the tasks they were designed to
achieve?

Were there considerations in practice not anticipated

by the rules and powers of the tribunal?

In regard to any anomalies

and dilemmas, were these potential crises associated with the distinction between lparens patriae l (welfare and protect10n) and 'balanced
justice' (justice and fairness)?

Anomolies arising from inadequacies in the prescribed rules and procedures

The hypothesis that tribunal members would not experience any
serious inadequacy in the prescribed rules and procedures was
rejected by the observation and interview findings.

This applied

particularly to the prescribed powers of the tribunal and to a
lesser extent the collection of evidence on which to base their
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decisions.

There was vory limited evidence of such anomolies

associated with the conduct of the tribunal hearing.

Observation findin5s

Table 1
I

Did the tribunal members refer to difficulties arising
from ina.dequacies in the procedures and rules?
obtainin5 evidence

Conduct of hearing Powers of tribunal

Yes

24

17.3%

3

2.2%

49

35.3%

No

115

82.7%

136

97 .ao~

90

64.7%

139

100.0t6

139

1OO.OO~

139

1 OO.a>~

,
It would be reasonable to conclude from the observation of
references to difficulties during the 139 hearings that the prescribed rules and procedures did not present serious problems in
regard to the conduct of the hearings.

It would appear that such

difficulties were mainly associated with the

I

input , (obtaining and

receiving evidence) and •output , (deCisions and advice) rather than
anything distinct. from these within the 'black box'(the framework
of the composition and procedures of the tribunal established to
process the input of 'factol and respond with the appropria.te
decision or advice).

The three occasions when references to

difficulties arising from inadequacies in the procedures and rules
wore noted in relation to the conduct of the hearing, concerned;
(a) the wish that it was easier to consult the responsible medical
officer as the need arose during the hearing without great
inconvenience to him,
(b) the problem that the particular responsible medical officer
could well be unavailable(i.e. on leave) at the time of the

hearing, and
(c) the question of how to resolve a divergence of opinion
among the members of the tribunal when a majority vote
seemed inappropriate.
The causes of difficulties in regard to collecting evidence and
their powers were discussed later along with those identified
through the method of interview.

Interview findings
Table 2

Did you experience any difficulty which arose from the
rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation to the
collection and receiving of evidence?

-Men

•

Serious difficulty
0 0.0%
Moderate difficulty 11
9.3%
Minimal di!ficul ty
4 3.4%
None at all
102 86.4%
Could not answer
1 O.SJ~
118 100.0%

Women'
1
2

3

25
1

3.1%
6.3%
9.4%
18.1%
3.1%

32 100.0%

Total
1
13
7
127
2

0.1';6
8.7%
4.1';6
84.6%
1.3%

150 100.dU

There did not appear to be any significant difference between
the extent difficulties had arisen in regard to men and women
(corrected for continuity'
(X2(lD.F)=0.a6 p <0.50). Even though the exteht to which no
difficulties were acknowledged in this connection was significant,
the proportion of hearings at which difficulty was acknowledged
was a substantial minority(21 hearings,

14.~;6).

Where there was

difficul ty, it was normally judged to be 'modem to I or 'minimall
rather than 'serious l

•

Table 3

Did you experience any difficulty which arose from the
rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation to
the conduct of the hearing?
Total

Women

Men
Serious difficulty 0 0.0%
~derate difficulty 2
1.7%
Minimal difficulty 1 O.SOft
None at all
114 96.1';6
Could not answer
1 0.8%

0 0.0l6
0 0.0l6
0 0.a>;6
32 100.0%
0 0.016

0 0.a>;6
2 1.3%
1 0.7%
146 97.3%
1 0.7%

118100.<Jl/6

32 100.&%

150 100.<Jl/16

It was not possible to make a statistical judgement on any difforence between men and women in respect of such a small sample of hearings
where difficulties were acknowledged.

As the difficulties were so few,

it was reasonable to assume that there was not likely to be any relevant contrast.

The responses to the supplementary question 'could

you describe the difficulty?1 over-lapped with the comments noted
during the observation (with one difference).

The descriptions by

the chairmen of the difficulties they acknowledged were;
(a) the time involved in obtaining further information or arranging
attendance of relative from Devon,
(b) wanting to debate reports with the responsible medical officer
who was unavailable, and
(c) a majority decision not being considered an appropriate method
of resolving divergence of opinion in view of the severity of
the offence.
Table 4

Did you experience any difficulty which arose from the
rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation to the
powers of the tribunal in this case?
Men

Serious difficulty 9
Moderate difficulty

Women

Total

7.6%

3

9.4%

15 12.876

6
4
19

18.7%

0

O.~

Minimal difficulty 7 5.9%
None at all
86 72.9%
Could not answer 1 0.896

11 8 100. a>fo

12.~;6

59.4%

32 100.a>;6

12

8.0'~

21

14.0'~

11
105
1
150

7.3%

70.(1J~

O.~

100.0J6

q
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The difference between men and women in respect of this
difficulty wa's not statistically significant (X~(lD.F)::2.34 p<
0.20).

Yet there was the suggestion of a tendency toward

difficulties in relation to the powers of the tribunal affecting
women relatively more than men.

This 'suggestion' was supported

by there being a highly significant difference in favour of Ino
difficulties at alIt with men; whereas this was not
(X2 (lD.F): 2.24 p <: 0.20).

DO

with women

The relevance of this will be discussed

later.

In relation to the powers of the tribunal, it was evident that

there were more serious difficulties arising from the rules and
procedures; both in terms of the number of hearings at which
difficulties were acknowledged and the judged severity of the
difficulties.

Anomolies aris~g in relation to the collection and receiving of
evidence.

Table 5 . Comparison between observation and interview findinBs
Observation findings
Yea

No

24

11.;%

115

82. 7'~

139

100.0'~

Interview findings
Serious difficulty) 21
Moderate difficulty~
Minimal difficulty
None at all
127
2
Could not answer

14.00/0

84.7%

1.3%

150 1 OO.OO~

. (X2(lD.F)=0.51 p< 0.50, no significant difference)

There was some support for these findings in the comparison
between the findings of the research methods.

Both methods

supported the finding of a similar SUbstantial minority of
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hea.rings being judged to bo affected by anomalies in rela.tion to
the collection and receiving of evidence.

What were the nature of the difficulties arising from the
rules and procedures about the obtaining of evidence?

Information

was obtained through supplementary •details' of the difficulties
observed during the hearings and the supplementary interview
question 'could you describe the difficulty?'

These open-ended

responses produced,similar information from the different methods.
The predomina.nt concerns observed and acknowledged through the
interviews rolated to difficulties resulting from the insufficiency

,

of the rules and procedures to allow adequate
direct contact with
,
or obtain information about the health and community services in
the home areas of the patients.

In respect of the 24 hearings where the researcher noted

difficulties about the rules and procedures, 19 of the Idetails'
concerned references to difficulties communicating directly with
outside services-or obtaining further information about them.
The predominant concern was in regard to the wish for the opportunity for more direct contact with the national health service
hospitals in the home areas or some other means of obtaining
information about. the health service facilities more effectively.
This samo emphasis was found in the 'descriptions l by the chairmen
of the difficulties.

In respect of the 21 hearings where the

interviews -identified difficulties about the rules and procedures,
on fifteen occasions the chairmen described the difficulty in terms
of direct contact and information about facilities in the home areas

-

(again predominantly the health service facilities).

In regard

to only two hearings(with both observations and interview findings),
did the difficulty relate to the community sorvices.

The other difficulties identified by observation and interview
involved the obtaining or questioning of reports from the hoopital
-

"

'-,

(4 observed hearings and 3 interview), the time which was necessary
to obtain fUrther in£ormation(2 interviews), contact with family
(one interview)"and particular difficulties related to a patient
from another country, Eire(one observed hearing).

Anomalies arising in relation to the conduct of the hearing

Table 6
r'

A

>

Comparison

bet~en

,Observation findings

Yes

3

2.2%

136

97.ff;b

.,

No

observation and interview findings

139

Serious difficulty
Moderate difficult,y
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer

100.C1'fo

3

2.0';b

146
1

91.3%
0.7%

150

100.0'/0

l

;These findings were presented again simply to confirm that
lanomalies' arising from rules and procedures about the conduct
of the hearing(as,diotinct'from the receiving of evidence and
their powers) were not,a serious problem.

The difficulties

identified by observation and interview were described above.

~lb

-
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Anomalies arising in relation to the powers of the tribunal
Table 7

ComR~rison

between observation and interview findings

Observation findings
Yes

49

35.3%

No

90

64.1'tb

139

100.~

Interview fin dines

~

Serious difficulty
Moderate difficulty 44
Minimal difficulty
None at all
105
1
Could not answer

29.3%
70.0%
0.7%

150 100.O'fo

(X 2(lD.F)=1.07 p<: 0.30, no significant difference)
There was some support for these findings in the comparison
between the findings of the reoearch methods.

Both methods

supported the finding of a similar substantial minority of
hearings being judged to be affected by anomalies in relation
to the powers of the tribunal •

. What were the nature of the difficulties arising from the
powers of the trib'una1?

.

Information was obtained through supple-

mentary 'details' of the difficulties observed during the hearings
and the supplementary interview question 'could you describe the
difficulty?'.

These open-ended responses produced similar infor-

mation from the different methods.

The predominant concerns

observed and acknowledged through the interviews related to difficulties arising from the

~stricted

powers in response to appli-

cations and <the impossibility of ensuring the necessary rehabilitative resources wereavailablo to support the patient exorcising
their right to leave hospital if the order to detain was discharged.

In respect of the 49 hearings where the researcher noted

difficulties about the powers of the tribunal, 36 of the 'details'
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concerned references to the insufficiency of their powers to
obtain or ensure the

necess~ry

rehabilitative resources or

residential care considered essential.

23 roferenceD were

concerned specifically with the need for national health service
hospital care; on 15 occasions indicating their dependence on the
hospital team to initiate or continue their efforts to arrange a
transfer to a local hospital and on eight occasions regretting
they had no power to order such a transfer.

At the other 13

hearings, the references concerned the need for community residential or rehabilitative resources and their inability to ensure
their provision.

,

In respect of the 44 hearings where the interviews

identified difficulties about the powers of the tribunal, the same
emphasis was found in the,.descriptions t by the chairmen.

24 of

their descriptions concerned the need for local hospital care,
al though they placed their emphasis differently.

Whereas the

references noted by the researcher were concerned more with
reliance on the hospital team and the need to influence the
hospital team into ensuring hospital care(15 out of 23 references
about hospital care), the chairmen emphasised more the restricted
powers and inability to order transfer(16 out of 24 descriptions of
difficulties about hospital care).

As there was an inevitable

overlap in the nature of these difficulties about obtaining national
health service hospital care, it was considered appropriate to group
them together.

At the came time, it was perhaps not too surprising

that the legal chairmen should emphasise more, specifically their
restricted legal powers~

In addition to the 24 difficulties

identified in regard to the need for hospital care, 12 other interview
descriptions concerned the need for community residential or rehabilitative resources.
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So the predominant concern of the tribunal in regard to their
powers was their inability to enforce or even influence with
reasonable confidence the provision of health or community
facilities considered necessary for the rehabilitation of the
patient(36 out of 49 observed difficulties about tribunal powers;
36 out of 44 such difficulties acknowledged in the interview).
/

This was related to the fact(emphasised during Chapters Two,
Three, and Four about the legal
restraint of the mentally
,
disordered) that it was the compulsion which was required to be
justified and not the need for care and treatment as such.

It

was the duty of the tribunal to discharge the detaining order
if they were satisfied that the compulsion was no longer justified.
The insufficiency of their powers was illustrated by some of the
descriptions provided by the chairmen.

'Discharge or not is too

restricting'.

'Wanted· to discharge but also wanted to be sure of

facilities t •

tFirm belief in need to move from Hampton, yet full

release would be cruel t •

Often their description was a straight-

forward Ino power to order transfer'.

The other difficulties identified by observation and interview
included the insufficiency of their powers to ensure certain
clinical assessment or treatment was effected by the responsible
medical officer(3 oboerved hearings and one interview),

their

inability to 'test out' a patient before reaching a final conclusion
(2 observed hearings and one interview), their recommendations being
dependent on the approval of the Home Secretary(2 observed hearings and
one interview), and concern about the effect on the morale of the
patient if the order was not discharged(one observed hearing and two
interviews) •
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Dilemmas arisin6 from the practical choices available to the tribunal

. The hYPothesis that tribunal members would not experience any
serious dilemmas in regard to the practical choices available to
them was rejected by the observation and interview findings.

The

hypothesis-that, where they did experience seriouD dilemmas, they
would not arise in regard to any particular aspect of the situation
was also rejected.

Dilemmas (defined as difficulties arising because

of the need to choose between tmsatisfactory alternatives) were
associated mainly with the need or otherwise for continued hospital
care and the behaviour or attitude of the patient himself.

Observation findings

There was no observation question concerned generally with
whether or not the tribunal experienced'any serious dilemmas.

The

observation-research questions were concerned with whether the tribtmal members referred to tmsatisfactory choices in respect of
specified aspects of the situation.

The findings in regard to

specific aspects were presented later in the present chapter.
These findings confirmed that,the tribunal members did experience
difficulties in regard to the practical choices available to them.
For instance, references to such difficulties wore observed in
respect of Ithe need or otherwise for continued hospital care'

(68 hearings, 48.9%) and Ithe patientts own attitude and behaviour i
(83 hearings, 590 T'~); .
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Interview findings
fl,'

Table 8

In reaching your conclusions, did you experience any

difficulty which arose from the need to choose between
unsatisfactory alternatives?

-Men

,"

Serious difficulty
Modera te difficulty
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer

Women

15
19
, " 19
63
2. '.'

12.7% 3
9.4%
16.1% 8 . 25.0'~
16.1% 6 18 7%
53.4% 14 43.8%
3.1%,
.,,1.7% 1

..

."

'H'

Total

,t '

12.(1l~

18
21
25
71

0

18.0')tl
16.7%
51.3%
2.C1}6

3

,~

. 118 100.(1l~ 32
,

•

I

.

·100.0'~

150

100.(1l~

.,

There did not appear to be

any

significant difference between the

extent difficulties had,arisen in regard to men and women(X2(1D~F)=O.80
p <0.50) .• " That there. was no significant difference between the extent
difficulties were or were,~ot acknowledged for the total group(X2(ID~F)=
• 0.61, p <0.50), illustrated. that there had been difficulties on a
substantial number of occasions(70
hearings,
,
"

significant

diff~rence

to be 'serious'.,

I

46.~~).

~~,

between the extent difficulties were judged

moderate I
,

There was no

.' ,

or 'minimal'.

Dilemmas associated with need or otherwise for continued hospital care
I

Table 9

Comparison between observation and interview findings
.
,
Observation findings
Interview findings

Yes
No
Could not answer

139

100.0%

_,~'

.

37. :;o~

56
93

62.0}6

1

0.7%

150'

100.0}6

"

4"
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Although there was a face-value differenoebetween the findin«s
of the research methods, the difference waD not
significant.

statistical~

The apparent tendenoy toward observing dilemmas

about continued hospital care more than they were acknowledged in
the interviews affeoted both men and women (diffioulties were
aoknowledged in regard to 13 women, 40.6%).

The wording in both

the observation and interview research questions was 'the need
or

c

otherwise for continued hospital oarol; yet one possible

bias was that the researcher was observing referenoes by 'the
i

tribunal members' as a whole, whereas the ohairman waS asked
!

'did you fa.oe any dilemma?'

I.t was evident from both methods that the tribunal did
experienoe dilemmas relating to the need for oontinued hospital
.
oare on a SUbstantial number of oooasions. Within both research
•

methods, further 'details' were requested in regard to the

,

dileIl1lIU1 s.

The same preoccupation was refleoted.

In respeot pf

the 56 hearings at whioh the chainnen acknowledged a dilemma in
relation to the need or otherwise for continued hospital oare, on

45 oocasions the 'details' conoerned their judgement that the patient
needed further in-patient care with the national health service in the
N

home

are~.

provided.

They were Ull3.ble to enforce or ensure this care was
The unsatisfactor.y choice was between continuing the

detention of the applic~nt thus not refleoting their view that
the patient was ready for progress or disoharging the order with
the risk to the patient and oth~rs i f the neoessar,y faoilities were
not provided.

Although this dilemma was more aoute with applioants,

it applied to some extent also with their advioe to the HOme Seoretar,y
in regard to referenoes.

Whilst their reoommendations did at least

4"
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have the option of transfer to national health service care, they
were still dependent on the Home Secretary to approve this and the
hospital team to initiate enquiries.

They could face a situation

where exhaustive enquiries by the hospital team into alternative
hospital care had been unsuccessful, facing them with the same
dilemma where hospital care was judged to be necessary but was
unavailable.

The tdetailstof other dilemmas in regard to

hospital care included patients resisting transfer to another
hospital, other hospitals resisting the patient(or any patient
from special hospital), not being able to arrange an initial
trial in another hospital, and the question of whether to in-

,

terrupt preparations already under-way for transfer to another
hospital by discharging the detaining order.

Dilemmas associated with the behaviour and attitude of the patient

Table 10

Comparison between observation and interview findings
Observation findings

Yes
No
Could not answer

Interview findings

83
56

59.7%
40.3%

61
88
1

40.7%
58.6%

139

100.(11;6

150

100.0:';6

o. ~;6

There was a highly significant difference between the observation
and interview findings, again in the direction of a greater proportion
of difficulties being identified through observation.

The difference

did not appear to be significant in regard to men and women.

The

chairmen had acknowledged difficulties in regard to 16 women,

50.0';6 (X 2(lD.F)=1.38 p) 0.05).
It was evident from both methods of data collection that tho
tribunal did experience dilemmas relating to tho behaviour and
attitude of the patient on a substantial number of occasions.
Although in respect of each method the number of occasions was
greater than that relating to the need or otherwise for continued
hospital care, the difference was not significant(i.e.observation
findings, X2(lD.F)=3.28 p

>0.05).

In contrast, dilemmas relating

to 'need for continued hospital carel and 'behaviour and attitude
of the patient V were identified by both methods on significantly
more occasions than the other dilemmas presented and discussed
below.

Within both methods of data collection, further 'detailsl
were requested in regard to the dilemma associated with the
behaviour and attitude of the patient.
pations were reflected.

The same major preoccu-

In respect of the 61 hearings at which the

chairmen-acknowledged such a dilemma, on 38 occasions the Idetails'
concerned the dependence of the patient on support and/or control
outside Rampton for his own welfare and/or the protection of others.
18 of these details tended to emphasise the risk to others (i.e.
Ilikely to relapse unless release carefully planned I
to maintain good progress but not securityl).

,

INeeded care

20 of the details

were more concerned with the risk to the patient(i.e.

tN~eded

so

much support and sheltering', 'risk of self-neglect if not in
sheltered situation l ).

The other 23 interview 'details' included

the difficulty in assessing the patient due to poor motivation or

presentation(7 interviews), the problem of how to test our the
risk and/or good progress(5 interviews), the unlikelihood of tho
patient's attitude or condition ever changing(3 interviows), and
miscellaneous others more related to the specific cases.

Dilemmas associated with the support or nttitudo of the family

Table 11

Comparison between observation and interview findings
Observation findings

Yes
No
Could not answer
,

Interview findings

39
100

71.~fo

28.1%

33
116
1

22.0%
77.3%
0.7%

139

100.o:'fo

150

100.0%

(X2(lD.F)=1.31 p <0.3 0 )
With the above dilemmas, in both caseo the chairmen acknowledged
difficulties in regard to women more than men, although the difference
'WaS

not significant.

With the dilemmas in regard to family support

and attitudes, the interview findings reflected significantly more
difficulties with women, being acknowledged at 12 hearings(37.5%)
compared to 21 hearings(11.~fo) with the men (X (lD.F)=5.53 p <0.02).
2
Although both methods of data collection identified dilemmas about
family support and attitudes on a substantial number of occasions,
this particular aspect of the situation did not present as

many

such difficulties as the need for continued hospital care or the
patientts behaviour and attitude.

Within both methods of research, further 'details' were
requested in regard to the dilemmas associated with the family
support and attitudes.

The same major preoccupations were
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reflected.

In respect of the 33 hearinan at which the chairmen

acknowledged such a dilemma, the difficultios concerned the
willingness but doubtful ability of family to cope with the
patient(9 interviews), the non-avilability or inadequate
presence of family to give support(7 interviews), and the extent
of other social problems alrea~ in the family (5 interviews).
Other Idetails' concerned the mixed attitudes of family members
in view of severity of offence(4 interviews), family resistance

to accepting responsibility(3 interviews), and anxiety that
famdly could cover up any further offending(2 interviews).

, Dilemmas associated with the provision of community services

Table 12

Comparison between observation and interview findings
Observation findingo

Yes
No

Could not answer

37
102

139

Interview findings

26.6%
73.4%

32
116
2

21.4%
77.3%
1.3%

100.C1l;b

150

100.C1l;b

Again the interview findings reflected proportionally more
difficulties with women(9 interviews, 28.1%), but the difference
between men and women was not Significant(X (lD.F)=1.02 p~ 0.50).
2
Although identified by both methods of data collection on a
substantial number of occasions, this aspect of the situation
did not present as many such difficulties as the need for continued
hospital care or the patient's behaviour and attitude(although it
did compare with dilemmas associated with family support and attitudes).

Within both methods of reoearch, further 'details' were
requested in regard to the dilemmas associated with the
provision of community services.

Both reflected the same

major preoccupation with the inability to be oure that the
appropriate community support and facilities would be available
(19 out of 32'interviews where the dilemma acknowledged).

Most

of the other interview 'details' were allied to this concern: lack
of information about community facilities(3 interviews), the resistance 9f the community services to accepting responsibility
(3 interviews), the patient's reoistance to accepting such support
and supervision(2 interviews), and concern about whether available
resources could in fact cope with the patient(2 interviewo).

On

the other three occasions when this dilemma was acknowledged, the
issue was whether or not to cut across hospital rehabilitative
plans involving discharge into hostel care.

Dilemmas associated with the question of public attitudes
Table 13

Comparison between observation and interview findings
Observation findings

Yes.
No

Could not answer

11
128

Interview findings

7.~/o

92.1%

139 100.0'/0

150 100.0t6

(X2(lD.F)=O.72 p~ O.50)(oorrcotcd for oontinuity)

Concern about public attitudes did not appear to present as
important dilemmas to the tribunal as the other aspects of the
situation considered above o

Where difficulties were acknowledged

by the chairmen, they were described in such termo as 'danger of

.~
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public outrage if there were a relapse l , ldanger to the publici,
'Will two years be Deen as appropriate for murder?', and IHow
can we reassure the Home Office that, although there is still
some risk, he does not need maximum security?'

J

Although there were sometimes significant differences between

I

the findings of the two methods of data collection in regard to the

f

dilemmas faced by the tribunal, both methods ranked the aspects of
the situation which were affected in the same order:

Observation findings

,

Interview findings

(a) Behaviour and attitude
of the patient.

83

59.7%

61

40.7%

(b) Need for continued
hospital care.

68

48.~~

56

31.3%

(c) Support and attitude
of family.

39

28.1%

33

22.(J'~

(d) Provision of
community services.

37

26.6%

32

21.4%

(e) Public attitudes

11

7.~~

8

5.3%

Also, in regard to each aspect of the Situation, dilemmas were
acknowledged by the chairmen on proportionally more occasions with
the women: 16(50.0%), 13(40.6%),12(31.5%),9(28.1%), and 2(6.3%)
respectively.

Therefore, even though the differences in respect of specific
aspects of the situation

~re

not

necessa~ily

statistically

significant, the above ranking and consistency of relationship
between men and women was some support for that ranking of difficulties and that dilemmas were relatively more likely to be experienced with the women.

~

1
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SUIDma;Y of findings

,~

I
!

It was evident that the tribunal members nid often experience
serious inadequacies in the prescribed rules and procedures.
These anomalies related mainly to the 'input. to the tribunal
(obtaining and receiving eVidence) and the • output' of the
tribunal(their powers) rather than the conduct of the hearing.

.

:1

II'
I

I!

Primarily difficulties arose in relation to the powers of the
tribunal.

The anomalies in relation to the collection and receiving of
evidence concerned mainly the insufficiency of the rules and
procedures to enable direct communication with national health

I
i

I
J

I

service hospitals in the home areas nor ensure adequate information

I
I

from the local health and community services.

The anomalies in the powers of tho tribunal concerned mainly
their lack.of authority to order transfer to a national health
service hospital and the impossibility of ensuring the necessary
rehabilitative resources were available in the event of the
patient exercising a right to leave hospital.

It was evident that the tribunal members experienced serious
dilemmas in regard to the practical choices available to them.
These dilemmas were

associ~ted

mainly with the need for continued

hospital care{ the inability to ensure this care would be available)
and the behaviour and attitude of the patient(dependence on
support and control for own welfare and protection of others).
Dilemmas associated with the support or attitude of family and
the provision of community services were important but secondary

I

to the primary areas of diffioul ty •

Both in regard to the anomalies arising from the rules and
powers of the tribunal and the dilemmas assooiated with the
different aspects of the situation, thero was a-consistent
pattern of proportionally more difficulties being identified
wi th

the women compared to the men.

This was likely to relate

to the greater social inadequacy and dependency among this group
of women.

Discussion
,

The findings about the anomalies and dilemmas experienced
by the mental health revoew tribunal did appear to support
the application of Lemert1s 'socio-legal theory' of legal
change(4) to the. more specific situation of the decision-process
in regard to the continued restraint or release of the mentally
disordered.

Just as the traditional view of legal development

assumed fa gradual, cumulative growth of rules', so the prescribed
framework for such as the mental health review tribunal appeared
to assume a smooth input-output decision-process.

Just as Lemert

suggested that the normal evolutionary development of law faced
Icrises' resulting from an accumulation of anomalies, so decisionmakers such as members of the tribunal experienced anomalies and
dilemmas in the practical process of reaching decisions on the
basis of the evidence and actual alternatives available to them.

(4)

Lemert Eo 'Social Action and Legal Change'. Aldine
. (Chicago 1970)
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The

re~ponses

of the mental health review tribunal were

presented and discussed later in Chapter Fifteen on the
'tribunal decisions .and innovations'.

This prescnt chapter

was concerned with the nature of the anomalies and dilemmas
faced by the tribunal.

Did the tribunal find themselves

faced with situations where the rules were inadequato in themselves for the tasks they were designed to achieve?

Were there

considerations in practice not anticipated by the rules and
powers of the tribunal?

In regard to any anomalies and dilemmas,

were these potential crises associated with the distinction and
possible conflict between 'wolfare and protection' and 'justice

..

and fairness' (as suggested in Lemert's analysis) •

Lemert was concerned with anomalies where the prescribed
rules and procedures were inadequate to protect the interests
of the parties involved.

This was an appropriate description of

the situations often faced by the members of the mental health
review tribunal.

Their formal structure was established as a

safeguard to ensure that an individual considered mentally disordered was only deprived of his liberty to refuse treatment
through the application of fair and impersonal rules and authority.
They had a 'duty to discharge' the order of tho subject of any
application to them if the clear criteria defined to justify
compulsion were not satisfied.

The formal structural framework

established for the montal health review tribunal demonstrated a
dominant concern for 'balanced justice'; whereas the anomalies
and dilemmas faced by the tribunal in practice related mainly
to 'parens patriae' considerations.

Wood,1976, emphasised tho

iuniquc' difficulties' under ·which the tribunals were working.
'The fundamental purpose of a review tribunal is to protect tho
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individual's right not to be unfairly deprivod of hiD libertyt.(5)
He instanced the difficultieo of maintaining the balanceD between
civil liberties and public and peroonal safety, and between legn,l,
medical and social considerations.

He spoke of the impossibility

of divorcing the laid-down 'narrow conceptual,framowork l from
rehabilitative and wider social realities.

The empirical findings of thiD research project confirmod this
statement from a lawyer speaking from his experience as a chairman
of a mental health review tribunal.

Whereas the proscribed rules,

criteria, procedures and powers were explicitly defined and limited
, to ensure Ijustice and fairness', often the tribunal members found
that their task was impossible without reference to rehabilitative
and preventative considerations concerned to promote the welfare
and protection of the individual and others.

The further comments

from the legal chairmen in regard to the anomalies and dilemmas
with which they were faced, which are presented in a supplement
to this chapter, demonstrated 'the impossibility of divorcing'
the prescribed ijustice and faimeso' approach from welfare and
protection considerations.

The empirical findings and these

further comments from the interviews were used below to illustrate
the different balance of emphasis between these two fundamentally
different approaches in response to the different situations as
perceived by the tribunal members.

, For the purpose of diSCUSSion, it was decided to present the
findings in regard to anomalies and dilemms within the context of

(5)

Wood,J.C. IMental Health Re'view Tribunal and Social Work'.
Social Work Today,Vol.7,11th August,1976.

possible stages of the decision-process.

Whilst the anomalies

and dilemmas were only one aspect of the decision-process, they
\

serVed to develop further the understanding of the progression of
that process in practice.

The stages of thnt progression were

presented in terms of generalisations with particular reference
to the anomalies and dilemmas.

(a) The first generalisation followed on from the conclusions
of Chapters

EI~ven

and Twelve about the evidence on which the

tribunal based their judgements and the difficulties in obtaining
the evidence.

,

It was suggested in Chapter Eleven that 'risk' was

determined primarily on three factors: 'mental disorder', 'offences',
and 'personality'.

Factors such as 'mental disorder I and 'offences'

tended to be influences in favour of continued detention; with
'personality of the patient'(when it was influential) being largely
subjective reactions tending to favour release from detention.

The

first generalisation was that an early stage of the decision-process
was concerned with determining the presence or otherwise of continued
'riSk', based on such factors as 'mental disorder' and 'offences'
almost to the exclusion of any 'parens patriae' considerations.
Only

if~

the severity of these factors did not determine the need

for continued detention, did other considerations come into play.
Therefore, there would not be the opportunity for any conflict
between 'parens patriae' and 'balanced justice'.

In other words,

the formal structural 'balanced justice' approach prescribed for
the mental health review tribunal·did appear to operate smoothly
without serious anomalies or dilemmas, when the 'facts' before the
tribunal clearly satisfied the specified criteria for continued
detention(as opposed to discharge)

Support for this generalisation about the early stage of
the decision-process was implied rather than explicit in the
finding that dilemmas and anomalies were not mainly associated
with Irisk l considerations and in the recurrence within the
interview 'details' about anomalies and dilemmas of such wording
as Ineeded care but not security' in regard to patients where
release was being seriously considered.

(b) A further generalisation was that, if continued detention
was not justified by the reasonably tangible adverse Irisk l
factors, the more subjective influences in respect of the

,

lpersonality of the patient. would come into play.

It was

confirmed in Chapters Eleven and Twelve that subjective feelings
and intuition and Ibenefit of the doubtl (associated with the
perception of the personality of the patient) tended to favour
release.

Whilst this clearly implied sympathy and concern for

the patient, on the whole this further stage of the decisionprocess appeared to be primarily concerned still with justice
and fairness.

For instance, the open-ended findings in the

further comments about their subjective feelings and intuition
illustrated a concern to relate length of stay to the severity
of offences.

One of the further comments about dilemmas(oee supplement
at the end of the chapter) was tdilemma is whether he is
dangerous 10

This suggested a form of 'approach-avoidance I

conflict, with the fear of the risk heightening as the release
was more seriously considered.

But on the whole this second

stage of the decision-process within the1black-box l did not give
rise to serious anomalies or dilemmas, being still primarily
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concerned with determining whether the release of the patient should
be seriously considered.

If it was decided to stake the risk l or

give the Ibenefit of the doubtt, a decision to recommend release or
order the discharge could follow within their prescribed powers
and without necessarily any difficulty in regard to practical
considerations.

(c) The next stage arose where, having decided provisionally in
favour of release, rehabilitative considerations were taken into
account.

First and foremost, this was often concerned still with

the Irisk to others. rather than necessarily the welfare of the
patient.

Although there were occasional references by the tribunal

to their anomalous situation of not being able to 'test outS the
good progress of the patient before making a final decision, the
relationship of rehabilitative resources to the trisk t was more
clearly illustrated in respect of the dilemmas faced by the tribunal,_
In'the ruXther tnterview comments on the dilemmas about the need
for continued hospital care, the emphasis was often on the risk
to the patient and others if it was necessary to discharge directly
into the community rather than transfer into the care of a hospital
in

the home area. . The further details in regard to the dileIDI!li.ls

about the behaviour and' attitudes of the patient emphasised tho
risk to others without the appropriate support and/or control.
,

This

,

stage was presumably resolved by continuing to consider release on
the basis of reassUrance t~t the necessary support and care was
available, taking the risk of discharge without that reassurance,
or deciding against release because of the
resources necessary to minimise the risk.

non-a~ability

of the

In so far as the concern

was still for thealth, safety or protection l or 'dangerous', the
tribunal would still be operating within their rules and criteria

as formally prescribed.

(d) As a further generalisation, the next staga would appear to
be where rehabilitative or residential resources are considered
necessary for the 'welfare and protection. of the individual,
altho~l

not necessarily of a nature nor to the extent which

would satisfy the 'patient's health and safetyl criteria
required to justify continued detention.

At this stage, it

would,appear that ,the tribunal was faced with serious anomalies
where the rules and criteria were insufficient to the task
(related largely to the uncertainty about or non-availability
of informal voluntary,hospital care).

,

The tribunal found that
"

their rules and procedures were insufficient to enable direct
communication with national health service hospitals nor ensure
adequate information from the local health and community services;
and their powers did not allow them to order transfer to another
hospital nor ensure necessary rehabilitative resources were
available.

They were faced also with serious dilemmas(often

allied with the anomalies) which were largely related to 'welfare
and protection i considerations.
of the

dep~nde~ce

Often they were acutely aware

of the individual on support and care, and their

inability to ensure this care would be available.

As indicated

above, the patients who survived the decision-process to this stage
were individuals who were not considered by the tribunal to represent
sufficient risk in terms of the prescribed criteria(even without the'
desired supportive resources) to warrant continued detention.

Yet

they could be seen as dependent on support and care(on a voluntary
basis) which were not available.

This stage could be resolved by

a decision to continue the detention(by implication on the grounds
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that it was justified on the 'health and safety' criteria, but
in practice often relying on the hospital to initiato or continue

their efforts to arrange the transfer to informal hospital care
in the home area}.

Occasionally the tribunal could decide to

discharge the order on the grounds that continued detention was
not justified(with the obvious implications for the care and welfare of the patient).

Otherwise(as was presented and discussed

later in Chapter Fifteen on the 'tribunal decisions and innovations'), the tribunal chose sometimes the alternative of
adjourning their decision to allow for further enquiries.

,

So the findings of this research supported Lemert1s theory
that tcrises t arising from anomalies and dilemmas were predominantly associated with the distinction between 'parens patriae'
(wel£are~d protection) and 'balanced justice l (justice and

fairness).

At the initial stages o£ responding to the I£acts!

before them, the primary concern of the tribunal was the question
of whether continued detention was justified from a largely
'balanced justicel approach.

Problems obtaining evidence were

not normally associated with these considerations.

Serious

anomalies and dilemmas presented difficulties at the stage the
need for rehabilitative support and resources were identified
either as a safeguard to minimise the risk to others or more
often for the, welfare and protection of the individual.

At

each o£ the stages, a decision could be made against release.
At each stage, advice or docision to release from detention could
be determined, with varied balance of emphases between objective
considerations and the need to 'take risks' or give 'benefit of
the doubt t •

In terms of the above generalisations, the tribunal

could progress through the suggested stages and still not have

reached a decision whether or not to advice rolease or discharge
of the order.

As the tribunal could only advise courses of

actionin°regard to

~tients

referred to them by the Home

Secretary, the anomalies and dilemmas which could prevent
decisions being based solely on the prescribed rules and
powers mainly affected their consideration of applications.
This was explicitly illustrated in a further interview comment
on the problems arising from the ruleo and procedures, when one
chairman said: tHome Office case, so more diocretion.
have been problem if simple discharge decision'.

Would

It was evident

that anomalies and dilemmas were experienced primarily in relation

,

to the 'yes/no choice I (quote from further comment) and in terms of
'welfare and protectionS considerationo coming into confliot. with
the more narrow-framework designed to emphasise Ijustice and
fairness'.
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ANSWERS FROM THE LEGAL CHAIRMAN TO THE QUESTION:

aHave you any .further comments in regard to problems arising
from the rules and procedures laid down for the tribunals?1

Woma.n(arson)

'Immediate decision inappropriate.
Good progress but not quite readyl.

Man(indecent
assault)

tCannot be "court of appeal" in regard to
doubtful conviction~

l<1an(violence)

aHomo Office case, so more discretion.
Would
have been problem if simple discharge decision'

~(murder)

INo means of ensuring
uni t falls through t •

1:E:!!(violence)

'Classic problem-yes/no choice inappropriate l

Woman (criminal
damage)

anow far are our present views taken into
account in the future?1

~(indecent

INeed to reach final decision eventually, but
cannot ensure facilities l •

~(rape)

'Case where transfer needed, but no power l

M:ln(larceny)

'Should go but how can we enDuro provision?'

Woman(violence)

'Firm belief need to move from Hampton, yet
full releaso would be cruel as very dependent
and doubtful about leaving'

~(violence)

'Native of Eire, therefore less power than
usual!.

Woman(violence)

IVicious circle. Adjournment delays action
and does not ensure positive response from outside
services!.

fun (indecent
assault)

ICannot order trial period elsewhere nor ensure
that the hospital makes such arrangements a•

.

assault)

'""

altern~tive

if half-way

•

..

-~

ANSWERS, FROM THE LEGAL CHAIRMAN TO THE QUESTION:
<

'Have you any further comments in regard to any dilemmas with
which you were faced?1

.
Woman(violence)
,

'How assess apparent offer of secure
environment by friend?'

~(indecent

tDifficulties judging progress with such
uncertain earlier diagnosis of conduct'

assault)
Man(murder)

ILong-term patients should be given the
, opportunity to be bro~t up to date in
regard to local hospital improvements'

~(indecent

IDelay for assessment for half-way unit'

.' assault)

,

.~(sexual

'Imprisonment as against indeterminate stay'

assault)
Woman(violence)

'Impossible to resolve,therefore adjournedhostel not yet available'.

Man (murder)

t'Was there danger of relapse? Tribunal
doctor said "yes" t

Man(violence)

rClearrehabilitative needs,but minimal care
not .offered ,

11!!!(robbery)

'Psychopath in psychiatric hospital only by
Should have been in prison.
Should
chance.
not be kept for longer than would have been in
prison'

~(violence)

'Dilemma is whether he is dangerous'

J.1an(arson)

'Would have liked to consider case for the sake
of the patient, yet conceded to request of
solicitor to adjourn as relatives seemed happyl

Man(arson)

IDoes not need maximum security yet still obvious
risk. How can we get this over to Home Office?!

"

, ~(violence).

'Correct legal course would be discharge after
further period for enquiries. 1

~(inde!cent

assault)

j'

t

IThere is the danger of a public outrage if
'there is a relapse'.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE MEMBERS

'

,

lIs this man dB.ngerous?

There is no clear cut yes-or-no anower

to this question, but only probabilities l (Sturrup 1968)(1)
It ~s' suggested that the uncertainty and anxiety arising in
response to the Perceived or felt I danger I should be accepted as
much a part of the definition and concept of 'dangerous l as the
,

f

~+

"

behaviour itself.

The thxeat and anxiety to restrain arose as

much' from the sensel~ssn~ss, inc'ongruity, and llllpredictability of
•

the behaviour(in the eyes of others) as from its excessively violent
nature(Chapter Ten).

,,~

,

It ws' fo~d tha tuncertainty and doubt about the right course of

action'were cl~ar and acknowledged influences on the decisions of the
tribunal.

They'were 'influenced also by a subjective I gut-reaction'
~

•

r'

'.

to the patient and their own perceptions of the 'facts' and the per-

~on ~elf.(ChapterEleven).

They had to rely on 'benefit of the

doubt t a~d othe~ m~ans of filling gaps in their knowledge because
'oi'difficulties obtaining'sufficient tangible evidence(Chapter Twelve);
~d sometimes the prescribed rUles and powers were insufficient and

they were fac~:d ~i th diie~~ which required !Mova.tion to reach
t

,

, j , . :

"

,some conclusion(Chapter Thirteen).

~

As

(1 )

HOgar~h(1971)(2)

emphasised, 'sentencing is not a rational,

sturrup G.K. IGeneral discussion l session at'CIBA symFosium

on 'Mentally'Abnormal Offender' Churchill and Co(1968)
(2) 'Hogarth J.lSentencing as a Human Process' Toronto University
". Press(Toronto'1971 )

- 24-2mecbanicalprocess.

It is a human process, and is subject to all

the frailties of the human mind'.
wer~

The evidence and the Ifacts R

open to interpretation and the conclusions were not always

self-evident from the procedures and criteria.

In Hogarth's

analysis, the magistrates made sense of the facts and responded
to them through a process of attaching 'meanings' to the facts of
the~cases

and the circumstances of the decision-process itself.

lIn a variety of \o13.ys it \o13.S shown that the decision-making process
in sentencing is not a neutral or mechanical one t •

The meanings

attached to the.facts and the responses were influenced by the
values and commitments of the decision-makers.

In other words,the

magistrates had attitudes which predisposed them to respond in parti,

• cular ways.

Given all the above aspects of the decision-process in practice
(the uncertainty and doubt, the subjective influences, the gaps
in knowledge and information, the insufficiency of the rules and
powers, and the influence of factors related to the decision-makers
rather than the.subject and facts of the case), it seemed inevitable
to the

rese~rcher

that there would be differences of emphasis and

disagreements among the members of the tribunal.

In his analysis,

Hogarth clearly identified attitudes towards certain types of crime,
towards the process of justice, and to their own approach to examining
the case, which predisposed the magistrates to certain sentencing
responses.

Yet, whilst his analysis emphasised the predominant

influence of the

att~tudes

of the magistrate as opposed to the facts

of the case, his analysis did not extend to the inevitable implications
for any 'panel' of individual decision-makers reaching a conclusion.
Similarly, in considering the crises faced by the legal decision-makers,
Lemert(1910)(3) did not extend his analysis of the anomalies and dilemmas

(3) Lemert E. 'Social Action and Legal ChangeR Aldine (Chicago 1910)
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which.contributed to conflict and chango to the effect of this
Iconflictl within the decision-process of individual cases.
This was an inevitable omission, as Lemert1s approach adopted
a group-interaction model and was not concerned with interpersonal inter-action.

In this present research project, it was

.decided to;apply Lemertts Isocio-legal theory' to the inter-personal
interaction within the decision-process of the mantal health review
tribunal.

Given all the opportunities for disagreement and differ-

ences of emphasis, it did seem inevitable that there would be differences of opinion.

Was there servious .disagreement or confl:ict?
-relate?

.How was disagreement resolved?

To what did it

Were any member-categories

of the tribunal more influential than others, and in what connection?

Differences of emphasis in regard to the facts of the case

The findings in regard to the factors which appeared to be more
influential with individual members were presented and discussed in
Chapter Eleven.on I The. evidence on which the tribunal based their
judgements'.

The observation findings were presented in Table

7

of Chapter Eleven.

It was found that all three member-categories showed a primary
concern for the same five ,factors of evidence: personality of the
patient, mental disorder, present behaviour and attitude, immediate
offence .. or behaviour. which led to detention,. and length of stay,
Yet differences of emphasis between the
identified"

~mber-categories

wore

It appeared likely that these differences were
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influenced by their professional interests and role within the
situation.

AS'summarised in Chapter Eleven, the legal chairmen were
significantly more concerned about the 'immediate offence or
behaviour which led to detention' and the 'present behaviour and
attitude of the patient' than the medical members.

The medical

members were very significantly more influenced by the 'mental
disorder' of the patient than the legal and lay members.

The lay

members did not differ significantly from the legal members in regard
to any factors, demonstrating primary concerns for the 'personality
of the patient' and the 'present be~viour and attitude of the patient'.
The 'main common'denominator between the three member categories ws
a predominant influence'of the 'persona1ity of the patient'.

This

factor was observed as the more influential factor on significantly
more occasions with the legal members(31 hearings, 22.3%) and the lay
members(36hearings,r25.~~),
.

,

and second only to 'mental disorder'

(61.hearings, 43.~~) with the medical member(26 hearings, 18.~~).

The above findings were based' on observation, without the comparison
with interview findings (as" q~~ti~s of the legal chairmen in regard
to other members had been excluded from tho interview schedule as
unreliable).

Was there serious disagreement or oonflict of opinion between members?

Observation and interview questions related to different aspects of
the case and were.presented at different stages of the observation and
interview schedules.

The findings were presented in relation to the

different aspects of the case and the decision-process,both to
illustrate-the particular disagreements and to build up a picture
of the total extent of disagreement and conflict during the decisionprocess.

· ,- ,-

Disagreement in·regard to the degree of risk
Observation findinRs
Table 1

Did there. appear to be any confliot of opinion among
the tribunal members in regard to the degree of risk?

Yes
No

16
123

11.5%
88.5%

139

100.(1;6

..
Interview findings
Table 2

Would you have said there 'Was any clear disagreement or
difference of opinion between members of the tribunal in
)regard to the degree of risk?
Men

Definite disagreement
MOderate disagreement
None at all
Not clear
,

'!"

3 2.5%
14 11.99'6
98 83.1%
; 2.5%
118 ·100.CJ}6

/-

Total

Women

0
3
29
0

0.(1;6
9.4%
90.6%
O.(1~

32 100.0%

3
17
127

;

2.0%
11.3%
84.1'),
2.(1;6

150 100.0%

/'

Both methods of data collection identified disagreement in regard
to -the degree of risk on a number of occasions.

The number of

hearings at which disagreements were observed or acknowledged 'Was
too small.· to draw too

IDa.IlY,

conclusions; other than the conclusion

that disagreement in regard to the degree of riok ws not a major
difficulty.

RFurther details. about the disagreement through

observation and interview tended not to relate to the offences,
but to the Rmental state l and lpersonalityl of the patient as

as perceived"by the different members.

Somotimes the further

details 'referred to 'greater sympathy' or 'trust and confidenco'
on the part of one or more members.

There was aloo soma tendency

at times for other members to question tho prognosis(as opposed
to the diagnosis) as presented by the medical membor.

Vlhilst

the number of occasions was too small to draw certain conclusions,
it did appear to tend to be the medical member(perhaps on tho grounds
of danger or relapse of mental disorder) who expressed greater concern about the degree of risk when there was disagreement.

Support

for the tentative conclusion that, on the relatively few occasions
,

"

'

there was clear disagreement over the degree of risk, this related
sometimes to other members questioning the medical view of the
•

mental state of the patient was perhaps to be found in the responses
to another observation question.

In response to the research

question, 'did there appear to be any conflict of opinion among
the tribunal members in regard to the mental state of the patient?'
the researcher noted that there was evidence of dicagreement at 14
hearings ( 10.1%).

Disagreement in regard to the nature of the risk
Observation findings
Table 3
Yes
No

Was there any clear disas-reement in regard to the nature
of the risk?
1

0.7%

1 ;8

99.;%

1;9

100.~

Interview findings
Table 4

Would you have s~id there was any olear disagreement
or difference of opinion between members of the tribunal
in regard to the nature of the risk?

Definite disagreement
0
MOderate disagreement
3
None at all
114
Not clear
1

Total

Women

-Men
O.a'"b

2.6%
96.6%
0.8%

118 1OO.a'"b

0
1
31
0

0.0%
3.1%
96.916
O.a'"t

32 1OO.OO"t

0

4

145
1

o.c%

2.7%
96.6%
0.7%

150 1OO.C%

The main finding supported by both methods of data collection'
was that disagreement in regard to the nature of the risk was not
•

a serious problem nor source of crisis in the decision-process •
This could compliment the finding from open-ended lfurther details'
in regard to disagreements about the degree of risk that these

disagreements did not appear to relate to the offences or behaviour
which led to the detention.

Disagreement in regard to the potential victims

Both methods of data collection produced similar results to
those about the nature of the risk.

Presumably these findings

compliment each"'other.' At, only one hearing(O.7%) was Iclear
disagreement in regard to the potential victims l observed.

At

only four hearings(2.7%) was Imoderate disagreement l in regard
to the potential victims acknowledged by the legal chairmen.

Disagreement in regard to the question of relenso

Observation findings
Table 5

Did there appear to be any conflict of opinion among
tribunal members in regard to the question of release?

Yes
No

20
119

Interview findings
Table 6

Was there at any point in the hearing what you would
call a serious difference of opinion between the
tribunal members in regard to' whether or not the
patient should leave Hampton?
~

Yes
No.
~Could

-:

,~

not say

Total

Women

10 8.5%
101 90.1'/0
1 0.8%

2
30
0

118 100.~

32 100.076

6.3%
93. 1'~

0.076

12
131
1

8.a:'/o
91.3%
0.7%

150 100.~

,

It was evident from both the observation and interview findings,
,

that disagreement about the question of release was observed or
acknowledged to be a serious difficulty on relatively few occasions.
One value judgement could be that there was a remarkable degree
of agreement and consensus among the tribunal members.

Further observation tdetails' about disagreements tended to
.

.

suggest that at times, whereas the researcher was noting observed
evidence of conflict of opinion during the course of the hearing,
the chairmen were responding more in terms of whether there was
a serious difference of opinion after discussion.

This did not
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necessarily suggest thore was any more disagreement than observed
or acknowledged in the interview; but did give possible indicatora
to the process of resolving differences.

This was illustrated in

such, examples as described below.

At one hearing, in connection with a man convicted of robbery
and violence, the time taken for the hearing was one hour and forty
minutes; much of the time being taken with the legal and lay members
questioning the medical member1s emphasis on the patient's general
retardation and poor memory.

The other members were pressing for

discharge(particularly as the hospital team were already well advanced in planned a,discharge into community hostel care),whereas
the medical member was resisting

~scharge.

Eventually they com-

promised on recommending transfer to national health service care
(thus taking a more cautious approach than the hosp! tal team).

At another hearing, the medical member appeared to be very
resistant to movement from security care and concerned about the
risk, particularly compr-'lred

to the lay member.

The legal

member appeared to arbitrate in favour of giving the benefit of
the doubt.to the patient; and they recommended transfer to
national health service care.

On a further occasion, the lay

member had strong reservations about discharge but was over-ruled
by the other members, and the order was discharged.
time, the medical member

~oubted

Another

the permanency of improved

psychiatric condition and behaviour, whereas the others were more
confident and sympathetic to the patient.

It was decided to

continue . the detention as a result of that hearing.

There was

strong support for discharge. from lay and legal members at a
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further hearing, but again they compromised on recommending
transfer in response to medical doubts about the social
adequacy of the patient.

Once, the legal member advocated

the justice of discharge in view of the length of stay yet no
action was taken because of the concern of the other membero
about the riSk of relapse(sexual offences).

In respect of another

man convicted of sexual offences against a child, the legal and lay
members appeared convinc~d the offence was out of character but
eventually agreed to take no action because of the medical member
being adamant about the risk.

There were at least two hearings

where the tribunal adjourned primarily because of difficulties
reaching agreement between the members.

,A common denominator with the above nine hearings where dis,

agreement in regard to release was observed was a negative response during the interview to the question about 'serious difrer,

'

ence of opinion' i~ regard to whether or not the patient should
leave Rampton.

Although the contrast was not significant(perbaps

~ ~iew of the smali numb~~s), differences tended to be observed
more frequently than acknowledged in the interview.

As suggested

, ,

above, the chairmen could have been referring more specifically
to difficulties actually reaching agreement, as opposed to
differences and conflict arising durinG' the deliberations.
There was the hint of this in one of the few 'further comments'
by the chairmen in'regard to disagreements: 'Aired our views and
reached an agreement' (in respect of a hearing

~here

the chairman

in fact answered 'no' to the question about serious difference of
opinion).
l'1 ~ _,

What appeared to happen in these borderline instances
"

where disagreement was observed but not acknowledged by the
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chairmen, was a process of tairing' sometimes conflioting views
and then moving relatively smoothly to a consensus.

Perhaps the main finding was sUlIlIllarised in the above 'value
judgement. that there was a ,remarkable degree of agreement and
consensus among the tribunal members.

In comparison with

Icrises' arising in the decision-process because of other difficulties, disagreement among members did not prosent as severe
problems nor did it occur as often.

For example, in contrast

wi th the 12 hearings(8.<J';b) at which the interview findings
identified a serious difference of opinion among the tribunal
members, during,the interview difficulties were acknowledged more
often in regard to obtaining ,the evidence(49 hearings,32.6%),doubt
and uncertainty(43 hearings, 28.7%), anomlies in relation to the
powers of the tribunal(44 hearings,29.3%), and dilemmas in regard
to such as the need for continued hospital care(56 hearings,37.3%)
and,the behaviour and attitude of the patient(61 hearings,40.~~).

By.what process.were disagreements resolved?

Having identified disagreement among the members through
observation or interview, both research approaches presented
the question in"regard to 'how ws this disagreement resolved? I
with I predetermined response-categories.
Table 1

>',

'

The 'process of resolving disagreements
Observation findings

Agreement through discussion
15
60.~
Giving way to greater knowledge
'L. or experience
2
8.~
Majority decision
2
8.0%
Adjourning decision
4
16.01%
Avoiding decision
o
O.<J';b
Other
2
8.<J'&
25 hearings

Interview findings

5

41.7%

1
1

8.3%
8.3%

3
o

25.016
0.016

16.'7%
12 hearingS
2
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The observation question related to the total hearings at
which any disagreement had been oboorved(25 hearings,

18.0%);

whereas the interview question followed immediatoly upon tho
question about serious difference of opinion about leaving
Rampton(therefore 12 hearings, 8.0%).

Although the samples

are small for statistical interpretation, both research methods
produced a similar pattern in regard to resolving disagreements.
Where disagreements,were observed or acknowledged; agreement
appeared~to

be reached through discussion rather than simply giving

way to greater knowledge or experience or avoiding the decision in
some way. 'Eoth the 'other' responses produced by observation and
interview involved acknowledging the difference of opinion in the
•

advice to ,the Home Secretar,y.

Another finding could appear at first to contradict the conclusion
that disagreements between tribunal members tended to occur infrequently and were resolved through discussion rather than giving
way to the greater lauthority' of other members.

Following the

interview questions in regard to disagreements and their resolution, the chairmen were asked: 'At any point did the legal
member have a greater influence than other members?' (and similarly in regard to the medical member and the laymembor).

~fuereas

the legal cha;rmen asked tyes l in rogard to only 3 hearingo(2.C!16)
in respect of tho legal members and one hearing(O.7%) for tho

lay:-. members, a.t 39' hearings they did consider the medical member
had a greater influence (26.~).

When asked further 'in What connection?1 the medical membor
had greater influence, the open-ended responso was almost invaria.bly

- ?53
in'terms of the medical and psychiatric condition of the patient.
Presumably this was 'linked with earlier findings in regard t'o the
'mental disorde~t being the more influential factor with the medical
member( 61 hear!rlgs, 43. ~;b) compared to the legal member( 16 hearingo,
11.5%) and the lay member(17 hearings,12.~~).

Also, rather than

contradicting the above findings about disagreements being relatively rare and resolved through discussion, this 'grea.ter influenceR
of the medical member could relate to the suggestions in Chapters
Twelve and Thirteen that consideration of the 'mental disorder'
criteria tended to be a separate
medical member.

decision~process

involving the

Therefore any difficulties experienced in that

respect woUld 'tend'not to be seen or experienced as difficulties
for the tribunal as a whole.

, Supplementing the interview questions on resolving disagreements
and 'the relative innuence of individual members, the question was
asked 'At any point was it necessary to abide by a majority decision?'
Even though this option was within their rules, it was clearly
avoided where-everpossible.

The interview response to this

question, indicating a ma.jority vote a.t only one hearing, was
supported by the observation findings.

Summary "of Findings'

There was a 'difference of emphasis between the tribunal members
in regard to the ;factors which were more influential, with this
difference largely reflecting their professional interests and
role within the situation.

The medical members were predominantly

concerned about the 'mental disorder'; and the legal members more

- 254 concerned about tho offenceo and pxocent behaviour nnd attitudoD.
Although the lay members were mainly influonced by the lpersonality of the patient', they did not differ oignificantly from
the legal members in any respeot.

There 'WaS limited disagreement or conflict among the tribunal
members.

Where it did show itself, it was in relation.to tho

degree of risk and the question of rolease.

Disagreement mainly

related to the allied concerns of the tmental state l and 'personality'
of the patient; conflict being in terms of whether the person could
be trusted to.maintain good progress outside a situation of clinical
supervision and social control.

·Even where .there were disagreements, it appea.red that the
tribunal tended to move reasonably effectively and smoothly from
a position of Iconflictl to

a~onsensUBI.

This was reflected in

the 'Way in which the chairmen acknowledged(or sometimes did not
acknowledge)disagreement and in the process by which disagreements were normally resolved.

Disa.greements were normally resolved through discussion
rather than confrontation, the need for any one member to exorcise greater tauthorityl, or a majority vote.

At the came time,

t

it 'Was 'evident that the medical member accepted a primary responsibility for determining the 'mental disorder' criteria, virtually
as a separate decision-process.
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'The making of recommendations and decisions about the
discharge and continued care of mentally disordered offenders
entails, fundamentally, the assessment and proliotion, by one
group of human beings, of the probable future behaviour of
another.

Prescribed procedures can offer real safeguards

against the chance of human error going undetected, but wa do
not believe that in this sort of situation there can be an absolute
guarantee of infallibility.

The complete elimination of any risk

to the public could only be achieved by continuing to detain these
patients perhaps indefinitely.

We are sure that in our society

this would be seen as an inhumane avoidance of the responsibility
for making a proper judgement in each caoe l • (Aarvold Committee

1913)(4).

Chapter Fifteen on the. 'Tribunal decisions and innovations I
will be considering the judgements made by the mental health review
tribunal.

In this chapter, another possible area of difficulty

for the decision-process designed to achieve those judgements
has. been considered.
the

Aa~old

As indicated in the above quotation from

Committee report, the responsibility for reaching

these judgements was an onerous one in view of the 'risk to the
public 'and the Ichance of human error'.

Yet, in conoidering

.the disagreements between the. members of the mental health review
tribunal, further evidence was found that the tribunal aD a whole
and individual members did appear to approach and apply themselves

(4) Aarvold.C. 'Report on the Review of Procedures for the
discharge of psychiatric patients subject to reotrictions'

Cmnd.5191.

(HMSO

1913)

,

•

¥

to the task with 'proper responsibilityl.

With all tho

potential for conflict and disagreement, this study demonstrated
that agreement and consensus was sousht by the tribunal and
achieved to a remarkable degree.

This research project made no attempt to assess tho in11uenco
of the personalities and attitudes of the members of the mental
health review trib~l on the decision-process or as any Dource
of conflict or influence between the members.

In that relatively

limited disagreement or conflict was observed or acknowledged,it
was reasonable to assume that the personalities of members were
not in evidence as a major· influence on the decision-process,in
terms of this research study.

This ascumption \as not to deny

the inevitable influence of personalities and attitudes on the
'human process'; but to acknowledge that thoy did not appear to
be a major source of 'difficulty'.

In approaching their responsi-

bilities and in responding to the restraints and dilemmas, the
tribunal appeared to adopt a consciously 'shared' approach to
the responsibility and the difficulties to be over-come.

The main exception to this 'ohared' approach was in regard to
the diagnosis and prognosis of the psychiatric condition(both in
respect· of the'criteria for continued detention and the needs of
the patient).

1Mental disorder l was the primary concorn of the

medical member, and judgements about this tended to take place
within a separate 'medical' decision-process supplementary and
advisory to the main 'shared' tribunal decision-process.

At the

same time, it was evident that, where there were disagreements,
these few 'conflicts' often concerned contesting the modical view

-

of the prognosis of the 'mental disorder'.

One possible interpretation was that, rathor than uncertainty

, 'and ~doubt arid 'the influence of subjective reactions to the patient
and the procedural difficulties and practical dilemmas being in
practice a potential for disagreement and conflict, they did in
"

fact provide the flexibility to enable moving together to a consensus and the pressures toward a mutually-supportive I group I
approach to the task •

•

~.57·

-
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ANSWERS FROM TEE LEGAL CHAIBMEN TO THE QUESTION:
'Have you any further comments in regard to disagreemento and
their resolutions?1

Woman (violence):

'Medical and lay membero would have
preferred trial period. Legal member
inclined to discharge'.

Woman (violence):

IAired our views and reached an agreement l

Woman (violence):

eNeeded support which might not be available.
Doctor doubtful about dischargel.

~

'Lay member tentatively supported discharge
yet accepted two tentative views in opposition. Riok bard to assess. Have to
be faced sometime l •

(violenc.e): "

, .'

,

• Man (Indecent assault):

~

(Arson):

•7

'Responsible medical officer1s evidence
looked both ways.
Spoke highly of
progress yet doubt about change of
personality and progreso'.
IDoubt in everyone's mind about the right
course of action l •

"('

.-'

)

....
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CHAPTER FIPrEEN

TRIBUNAL PECISIONSANDINNOVATIONS

aSome may simply refuse to make such predictiono on the

>,

grounds that the problems make errors inevitable.

It io facile,

but correct, to point out that somoone has to make these predictions'.

' (MOgaree1916)(1)

This chapter 'Was not concerned with the basis on whioh the

tribunal formed their judgements nor the process by which they
made·deoi,aions. 'The aim was simply to examine the conclusiono
reaohed by the tribunal'during the 150 hearinga which were tho
focus of 'the empirical study.

The tribunal had the duty to make

a decision or give advice in respect of each application or
reference. ' As 'they could not avoid reaching some cloar conclusion,
how far did their decisions conform to the presoribed choiceo and in
what if any ways did they vary from those alternativeo?

, Megaree(1916)(1) asserted'that error wao inevitablo in the
prediotion of behaviour.
true

~

lIe claimed that this was particularly

the case of dangerous behaviour because of'the numarouo

pitfalls along the wayt.

These 'pitfalls t have been tho subject

of the earlier chapters: the varying percoptions of 'dangerous',
the problem of identifying the relevant variables and tho greator
difficul ties in assessing 'them, rostraints in obtaining tho evidence, anomalies in regard to prooedurco and powero, dilemmas in
(1)

Megaree E.I. IThe prediction of dangerouo behaviour'
Criminal Justice and Behaviour. Vol.3.No.1.March,1916.
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respect of the practical choices available, and disagreements
between the

decision~make+s.

Megaree went on to emphasiso

that," in a.ddi tion to assessing dangeroun behaviour being parti-

.

cularlY'prone·to error because of all these·difficulties, the
consequence of the errors were greatly magnified by'another
factor peculiar to predioting infrequent forms of behaviour(such
as dangerous behaviour).'

This was the base-rate problem identi-

fied'by Meehl and Rosen(1955),(2) whereby with attempts to predict
infrequent events 'even a moderate false-positive rate can result
in large numbers of· people being erroneously diagnosed.

IAlthough

the public is more'concernod about the false negatives who are
released and later· attack someone, it is the false

positiv~s

who,

by sheer weight of numbers, call into question tho possibility of
accura. tely predic ting dangerous behaviour I. (Megaree 1976) ( 3 )

Megaree asserted that,' even if a 'libertarian view. was adopted
whereby people were'detained only on strict criteria of ldangeroun',
the number of individuals who were erroneously predicted to engage
in dangerous behaviour would still be excessive.

In fact, reDearch

quoted by Megaree had Dhown that clinicians were more inclined to
overpredict'violence and classify an excesaive number of people
'·as dangerous. (Monahan 1975)(4)

(2)

(stone 1975)(5)

Meehl P.E. and Rosen A. 'Antecedent ,probability and the
efficiency of psychometric signal. Psychological Bulletin
52 p 194-216(1955) .
MegareeE.I. IThe prediction of dangerous behaviour l
Criminal Justice and Behaviour Vol.3. No.1. March,1976.
Monahan J. VCommunity Mental Health and the Criminal
Justice System' Pergamon (New York 1975)
Stone A.Ao IMental Health and Law' Government Printing
Office (Washington 1975)
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Therefore, for various reasons, it did appear inovitable
that the-tribunal would reaoh different oonolusions from the
responsible medical officer against whose opinion an application
or reference was a form of 'appeal'.

The na. ture of I d.n.n60rouD I ,

the process of assessing the degree of risk, and the anomalies
and dilemmas faced by those seeking to reach a judgement all
provided' for varying conclusions in regard to release or continued
detention.'

Also excessive caution was characteristic of the

responsible medical officers and the hospital. multi-disciplinary
teams adVising them.

'The

tribunal, with the pri.lnO.ry duty to

protect' the individual's right not to be unfairly deprived of his

.

liberty, was more likely to draw the line of 'benefit of the doubt'
in favour of release.

Given the restricted powers of the tribuna1(particularly in
regard to .the discharge or otherwise of the detaining order in
response to an application), what conclusions did they reach?
Given 'the anomalies and dilemmas with whioh they were faoed
(mainly in regard to the lack of control and influence on rehabilitative resources), to what extent and in what way did they innovate
beyond prescribed choices in soeking to overcome the difficulties?
Lemert(1970)(6) said that his 'theory' of the influence of an
acoumulation of anomalies in the procoee of law

W<3.S

only valId

if the anomalies wore expressed in terms of disorepanoies between
legal precept and practice.

In praotioe, there was evidence in

the decisions themselves(not simply the diffioulties in the process
of reaching a conclusion) of variation from the prescribed choices?

(6)

Lemert E. 'Social Action and Legal Chango' Aldine
(Chicago 1910), .
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Where there were innovations in the judgements roached at the
hearings', to which

in the decision-proceDD did

dif£ic~ties

they appear to be related?

Decisions of the tribunal

, Both the observation questions and interview quoDtions were
concerned with the decisions reached at the 150 hearings.

In

regard to the 11 hearings which were not observed and where oonfirmation was necessary in regard to either observation or interview,
the method of examination of the offioial records was employed.

The

observation findings (supplemented by examination of records) in
regard' to the decisions and advice in response to applications
and references were presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Decisions and advice of the tribunal
Applications

Continued 'detention
Adjourned decision
Reclassified disorder
Discharged order
Transfer to MRS hospital
Discharge to community
other advice

32
30

9

44.4%
41 .7%
1.4%
12.5%

72

100.(1l~

1

References
37
4

47.4%
5.20~

Total
46.0%
22.7%
0.7%

69
34
1

6.(1l~

9

27
5
5
78

27
5
5

18.0%
3.3%
3.3%

100.(1l~, 150

100.0%

34.6%
6.4%
6.4%

In ~espect-of applications, it waD only at 42 hearings(S8.3%)
that the tribunal reached a definite decision in terms of their
prescribed choices(dischargo order or not, reclassify disorder of
patient).

At the same time, the 30 instances of adjournment(41.~/o)

did not of themselves necessarily suggest any innovation from preD\

cribed choices.

Within their rules, they were entitled to 1adjourn

the hearing or evidence or representations or the consideration
of an application to such date aD they may determine •• (7)
Whether the extent to which they found it necessary to adjourn
the hearing was further evidence of the diffioultios they faced,
their thoroughness, and/or a variation from the 'expected t conelusion of tribunal hearings was a matter of speoulation on tho
basis of the data presente'd in Table 1.

In respect of references, definite conclusions in regard to the
advice to the Home Secretary were achieved at 74 hearings(94.~~).
Yet the extent to which they advised continued detention(37 hearings,
47.4%) did not vary Significantly from the extent they decided to
continue detention in response to applications(32 hearings,44.4%).
The significant difference between the decisions in response to
applications and in regard to advice to the Home Secretary was in
regard to advice to transfer to national health service care in an
open psychiatrio hospital(27 hearings, 34.~ of refercnce~.

The

equivalent of this alternative was not available in respect of
applications, where the powers of tho tribunal related only to
the detaining order.

This finding could be related to the findingo

in regard to so many of the diffioulties faced by the tribunn.l in
their decision-process( in regard to obtaining evidence, inadequacies
in their rules and powers, and dilemmas about the practical choices)
difficulties were
that~ssociated with their inability to ensure the necessary rehabilitative resources were available in tho event of the detaining order
being discharged.

This had applied particularly to patients who

were considered to require continued hospital care(although not
compulsory care).

The Mental Health Review Trib~l Ruleo,1960,S.I.No.1139.
HMSO Rule 15 (also rules 26 and 28)

- 264 The 'other advice' in response to references included support
for hospital plans to review for transfer in three months, roturn
to court for trial,(8) discharge to the community if a transfer
already approved was not effected within a reasonable time, trinl
period at the half-way unit at a local hospital, and the report of
In that there

divergence of opinion among the tribunal members.

were no restrictions on the advice tribunals could offer to the
Home Secretary, no advice could be considered an innovation from
their prescribed choices.

This greater flexibility of choice was

reflected in their conclusions and in the ability to reach a conclusion at the majority of the hearings.
(5.~~

4 occasions

On only

of the references) did they find it necessary to adjourn the

hearing.

How did the tribunal chairmen view their conclusions?

There was some slight statistical variation between the interview responses in regard to the conclusions of the hearing and
those conclusions observed during the hearing and confirmed through
the examination of records.

As the conclusions were cross-checked

through the examination of records, these slight differences were
. probably related to the tflexibility' of advice to the Homo Secretary
(and therefore open to some interpretation in defining or tlabellingl
the advice) rather than serious research error.

In response to the research question, the legal chairmen indicated

that they did lmake a definite decision about the application/advice
on this occasion' in respect of 116 hearings(77.3%).

These definite

\

(8)

Under the Criminal Procedure(Insanity)Act 1964, trial
proceedings in regard to an accused person considered
unable to understand the proceedings can be abandoned
and the person detained on a hospital order.
The
accused may be remitted for trial at a later date.
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decisions related to 95 mcn(80.5%) and 21 womcn(65.6%)(X2(lD.F)=3.09
p

<0.10).

In response ~o the further question, the chairmen con-

firmed that their decision or advice had been in favour of release
from Hampton on 41 occasions(31.;% of the hearings).

These

decisions in favour of release. had related to 41 men(34.~~) and
6

women(18.~).

The suggestion of a difference betwoen women and

men could relate to the findings in earlier chapters about women
being affected more by difficulties in regard to rehabilitative
resources.

Definite decisions were not reached (this would mean

the hearing was adjourned) in respect of 23 men(19.5%) and 11 women
(34.4%).

Where definite decisions were reached, continued detention

in Hampton was the conclusion in respect of 54
decisions) and 15 women(11.4%).

men(56.~

of definite

Although care should be taken in

interpreting the apparent difference between men nnd women(aa specific
findings such as above were not individually statistically significant,

p~O.05),

there was the consistent suggestion of difficultios

arising more with women, affecting the ability to reach conclusions
and the likelihood of the order being discharged.

In

their response to the interview quostion lIn your advice to

the Home Secretary, did you recommend transfer to a local NaS
hospital?', the chairmen indicated that they had recommended tranofer in respect of 33 rcferenccs(42.3%).

These recommendations

affected 29 men(40.3%) and 4 womon(SO.Q% of references).

In

a further interview question, the chairmen was asked whether

they bad made any other recommendations to the Home Secretary and
for .Idetails. of that advice.

On 36 occasions(46.~), they eaid
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t~t

they had made other reoommendationo(3 1 mon, 43.'% and 5

women, 62~5% of ref~renoes).

This question waa oupplemontary

to the question in regard to release from Hampton, changing tho
legal olassification, or transfer to NBS hoopitnl.

The opcn-

ended responses' in regard to 'other recommendationa' included
advice in regard to alternative approaohes to movement from
Rampton 'iIi event of primary recommendation not being effeoted
within ~easonabletime(10 references), further review of the
sltm tion aft'er' a Period ('0 reference s), further enquirie 0 by the
authorities in respect of such as the offences of the patient(5
references), specific treatment within the hospital(4 references),
emphasis or: the ~e;ed for_maximum security(2 references), transfer
to another special security hospital(2 references), and acknowledging a di vergenoe ':of opinion among the tribunal members.

So the interview findings confirmed those of the other methods
of data-colleotionj in that definite conolusions were reached at
the hearings to con'sider referenoes with very few exceptions, whereas
the tribunal found it neoessary to adjourn their conoideration of
applications at a high ,proportion of hearings.

In other wordo,they

were often unable to exercise their straight-forward ldiochargo-ornot' authority without delay and/or further onquiry.

In respect

of references for advice, where they had no authority to discharge
and no restrictions on the advice they could givo, they were normally
able to reach a conclusion at the hear~g although their advice often
went beyond a straight-forward recommendation in regard to oontinued
detention, transfer or disoharge •
..
The hypothesis that the tribunal would not tond~toward any particular category of deoision or advice was proved generally correct.
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Given that they acted as a form of I appeal , against the detaining
authority, it was evident,that they did exercise clear independence of the hospital; both in reeard to their decisions/advice
and their readiness to adjourn for further enquiries or information.

not

The hypothesis that they would/conclude in other than

decisions or advice to release or not to releaoe(i.e. a straightforward yes-or-no approach) was rejected.

In regard to many

applications, they found this straight-forward approach and their
restricted powers inappropriate; and often their advice was detailed and complex.

How did they overcome difficulties obtainin5 evidence?

The tribunal chairmen acknowledged difficulties obtaining
evidence at

49hearings(32.~~).

They were asked a supplementary

question in regard to over-coming the di££icul ties.

Table 2

How did you overcome the difficulty in

16
13
6

45.7% 2
37.1% 7
7.1% 5

evidence?

Total

Women

Men
Could not overcome difficulty
Adjourned for enquiries
Other action

obtain1n~

14.3%
50.C1'~

35.7%

35 100. C1';G 14 100. C1';G

18
20
11

36.7%
40.8%
22.4%

49 100.~

Within. the responses presented in Table 2 was a suggested

.

tendency to adjourn or take othor action in respect of women as
opposed to men (XJ1D.F)=2.92 p> 0.05).

This did not necessarily

mean that the tribunal were necessarily more inclined to discharge
the order with men without further cnquir.y(aa cou14 have been assumed
in view of the greater dependence of the women).

Of the eighteen
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cases 'where the chairmen said that they could not overcome
"difficul ties in obtaining. evidence, in regard to ten of the
'patients their decision or advice had boen againot release.

The 'details' of the other actions by the tribunal in roD,ponse to difficulties in obtaining evidence were consulting the
hospital social work department(4 interview responses),deciding
to take the riSk of discharging the order(3 interview responses),
approaching a NaS medical consultant direct, advising the hospital
consultant to transfer the patient, and relying on information from
the patient1s legal representative.

As they were entitled to re-

quest the attendance of the hospital staff and had the authority to
discharge the order, only one or two of these actions could be considered innovations.

Advising the hospital consultant and approa-

ching another hospital direct were beyond their normal Idischargeor-not 'powers.

The purpose of adjournments

Observation findings

Table

~'

In regard to any adjournment, what w.s the reason

given or the nature of further enquiries?
Specifically accommodation
Specifically hospital transfer
To review patient's progreso
Other reasons

11
10

32.3%
29.4%

4

11.00;6

9

26.596

34

100.a>~

The open-ended 'other reasons' responses includeU delay to
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allow family to attend(2 hearings) and instances of seeking
further information about previous history and family circumstances.

On two occasions the tribunal requested furthor

clinical investigation.

Interview findings

The chairmen were asked an open-ended question without any
pre-determined categories of response:

IIf you adjourned con-

sideration of the application or reference, what was the purpose
in adjourning?'

The responses were subsequently grouped into tho

following categories:

Hospital transfer enquiries
10
eCommunity residential enquiries
6
llospital or hostel
6
To allow time for trial leave
1
To assess patient progress
4
To allow family to attend
2
To allow solicitor to make enquiries 1
3
For further social work enquiries
For further clinical investigation
1

34 100.00;6

In that the tribunal was largely dependent on others such as the
hospital to make further enquiries, often they had no means of
ensuring the requested information was available.

The adjournments

related primarily to obtaining further information about resources
to support the patient in the event of the order being discharce d •
In practice, these same adjournments appeared designed to influence
the hospital toward making the necessary arrangements(particularly
in respect

of.furt~er

hospital care) rather than necessarily with

the intention of exercising their own powers in relation to the
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order.

This was perhaps reflected in the faot that on no

oo'casion did they

'exercis~

prese'nce of awi tness. (9)

their a.uthori ty to roquire the
On the other hand, even though the

adjournments were primarily concerned with obto.ining furtber
tnformation, the 'information'

~as

ment in the event of dischargeS.

somotimes in regard to 'placoThose oooasions appeared to be

attempts to "orderl certain rehabilitative arrangements which were
beyond their prescribed powers.

How did they overcome difficulties arising from their rules and
powers?

,Following each of the interview questions in regard to difficulties arising from rules,and procedures in relation to the
collection,and receiving of evidence, the conduct of the hearing,
and the powers of the tribunal, there was a supplementary question:
'Did you find the need to go beyond the given rules and take any
unusual course of action in order to overoome this diffioulty?l.

In relation to the collection and receiving of evidence, the
chairmen said that they had needed to go beyond the rules on 10
occasions(7men and 3 women)o

They described their actions in

terms of delaying to allow time for hospital enquiries to progress
further, direct contact with ,the responsible medical officer to
encourage enquiries about aotions not open to the tribunal, indicating intention, to discharge order as means of enforcing enquiries
into accommodation for the

~tient,

correspondence directly with

Department of Health to encourage transfer, and direct contact
with health authorities beyond Rampton.

(9) MHRT Rules 1960 S.I.No.1139 BMSO Rule 14.
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. In relation to the conduot of the hearing, tho chairmen said

that they had needed to go beyond the rules on only three
occasiono(3 men).

They desoribed their aotions in tOrmD ot

requesting the attendance of representativeo ot the community
social services at the hearing, recommending hospital case
conference to review clinical needs more fully, nnd needing to
indicate their inability to reach agreement to the Home Secretary.

In relation to the powers ot the tribunal, the chairmen said
that they. had needed to go beyond the rules on 21 occaoions(14 man
and 7 women).

With a few exceptions, their aotions concerned

adjournments and approaches to the hospital designed to encouraga
rehabilitative arrangements to enable the patient to leave.

Some-

times this took the.form ot pressing the hospital to take responsibility for.the release; sometimes the adjournment was in the form
of an implied 'ultimatum l that ·the tribunal intended to discharge
the order after a given period • .; Tho exceptions inoluded seeking
to persuade a ,patient to aocept the opportunity to leave the
hospital which had been arranged by the hospital team, using
other parties(suchas soliCitors, probation officers, and relatives
of patient) to seek to obtain rehabilitative reoources, and direct
, contact with the ;Departmont of Health to enoourage transfer •

. It should be noted that the,above actiono wero those considered
by the legal chairmen to ,'go beyond the given rules and prooo'dures'.
Some of these actions did appear to be sanotioned by their rules
and others had not ,previously been prevented by the rules.

To

some extent,the chairmen appeared to be responding as much in terms
of 'unusual course 'of aotion l •

Yet it did

appear~easonable

to
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view some'of their a.ctions as innovatory in the sense of
being 'practices' not a.nticipated by 'legal precept'; thus
providing evidence to satisfy Lemertls criteria that to bo
influential in the process of change 'anomalies' should be
expressed in terms of discrepancies between legal precept and
practice •.

Such innovatory developments reflected above included I

(a) adjourning consideration of an application, exercising their
authority to adjourn for further information, when in fact
they were 'using this .as a means of mintaining an interest in
a patient in regard to whom the hospital team were already
aotively seeking to arrange the discharge or transfer to
another hospital,
(b) . adjourning consideration and seeking to directly influence
the hospital team into initiating a course of action not
open to the tribunal,
(c) . making direct contact with the Dopartment of Health(as
, ,managers of the special hospital) and/or with the health
',authorities beyond the special hospital seeking to initiate
a rehabilitative plan-which was not wi thin their powers to
. ,. impl ement,
(d) . seeking through direct contact with the hospital team and/or
hospital managers to influence further clinical assessment
and/or treatment whilst otill in hospital, and
(e) . seeking to·force·accommodation-or other rehabilitative
arrangements by the hosp! tale which the hospital were unwilling
to initiate because of reservations about
po. tient· for disoharge) by 'adj ouminc

t

the~adiness

of the

for fixed period with
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stated intention to discharge order at tho end of that
period, often without reconvening for further review.

Further evidence of innovatoEY action

There were various open-ended research questiono with no
pre-determined categories of response presented in the observation
schedule and during the interview.

These responses reinforced

the evidence summarised above from the interview question about
'going beyond the given rules and procedureo l

•

It

~s

evident

from observation and aclmowledged by the legal chairmen that, in
response to difficulties in obtaining evidence and anomalies
arising from their rules and powers and dilemmas in respect of
practical choices, the tribunal found it necessary to adopt a more
flexible and innovatory approach to exercising their powers than
appeared to be anticipated in the legislation and rules.

The inno-

vations were primarily in response to applications, in that there
was limited if any restriction on the advice they could give to the
Home Secretary.

Also, as they did not have the authority to 'free t

patients referred to them(in contrast with applioationo), rehabilitative and sooial control considerations did not apply as acutoly.

As ,suggested

in Chapter Fourteen on 'Dioagrcementa between the

members', disagreements did not preoent the same severity of diffioulties aa the other oauses and therefore did not give rise to the
same need for innovatory action.

It'has already been identified that definite decisions in response to applications were only achieved at 58.3% of the hearings
inoluded in the research sample.

Otherwise(30 he~rings) the

hearings were adjourned to 'obtain further 1nformationl.

With
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few oxceptions,the tfUrther infol."mltion' concomod practical
arrangements for the care and rehabilitation of the

~tient

i£

the order was discharged or movement waD arranged by the hospital.
In respect 'of applications, the tribunal found that it ~s often
not possible to exercise their otraisht-forward tdiccharge-or-not t
authority 'without delay and 'further' enquiry.

So innovatory action

was often considered necessary in rooponoe to applications, and
such action as summarised above in response to difficulties arising
from the rules and powers frequently involved the use of ladjournment'
in one way or another.'

After :being asked about 'the I purpose of adjourning l

,

the legal

chairmen were presented with a further interview question:
you decide to take any additional aotion
to this application or reference?'

0.0

'Did

a tribunal in response

They respondod positively on

24 occasions, which(only'once concerned a reference.

On

that one

occasion, the chairmen indicated they had sent an interim report
to the Home Secretary with the request they should be allowed to
review the patient again in six months.

The 23 ladditional

actions' in response to applications concemed the actions already
identified above:making'clear'an intention to discharge after
adjournment, pressing the hospital to make enquiries, contact with
other hospitals and the Department of Health, and uoing other
people to make enquiries. '

In the observation schedule, there Wao an open-endod question

specifically inviting 'further comments on any 'innovatory action
or any unusual feature of this' tribunal hearingl.

The researcher

noted Ifurther commonts' in respect of 80 hearingoES3.3%).

The

- 275 details, which were summarised in the 'disoussion' seotion of
this chapter, generally reinforced tho above findings; and the
extent to which the researcher noted 'innovatory action or
unusual features' tended to support the finding that action
'beyond the given rules a:nd procedures' mainly in response to
applications was not uncommon.

Summary

of findings

.Decisions and advice. in .response to the sample group of applications and references were in favour of continued detention in
respect of 46.0% of the hearings, the proportion of such conclusions
being similar with both applications and references.

VJhereas definite conclusions were reached in regard to almost
all of the

references(94.~),

a definite decision was achieved in

response to only 58.3% of the-applications.

Consideration of the

remaining applications(30 hearings) was adjourned for further onquiries.

There was the suggestion that difficulties affecting

the ability to decide on applications were more likely to ariee
with women in comparison with men.' .

The purposes in adjourning reflected the inappropriateness of tho
straight-forward 'dischargc-or-not' authority of the tribunal in
relation to the detaining order of the applicant-pltients.

Adj.ourn-

ments were used as a means, not only of aupplemonting information,
but of influence on the responsible authorities in tho dotaining
hospital and in the homo areas of the

~tionts.

not merely I delaying' in the hope facilities

Ofton they were

would~be

made avail.n.ble,

but using the 'threa.t' of discharge as an attempt to 'enforce'
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action by the hospital and/or a tangible response £rom the
responsible health and community services.

Innova tory action by the tribunal appeared to be mainly in
response to applications where, although they had the authority
to discharge the order detaining the patient, they had no power
over the actual movement of the patient nor the resources they
might consider necessary for

rehabi~itation.

Innovatory action

was mainly related to various attempts to extend the influence of
the tribunal beyond the strictly legalistic Iduty to discharge'
in respect of the detaining order.

Discussion

Megaree1s implied criticism of those who Isimply refuse to make
such predictions' about dangerous behaviour was salutory, as such
'rafusal V could rasult in someone continuing to be detained for
doubtful reasons.

Megaree(10) suggested that responsibility was

refused on the grounds that predications' about dangerous behaviour
involved problems which made errors inevitable.
could take different forms.

These Irefusals ,

Within an establishment detaining

mentally disordered people for indeterminate periods, the I refusal I
could take the form of 'an inertia arising from excessive. caution
and uncertainty.

The higher authority, to whom the' establishment

may need to seek the sanction for the release of individuals, may
demonstrate the 'refusal' in terms of demanding unrealistic assurances in regard to the risk associated with the individual.

The

'refusal' of more lopen' residential or hospital situations and

(10) Megaree.E.I. I The prediction of dangerous behaviour' Criminal
Justice and Behaviour.Vol.3.No.1. March,1976.
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accept responsibility for the care and/or supervioion of the
individual because of the problemo and inevitable error in rogard
to behavioural prognosis.

The general public and their repre-

sentativeo may resiot because of their tfear l of the unpredictable.

Each and all of these lrefusals l have contributed to the great
difficulty such as mentally abnormal offenders have found in
obtaining the opportunity to gain their freedom and prove themselves.
Yet, as Megaree emphasised, 'someone has to make these predictions l •
The mental health review tribunal was chosen for this research
project as representative of those who were expected to accept
the responsibility for making predictions about the future behaviour
.of people who have been considered dangerous.

It was evident from

this research that the mental health review tribunal at Hampton
Hospital exercised their responsibility conscientiously and
thoroughly.

The occasions when the tribunal delayed tho exercise

of their •duty' to decide could not reasonably be called • refusals'
nor attempts to avoid responsibility.

The delays were related to

difficulties affecting their decision-process and the attempts of
the tribunal to overcome these difficulties.

These

I

pitfalls I

. not only contributed to the likelihood of lerror', but also acted
as restraints in the process of reaching conclusions.
,

It appeared

to the researcher that the tribunal did not normally give way to
inertia(leaving the responsible hospital authorities to deoide
and act on their initiative) but made serious attempto to overcome
the difficulties in order to exercise their own responsibility
and influence.

If the decision-makers had not been concerned to overcome the
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difficulties and exercise their 'duty' despite the restrainto
and anomalies and dilemmas, the 'crisis' in the decision-process
would have been of a rather passive nature.

In other worda, if

the tribunal made given way more often to the temptation to simply
confirm the continued detention because of tho lack of viable
alternatives(thus relying entirely on the responsible authorities
and leaving the patient without the additional safeguard of the
tribunal), there would have been no crises in tho decision-process
in terms of the active presence and influenco of interests in

conflict or not being safeguarded.

As Lemert emphasised in his

analysis of revolutionary changes in law.(11) for the anomalies
arising in the normal course of legal evolution to have a more
dynamic influence toward more drastic change the anomalies should
show themselves actively in discrepancies between legal precept
and practice.

Some of the actions considered by the tribunal

chairmen to 19o beyond the given rules and procedures' appeared
to be changes in their customary approach as opposed to developYet many

ments beyond the prescribed procedures and powers.

of their actions in response to difficulties, including some
of the Icustomaryt developments, could validly be seen as1practices l
going beyond and therefore bringing into question the limitations
and appropriateness of their rules and powers.

The observation and interview findings in regard to the decisions
and actions of the tribunal demonstrated that innovatory developments
were not uncommon.

They were presented above in five groupings,

which were then discussed below in more detail and illustrated by the
(11) Lemert E. 'Social Action and Legal Change' Aldine(Chicago 1970)

,
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observation comments on 'any innovatory aotion or any unusual
feature of this tribunal hearingl.

ThODe innovatory actions

related primarily to the tribunal's responDe to applicationD and
normally involved the use of their right to adjourn conDideration
of the application.

In regard to applications, to adjourn the

hearing was the only prescribed alternative to discharging or not
discharging the order(apart from their authority to chango the
legal classification).

Adjournment is sanctioned under Rule

26(1) of the MHRT Rules:(12)

IIWhere it appears to thetriblUlal that it is desirable
to obtain further information on any point, the tribunal
may adjourn for the information to be obtained in Duch
manner as they may direct or for the applicant or any
other person concerned to produce the information".

(a) It appeared that sometimes the tribunal exercised their right
to adjourn as a means of exercising a lwatching brief l on the
situation.

This was normally where the hospital were actively

engaged in planning the rehabilitation or movement of tho patient
out of the hospital.

There were occasions(two applications)where

the patient had progressed to the pre-discharge villa and was due
for review by the hospital team after a period with a view
discharge or transfer.
for six months o

t~

The tribunal adjourned these two applications

Occasionally (at leaot six applications)the hospital

team were awaiting a response from hospital or community resources as
part of their attempts to ,release the patient; and again the tribunal
adjourned to allow time for developments.

Many of these actions

could be seen as.innovatory in terms of both the 'further information'
and the tribunal1s'duty to dischargel.

They were not lobtaining

(1,2) MHRT Rules 1960 S.I.No.1139.lIMSO Rule 26(1)
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further information' in any active senae but

mor~

mn.intaining an

interest'before making'af1nal decision on the application.
Allied to this, they had a 'duty to dischargel if they considered
the criteria for continued detention were not satisfied o

This

was evidently the case sometimeo and occasionally explicit in thoir
report to the hospital managers.

Although it could be reasonably

argued that it was 'in 'the interests of the patient's health and
safety and the protection of others' to delay oxercising tho Iduty
to discharge I to allow'more'time for the hospital plans to materialise, at the very least this approach was straying away from the
strict focus on the justification for compulso;y treatment(which
the applicant was contesting) and the independence of tho hospital
authorities which appeared to be-expeoted traditionally.

The

implication of these innovations was perhaps that the prescribed
rules and powers assumed a separation of the needs for compulsion
and treatment and also a'separationbetween tho hospital authority
and the independent review tribunal which in practice was not
realistic (particularly in respect of special hospitals where only
compulsory treatment was available).

(b) Sometimes the tribunal attempted to influenoe the hospital
team 'into a course of action not availablo to the tribunal.

By

implication this was a course of action which the hospital had not
already initiated themsolves.'
at influence at many,hearings.

The researcher noted such attempts ,__
Often it concerned the need for

care and rehabilitation'outside the hospital.

The tribunal would

write to the responsible-medical officer, Department of Hoalth, and/
or the Home Office recommending transfer and then often adjourn for
a period as a means of mn.intaining some continued influenoe on their
reoommendation.' Many of these instanoes concerned the tribunal's

-
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judgementtMt
A the patient no longer required compulsory treatment
but did require care in a national health service hospital which
they were unable to achieve.

As these instances primarily concerned applications, they were
clear innovations as (even if the resource were available) the
tribunal had no authority to order or influence the patient to
accept in-patient care in another hospital.

They were restrained

from discharging the order because of the need for sheltered care;
yet they did not wish to renew the order because thoy did not consider the patient required compulsory treatment.

In these instances,

they disagreed with the hospital-team in regard to the need for oompulsory care and sought to influence the view of the hospital.

(0) It was clear within the Tribunal Rulen that the tribunal had the
right to seek information in whatever way and from whatever source
they considered appropriate.

Therefore to some extent the inno-

vations in this grouping were changes of customary practice;
extending the use of the rules rather than going beyond them.
Normally the tribunal relied on the responsible government departments and the hospital authorities to provide or obtain the information
required.

Traditionally the tribunal appeared to have restrioted

its other direot oontacts to the patients, the family, and the
representatives.

Any 'negotiation' in regard to facilities bad

tended to be oontained within the oontext of disoussion with
parties attending the hearing.

Even in regard to the local

authority sooial services from whom reports were .invariably
requested, attendanoe at the hearing or other direot contact with
the tribunal did not
tribunal.

appea~

to have been on the initiative of the

In regard to the cOmmunity servioes, this pattern
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continued in evidenco during tho research project.

Tho

tribunal did not often mdke direct contact with the aocial
services and only once requested their attendance at tho
hearing(the purpose of one adjournment).

The eleven occasions

when community social workers or probation officers attended the
hearings appeared to be on the initiative of the hospital or the
social workers themselves.

Innovations in regard to extending direct contact with agencies
outside the hospital related almost entirely to the need for oontinued hospital care.

Sometimes it took the form of writing

directly to the Department of Health recommending transfer.
had no prescribed duty or authority to give such advice.

They

On other

occasions they made direct contact with the health care agency as
an informal attempt to negotiate hospital care.

On one occasion

they directly approached the consultant responsible for a halfway hospital unit, obtained his commitment, and then recommended
transfer to that unit to the Home Secretary.

On another occasion,

in response to the application of a patient who bad been waiting
some time for a place in a hospital in bis home area, they wrote
directly to the hospital concerned seeking urgent clarification on
"'-

what was meant by the patient being on the 'urgent waiting list'
(from a letter to the responsible medical officer).
vation in these cases

WolS

The inno-

not necessarily in the direct approaches ~:._

(which were not prevented by the rules) but in the attempts to
directly negotiate facilities not within their prescribed powers
to influence(or even recommend in regard to applications).

(d) In response to a number of applications and references,the
tribunal sought to influence through direot contact with the
hospital team and/or the Department of Health further clinical
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I

assessment and treatment whilst still in hospital.

This was

clearly beyond their 'brief' in regard to applications and
questionable in regard to references where their advice was
being sought in regard to 'restricting the discharge' for the
iprotection of the public'.

These actions were sometimes in the

form of correspondence recommending courses of action, such as reexamination of justification for conviction,further clinical evaluation, Itesting-out l in the pre-discharge unit of the hospital,
specific occupational training(catering course in the hospital),
and speoified courses of treatment.

Sometimes they would request

to see the responsible medical officer and seek to persuade him to
consider such courses of action within the hospital.

Occasionally

this would be followed up by an adjournment to assess the response
to their suggestions.

(e) The findings of both observation and interview was that the
majority of adjournments were intended to allow time for rehabilitative and/or accommodation enquiries in regard to an applicantpatient the tribunal were inclined to discharge.

It was observed

and acknowledged through interview that the purpose of at least
21 adjournments was to allow for enquiries into community or alternative hospital accommodation.

Distinct from the above groupings of

innovations(where the tribunal were 'maintaining an interest',
seeking to influence the hospital into discharge or transfer,seeking
to initiate action through direct contact with outside agencies,or
seeking to influence further care or treatment in the hospital),
there were occasions identified through both methods of datacollection where the tribunal decided to 'force the issue'.

The

conclusion of ten hearings of applications was a definite
decision
,
todisc~rge expressed in terms of an adjournment 'to allow time for
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The letter to the hospital

authorities and the responsible medical officer made clear
the intention of the tribunal·to disch.3.rge the order after a
given period during which time 'placement' should be arranged.

The occasions where the tribunal did Iforce the issue' through
such a delayed discharge 'Were not uncommon and even included patients
who they judged to require sheltered or intensive social care.
Therefore, in addition to the

'44 hearings (9 applications and 35

references) which resulted in definite decisions to discharge or
advice to releas'e from the special hospital, there were at least
10 other hearings(all applications) where an equatly definite
conclusion to discharge was rea~hed(and delayed through adjournment).

Summary of discussion
•

The review-of 'the Mental Health Act 1959(1 3) came to the conclusion,that the extension of the powers of the mental health
review tribunal to provide the authority for a Idelayed dischargel
was

appropriate and

necessary.

Considering that the tribunal

during this research project discharged the order of applicantpatients on only 9 occasions
adjourn

(12.5%) and found it necessary to

30 hearings (41.7%), the conclusion of the IReview l was

stron~y.supported •.

,

__ Thev Idelayed' a definite decision to

discharge on more occasions than they discharged the order, thus
suggesting that in regard to reviewing the detention of patients
in special hospitals Idelayed discharger was appropriate and

necessary.

There were various innovations in practice in the

(13) Review of the Mental Health Act 1959, In1S0 CMNJ) 7320 (1978)

.....
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response of the tribunal to applications and references, but this
developing practice of 'delayed dischargel despite their Iduty
to discharge' and the absence of any explicit prescribed powor
to delay the discharge(as opposed to adjourning a hearing) was
the clearest evidence of anomalies which satisfied Lemert1s
criteria for anomalies with an influence for change.

There were

Bome indications in the tribunal discussions and the wording of
their reports(14) of a reluctance at times to state explicitly
their intention to discharge after the defined period of one to
six months.

Some reports were expressed in terms of 'the

tribunal were disposed to discharge the order' and 'the tribunal
are likely to discharge the order when they reconvene' and 'if
'suitable accommodation had been available'.
seen as a recognition of their limited powers.

This could have been
Yet in regard to

the reports of the conclusions of at least ten hearings,·the
reasons for adjournment included a clear statement of 'intention
to discharge'.

(14) The conclusions of hearings to consider applications were
communicated to the parties concerned through correspondence
(and a standard form for recording the decision).
It was
to this correspondence that 'reports' referred.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

INFLUENCE OF SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC FACTS

VThe traditional legal view of the sontencing process makes
the assumption that the only "legally significant' variables
governing judicial decisions, within a given legal framework,
are differences in the factual make-up of the cases'.
(Hogarth 1911)(1)

In

discussing the models appropriate to the study of the

legal deCision-process in regard to the restraint of the mentally
disordered(Chapter Four), one starting point was the traditional
input-output approach to decision-making.

The stimulus-response

or input-output model of human behaviour appeared to be consistent
with the formal-structural approach to the decision-process of the
mental health review tribunal.

Within such a model, the prescribed

framework of the mental health review tribunal would process the
input of 'facts' in regard to the patient and would respond with
the appropriate decision on the basis of those facts(all other
variables being constant).

'The study of the evidence on which tho tribunal based their
judgements (Chapter Eleven) found that the influential evidence was
not always the more 'observable t faots.

One over-riding factor

with the tribunal appeared to be 'the personality of the patient';
both in toot it was the one min influence in comparison with other

(1)

Hogarth J o 'Sentencing as a Humn Process' Toronto
Universit,y Press(Toronto 1911) po341.
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variables and also in the sense that it overlapped and to some
extent incorporated aspects of other variables.

It overlapped

both with more objective considerations such ns offcnceo and
observable behaviour.and with less tangible variables such as
subjective feelings and intuition.

Thero was the strong indi-

cation that the more subjective aspect of the reaction to the
personality was at least as influential as any objeotive assessment of personality characteristics.

Chapter Eleven was concerned with the evidence upon which the
tribunal based their judgements, regardless of the deoision
actually reached.

Yet the findings questioned the traditional

view that the only significant variables affecting 'sentencing
type K decision-making were those externally visible Ifactsi
available from such as judicial records o

In developing this

research project, it had been decided to test the input-output·
model directly by collecting factual information about the patients,
with a view to determining the relationship of the factors to the
judgements of the tribunal.

The socio-demographic details to be

collected in regard to the-patients being seen at the 150 hearings
were listed in Chapter Seven on 'The Research Schedulel(pages

69-70).

These were collected from official documents and it was

possible to cross-check the information from· different sources to
ensure a high level of accuracy.

The relationship of these

objective Ifactsl to the decisions of the tribunal were presented
in this chapter.,

Comparison with the relationship of the Ifactsl

as perceived by the tribunal,to their decisions will be presented
and discussed in Cropter Seventeen.'
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In order to assess the relationship of the tfaots' about
the patient to the decisions of the tribunal, the information
about the socio-demographio features of tho patient were crosstabulated with the responses to the interview question: 'WaD
your decision or advice in favour of release from Rampton?'

In ,considering the findings, it should be remembered that Inot
responses would include occasions when the decision was adjourned
as well as decisions against release.

Regional Health Authority from which the patient originated

Table 1:

Home Area of the Patient

Total

Regional Health Authority .

Yes

Northem
Yorkshire
Trent
East Anglia
North West Thames
North East Thames
South East Thames
south West Thames
Wessex
South Western
Oxford
West Midlands
Mersey
North West
Wales
Eire

3
4
10
2
1
3
1

4
15
12
3
4
9

2

4
0

2
5
9
4
14
4
2
7
1

7
19
22
5
5
12
9
4
9
12
7
19
4
4
11
1

47

103

150

I

4
3
3
5
0
2

-No

8

There would probably need to be a much larger sample in order to
identify significant differences between the groups of patients from
the various regional health authority areas.
. .

Even though there
~

could have appeared to be tendencies against releasing patients from
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certain regions (Yorkshire,tho metropolitan health authority areas,
and West Midlands), the difference was not significant in regard to
particular regions.

Nor did there appear to be any significant

groupings of the regions in terms of release from Hampton; for
instance, particular areas of tho country,
distance from the hospital.

I

types! of region, or

It was decided that it would not be

appropriate to reach any definite conclusions ill regard to the
relationship of the home area of the patients to the decisions of
the tribunal.

The null hypothesis was not rejected by the

findings.

Age of the Patient

Table 2:

Age of the Patient

Under eighteen years
18 - 20 years
21 - 24 years
25 - 29 years
30 - 39 years
40 -'49 years
50 - 59 years

0
2

Total

-No

Yes
O.CJl/o

4.1%

9 18.4%
7 14.3%
13 26.5%
7 14.3%
9 18 04%
47 100.0%

1
3
22
24
37
12
4

1 .0'/0
2.9'/0
21.4%
23.3%
35.9'/0
11 .7<'/0
3.SO/o

103 100.0%

1
5
31
31
50
19
13

0.7%
303%
20.7<'/0
20.7%
33.3%
12.6%
8.7%

150 100.0:>/0

In terms of the pre-determined response-categorias, the age of

forty appeared to have some significance in respect of the relationship of age to the decisions of the tribunal.

The decision or

advice of the tribunal was in favour of release in rega.rd to 16
patients aged forty and over (50.0'/0) compared to 31 patients aged
under forty(26.27%) (X 2(lD.F)=6065 p< 0002)0

Although the numbers
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were smaller, the difference and the significance were ovon
greater with patients aged over 50 years(X2(lD~F)=1.56 p

<0.01),

corrected for continuity •.
The null by:pothesis was rejected in respect of the age of the
patient, with a significant correlation between a judgement in
favour of release and being aged forty years and over(Contingency
coefficient

= 0.206)

and being aged fifty and over(C

= 0.219)

Sex of the Patient

Table 3:

Sex of the Patient

Total

-Yes
M:l.le
Female

41

6

81.2';b
12.8%

11
26

14.8% 118
25.2';b :;2

-41 100.0% 103 100.0% 150 100.<1;b

Although there was a face-value tendency in favour of releasing
men, the difference was not significant (X 2(lD.F)=:;.10 p~O.05).
Therefore on the basis of this evidence, the null hypothesis was
not rejected in respect of the sex of the patient.

Marital Status of the Patient

Table 4:

Marital Status of the Patient

Yes
Unmarried
Married
Widowed
Separated
Divorced

Total

-No

39
1
1
1

83.<1;b
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%

5
41

91.2%
1.0%

10.1%

94
1
0
4
4

100. <1/0

103

100.CJ'/o

0.0%

3.9';b
3.9%

133
2
1
5
9
150

~

88.7%
1.3%
0.7%

3.3%
6.<1;b
100.0';6
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As 133

patients(88.~~)

had not boen marriod, tho sample group

with experience of marriage was too small for statistical oignificance.

On the basis of this evidence, the null hypothosis was

not rejected in regard to the marital status of the patients
(X2(lD.F)=1049 p ~O.05), corrected for continuity.

Legal Classification of the Patient

Table 5:

Legal Classification

-Yes
Mental Illness
13
Psychopathic Disorder 13
Subnormality
16
Severe Subnormality
4
Unclassified
1

Total

-No
27 • '"(O~
27.7%
34.(1';6
8.5%
2.1%

47 100.0'~

31
36
19
13
4

30.1%
35.(1'~

18.4%
12.6%
3.9';6

44
49
35
17
5

29.4%
32.'"(0;6
23.3%
11.3%
3.3%

103 100.076 150 100.0';6

In comparison with ~he other legal classifications, subnormality'
<

'

appeared to nave some significance in respect of the relationship
of the legal classification to the decisions of the tribunal.

The

decision or advice of the tribunal was in favour of release in regard
to 16 patients classified as subnormal(45.1.Yo) compared to 31 of the
other patients(27.O'/o) (X 2 (lD.F )=4.32 p

<0.05).

The null hypothesis was rejected in respect of the legal classification of the patient, with a significant correlation between the
legal classification of 'subnormalityl and a judgement in favour of
release (C

= 0.168).

Nature of the Detention Ordor

Table 6:

Nature of Detention

Total

No

-Yes
Non-offenders
(unrestricted)

1

14.9';6

35

34.0',,6

42

28.0%

Offenders
(unrestricted)

6

12.'7%

24

23.3%

30

20.0%

34

12.4%

44

42.7%

18

52.QJ;6

Offenders
(restricted)

41 100.QJ;6

103 100.QJ;6 150 100.QJ;6

Table 6 presented the nature of the detention in terms of
whether the patient was detained as an offender or non-offender
and whether there was a further restriction on discharge under
section 65 of the Mental Health Act 1959.

Although there was

no significant difference between tho unrestricted non-offenders and the
unresticted offenders, there was a highly significant difference
(X2 (lD.F)=11.45

p~

0.001) in favour of those patients who were

further restricted on discharge Ifor the protection of the publici
(Section 65).

Even thoueh these restricted patients were inevitably

more serious offenders as a group (to justify the further restriction),
this finding did not mean the tribunal were more likely to rolease
more serious offenders.

The difference would have arisen mainly

from the nature the role and powers of the tribunal in response to
references from the Home Secretary.

In comparison with their

straight-forward authority to discharge or continue the order in
response to an application without any control over the placement
of the man or woman outside the security hospital, their advice
in

response to references could recommend movement to other hospitals
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or any other facility(although without any control over the
actual movement).

Therefore, in terms of the options open to the tribunal in
response to applications and references, the null hypothesis
was rejected in respect of the nature of the detaining order.
There was a significant correlation between judgements in favour
of release and restriction orders (0

= 0.266);

although the

correlation was likely to have arisen mainly because of the
restraints which the tribunal experienced in the decision-process
in response to applications(described in previous chapters).

Table 7:

Orders Under vlhich the Patients Detained

~

Section
Section
Section
Section
Other

26
60
60/65
72(and 72/65)

4

2
32
6
3

8.5%
4.3%
68.0'/0
12.9'/0
6.4%

47 100.0:'/0

Total

-No
26
17
37
10
13

25.2%
16.5%
35.~/o

9.7%
12.7%

30
19
69
16
16

20.00/0
16.4%
46.00/0
10. rr/o

10.7%

103 100.0:'/0 150 100.0'/0

The above difference was illustrated further in Table 7 in
regard to the specific orders under which patients were detained.
Of 49 men and women detained directly into hospital care under a
treatment order (section 26) or court order without the further
restriction(section 60), the legal chairmen indicated they had
decided in favour of release in response to only 6 applications
(12.24%); compared to favourable advice in response to 32 of the
men and women detained directly into hospital under,a court order
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with the further

restriction(46.3~~).

It was shown in Chapter

Fifteen on 'Tribunal decisions' that favourable advice to the
Home Secretary was more often in tormo of tranofer to a national
health service hospital rather than discharge into the community
(which was likely to be the effect of discharging the order in
response to an application).

Offences and behaviour which lod to detention

Table 8:

Offences and Behaviour

Murder/manslaUghter
Violence
Sexual assault
Arson
Child-stealing
Property offences
Criminal damage
Other

Total

-No

~

4 8.5%
16 34.0%
14 29.9';6
7 14.9%
0 O.(JJ~
1 2.1%
1 2.1%
4 8.5%

9 8.~~
51 49.5%
20 19.4%
6 5.8%
3 2.9%
6 5.8%
3 2. SJOi6
5 4.9';6

13 8.7%
67 44.5%
34 22.7%
13 8.7%
3 2.(JJ~
7 4.7%
4 2.7%
9 6.(1';6

47 100.0%

103 100.<»6

150 100.(1'/0

From the information presented in Table 6, there was a significant difference in respect of decision or advice in favour of
release between non-offenders(7 individuals, 16.67%) and offenders

(corrcotea for oontinuity)
(40 individuals, 37.04%) (X2(lD.F)=5.83 p<0.02); although the
difference was related to the different roles of the tribunal in
response to applications and references.

What was the relation-

Ship between particular categories of offence or behaviour and
the decisions/advice of the tribunal?

There was a face-value

impression in the information presented in Table 8 that there was
a tendency against the release of patients convicted or detained
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because of violence(as opposed to the other response-categories
of offences and behaviour), but the difference was not significant

(X 2 (lD.F)=2.S5 p~ 0.05).

Although(perhaps because of the smll

numbers) the difference in relation to arson was not significant

(oorreoted for oontinuity)

(X2(lD.!):2.31 p~ 0.05), there did appear to be a significant
relationship between the combined responses of arson and sexual
assault and decision or advice in favour of release(X2(lD.F)=5.72
p <0.02).

The null hypothesis was rejected in respect of the offences
and behaviour which led to detention, with a significant correlation between a judgement in favour of release and arson/sexual assault
offences and behaviour (C

= 0.192)0

The study of the relationship between offences and the decision
of the tribunal was supplemented by data collected in regard to the
victims of those offences or behaviour which led to the detention.
The information was cross-tabulated with the interview question in
regard to whether the decision or advice was in favour of release
and presented in Table 9.
Table 9:

Victims of the Offence or Behaviour

Total

-Yes
People generally
Adul ts own oex
Adults opposite sex
Children
Elderly
Self
Staff and/or patients
in NHS hospitals
Family and friends
Other

10
8

21.3%
2.1%
17.1%

9

19.1%

1

2

4.3%

31

30.1%

1

1 • CJ'/o

14
20

13.6%
19.4%

1

1.0%

3

2. OJ/o

1

0.7%

25

22.3%

11

10.7%

33
16
3

10.7%

2.1%

10

5

21.3%
10.6%

1

2.1%

2

1.9'/0

0

29

27.3%
1.3%
14. ']0/0
19.3%

0.0%

o

1

47 100 0'/0

41
2
22

22.OJ/o
2.CJ'/o
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On the basis of tho information presented in Table 9, the
null hypothesis in respect of the victims was not rejected.

Years of in-patient care in Hampton Hospital

Table 10:

Years in Hampton

-Yes
Less than one year
2
Less than two years
4
Less than three years
5
Less than four years
6
Less than five years
7
16
Five to nine years
Ten to fourteen years
4
Fifteen to nineteen years 2
1
Over twenty years

4.3%
8.5%
10. £)0/0
12.8%
14.1'/0
34. Olio
8.5%
4.3%
2.1%

47 100.Ol/o

-No
4.976
19.4%
1505%
8.8%
11.6%
26.2"10
8. SOlo
2.976
2
1 0~1o

5
20
16
9
12
27
9
3

103 100.0"/0

Total
4. 'r/o
16.<1'/0
14. Ol/o
10.0%
12.7%
28.6%
8. 'rio
3.3%
3 2. Ol/o

7
24
21
15
19
43
13
5

150 100.<1'/0

(sea next page)
A hystogram of the data/in regard to years in Rampton Hospital
would illustrate the decreasing proportion of the total patient
population in each higher category of number of years contrasting
with an increasing proportion of patients to whom the tribunal
"

responded with decision or advice in favour of release from the
hospital.

In terms of the pre-determined response categories

in Table 10, three years appeared to be significant in respect of
the relationship of years in the hospital to the decisions of the
tribunal.

The decision or advice in favour of release related to

36 of the patients who had been in the hospital for more than three
years (36.73%) compared to 11 patients with three years or less
stay(21.15%) (X2(lD.F)=3.842 p ~O.05).

In terms of the data and

pre-determined response-categories presented in Table 10, the

_I

...,'

TABLE 10:

.,
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YEARS IN nAMPTON HOSPITAL

(Cross-tnbulatcd with judeencnts in favour of rolon •• )

25
20-

15
10

5

5 years

15 yonra

10 yoarn

20

yoarn

NU~ber of p~tiQntR (shaded area indicntoo judgo~entn in favour of rolease)

• TABLE

ldr:

mnmF.R OF PREVIOUS IIFARINGS

(Cross-tnbulated rdth jud~enentD in favour ot releane)

50

.:.

20
10

o

1

2

3

4

5

honrin~:l

Nu~ber of p~.tients (shaded arca indicatos judt;ol'llcnt, in favour

of rOlease)
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relationship was not significant at any other point.
words, there was no evidence that increased

In othor

of stay

len&~h

beyond three years increased the relationship with the decision
or advice to release from hospital.

The null hypothesis was rejected in respect of the years in
Rampton, with a significant correlation between a judgement in
favour of release and a length of stay of more than three years.
( C :: 0 0 1 58) •

Previous hospital care

Table 11:

Years in Previous Hospital Care

None
Less than one year
One to five years
Six to ten years
Eleven to fifteen years
Sixteen to twenty years
21 to 25 years
Over twenty five years

11
9
12
5
2
4
1
3

Total

-No

-Yes
23.4%
19.1%
25.6%
10.6%
4.3%
8.5%
2.1%

6.4%

11
13
33
16
13
11
4
2

22
22
45
21
15
15
3.~;6
5
1.~;6
5

10.7%
12.6%
22.(1';6
15.6%
12.6%
10.7%

14. ?O;6
14.7%
30.(1'fo

14.OJfo
10.a(o

10.OJfo
3.3%
3.3%

47 100. (1'/0 103 100.(1'/0 150 100.OJ;6

Any interpretation of the data presented in Table 11(as was
emphasised in regard to other variables such as criminal offences)
should take account of the different roles and powers of the triInevitably a

bunal in response to applications and references.

bieher proportion of non-offenders had been transferred after
periods of care in other hospitals and in respect of them the

..

powers of the tribunal were restricted as discussed in various
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contexts in the previous chapters.

Yet, in terms of the pre-determined categories and the data
presented in Table 11, there were significant relationships
betwoen the presence of previous hospital care in the histories
of patients(and time spent in previous hospitals) and the decisions and advice in favour of release from Hampton.

The decision

or advice to release related to 11 patients who had not previously
received hospital in-patient care at all (50.~/o) compared to 36
patients who have previously been in hospital(28.1%) (X2(lD.F)=4. 16
p < 0.05).
The significance was even greater in respect of patients
who had less than one year in previous hospital care(20 patients,
45.45%) compared to those with at least one year in previous hospital
care(27 patients, 25.47%) (X2 (lD.F)=5.77 p~ 0.02).

The null hypothesis was rejected in respect of previous hospital
care, with a significant correlation between a judgement in favour
of release and no previous hospital care(C
one year previously in hospita1(C

= 0.164)

or less than

=0.192).

Previous criminal offences and sentences

Tables 12 and 13 presented the data about criminal convictions
and sentences previous to the offences or behaviOur which led to the
current detention, cross-tabulated with the interview responses in
regard to decisions or advice in favour of release from Hampton.
Whilst the data about criminal offences concerned only the most
serious offence of which each patient had been convicted, previous
sentences have been grouped to"inc1ude an indication of all previous
sentences o
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Table 12:

Most Serious Previous Criminal Offence

-Yes
None
Petty theft
Serious property
Indecent assault
Rape
Criminal damage
Arson
Violence
Manslaughter/murder
Child-stealing

9
6
1
11
1
0
2
10
1
0

-No
19.1%
12.8%
14.9%
23.4%
2.1%
0.0';6
4.~%

21.3%
2.1%
0.(11/0

47 100 00%

31
8
10
18
3
3
8

12
1
3

Total
35.9%
1.SO),
9.7%
17.5%
2.~;6

2.9)6
1. fJJ/o
11.6%
1.0%
2.9%

46
14
17
29
4
3
10
22
2
3

30. 7<'~
9.3%
11.;%
19.3%
2.7%
2.00/0

6.1%

14.7%
1.3%
2.00;6

103 100.076 150 100.00;6

With one exception, there did not appear to be a significant
relationship between a judgement in favour of release and anyone
of the pre-determined response-categories.

The exception was in

regard to the group of patients who had not been convicted previously
of criminal offences of any nature (30.7<';6 of the total sample group).
The decision or advice to release related to 9 of the patients
without previous convictions(19.56%), compared to ;8 patients with
previous convictions(;6.S4%)(X2(lD.F)=4.25 p < 0.05).

Table 12a:

Previous Criminal Offences

-Yes
Property offences
Sexual offences
Arson/criminal damage

Violence/~nslaughter

Child stealing

1;
12
2
11
0

Total

-No
34.20;6
31.6%
5.3%

18
21
11
1;

0.(11;6

~

28.~1o

38 100.00;6

27.3%
31.SOIo
16;r;6

19.7%
4.5%

31
33
1;
24
3

29.8%
;1.7%
12.5%
230 1%
2.~/o

66 10000% 104 100.(11;6
~
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That there was no significant difference in terms of particular
offences in relation to jUdgements in favour of release was roinforced by presenting the data about previous offences separate
from the previous non-offenders(Table 12a).

The main face-value

difference was in respect of offences of aroon and criminal damage
but this was not significant(X (lD.F)=2.02 p). 0.05)(oorreoted for
2
contdmui ty )
Table 13:

Previous Sentences of Total Sample Groupo

-Yes
None
Fines only
Probation only
Prison/borstal
Hospital order only
Hospital order and
other sentences
Care order only
Other

Total

No

9
1
7
12
8

19.1%
2.1%
14.9'fo
25.6%
17.1%

37
1
9
12
19

35.9"fo
1 • C1'fo
8. ~fo
11.6%
18.5%

46
2
16
24
27

30.7%
103%
1o. ~fo
16. C1'fo
18.OJfo

7
3
0

14.9%
6.3%
O.CY%

21
3
1

20.4% 28
2.976 6
1 .CY% 1

18.6%
4. OJfo
0.7%

47 100. OJ/o 103

100.(1'/0 150 100. (1'/0

As sentences were linked with convictions, inevitably there
was the same finding in regard to patients without previous sentences
as with those without previous convictions.

There was the same signi-

!icant difference against patients without previous sentences in
regard to judgements in favour of release.

In addition, there

was another significant finding which was illustrated more clearly
when the previous sentences were presented separate from the
previous non-offenders (Table 13a).
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Table 13a:

Previous Sentences of Previous Offenders

J2E.

-No

Total

~ron-custod.ial

sentences 11
(fines,)robation,care
orders

28.9% 14

21 .2<'~ 25

24.0%

Custodia.l sentences only 12
(prison,borstal,etc)

;1.6% 12

18 0 2% 24

2;.1%

Hospi tal orders ( wi th or 15
without other sentences)

;9.5% 40

60.6% "55

52.~~

38 100.(Jl~ 66 100.0% 104 100.0%

The decision or advice to release from Hampton related to 15
patients with previous hospital order sentences(27.27%),compared
to 2; patients without hospital orders in their previous history
(46.94%) (X (lD.F)=4.;; p« 0.05).
This finding applied to
2
hospital orders regardless of whether or not other sentences were
in the history of patients.

Therefore the null hypotheses were rejected in respect of
previous offences and previous sentences, in that there was a
significant correlation between a judgement in favour of release
and the presence of previous convictions and sentences in the
patient's history (as opposed to those without any previous
criminal record) (0

= 0.167).

The null hypothesis was not

rejected in respect of particular previous offences.

Yet the

null hypothesis was rejected in regard to previous sentences,with
a significant correlation between judgements in favour of release
and previous offenders without hospital orders in their record
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Residential care as n child

The null hypotheses in regard to residential child oare and
residential sohooling were not rejeoted.

The legal chairman

responded in favour of release in respect of 20

~tients

with

child care in their background(28.57%), compared to 26 without
child care experience

(32.9~fo).

Similarly, the responses in

favour of release related to 24 patients with residential
schooling experionce(32.44%),

com~red

schooling experience(29.34%).

On

to 22 without residential

the basis of this data, there

was no significant relationship between residential care as a
child and a judgement in favour or against release.

Number of previous tribunal hearings

Table 14:

Number of Previous Hearings

None
One hearing
Two hearings
The hearings
Four hearings
Five hearings
Over five hearings

14
11
10
7
2
1

2

Total

-No

ill

•

29. ?O~
23.4%
21.3%
1409%
4.3%
2.1%
4.3%

31
28
10
14
8
8
4

30.1% 45
27.2% 39
9.?OA 20
13.6% 21
7. ?O;6 10
7.7% 9
4.0';6 6

30.CJ'~

26.0';6
13.3%
14.0';6
6.776
6.0';6
4.a(o

47 100.0% 103 100.010 150 100.010

(see diagram following page 296)
A hystogram of the data/in regard to number of previous hearings

would illustrate a steadily decreasing number of patients with the
increasing categories of number of hearings, but with the facevalue impression of a peak .in interview responses
release after two previous hearings.

~avourable

Decisions or advice in

to
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favour of release from Hampton related to 10 patients with two
previous

hearings(50.~/o),

compared to 25 patients with leDS than

two previous hearings(29.16%) and 12 pationts with more than two
previous

hearings(26.0~fo).

Despite this interesting phenomenon,

the difference in respect of two previous hearings as against any
other or all other response-categories was

not

significant

(X2(lD.F)=2.90 p;> 0.05 corrected for continuity)

stage of progress in hospital

As doscribed in Chapter Seven on IThe research schedule l

,

a further item of information was made a standardised item on the
schedule very early in the main study.

The researcher took no~

of the stage the patient had reached in the progress through the
hospital system as some evidence of the opinion of the hospital
team about the patient1s progress.
,

Progress was noted in terms

of (a) 'admission ward' (indicating thatthe patient was still

,

within the early initial assessment period of 4 - 6 months),
(b) 'maximum security' (the secure Iblock l wards in the hospital
where the patient remained until he was no longer considered to
require maximum security),, (c) 'secure villa l (relatively less
secure situations within the hospital to which the patient progressed from the Iblock' wards), and (d) Ipre-discharge villa'
(including the preparatory and pre-discharge villas for patients
identified as being prepared for release from the security
hospital).
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Table 15:

Stage of Progreoo in Hospital

~

Admisaion ward
Maximum seourity
Seoure villa
Predischarge villa

1
13
28
5

Total

!I2
2.1% 2
27 •'"(O~ 46
59.6% 38
10.6% 17

2.(1'~

1.9% 3
44.7% 59
36.~/o 66
16.5% 22

39.3%
44.(1'/0
14.7%

47 100.C1/6 103 100.0'/0 150 100.076

The data about the stage of progress of patients on the
initiative of the hospital team was croso-tabulated with the
decision or advice of the tribunal 'in favour of release from
Hampton' (Table 15).

The interview response was in favour

of release in relation to one patient still in the

t

admission

ward' (33.3% of patient group), 13 in 'maximum security' (22.(1'/0),

28 from 'secure villa' (42.4%), and 5 'predischarge' patiento
(22.7%).
,

As a general guide to the opinion of the hospital
'

team, it could be assumed that hospital would not be supporting
the release of patients within 'admission', 'maximum security',
and 'secure villas'.

The 22 'pre-discharge' patients were in

the process of being prepared for release.

As a general guide

to any 'conflict of opinion' between the hospital team and the
tribunal, it could be assumod that there was disagreement in
regard to the 42 patients who had not reached 'predischarge'
and the tribunal judgement was in favour of release.

It could not

be assumed that there was disagreement in regard to the 17 'predischarge' patients where the tribunal did not decide or advise
in favour of release.

There was disagreement in some instances,

with the tribunal recommending against the release preparations
of the hospital, but these were rare occurances.

.

More often these
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'predischarge' patients were the subject of tribunal adjournments or
other

innov~tory

actions as described in Chapter Fifteen on ITribunal

decisions'; where their view supported release but they either rolied
on hospital planning ot delayed action before forcing tho issue
themselves.

Yet in respect of decisions and advice determined at the tribunal
hearings within the research sample, the null hypothesis in regard
to the stage of progress in the hospital was rejected.

There was

a significant correlation between a judgement in favour of release
and the 'secure villa' stage (X2 (lD.F)::6.70 p < 0.01, C = 0.207).
Legal chairmen

During the period of the research study and in connection with
the sample of 150 tribunal hearingo, twelve individual legal
members were involved as chairmen: being responsible for numbers
of hearingo ranging from three to 48.

It was explained in

Chapter Three on 'Mental health review tribunal' that the legal
member was tho 'President of the Tribunal' (referred to as 'legal
chairmen I wi thin this study) in respect of the particular application or reference; with one legal member being the 'Chairman of
the Tribunal' in that health region.

The 'Chairman of the

Tribunal' in the Trent Regional Health Authority area undertook
responsibility. for a high proportion.of the hearings at Hampton
Rospital(48 hearings during this research projoct,32.0r0).

Four

other legal members undertook the responsibility of I chairman'
at between eleven and nineteen hearings, with the other legal
members taking less than ten hearings each.

-306 The coded data. in regard to the 10gal chairmen was col1ectod
through obcervation.

Therefore it was cross-tabulated with the

responses to the observation questions in regard to the decisions
and advice of the tribunal.

With the exception of the 'Chairman

of the Tribuna11, there was no significant difference in relation
to the different chairmen(part1y because of the small samples of
hearings chaired by them).

The data in Table 16 was presented

to compare the findings in respect of the 'Chairman of the
Tribunal' with the other eleven chairmen •

.

Table 16:

Legal Chairmen

Decision or advice
No action
Adjournment
Discharge order
Advice transfer
Advise discharge
Other advice

'Chairman of Tribunal'

Other Chairmen Total

52.(1)/0
19.6%
6.9'/0
15.7%

16
14
2
11
3
2

33.3%
29.2%
4.2<'/0
22.9%
6.2%
4.20/0

53
20
7
16
2
4

3.9%

48

100.00/0

102

100.00/0

1.~/o

69
34
9
27
5
6

46.0%
22. -r/o
6.(11/0
18.0%
303%
4.(1)/0

150 100.076

The 'ChAirnnn of the Tribunal t chaired hearings in response to 24
applications and 24 references, so there was no difference in the
proportions of decisions and advice required of the chairmen.

The

differences illustrated in Table 16 could be assumed to relate to
the 'ChAirman of the Tribunal' himself; although whether any differences were a function of his authority, his greater experience(at
least in terms of frequency and numbers of hearings), or some other
factor such as personality was a matter for speculation.
c.

The null hypothesis in regard to the legal chairmen was rejected
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with a significant correlation between 'no action' and the legal
chairmen other than the 'Chairman of tho Tribunal' (X 2(lD.F)=4.44
p ~0.05, C = 0.170). Although thero was a face-value tendency
for the 'Chairman of the Tribunal' to recommend transfer more
frequently than the total of other chairmen, the difference did not
appear to relate to any particular course of action.

For example,

there was a further face-value impression that the 'Chairman of the
Tribunal' used the authority to adjourn their consideration more
frequently.

Influence of the family

Table 17:

Family Attended Hearing

Did attend
No action
Adjournment
Discharge order
Advise transfer
Advise discharge
Other advice

Total

Did not attend

46.{1';6
22. ~;6

23.210

69
34
9
27

5.0%

5

2

2.4%
2.4%

6

18 {1';6
3.3%

68 100.O)b

82

100.aIa

150

100.0';6

35
10
8
8
3
4

51.5%
14. ~J>
11 • fflJ>
11 .8";6
4.4%

34
24
1
19
2

41.5%
29.3%
1.2%

6.0';6
0

4.O'tb

As the data in regard to attendance of the family at the tribunal
hearing was collected through observation, the information was crosstabulated with the responses to the observation questions about the
decisions and advice of the tribunal o

The family of patients

attended 31 hearings in response to applications and 37 hearings
to advise on references, so significant differences were likely
to relate to the influence of the presence of the family.

The

tribunal found it necessary to adjourn their consideration in
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regard to 10 patiento where

f~mily

J

attended(14.T.Vo), compared to

24 where family did not attend(29.3%) (X 2(lD.F)=4.41 p< 0.05).
They discharged tho order or adviDod community discharge at 11
hearings where family attended

(16.~~),

compared to only 3
(corrected for continuity
hearings where family did not attend (3. 7"~)(X2(lD.F)= 5.62 p 0.02).

<

There was a face-value tendency to advise

tr~nsfer

to a national

health service hospital as opposed to any other course of action
when family did not attend.

Whilst this was not statistically

significant within the context of the total responses including
Ino action' and 'adjournment' (X2 (lD.F): 3.12 p> 0.05), there,
was a highly significant difference between the hearings where
I

family did not attend and those where family did attend when
comparing ladvise transfer' with the total of other actions in
favour of release from the security hospital.(X2(lD.F)=9.42 p~ 0.01).

The null hypothesis in regard to family attending the hearing
was rejected, with a significant correlation between a judgement
in, favour of community discharge and the attendance of the family

(0

= 0.190).

Within the context of decisions or advice in favour

of release(i.e. excluding 'no action' and ladjournment l ), there was
a highly significant correlation between

f~mily

not attending and

advice to transfer aD opposed to discharge.

Although the family attended only 68 hearings(45.3%),reports
on the home circumstances were provided by the area social services
at 112 hearings(74.7"~).

As some evidence of the influence of written

, reports about the family circumstances, this observed data was crosstabulated with the observation questions about the decisions and
advice of the tribunal(Table 17a).

..
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Table 17a:

Home Circumstances Reports Available

Report available
No action
Adjournment
Discharge order
Advise transfer
Advise discharge
Other advice

55
22
7
18
4
6

49.1%
19.60/0
6.1%
16.1%
3.6%
5.4%

112 100.0/6

Not available
14
12
2
9
1
0

36.8%
31.6%
5.3%
23.7%
2.6%
O.(J1~

38 100.016

Total
69
34

9

27
5
6

46.OJ/o
22.7%
6.OJ/o
18.0%
3.3%
4.0)6

150 100.00/0

On face-value impression, there was an interesting similarity

between the patterns of relationship of family attendance and
reports available to the decisions and advice of the tribunal.
When the family were in attendance or the reports available,
there was the same tendencies toward making a definite judgement
rather than adjourning, and toward community discharge and against
hospital transfer in comparison with when family and/or reports
were not available.

In respect of the data about home circum-

stances reports, these tendencies were not statistically significant
in themselves.

Yet the similarities in the findings in regard to

family attendance and homo circumstances reports did add weight
to accepting that as the pattern of influence of the family.

Legal representation at the hearing

As the patients were represented at all but six hearings(4.OJ/o),
it'WaS not thought possible to assess the relationship of legal
representation to the decisions or advice of the tribunal.

For

interest only, it was recorded that in respect of the six hearings
where ,the patient was without legal representation(three applications

~

I
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and three referenceD), two reoulted in Ino action', two were
adjourned, and two were recommended for discharge into tho
community.

Tho one patient(of the six) who

~a

roprooonted

by other ~n a leeal representative(a lay representative
provided by MIND) was one of the adjourned caDes.

As only five of the references(total sample of 78) reDulted
in advice to discharge into the community(6.4%), it was remarkable

that two of the three referonceD where the patients were unrepresented in any way resulted in such a recommendation(66.~~).

Even

with such a small sample, this was highly oignificant(X2 (ID.F):; 9. 10
On the basis of this surprising evidence, the null
p <0.01 ).
hypothesis in regard to legal representation was rejected, with a
highly oignificant correlation between the patient being unrepresented and recommended for community discharge(C

= 0.239).

The

above statistical testing waD applied within the total sample
group of 150 for comparison with the other variables.

Applied

within the sample group of 78 references produced the results:

X2'(~~.F): 7.88

(p

<. 0.0 1 ).(2)

starr interviewed at the hearing

The

atten~nce

of hospital stafr at the hearing was recorded

through observation and cross-tabulated with the observation
questions about tho decisions and advice of the tribunal.(Table 18)

(2)

Although corrected for continuity, those interesting
statistical conclusions should be treated with great
caution becauso of the small sample involved.
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Table 18:

Hospital Staff Interviewed

None intorviewed Psychiatrist Social Worker
No action
Adjournment
Discharge order
Advise transfer
Advise disc~rge
Other advice

62
20
7
25
4
6

22.2%
66.6%
5.6%
O.Cf;b
5.6%
0.0%

3

4.9';b

4
12
1
0
1
0

2
1
2
0
0

37.5%
25.0%
12.5%
25.0'/0
O.cr/o
O.Cf/o

124 100.C1;b

18

100.0%

8

100.0Y0

50. Cffo
16.1%
5.6%
.20.2';b
3.~

Al though the sample of hearings where staff were interviewed
was small (17.3%). there were

a.

number of significant findings"

mainly in respect of the responsible consultant psychiatrist.
The tribunal decided or advised Ino action' in relation to 62
hearings where staff were not interviewed(50.Cf/o),compared to 7
hearings where staff were interviewed(26.9';b)(X2 (ID.FF 4.68
(oorrected for oontinuity\
p ~Oo05).
Possibly, there was c6nsidered to be little benefit
in interviewing staff if the tribunal were inclined to Ino action l •
This could also have applied where they were inclined to a particular course of action(perhaps already supported by hospital reports).
For example, the tribunal advised transfer to NBS care in relation to
25 hearings where staff were not interviewed(20.2%), but did not
recommend transfer at any of the hearings where they interviewed
(oorreoted for oontinuity)
the responsible psychiatrist(X~ID.F)= 3.22 p >0.05).
It was
perhaps significant that the majority of tho occasions when the
psychiatrist was interviewed' (14 hearings,

77.~;b)

concerned appli-

cations, in response to which the tribunal did not have the authority
to arrange or advise transfer.

A finding which was probably related

to the above was in regard to adjournments.

There was a highly sig-

nificant correlation between the adjournment of hearings and inter"

view of psychiatrists(X2,(ID.F)=19.84 p <0.001, C = 0.342).

It
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evident from ~revioUD findings (Chapter Fifteen) that, when

faced with a dilemma concerning their inability to order trans for ,
sometimes the tribunal supported or encouraged the psychiatrist
in seeking to make arrangements and adjourned to maintain an
interest.

Length of time of hearing

The length of time of tho hearings was recorded through
observation (supplemented where possible and necessary by the
. tribunal clerk providing the information).

This da.ta was

cross-tabulated with the response to the observation questions
about the decisions and advice of the tribunal (Table 19).

Table 19:

Minutes:

Length of Time of Hearing

o-

No action
Adjournment
DischarBO order
Advise transfer
Advise discharge
Other advice

30 30 - 45·45 - 60 60 - 75 Over 75 Not known

2

18

6

6

27
12

1
0
0
0

0

3

0
0

9

30

6

15

7
3

6
3

1

2

6

10
2

5
2

1

5

1

0

59

33

18

1

As suggested in Chapter Eleven on IThe evidence on which the
tribunal based their judgements', the hearings wluch ended within

30 minutes usually concerned situations where the tribunal chose
to adjourn their consideration.

There were various face-value

trends which were not significant statistically; ouch as the
\

tendency for order or advice to discharge to involve hearings over
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45 minutes (X 2(lD.F)=1.eO p~ 0.05), and the tendency for any
advice or decision in favour of release to involve over 75
minutes(X 2(lD.F)=2.37 p~0.05).

One trend which waa significant

was the tendency for hearings involving over 45 minutes to result
in definite decisions or advice in favour of release(36.4%~ oom-

pared to hearings takL1g less than 45
p< 0.05).

In

minutes(17.~/o)(X2(lD.F)=4,39

that respect, the null hypothesis in respect of the

length of time of the hearing was rejected, with a significant
correlation between a judgement in favour· of release and the
hearing requiring over 45 minutes to reach a conclusion(C

= 0.169).

Summary

The relative magnitude of the association between the different
tfacts' and a tribunal judgement in favour of release was presented
in Table 20.

The probability values were based on the X2 values

from which the contingency coefficients were adjusted.

As the

contingency coefficient was affected by the number of rows and
columns, a 2 x 2 table was UDed for each of the variables to enable
direct comparison.

Also the variables included in the table were

only those which had been cross-tabulated with the interview
question: 'Was your decision or advice in favour of release from
Rampton?to

Direct comparison was possible with other variables

which had been cross-tabulated with the observation questions
about the decision and advice of the tribunal.
and

tadjo~ntl

The 103 Ino action'

responses equated with the Inol responses to the

interview question; with the various actions such as ldischarge
order' totally to the 47 ryes t interview responses.

The decision not to include these other variables within the

- 31 4 presentation in Table 20 was related more to the nature of the
variables.

Whoreas the socio-demographic facts related to the

patient and background and socio-legal 'situation', the other
variables related to the tribunal and the hearing in response to
the ~a.pplication or reference.

For instance, the Clirectly com-

parable contingency coefficient in respect ,of the length of time
of the hearing of over 45 minutes was 0.169.

This -was as signifi-

cant statistically as some of the socio-demographic facts, but
comparison "Iould be inappropriate as the length of time of the
hearing was more part of the response of the tribunal rather than
a feature of the Ifactslabout the,patient.

Other features of the

tribunal such as the attendance of family(C = 0.049) and the influence of the 'Chairman of the Tribunal' (C
seen as more comparable.

= 0.091)

could have been

Yet, apart from the length of time of

, .' the hearing, none of these other variables were significant on the
basis of the data collected through this research project.
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TABLE 20

Assooiation of Sooio-Demographio Faots with Deoision or Advice
in Favour of Release from Rampton Hospital,

Number of hearings:

Contingenoy coeffioient

1 50

Restricted under seotion 65(Home Secretary)

0,266 p <0.001

No previous record of hospital order

0.221

Age over fifty years

0.219 p <0.01

VSeoure villa l stage of progress

0 0201

Age over forty years

00206 p <0.02

Offender as opposed to non-offender

0.193

Less than one year previous hospital care

0.192

Sexual or arson offenoes as against
others
,

0.192

Subnormality(oompared to other categories)

0.168 p <0.05

Previous record of criminal offences

0.167

No previous hospital care

0.164

Length of stay of more than three years

0.158

Male as opposed to female

0.142 P <: 0.10

Two previous tribunal hearings

0.138

Absence of violence in history

0.136

Arson offences as against others

0.123p

Length of stay of more than two years

0.116

No previous history of arson

0.115

Sexual offences as against others

0.114

.

< 0.20
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Discussion

The following conclusions were drawn.

Statistical analysis

indicated that a number of the 'observable' facts were more
closely associated with a judgement in favour of release from
Hampton Hospital(Table 20).

There was some indication that

occasionally other factors(such as the sex of the patient and
nucbcr ot

hearings) wore associated with the decision or

advice, but the association was not significanto

Many of the

significant Ifacts' related to the nature of the detention of
the patient and previous record of criminal offences or hospital
care.

In the case of some of these variables, the influence on

the judgements of the tribunal was not so much in the Ifacts of the
case' aD in the nature of their different roles and the options
open to them in response to applications and references.

As discusced in previous chapters, the task of the tribunal was
more flexible in response to references from the Home Secretary,
in that they were not faced with the
choice.

I dischargo-the-order-or-not I

Also, as they could only advise, they were not so directly

concerned with the problem of ensuring the necessaxy resources were
available to support their judgement.

Therefore, they were able to

come to a definite conclusion more easily without the need to adjourn
or continue the detention simply because of the lack of any viable
alternative.

So it was inherent in their powers in response to

references, that they were more likely to make a judgement in favour
of release in comparison with applications(where Itransfer' was not
available and the tribunal were more restricted by their choices and
the practical implications).

II
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and applications into account when considering the influence of
the 'facts' on the judgement of the tribunal.

The variables

which were most affected by this contrast were 'restricted under

65 1 , loffender as opposed to non-offender', and 'previous

Section

record of criminal offences'.

Tho restricted cases(references)

included a mugh higher proportion of offenders both in terms of the
reason for their current detention and their history.
the tendency for

many

There was

of the men and women to be admitted to Rampton

Hospital through one of two distinct channels of a background of
either I criminal I or 'health' problems and official response.
'References' tended to have a criminal background with little if any,
previous hospital care; 'applications' were often non-offenders with
extensive previous hospital care experience.

Therefore, other

variables such as 11ess than one year previous hospital care' and
Vno previous hospital carel were affected by the contrast between
applications and references.

That the tendency toward 'criminals I and against non-offenders
with previous hospital experience was not entirely a consequence of
the different powers in response to applications and references was
supported by other findings.

There was a significant association

between a judgement in favour of release and Ino previous record of
hospital order'.

As a hospital order was a'court order in

~esponse

to criminal offences, this factor was likely to favour non-offenders
,

and applications.

Therefore there appeared to be other influences

toward the tribunal 'favouringl offenders without previous hospital
experience.

As a 'legal appeal' body, it was possible they were

..

particularly influenced by considerations of 'justice' in response
to applications and references about offender-patients(perhaps
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seeking to equate the offences with appropriate sentences in terms
of time).

Also, they would have been less restricted by rehabili-

tative resources considerations with the more able .offenders'
with less experience of institutional care(hospital).

In terms

of the risk to the health and safety of the putient, it appeared
that the tribunal were more likely to seek to force the issue
with relatively more oscially adequate people.

Other influential variables were more directly associated
with the putient and his situation: age, 'subnormality', length
of stay of more than three years, and having progressed to 'oecure
villa' stage in the hospital.

That 'subnormality was not affected

primarily by the contrast between applications and references was
supported by the interview responses to the question about Idegree
of danger to others'.

The chairman considered there was 'no

danger I or tminimal danger' in respect of 22 patients classified
Isubnormalityt

(64.~/o)

compared to a total of 51 for the other

classifications(44.00/0) (X (lD.F)=4.61 p
2

< 0.05).

The general conclusion was that the findings in regard to
socio-demographic facts gave some support to the traditional model
of sentencing behaviour which assumed that the significant variables
affecting sentencing were those externally visible Ifactsl available
to the decision-makers and observable by otherso

There was evidence

that a number of 'observable' facts were associated with the judgement to release from Rampton Hospital(Table 20).

At the same time

the findings in respect of the other six aims of this research
project(Chapters Ten to Fifteen) have supported the view that a
straight-forward 'input-output' model was not adequate to explaining
the decision-process of the mental health review tribunal in practice.
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Deforo this process wac reviewed in its entirity in the 'General
Analysis', it was decided to consider the extent to which other
variables, identified through the study of the perceptions of the
tribunal and the difficulties they faced, were associated with
jUdgements about release(Chapter Seventeen).

,

\

~

,;

.

,
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

WERE THE OBJECTIVE tFACTS OF THE CASEI THE ONLY SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES?

In Chapter Sixteen on 'Influence of socio-demographic facts t ,

a number of 'observable l facts were identified as Significantly
and positively associated with the decisions or advice in favour
of release from Hampton Hospital.

Chapter Nine on ISample group

of patients' demonstrated that the 150 applications and references
to which the tribunal were responding during this research study,
were adequately representative of the men and women applying or
being referred to the tribunal at Hampton Hospital.

The extent

to which the findings could be generalised to other groups of
men and women considered mentally disordered and 'dangerous' and
other decision-making situations was a matter for discussion·and
speculation.

The assumption was made for the 'General Analysis' of the
decision-process of the mental health review tribunal(Part Four)

.

that the analysis of findings could be generalised to the decisionprocesses in other mental health review tribunals and to a reasonable
extent in other situations concerned with the mentally disordered.
It was assumed that the findings and analysis of the decision
process were applicable to the extent the decision-makers were
responding to the same prescribed criteria and procedures, a similar
presentation of facts, and the same restraints and difficulties in
the situation.

This assumption of relevance was made with a view

to the knowledge and understanding gained from the study of the
decision-process being applied to other situations and
. by other
decision-makers.
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Aspects of the research were the testing of the appropriateness
of the formal-structural approach to explaining the decisionprocess and the assumptions of a more traditional input-output
model of behaviour.

The formally presoribed oriteria in regard

to the legal restraint of the mentally disordered were outlined in
Chapter Two.

The advantages of using the decision-prooess of the

mental health review tribunal at Rampton Hospital

a~

the focus of

empirioal researoh were discussed in Chapters Three and Six.

One

advantage was the requirement on the tribunal to reaoh early conolusions within prescribed time-limits as part of the formallyprescribed approach.

This facilitated the study of the decision-

.

process in its entirety and the extent to which the formal-struotural
and input-output approaohes were suffioient and adequate to explain
the decision-prooess in praotice.

The input-output or stimulus-

response model did receive some support in the findings about the
'influence of socio-demographic facts t •

This present chapter was

ooncerned with the extent to which other variables than the objective Ifacts of the case l might have been signifioantly assooiated
with judgements in favour of release.

The findings in regard to the earlier aims of the research
(Chapters Ten to Fifteen) were oonoerned with aspeots or aspeots
or the deoision-prooess of the tribunal in praotioe, largely
regardless or the actual judgements whioh oonoluded the prooess •

.

In order to assess the extent to whioh other than the Ifacts of

the oasel were associated with judgements in favour of release,
the approach adopted was

t~

cross-tabulate the interview responses

in regard to the different aspeots of the deoision-prooess in practioe with the responses to the same interview quest10n to which the
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socio-demographio facts were relatod:

.

'Was your decision or advice in favour of
release from Hampton Hospital?!

AIM I: To examine how the members of the tribunal perceive the
nature of the 'dangerousness I or riSk associated with
the person before them.

The perception of ldangerous l by the members of the tribunal did
appear to be in·terms of 'physical violence l , with sexual assault
being an important secondary consideration.

The risk was seen

.

primarily in terms of ldanger to others. rather than self-injury •
It was concluded that, explicitly and by implication, !danger1was
largely being defined as Ifear of violence'.

'People generally'

were perceived as the most likely potential victims as against
any more specific victims(Chapter Ten).

Table 1:

However you rated the danger, in your opinion, what is
or was the one main risk or danger in regard to this
particular patient?

-No

-Yes
Direct physical violence
Endangering behaviour
Sexual assault
Damage to property
Psychological harm
Property offenoe
other
None

11
5
11
3
0
4
2

5
41

36.2% 52
10.6% 5
23.4% 28
6.4% 5
0.(1'~
o.
8 0 5% 2
4.3% 6
10.6% 5
100.016 103

Total
46.(1';6
6.7%
26.0%
5.3%

50.5% 69
4.9% 10
21.2% 39
8
4.9'~
0.0% 0
1.916 6
5.7% 8
4.976 10
100.~

150

o.~

4.~

5.3%
6.7%
100.0%

Although there was a face-value tendency against 'direct physical
violencet(Only 24.6% responses in favour of

release~

compared to

the total of other categories(31.(1'~), the difference was not

'statistically significant(X2(lD.F)=2.66 ~;>0.05).
Comparing
the combination of direct physical violence and sexual assault
(25.9% responses in favour of release) with the total of othor
categories(45.~/o), the difference was Significant(X (lD.F)=4.9 6

p «0.05).

2
In other words, there did appear to be a significant

relationship between the perception of the danger as other than
violence or sexual assault and a judgement in favour of release
from Hampton Hospital (contingency coefficient

= 0.179).

, When considering the perception of I dangerous I by the mental
health review tribunal(Chapter Ten), it was often found that

.

apart from the main danger or risk the chairmen did not see
lany

other danger associated with the person before you l

(78 hearings, 52.~/o).

When comparing the responses in favour of

release, there was found to be a significant difference between
those where no further danger was perceived(31 hearings, 39.4%) and
where there was a danger other than the main risk(16 hearings,22.~).
(X2(lD.F)=5.34 p ~0.05).

There was a significant relationship

between there being perceived to be no other danger than the main
risk and a judgement in favour of release(C

=0.185).

It was perhaps not oUl"}lrising to find that there was a highly
significant relationship between the judgement in favour of release
and the judgement in regard to the degree of risk to others.

There was a very bighly significant relationship between a·
judgement of Ino danger' or 'minimal dangerl and a judgement in
favour of release from Hampton Hospi tal(X (lD.F)= 24.76 p
2
(0 = 0.376). (Table 2)
,

<0.001 )
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Table· 2:"

How would you rate the patient you have juot soen
0.0 a danger to others?
~

No danger at all
Minimal danger
Modera. te danger
Severe danger
Very severe danger
Could not anower

10
63
46
16
8
7

6.7%
42.0%
30.7%
10.7%
5.3%
4.6%

100.0% 103 100.0% 150

100.(1/0

10.6%
68.1%
19.2%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%

5
32
9
1
0
0
47

Total

1!Q.
5
31
37
15
8
7

4.99'6
30.1%
35.~/o
14.6%
1.7%
5.8%

In regard. to the interview question about 'danger to oel£', there
1113.0

a oignif'icant dif'f'erence between a judgement of' 'no danger'

(33 hearings, 39.3% in favour of release) and any degree of danger
against oelf(14 hearings, 21.20;6) (X~lD.F)= 5.61 p <0.02).

There

was a significant relationship between a judgement of Ino danger to
selfl and a judgement in favour of re1ease(C

Table 3:

=0.190).

Who did you see as most likely to be at risk from
the person before you?
~

People generally
Adul t s same sex
Adults opposite sex
Children
Elderly
Self
Family
Others
No one
Could not answer

11
2
6

8

36.2% 56
4.3% 1
12.7% 10
12.7% 22
0.00/0 0
4.3% 4
4.3% 2
6.4% 0
2.1% 0
17.00/0 8

47

100.00/0 103

6
0
2
2
3
1

Total

~

48.7%
2.00/0
10.6%
18.7%
0.0%

54.3%
1.0%
9.7%
21.4%
0.0/6
3.9%

13

1.9%

4

0.(11/0
0.0}6
7.f1l/o

3
1
16

0.796
10.6%.

100.00/0 150

100.00;6

3

16
28
0
6

4.0)6
2.7%

2.0)6

On face-value, there were two significant findings in the data
presen~ed in Table 3.

There appeared to be a tendency against

the release of men and women where the potential victims were
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'people generally' o.s opposed to opocific categories of people
a.t risk.

Also there appeared to be a. tendency againot relea.se

where children wore considered to be a.t moat risk.

Compa.ring

people generally at risk(23.3% responses in favour of release)and
the total of more specific categories of responae(40.0%), there
was

significant difference(X2(lD.F)c 4.28 1><0.05). Within
the context of the total sample of 150, the tendency against the
a.

release of people where children were at riSk was out-weighed by
the tendency against the release where people generally were seen
to be at risk.

Yet, although direct comparison with other findingo

could not be made because of different number of cases in the sample,
(N

= 61),

there was a significant difference between children at

risk(21.4% responses in favour of release) and the total of other
more specific categories of potential victim(48.5~)(X~lD.F)= 4.81 p ..(

0.05).
There ws a significant .relationship between other than people
generally being seen at risk and a judgement in favour of release
from Hampton Hospita1( C

=0.167).

The 'other than people generally'

included both more specific categories of potential victim and where
the legal chairmen 'could not answer'.

AIM 2:

To examine the nature and relative importance of the
evidence upon which tribunal members base their judgement
in response to the dangerousness or risk.

'Personality of the patient' and 'mental disorder' appea.red to be
the more influential factors of evidence in the decision-making of
the tribunal.

It ws concluded that Irisk' factors such as 'mental

disorder' and 'offences' were influential in determtnine the need or

••

otherwise for continued detention, with other factors such as the
peroonality of the patient as perceived by the tribunal tending
to influence toward release.

'Personality of the patientl

appeared to be an lover-riqing factor', over-lapping both with
more objective considerations ouch as mental disorder and behaviour
and with the more subjective reactions of the tribunal membero to
the patient.

In

addition to the objective Ifacts of the case t ,

uncertainty and doubt about the right course of action and subjective
feelings and intuition about the patient were clear and acknowledged
influences on the decision-process. (Chapter El~ven)

Table 4:

deciding whether or not this particular patient should
continue to be detained in Hampton, which factor appeared
to you the most importance influence in that decision?

In

-Yes

Mental disorder
1
Immediate offence/behavious
Previous record
4
Personality of patient 19
Previous life-career
1
Family circumstances
2
Community support servicesO
Length of stay
4
Present behaViour/attitude8
Other
2
Could not answer
1

1!2

Total

25
15
8
26
5
0
3
4
10
5
2

24.3% 26
14.6% 20
7.7%- 12
25.~~ 45
4.9% 6
2
O.O'~
2.9'~
3
8
3.9%
9.7% 18
4.9'~ 7
1.9)6 3

17.4%
13.3%
8.0%
30.0';6
4.0';6
1.3%
2.0';6
5.3%
12.0%
4. ?O;6
2.0%

47 100.0';6 103

100.<1)'0 150

100.0';6

2.1%
10.6%
8.5%
40.5%
2.1%
4.3%
0.0';6
8~5%

17.0';6
4.3%
2.1%

There was a face-value tendency toward 'personality of the
patient' which was not statistically significant(X2 (lD.F)=3.54 p:>
0.05).
One finding which was highly significant was in regard to
'mental disorder'.

Comparing Imental disorder' being seen as the

most important in£luence(3.a.% responses in favour of releaDe) with
the total of other responses(37.1%), it was evident that 'mental
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disorder l ws a highly influential factor against release
(X2(lDeF)=9.60 p <0.01, corrected for continuity) (C'

= 0.246).

In considering Ithe evidence on which the tribunal based

their judgementsl, the responses to the three interview questions
in regard to 'the most important influence I , 'second in importance'
and 'further factor' were aggregated(Chapter Eleven, Table 6).
Whilst confirming the importance of such factors as 'mental
disorder', limmediate offences' and' Iprevious record', the total
summary further illustrated the increasing importance of other more
rehabilitative considerations as release ws more seriously considered.
The same aggregated data was cross-tabulated with the interview response to 'decision or advice in favour of release' (Table 5 below).

Table 5:

Total resEonses to interview guestions on influential
evidence.

-No

~

Mental disorder
8
Immediate offence 13
Previous record
11
Personali ty of
patient
29
Previous life
career
1
Family circumstances
16
Community services 1
Length of stay
15
Present behaviour/
attitude
14
Other
11
None
8
Could not answer
2
141

5.7%
9.2%
1.f1J/o

Total

40 . 12.9% 48
34 11.0% 41
33 10.1% 44

10.7%
10.4%
9.SO/o

20.6%

54

11.5% 83

18.5"/0

5.0%

13

' 4.20/0 20

4.4%

11.3%

18
11
11

5.8% 34
3.6% 18
5.5% 32

1.6%
4.0%
1.1%

35
31
16
1

11.3% 49
10.0% 42
5.2"/0 24
2.3% 9

10.9%
9.3%
5.3%

5.ato

10.6%

9.9'/0

1.8%
5.7%
1.4%

2.0}6

100.0% 309 100.0% 450 100.00/0

.Although care should be taken in making direct comparisons
because of the different number of cases(normally cantingency
coefficient calculated on sample number of 159), the aggregated
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data did tend to oupport the findinga in regard to the relative
importanoe and influence of 'risk' and rehabilitative considerations(tbalanced justice' and lparens patriae').

Comparing the

'risk' factors(mental disorder, immediate offence, and previouD
record)(23.~~ responses in favour of release) and the total of

other

responses(35.~~),

there was significant support for the

interpretation that certain factors were primarily important

in

determining 'risk' with other considerations coming to the fore
as release was a more serious possibility(X2(lD.F)=6.51 p<: 0.02).

In which direction, if any, were uncertainty and subjective

.

feelings influences on decisions and advice?

Table 6:

Were you at all influenced by your subjective
feelings on intuition about the patient?

ill
Definitely
Only moderately
Not at all
Could not answer

12
15
19
1

.lli!
25.5% 13
31.9% 35
40.5% 54
2.1% 1

Total
12.6% 25
34.CY16 50
52.4% 13
1 .(1)b 2

16.7%
33.3%
48.7%
1.3%

41 100.(1)b 103 100.CY16 150 100.~;6

Table 7:

Was there any serious doubt in your mind about whether
or not the patient should be released from Hampton?
~

Yes
No
Could not answer

11
30
0

-No
36.2";6 26
63.8% 12
O.~~
5

41 100.076 103

Total
25.2% 43
69.9% 102
4.9% 5
100.~;6

150

28.1';6

68.~~

0.1'/0
100.~/o

.
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On face-value, both 'serious doubt. and 'subjective feelings'

were influences in support of reloase; but in neither case was
the tendency statistically significant.

The occasiona when subjective feelings were definitely or
moderately

influential(36.~/o

responses in favour of release

were compared with when subjective feelings were not acknowledged
as an influence(26.1'~)(X2(1D.F)=1.88 p>0.05).

Further, the

occasions when subjective feelings were acknowledged as definitely
influential(48.~~

responses in favour of release) were compared

with when subjective feelings were only a moderate influence or not
acknowledged at all(28.~~)(X2(lD.F)=3.07 p~ 0.05).

Therefore,

even though subjective feelings and intuition about the patient
were clear and acknowledged influences on the decision-process of
the tribunal, the influence in favour of release was not significant at 0.05(0

= 0.142;

N = 150).

The occasions when 'serious doubt' was acknowledged(39.5% responses
in favour of release) were compared with when doubt was not acknowledged

(28 o Q%)(X2 (lD.F)=1.89 p). 0.05).

Therefore, even though uncertainty

and doubt about the right course of action were clear and acknowledged
influences on the decision-process of the tribunal, the influence in
favour of release was not significant at 0.05(e

=0.112; N = 150).

This was investigated further in the interview question in regard
to the 'benefit of the doubt' (Table 8).
Table 8:

Could you say whether you gave the 'benefit of the doubt'
in favour or against leaving Hampton?

-Yes
Favoured release
Favoured detention
Ueither
No 'serious doubt'
Could not answer

16
2
0
28
1

-No

Total

34.0% 13 12.6% 29
4.3% 8 7.SO/o 10
0.0% 4 3.~1o 4
59.6% 74 71 • solo 102
211~

4

2.~

~-

19.3%
6:1'/0
2.776
68.0%
3.3%

47 100.0'/0 103 100.0'/0 150 100.016

Although there was not a significant relationship between
'serious doubt' and a judgement in favour of release, the
acknowledgement of 'benefit of the doubt' was significant'.
The occa.sions when benefit of the doubt was ack:nowledeod
(41.~~

responses in favour of release) were compared with when

benefit of the doubt was not ·acknOWledged(26.1%)(~1D.F).:I 5.38
p < 0.05).

As would be expected, the significance was even

greater in respect of 'benefit of the doubt in favour of releasel

There were significant relationships between a judgement in
favour of release and 'benefit of the doubt' being acknowledged

.

(C = 0.186) and even more where tbenefit of the doubt' was acknowledged in favour of release(C

To examine the nature of any restraints or difficulties
experienced by the tribunal in obtaining the evidence
considered necessar,y to reach decisions.

AIM 3:

It

= 0.244).

'WaS

evident that the tribunal members did often experience

serious difficulty in obtaining the evidence they considered
necessar,y to reach their decisions.

It appeared to be 'information'

they were lacking and not necessarily 'people' as a source of information.

The 'crises' arising in the decision-process from

difficulties obtaining evidence related largely to tho 'patient's
health or safety' which could be dependent on facilities and
support outside the hospital about which the tribunal had limited
inrormation(Chapter Twelve).
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Table

2:

Did you experience any difficulty in obtaining the
evidence you required to reach your decision?

.!2.!!
Serious difficulty
Moderate difficulty
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer

33

6.4%
14.9%
8.5%
70.216
0.016

9
19
7
67
1

47

100.0/6

103

3
7
4

0

Total

li2

12
26
11
65.0% 100
1
1 .0';6

8.0';6
17.3%
7.3%
66.7%
0.7%

100.0% 150

100.0/6

8.80;6
18.4%
6.£Jl;6

On the basis of the data presented in Table

9, there was no

relationship between the severity of difficulties obtaining
information and the judgement about release from Hampton..

The

apparent percentage trend toward judgements in favour of release
decreasing with increasing difficulty obtaining information was
not statistically significant.

At the same time, it was perhaps

worthy of comment that, as difficulties obtaining evidence arose
mainly in respect of rehabilitative considerations, it was likely
that the occasions when there were serious or moderate difficulties and the judgement was not in favour of release would probably
often relate to hearings which were adjourned for further information.
This interpretation was confirmed by cross-tabulating the responses
to the interview question tRow did you overcome the difficulty?1
with those in regard to 'decisions or advice in favour of releasel
(Table 10).
Table 10:

How did you overcome the difficulty?

-Yes
Could not overcome
8
Adjourned for enquiries1
Other action
5
22
Not applicable

-No
17.076
2.1%
10.6%
70.2l;6

47 100.0';6

10

19
6
68

Total

18
20
11
66.01;6 101

12.a'fo

9.7%
18.4%'
5.80/0

~

13.3%
7.3%
67.3%

103 100.0';6 150 100.016

- 332· The apparent tendency to judge in favour of rolease where the
difficulties about obtaining
evidence could not be overcome
,
could be related to the finding of 'benefit of the doubtS favouring
release.

Yet even when assessed within the 'group where difficulties

were acknowledged(N =

49),

the tendency toward release where diffi-

culties could not be overcome was not Significant(X (lD.F)=2.49
2
p ~ 0.05).
The negative association between judgements in favour
of release and adjournments was inherent in the fact that adjournment was an alternative to reaching a decision or advice.

The

one

instance where the chairman responded both that they had adjourned
and judged in favour of release presumably related to an instance
where adjournment was with a view to definite discharge.

Table 11:

Did the difficulty relate to any particular
categor.r of evidence or information?

-Yes
No difficulties
33
Mental disorder
1
Immediate offence/
behaviour
2
Previous life-career 1
Fandly circumstances 0
Community support
services
5
Present behaviour/
attitudes
1
Hospital treatment/
planning
1
Health service provision
Other
Could not say

Total

l!2

70.2%

67

65.076 100

66.710

2.1%

2

1.99'6

3

2.076

4.3%
2.1%

1
1

1.(J'~
1.(J'~

1.3%

2.0%

0.0}6

7

6.8%

3
2
7

10.6%

7

6.8%

12

8.0';6

2.1%

1

1.076

2

1.3%

2.1%

3

2.9"~

4

2.7%

2.1%
2.1%

8

7.7%

9

6.(J'~

0.0%

1

1.0'~

47 100.0';6 103

100.0'~

1
1
0

4

3.9"~

4.7%

3

3.3%
2.0'/0

150

100.0Y0

5

In view of the small numbers of cases in the response categories,

the data in Table 11 was presented largely for inteJ::est.

Al though

the face-value impression supported the findings about difficulties
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obtaining evidence and the release decision itself largely ooncerning rehabilitative considerations, the samples were not
largo enough for significant comparison.

Comparison between

the responses about 'riSk' factors (mental disorder,offences,
life-career, and present behaviour) (500/0 responses in favour
of release despite difficulties obtaining evidence) and the
other considerations where difficulties bad arisen(21.6%)
suggested a difference which was not significant on the basis
of this limited data(X2(lD.F)=2.31 p>0.05 corrected for continuity;
N = 49).

The relationship between judgements in favour of release

and there being no difficulties obtaining information in regard to
rehabilitative resources was not significant at 0.05(X 2(lD.F)=2.17
p

< 0.20; N = 150) (C = o. 119 ) •

AIM 4:

To examine the nature of any restraints or difficulties
.experienced by the tribunal arising from anomalies and
dilemmas where prescribed procedures and rules are not
adequate.

It was evident that the tribunal did often experience seriouG
inadequacies in the prescribed rules and powers and serious
dilemmas in regard to the practical choices available to them.
The anomalies and dilemmas were primarily related to problems in
regard to communicating directly with or obtaining information
about health and community services; and the need for continued
care and/or control outside the security hospital.

The crises

in the decision-process ariSing from anomalies and dilemmas were

predominantly associated with the distinction and potential
conflict between 'welfare and protection' and 'balanced justice'
considerations(Chapter Thirteen).
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Table 12:

Did you experienoe diffioulty whioh arose from the
rules and prooedures of the tribunal in relation to
the oolleotion of evidence?

-Yes
Serious diffioulty
Moderate diffioulty
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer

1
2
3
41
0

2.1%
4.3%
6.4%

87.2"~

0.00;6

47 100.00;6

Table 13:

Total

1!2
0
11
4
86
2

0.0;6 1
10.7% 13
3.9'/0 7
83.5% 127
1.9'/0 2

0.7%
8.7%
4.'7%
84.6%
1.3%

103 100.016 150 100.0';6

Did you experience any difficulty which arose from the
rules and procedures of the tribunal in relation to the
powers of the tribunal in this case?

Serious difficulty
MOderate diffioulty
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer

Total

-No

~

2 4.3%
7 14.9'/0
2 4.3%
36 76.5%
0 0.00;6
47 100.00;6

10 9.7% 12 8.0%
14 13.6% 21 14.00;6
7.3%
9 8.1";6 11
69 70.0% 105 70.00;6
1 0.7%
1
1.0)6
103 100.0%

150 100.0';6

On the basis of the data presented in Tables 12 and 13, there

was no relationship between difficulties in the rules and procedures
and the judgement about release from Hampton.

As with the diffi-

culties obtaining evidenoe, there was the strong possibility that
the occasions the tribunal faced difficulties from the rules and
.procedures and did not judge in favour of release inoluded many
of the adjournments.
Table' 14:

In reaching your conclusions, did you experience any
diffioulty which arose from the need to ohoose between
unsatisfactory alternatives?

Serious difficulty
Moderate difficulty
Minimal difficulty
None at all
Could not answer

-Yes

1!2

3

15
19
17
49

8

8
28

o

47

6.4%
17.0';6
17.0';6
59.6%
Ol~
100. ~

~
103

Total
~

14.6%
18.4%
16.5%
47.6%

21~

18
27
25

11

2

12.00;6
18.00;6
16. -r;6
51 .3%

2!~

100.090 150 100.030

•
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There was a face-value tendency for judgements in favour of
release to decrease with increasing difficulty arising from
unsatisfactory alternatives: none at all(36.4% responses in
favour of release), minimal difficultY(32.~~), moderate difficulty(29.6%), and serious difficulty(16.7%).

Serious and

moderate difficulties(24.4%) were compared with minimal and no
difficulties(35.3%)(X2(lD.F)=2.38 p;> 0.05, no significant
difference).

Judgements in favour of release were cross-tabulated with the
interview responses in regard to specific dilemmas.

Where

dilemmas were acknowledged in regard to the need for continued
hospital care, the behaviour and attitude of the patient, the
provision of community services, and the question of public
attitudes, there was no significant relationship with the judgement in favour of release.

The greatest significance was reflected

in respect of the support and attitude of the family, the closest

other category of dilemma being the provision of community services

Table 15:

Did you face any dilemma which related in any way to
the support or attitude of the family?

-Yes
Yes
No
.Could not say

-No

6
41

12.eo~
87 .2<'~

0

0.0'/0

47 10000'/0

27
75
1

Total
26.2'~ 33
72.SO~ 116
1
1.0'~

2200%
77.3%
0.7%

103 100.0% 150 100.0'~
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The occasions when dilemmas in regard to the family ( 18. ~
responses in favour of release from Hampton) wore compared
with when such dileIllIIOs were not acknowledged(35,,~)(X2(lD.F)=
3.82 p>0.05, difference not significant)(C = 0.157).

AIM

2:

To examine the disagreements between the members of the
tribunal and the process by which they are recieved.

There was lim! ted disagreement or conflict among the tribunal
members.

Where it did show itself, it was in relation to the

degree of risk and the question of release.

Disagreements were

mainly in terms of whether'the person could be trusted to maintain
good progress outside a situation of clinical supervision and
social control.

They were normally resolved through reaching a

consensus through discussion(Chapter Fourteen).

As there was such limited disagreement between the tribunal
members, the number of responses to many of the interview
questions were too small for significant analysis.

Where any

reasonable degree of disagreement had been acknowledged, the
~sponses

were cross-tabulated with the interview responses

about jUdgements in favour of release.
Table 16:

Would you have said there was any clear disagreement
or difference. of opinion between members of the
tribunal in regard to the degree of risk?

-No

~

None at·all
38
Only moderate disagree/
ment
9
Definite disagreement 0
Not clear
0

80.SO;6 89

Total
86.4% 127

84.79'0

8
11 11.3%
7.eo~
2.(11~
0.<Y;6
2.9}6
3
3
2.
(11/0
0.076 3
2.9%
3
41 100.0% 103 100.(}U 150 .. 100 (11fo

19.1%

0
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The occasions when dioagreement was

acknowledged(45.~/o

responses in favour of release) were compared to when disagreement was n~t recognised(29.2.Yo) (X2(lD.F)=1.33 p~ O.05,corrected
for continuity).
There was a stronger relationship between
'only moderate disagreement' and judgements in favour of release,
although still not significant at O.05(X2(lD.~)=3.17 p<:O.10,
corrected for continuity) (C

= 0.144).

Table 17: Was there at any point in the hearing what you would
call a serious difference of opinion between the
tribunal members in regard to whether or not the
patient should leave Hampton?

-No

~.

Yes
No
Could not say

Total

4 8.5%
43 91.5%
0 O.~/o

8 7.7%
94 91.3%
1 1 .(11/0

12 8.~/o
137 91.3%
1 O."{O/o

47 100.(11/0

103 100.(11/0

1 50 100 • (11/0

Whereas there was the suggestion that 'moderate disagreement'
about the degree of' risk

'.JaS

sometimes associated with a judgement

in favour of release(perhaps giving the 'benefit of the doubt l

),

even on face-value there was no evidence of association between
disagreement about the release i toelf and judgements in favour
of release.

As the mdical member was acknowledged to have a. greater influence
at 39 hearings(compared to only 3 hearings with the legal member and
one hearing with the lay member), the interview responses in regard
to the medical member were cross-tabulated with those concerned with
decisions and advice in favour of release.

The 39 hearings where

.
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the medical member was acknowledged to have a greater influence
(13 hearings, 33.3% responses in favour of release) were compared with the other 111 hearings (34 hearings, 30.6% responses
in favour of release) (X (lD.F):sO.10 p<O.95).

There did not
2
appear to be any relationship between the medical member baving
a greater influence and judgements in favour of release.

The relative magnitude of the asoociation between the various
perceptions and·rcoponscs of the tribunal and a judgement in
favour of release was preoented in Table 18.

The probability

values were based on the X valueD from which the contingency
2
coefficients were adjusted.
A 2 x 2 table was used for each of
the variables to enable direct comparison.

All the variables

included in the table had been cross-tabulated with the interview
question: aWas your decision or advice in favour of release from
Rampton?1

These conditions were applied also to the contingency

coefficients in respect of 'the socio-demographic fact's(Chapter
Sixteen, Table 20); thus allowing comparison between the influence
of the perceptions and responses of the tribunal and the objective
'facts'.

Although children as potential victims had been shown to relate
to significantly less responses in favour of release in comparison
with other specific potential victims(as opposed to people generally),
this influence was not included in the presentation in Table 18
because of the difference in the number of cases in the sample
(N

= 61).

For similar reasons, the findings in reopect of the

relative influence of 'risk' and 'rehabilitative' factors identified through the aggregated data about influential factors were
not included(N =

450).

The findings in regard to the length of time of the hearings
were excluded from the presentation about the socio-demographic
facts in Chapter Sixteen, as the length of time of ,the hearing

- 340was judged to relate to the response of the tribunal rather than
the tfacts' about the patient.

It could be appropriate to com-

pare with the data in Table 18 the association with decisions or
advice in favour of release with the length of time of the hearing:
over 45 minutes (0

= 0.169),

over 60 minutes(C

=00125)0

..
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TABLE 18
ASSOCIATION OF PERCEPTIONS AND RESPONSES OF TRIBUNAL WITll DECISION
OR ADVICE IN FAVOUR OF RELEASE FROM HAMPTON HOSPITAL

Contingency coefficient

Number of hearings: 150

p

<: 0.001

Ba ted as no danger or minimal danger to
others

0.376

Most influential evidence perceived as
other than mental disorder.

0.246 p

Acknowledgedtbenefit of doubt. in favour
of release

0.244

Bated as no danger to self·

0.190 p

Acknowledged Ibenefit of doubt'(for or
against release)

0.186 P ( 0.05

Apart from main risk, did not associate
any other danger with person

0.185

Main danger perceived as other than
violence or sexual assault

0.119

Potential victims 'at risk' considered to
be other than 'people generally'

0.167

Did not face any dilemma about the attitude
or support of the family
Main influence seen as 'personality of

0.157 p

< 0.01

<- 0.02

<: 0.10

~tientI0.152

MOderate disagreement on degree of risk

0.144

Subjective feelings acknowledged as definite
influence

0.142

Main danger seen as other than violence

0.132 P

Not faced with dilemmas(or of no more than
minimal difficulty)

0.125

No difficulty obtaining information about
rehabilitative resources.

0.119

Apart from main potential victim, none other
considered 'at risk'

0.115

Serious doubt about release acknowledged
Admitted to being influenced by subjective
feelings or intuition about the patient.

,
0.112
0.111

<- 0.20
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The findings in regard to socio-demographic facts{Chapter
Sixteen} gave some support to the traditional model of
sentencing behaviour which assumed that significant variables
affecting sentencing were those externally visible 'facts'
available to the decision-makers and observable to others from
the records.

There was evidence from this research project that

a number of lobjective' facts were associated with the judgement
in favour of release from Rampton Hospital.

To

supplemen~

the

findings about the tribunal decision-process which demonstrated
that a straight-forward I input-output I approach did not provide
an adequate total explanation of the decision-process in practice,
it was decided to consider the extent to which other than the
'objective I facts were associated with the decisions and advice
of the tribunal.

The following conclusions were drawn.

Statistical analysis

indicated that a number of other variables were closely associated
with a judgement in favour of release from Rampton Hospital(Table
18).

The magnitude of the association(contingency coefficient)

of some of the variables was greater than that of the influential
'objective' facts identified in Chapter Sixteen.

In addition to

the significant variables identified through the study of the
decision-process, there was some indication that occasionally
other facts{such as moderate disagreement about the degree of risk
and the acknowledged influence of subjective feelings and intuition)
were associated with the decision or advice to release(although not
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significant at 0.05).

Many

of the significant variables

related to the perception of the danger by the tribunal.
None of the significant variables appeared to be affeoted
by the nature of the detention and the role of the tribunal
(i.e. application or reference).

In the discussion of the association of the socio-demographic

faots with judgements in favour of release(Ohapter Sixteen), it
was suggested that the magrli tude of the association in respeot
of certain 'facts' was inflated because of the greater ease of
making a judgement in favour of release with references in comparison with applications.

This contrast most affected the

variables, 'restricted under section 65 1 (0
as opposed to non-offender' (0
criminal offences' (0

=0.167).

= 0.193),

= 266),

'offender

and 'previous reoord of

Despite the 'inflation' of the

importance of these factors by an influence which did not appear
to affect greatly the perception and response of the tribunal'
variables, three of these other variables were found to have as
highly signifioant association with the judgement in favour of
release( p < 0.01 )

These highly significant variables were:

Ra te d

as no danger or minimal danger to
others
0

= 0.376

Most influential evidenoe peroeived as
other than mental disorder

= 0.246

0

Aoknowledged 'benefit of doubt' in favour
of release.
C = 0.244

Apart from 'restrioted under section 65(Home Secretary)., none
of the objective faots were as significantly associated with the
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decisions or advice as the above three variables.

One approach to discussing these more influential variables
would be to consider the 'converse' as an in£luence on the
judgements of the tribunal.

For instance, the positive association

of the degree o£ danger being perceived as none or minimal with a
judgement in favour of release had a converse: 'moderate and severe
danger v negatively associated with judgements in favour of release.
To find that the tribunal were less likely to decide or advise the
release of a man or woman they considered moderately or seriously
dangerous was perhaps not surprising.

This high negative corre-

lation between I danger' and 'release' was implied in the prescribed
criteria.

Also, within the context of this research project on the

assessment of 'danger to se1£ and others', there was an assumed
close relationship between assessing the danger and reaching a
conclusion about continued detention or release.

In £act, the

tribunal did decide or advise release from Hampton of a minority

(10

hearings,

16.1%)

of the patients rated as moderate or severe

danger(although none of those rated Ivery severe danger').

In response to the interview question about the most important
influence on the decision whether or not to continue the detention,
a very high proportion of the 'mental disorder' responses related
to a judgement not to release from Rampton Hospita1(25 hearings,

96.5%).

This finding reinforced the view that evidence of con-

tinued mental disorder was used as a guide to assessing the degree
of risk(quite separate from being one of the statutory criteria
for detention).

It was likely that the person would be perceived

as more 'impulsive and unpredictable' and thereford more ldangcrous',
if there was limited evidence of improved or more stabilised mental
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state.

This would militate against release, which would be
•

decided on other factors and influences once the mental condition
of the man or woman had been determined.

The converse of the association between acknowledging benefit
of the doubt in favour of release and a decision or advice in
favour of release was an association between Ino doubtl and
Ino release l •

This assooiation was confirmed by other influential

variables in Table 18.

The acknowledgement of Ibenefit of doubt'

(regardless of the direction of its influence) was significantly
associated with judgements 'in favour of releaoe.

Also there

was a suggestion of a positive association between the acknowledgement of 'serious doubt' and judgements in favour of release(C
p~O.20)o

= 0.112

This finding tended to support the oonclusions in regard

to both the nature of ldangerous l behaviour and the stages of decisionprocess of the tribunal (and others considering the release or
otherwise of the mentally disordered).

It was suggested previously

that the need to exercise control and restraint on the individual
arose from the limpulsive and unpredictable l nature of the behaviour
and the 'sense of threat and anxiety experienced by others' about
the frisk of physical harm from violence'.

Once identified as

'dangerous', doubt was almost inherent in the a tti tude of others
(particularly those with responsibility for his release or continued
detention).

The interpretation would be that where there was Ino

doubt', it would be in regard to the need for continued detention
" because of clear evidence of oontinued 'danger l (such as mental
disorder).

Once it was determined that there

I doubt I about

waS

the need for oontinued detention, the decision-makers would then
~

begin to consider all the implications of possible release.

It
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was inherent in the nature of Idangerous I behaviour and a
consequence of the various difficulties arising in the decisionprocess, that there would be doubt about the right eourse of
action.

'Benefit of the doubtl was often a necessary component

of the situation and the process of reaching a conclusion about
whether to release someone in regard to whom there was doubt
about .the need for continued detention.

Even though the patients in the sample group were rarely considered
more than minimal danger to themselves(18

hearings,12.~/o),

'danger

to self l as perceived by the tribunal was significantly associated
with their decision and advice.

Of the 47 responses in favour of

release, only one concerned a response of more than minimal danger
(2.19b).

The Ino danger' and 'minimal danger to selfl responses

(46 hearings, 34.~/o reoponses in favour of release) were compared
with the other 'danger to 'self' responses(One hearing,5.6%)
(X2(lD.F)=5.03 p< 0.05, corrected for continuity)(O

= 0.180).

As indicated above, the association was greater when comparing
Ino danger at all l to self with the other ldanger to selfl responses
(0

=00190)0

Therefore, despite 'danger to self l not appearing to

be an important aspect of the perception of 'dangerous' by the
tribunal with the decision-process, it was evident that the perception of any danger to the individual himself was a restraint or
influence against actual decision or advice to release.

It was

one of the variables with the more significant relationship(p<0.02).
As the 'danger to others' and 'danger to self' queotions were the
first to be presented during the interview(and therefore also the
furthest away in time from the interview question about 'decision
or advice in favour of release'), it was unlikely that the actual

presentation of questions had influenced this significant
association.

An interpretation would be that the perception

of the individual being more than minimally at risk from himself
was a serious restraint against release(perhaps linked with the
difficulties in regard to ensuring adequate caro and support facilities), rather than a justification for detention.

'Danger to celf'

would therefore become important at the stage release was being
considered(i.e. after the 'risk' to justify detention had been
assessed).

Further evidence for the link between uncertainty and 'danger'
was to be found in some of the other significant associations with
judgements in favour of release.

Both in regard to the perceived

nature of the danger and the perceived potential victims, there
appeared to be a greater tendency to release where the danger or
victim were more certain rather than generalised.

Potential

victims being perceived as 'people generally' was negatively
associated with judgements in favour of release.

'None other'

danger and victims were positively associated with decisions or advice
to releaseo

Therefore 'objective t facts available to the decision-makers
and others through the records were not the only significant
variables associated with the decision of the tribunal.

This

provided further evidence that the traditional tinput-output'
model was not adequate for a full explanation of the decisionprocess of the mental health review tribunal and others concerned
with the mentally disordered.
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CHAPI'rut EIGHTEEN

THE DECISIon.PROCESS OF THE MENTAL HEALTH REVIE?1 TRIBUNAL
1;

ItEVIEW

OF LITERATURE AND lUtSEA1\CH

Introduotion

The aims and intentions of this analysis are:
a) To review the literature and previous research about
the mental health review tribunals from the time they were
established by the Mental Health Act 1959 and commenced
operation in 1961, and
b) To consider the findinBs of this partioular research
(1)
project
on the decision-prooess of the mental health review
tribunal with reference to the previous literature and research.

The research by Cyril Greenlnnd (1970) (2) will be taken as a
'half-way' or 'turning-point' for various reasons.

Prior to

1970, very little was written about the mental health review
tribunals.

What was written was mainly by people directly

involved in the operation of the tribunals, and such literature
tended to give almost unquestioning support to the suooess of
the tribunals in practioe.

Greenland published the first and for

a long time only specialised piece of research into the mental
health review tribunals.· It was following his research and during
the 1970s that questions were raised about the effeotiveness of the
tribunals in their duty to proteot the liberty of the individual.
It was only Inter in the 1970s that there was sufficient interest
for other pieces of research to be initiated.
(1)

Chapter nineteen
Greenland C. 'Mental Illness and Civil Liberty'
and Sons (London 1970)
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With only one or t,vo exoeptions, writings about the mental
health review tribunals up to 1970 were by people involved in
the operation of the tribunals.

They tended to be unoritioa1

or defensive to possible oriticisms.

'It is heartening to know that at least one small section
of the health service seems to be working satisfaotorily'
(Hunter 1966) (3)

'All in all, it will be appreoiated thnt the subjeot is
ver,y well proteoted and it is not eaS,Y to see what
other possible rights of application there might be'
(Webb 1966) (4)

'The hundreds of appenls heard ••• had pas3ed off
and almost without untoward inoident'

smoot~

(Freer 1966) (5)

Although there was such evidence of unquestioning support,
diffioulties were acknowledged. but usually in the form of a defenoe
of the opera tion of the tr-lbuna1 in praotioe.

This is illustrated

by oomcents from writers who had aoted as legal ohairman (president)
of the tribunal in what was then the Sheffield Health Region.
Freer assured an audience of psychiatrists thll.t a tribunal order
to d.ischarge should. not be Seen as 'telling the responsible
authority that it had erred'. (5)

Webb emphasised that it was 'no

part of the tribunal's function to decide whether the patient was
unlawfully detained,.(4)

(5)

Webb also defended restriotions on

Hunter A.H.D. 'FunctiOning of the Mental Health Review
Tribunals' Brit Journal Psyohiat~ Januar,y 1966 p 7 - 12
Webb P.R.H. 'Review Tribunals in the Sheffield Regional
Hospital Board' New Zealand Medical Journal Vol 65 p 602-607
(1966)
Freer C.E.J. 'Review Tribunals, with special referenoe to
Rampton Hospital' Brit Journal Psyohiatr,y Jan 1966 p 12 - 13
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'This disorotion to exo1ude i8

again sound, for it can well be imagined wlul.t might happen if' a
patient elected to bo represented by some mentnl1y disordered
fellow pa. tient whom the tribW'llll could not exo1ude'.

On the same

issue of representation, Wood (1970) adoptea a defensive stanoe:
'It is arguable how far qualified assistanoe at a hearing is
important.

The nature of the hearing and of the deoision to be
"

made (i.e. to discharge or not) makes the patient's own attitude
and performance of more than oruoial importanoe.

Assistanoe whioh

masks tlrls must do more harm than good sinoe it must hinder the
(6)
tribunal's ability to make the neoessar,y judgement'.

It would appear that none of tho more serious oriticisms received
determined attention.

Ver,y early in the tribunal's operation,

Fleming (1963) advocated the needs for an emendment to the criteria
for disoharge to include the requirement that the tribunal should
only direct discharge after 'full oonsideration of the home
circumstances of the pa.tient and/or the faoilities to be offered by

(7
the local authority in relation to accommodation and/or employment' •.
This approach seemed to assume that tho 1oBa1 criteria and prescribed
prooedures were rigid restrictions on aotion rather than guidelines
for operation and wa s ra ther contradicted by other writers.

In

contrast with the picture of restrictive oriteria and prooedures,
another legal chairman Cooke (1969) (8) reported 'thero is no
settled procedures for tribunal hearings.

As each

tribu~1

is

autonomous, different methods of conducting hearings have been
adopted in various regions'.

(6)
(7)
(8)

Speaking from his experienoe, Webb

Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals' Medicine Scienoe
and the Law VallO, p 86 - 92 (1970)
Fleming A.C. 'Appeals to Mental Health Review Tribunals'
The !encet No 7275, p 263 - 264. (1963)
Cooke J.A. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals' Solioitors
Law Journal ~3 (7.11.1969)
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the Sheffield region whioh included as 'most important ••• an aooount
of the facilities available for the oare of the patient if he was
disoharged'. (9)

From his later experienoe in the same region,

Wood (1970) aoknowledged 'the tribunnl has wide discretion to
put the interests of the patient first and struoture the hearing
accordingly'. (10)
(

Another concern raised by Wood was the subjeot of an earlier
complaint
Tribunals.

ackno\~ledged

but not persevered with by the Counoil on

'Notlung destroys a tribunal so easily as a barely

relevant wrangle about the accuraoy of some remark about, for
example, earlier irresponsible behaviour at another hospital or
suspicion that he was concerned with crime'. (Wood 1970) (10)
The Annual Report of the Council on Tribunals 1963 expressed
conoern about the inclusion in reports of unsubstantiated statements
prefixed by 'the charge nurse reports' or 'a'member of staff
alleges'.

In one instance the prefix waS 'he denies that ••• '

The proposed solution was that the tribunals should be instructed
(11)
to attach no weight to such s~ents.
The Counoil on Tribunals
reported in their Annual Report 1965 that no aotion had been taken
in response to their ooncern other than one specifio hospital
being advised.

Despite this, 'we decided that it was unnecessar,y

to press the matter further'. (12)

(9)

Webb P.R.H. 'Review Tribunals' New Zealand Medical Journal
Vol 65, p 602 -607 (1966)

(10) Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals' Med So Law
Vol 10, p 86 - 92 (1970)
(11) Annual Report of the Council on Tribunals (1963) para. 29(4)
(12) Annual Report of the Counoi1 on Tribunals (1965) para. 6;.66
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with only one or two exoeptions were bypcrple direotly experienoeu
as members of the tribunal.

The exoeptions, prior to Greenland,

were Stephens (1968) (13) and Bell (1970).(14)

Stephen's researoh

was of a desoriptive nature, oonoerneu with the legal prooedures.
Bell was conoerned with a limited deSCription of the funotion of tho
tribunal as attempting to aohieve a balanoe between aooia1 interest
in the liberty of thb individual and sooial interest in treatment of
mental disord.er and protection of sooiety.

The issues raised by this balanoe are refleoted.in the writings
during the 19605, but it was not really until 1970 that it
aoknowledged olearly as a problem.

~s

When Freer (1966) aoknowledged

'there had never been in his rccolleotion a clear and obvious case
for discharge ••• due to different degrees of importance attaohing
to the same set of facts', it was as a means of reassuring the
psychiatrists that the tribunal reached their deoisions after muoh
hesitation and not as any oritioism of the responsible authority.
Yet in 1970, Wood oonoluded his first artiole on the tribunals by
emphasising the extreme problems which 'spring from the need for
balanoe between the legal, medical andsooial factors'.

The problem of aohieving a balanoe was 010se1y linked with the
'discharge-or-not' powers of the tribunal.

Sometimes it was

regreted simply as a fact of life for the tribunal inherent in their
situation.

'There was considerable oritioism of the 'all-or-none'

prinCiple of the tribunals.

The patient eithor continues to be

detained or is discharged forthwith, with possibly little preparation
for his return to the community'. (Hunter 1966) (15)

At other times,

(13) Stephens D.J. 'Mental Health Revie,,. Tribunal' LL 14 Thesis
University of Wales (1968)
(14) Bell K. 'Mental Health Review Tribunal: a Question of Balanoo!'
Case Conferenoe Vol 16, p 385 - 391 (1970)
(15) Hunter A.H.D. 'Funotioning of the Mental Health Review Tribunals!
Bri t JounUl.l Psychiatry Janua7 1966 p 7 _ 3?
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solutions were suggested.

flooding the community with the mentally disordered when the

l'

!

;
(16)'
community waS umble to D.ccept the responoibllity, Fleming (19 63 ) i
advocnted thnt the tribunal should only be able to direot
dischnrge after full consideration of the home oircumstanoes and
the facilities to support disoharge.

Wood (1970) raised the

issue in relation to the need for hOBpita1 oare other than in the
security hozpital:
"

applioation
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'The limited povTers of tribunals on e.n

that they consider merely whether to disoharge or

not springs from the medical insistenoe upon transfer of patients
beine, wherever possible,

volunta~.

Obvious~

maximum security

hospitals cannot choose their patients but less seCure hospitals
cling to this right •••

A fresh look might perhaps be taken at

the possibility of allowing tribul'l.."lls to order transfer'.

(17)

It waS in the same comprehensive artiole that Wood aoknowledged
(

other problems, in regard. to confliot between different
professionals, the tribunal depcndence on written reports, and
the difficulties and tensions arising within the tribunal:

'Lawyers, doctors and sooial workers notorious~ belong
to professions which find it hard to oommunioate with
each other sucoessfu1~'

'It will be appreciated that the problem, as so often is
one of communication.
The point being made here is that
this will be imprOVed, both in relation to the hospital
and the home circumstanoes report oompilers, if thought
is always given to why the tribunal wants the report'.

'These are largely matters for observation and judgement
than for empirical stu~'
(16)

FlemingA.C. 'Appeals to Mental Health Review Tribuna13'
The Io.ncet No 7275, p 263 - 264 (1963)

(17)

Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Revi()w Tribunals'
Vol 10, p 86 - 92 (1970)
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(18)

Greenland's research, published. in 1970 as 'Mental Illness and
Civil

Libel~Y',

was significant as the first serious ind.ication

of tho move from 'observation and judgement' by participants in
the tribunal operation to empirical

stu~

of tho decision-process.

Greenland aimed. to outline the 'problem' of mental illness and
civil liberty and. answer the questions:

'How good are tribunals at

predicting a satisfactor,y outcome following d.ischnrge?' and. 'How
can tribunals be improved to better protect the civil liberty of
patients detained. in mental hospitals?'

He used the philosophY

of J.S.Mill 'On Liberty' as the starting point for his analYsis:

'The sole end for which mankind are warranted in interfering
with the liberty of nction of any of their number, is
self-protection.
His own good, either p~sicnl or mornl,
is not aufficient warrant'.
(Mill 1859) (19)

He acknowledged that Mill was referring to 'human beings in the
maturity of their faculties', and discussed the problem of defining
sueh terms as 'maturity of faculties' and 'dangerous'.

He SaW

that there was an inherent conflict between the demands of mental
illneDs and civil liberty, which exhibited itself in the 'complicated
legal machiner,y to protect people from needless confinement' and
the tensions and disputes which arOSe between tho lo~l, ·medical
and social Viewpoints.

People who Vlere detained as mentally

disordered d.id not have the same opportunity to defend themselves.
Instead they had access to the semi-judicial mental health review
tribunal 'charged with protecting the civil liberties of those detained'
(18)

Greenland C. 'Mental Illness and Civil Liberty'
and Sons (Lonuon 1970)

(19)

Mill J.S. 'On Liberty'
(First published 1859)
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Dent and Sons (London 1910)
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applioations from the whole of England and WaleD.
to 1250 valid applications during 1963.

This amounted

He colleoted data about

the social, legal and clinioal characteristioD of

applicant~,

and

sought to identify differences bctween those discharged and not

215

discharged as well as describing regional differences.

applications were withdrawn before tho hearing took place, which
Greenland saw as some indication of the unrecorded function of
the tribunals influencing reponsible medical officers to take
action on their own authority.

It appeared that some hospitals

were more inclined to avoid confrontation with the tribunal tlmn
others.

In regard to the personal characteristics of the applicants,

he found that, although there were more women than men in hospital,
compulsor,y powers to detain were used more frequently with men.
Three-q~ers

of the applicants were under 45 years of age, with the

women being slightly older than the men.
applicants were unmarried.

A high majority of

Over half the applicants were

classified 'severe subnormality' or 'subnormality', about one
third 'mental illness', with the remainder being classified as
'psychopathic disorder' and to be found mainly in tho special
hospitals.

Almost half were detained under Schedule

6, indicating

they had been detained before the implimentation of the 1959 Aot.
About one third had been detained under section 26 (coulpulsory
~reatment), with the remainder under section

60 (court hospital

order) and again mainly in the special seourity hospitals.

The tribunals came to definite conolusions in response to most
applica.tions, adjourning consideration of only 31 (3

%).'

Patients
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were reo1assified on only eighteen oooasions and this power was
used in only five of the fifteen regions of England and Wales.
More men than women ?lOre disoharged by the tribunals but the
differenoe was not statistioally signifioant.

The decisions to

disoharge or not did not appear to be related to age or marital
status.

Only

l~

of the applioations were by relatives but

these appeared more likely to sucoeed.

The long-stay mentally

,

;t

handioapped appeared to have the greater ohanqe of disoharge,
with the opposite being true of people being detained under oourt
oruers.

Only 38 of the applicants were represented and, although

this appeared to increase the likelihood of sucoess, tho
difference was not significant.

Greenland also made a

stu~

of the number of detained patients

'at risk' (eligible to apply) and tho proportion who made valid
applications.

He found some variation

be~veen

different

detaining orders in respeot fa the proportion who had exercised
seotion 60 (~%), section 26 (11%), Schedule 6 (8.%).

their rights:

He found a regional variation, with the metropolitan regions having
a low proportion of applications in comparison with Sheffield,
Manohester, and LiVerpool.

This led him to study more closely

~
!~-,

the situation in the London regions.
hospitals of
tribunn1.

5

to

50%

He found variations between

exercising their right to apply to the

Some . hospita1s (partioularly large hospitals for

,

"

mentally mndioapped) appeared proud of their patients' diSinolinatiO:j.
,t~
to leave.
During the t,velve month period ending May 1967, about
one quarter of the app1ioations submitted in the London regions did
not lead to a hearing.

Greenland found that this vms primarily

because the responSible medioal officer had disc~~rged the order or
had promised to do so and the appliCation was withdrawn by the
applicant.

Apparently one doctor viewed the application as a

- 357 breach of the doctor-patient relationship.

Greenland conoluded

from this part of the study tha.t there waS a. need to remind. staff
of a Ministr,y of Health injunotion not to adviso or in any way
influence patients against applioations to tho tribunal.

The further stage of his research was to seek to observe all
the haerings which did take place in the London regions during the
year ending Ma.y 1967.

The details of his research methodology

and specifio findings are to be found in 'Mental Illness and Civil
Liberty' •

He came to certain general cono1usions which are

illustrated in the following quotations:

'In a difficult case it was virtually impossible for an
observur to describe the ineffable constellation of
ciroumstancell whioh influenoed the tribunal to over-rule
tho detaining authority. Whatever their formal reasons,
privately tribunal members admit to a 'hunoh', shared by
others, that this patient wall ready for disoharge'.
(

'Despite these efforts to limit the field of observation,
unequivooal oonolusions were still diffiou1t to reach.
This waS partiaiarly true when what might be termed the
'judioial' funotion of the tribunals waS considered.
The
object here was to determine the extent to whioh tribunals
succeeded in doing what they were intended by law to do.
With experience, I found that five key questions, about tho
conduct of the hearings, got fairly close to the heart of
the matter:
1. Was tho applicant, patient or relative,
given a full opportunity to present himself and his caSe
in the best possible manner?
2. Did the tribunal establish that the
statements, made by the detaining authority, were accurate?
3. Was the applicant given an opportunity to
refute any allegntions about him?
4. Was tho conduot of tho tribunal designed
to protect, rather than undermine, the futuro relations
between the dootor and the patient?
5. Were the prooeedings conduoted with
dignity, impartiality and proper concern for the liberty of
the individual?'
(Greenland 1970) (20)
(20)

Greenland O. 'Mental Illness and Civil Liberty'
and Sons (London 1970) p 51 - 52

G Bell

- 358 On the basis of these oriteria, Greenland oonoluded that with
a few exoeptions 'hearings were conduoted with dignity and
painstaking care to see that patients, relatives and hospital
offioials had an ample opportunity to present their differing
points of view.

The quality of the hearings depended, to a large

extent, on the experience of the President and the initiative and
competence of the mcaical member.

The lay member's oontribution

was equally important"when they represented a truly oommonsense point
of view.

Considerable diligenoe and taot was needed by all oonoerned

to avoid putting the patient and responsible medical offioer into
(21)
adversar,y positions'.

Whilst generally concluding th3t 'with var,ying degrees of suocess,
rev~e\'1

the mental henl th

tribunals nre doing what Parliament

intended them to do', Greenland made certain recommendations
designed to improve their ability to protect tho civil liberties of
detained patients.

These recommendations conoerned improving the

information to patients about their rights, not allowing applications
to be withdra\m without some enquiry as to the reasons, ensuring
reports of locnl

authori~

faoilities are available before hearings

take plnce, and vddening the brief of the medical member to interview
the responsible doctor and other members of the clinioal team in
preparing his report to the tribunal.

In respect of the hearings,

he recommended improvement of the aocommodation provided for the
hearings, removing the distinction betvleen 'formal' and 'informal'
hearings, and improving the provision for representntion.

The powers

of the tribunal should be extended to inolude reoommending trial
leave and the provision for reolassifying abandoned.
(21)

Greenland. C.
'Mental Illness and Civil Liberty'
and Sons (London 1970) p 89
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Muoh of the literature during tho 19708 and tho various
government enquiries were in response to publioised 'soandals'
about mentally abnormol offenders (Graham Young, Patriok Maokay).
Prins (1975) (22) developed tho preventative importanoe of being
alert to 'premonitor,y signs' of impending violenoe on the part
of someone known

t~

have been mentally ill.

He emphasised the

need to oorreot the balanoe from tho ourrent 'preoooupation with

~

~
~

Ii

~.

the rights of individuals and ••• fear of invasion of privaoy'

~

g
"

with a greater ,villingness to enquire more direotly into the

;:

Prins

~[I

lives and thoughts of individuals under supervision.

r

,~

warned of the heightened risks when the professionals 'identify
too olosely with the patient and beoome too sympathetio with his
(23)
problem' (quoting Jolut3on 1967)
or 'over-elabomte prooeodinBs

1

~

ij

i~

(24.~

weaken the sense of personal responsibility' (quoting Aarvold 1973).

i

In their analysis of 'The case of Patrick Maoka.y', Clark and

~
~
l';

Penycate (1976) (25) illustrated the diffiou1ties associated with

i

predioting the future 'danger to self' and others' of someone
presenting as responsible and 'normal' at the time of being
examined.

Patrick

Maok~

had been disoharged follo\ving a

suocessful application to the mcnta1 health review tribunal at
Moss Side Hospital.

Therefore it was evident from the

oonsidcrationn brought to the fore in the literature by these
'soandals' in the early 1970s that the almost unquestioning support
to the effeotiveness of the tribunals whioh had oharaoterised
the literature in the 1960s had come to an end.

(22)
(23)

(24)
(25)

Prins H. 'A danger to themselves and others' British Journal
Sooia1 Work 5(3) (1975) p 297 - 309 .
Johnson W. 'Releasing the dangerous offender' in !'Clinioal
Evaluation of Dan~erousness of Mentally Ill' Rappoport J.E.(ed)
Charles C.Thomas ~I1linois 1967)
Aarvold 'Report on the Review of Prooedures for the disoharge
of psychiatrio patients subjeot to restriotions' Cmnd 5191
HMSO (1973)
Clark T. and Penycate J. 'The caSe o~ Patrick L~o~'
Routledge and Kegan Paul (London 1976)

~

- 360 A number of reports published in the earlY 1970a were by
oommittees set up by tho government in response to oonoern about
the mannBcment and disohnrge of mentally abnormal offenders, and
had implications for tho mcntal health review tribunals.

The

I; ~:
~:.

j

I

~

~:

4

f)

.An.rvold Committee (26) was speoifically oonoerned with the prooedure:r::
for the discltnrge of psychiatrio patients subject to restrictions.
The Butler Committee

"TaO

given a vtider brief in respeot of the

~

..-L

law concerning mentally abno~~l offenders.
They submitted an
(27)
Interim Report
in 1974 recommending the urgcnt provision of

~

f

4

.1'

~-

~:
'I

secure hospital units in each regional health authority area and
presented their full report in 1975. (28)

The government accepted

f

f
f

~"

the primary recommendation of the Anrvold Committee that an
Advisor,y Board should be established to advise the Home Secretary
It

as an additional safeguard for the protection of tho public.

was emphasised that this advisor,y board had a distinct and separate
function to that of the mental health review tribunals who retained
(

the primary responsibility in respeot of safeguarding tho patient

II

~
~"

,,'"

1';.

l:
1:;
,~~

The importanoe of this distinction
1>
(28)
4
was conrirmed by the Butler Committee
in response to complaints 1
from unjustified detention.

about delays in the Home Secretary and the Advisory Board dealing
with recommendations from the mental health review tribunal.

the funotion of the tribumls and the Home Secretary in this
'The main responsibility is different and

their roles are complimentary'.

The main complaints about the

tribunal reoeived in evidenoe by the Butler Committee were to some
extent contrndictor,y.

,j,

They"

suggested that such complaints were based on 'misapprehension that

rontter are the same'.

1
i
i

On one hand, one of the main criticisms

(26)

Anrvold Committee Report Crond 5191 InfSO (1973)

(27)

Interim Report of Butler Committee HMSO (1974) Cmnd. 5698

(28)

Butler Committee Report on 'Mentally .Abnormal Offenders'
Cmnd 6241+ mmo (1975)
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conoerned 'the failure, or at any rate tho failure of some of
them, to ensure that appropriate arrangemonts
tha,y order the discharge of n patient'.

haTe

been made before

In contrast, in Tiew or

the tribunal':3 primary duty to be concerned for the justificaticn
for detention rather than rehabilitative considerations, other
witnesses had expressed oritioism of an over-proteotiye approaoh
19'orldng against the rights of' the individual.
In response to these rather oontrasting oritioisms, the Butler

Committee reported:
'We recommend that tribunals should not reaoh a formal
deoision that any mentally disordered offende~patient
should be discharged until they have established that
whatever needs to be done to return him to as satisfactor,r
a situation as possible in the community has, so far as
may be practicable, been done'
(Butler Committee, paragraph

7.10)

(29)

'Finally, we think it right to add that if the mental health
review tribunals carr,y out in the spirit a5 well as the
letter the primar,y function for which they were established,
they will take ever,r precaution to ensure that the patient's
natural rights are safeguarded, and that he receives whatever
help he needs in putting his case'
(Butler Committee, paragrap~

7.29)

(29)

'Although these reports contributed to a fairlyradioal change in
government polioy and. praotioe in respeot of'mentally·abnormal
offenders

general~,'

they did not result in any change in the

legislation and procedures specifioal~ oonoerning tribun4ls.
Other writings about the tribunals during the 1970s'
In contrast with the 1960s, writings about the tribunal after

1970tended to be more oritical of the operation ot the tribunals
and involve writers less direotly involved in that operation.
(29)

Butler Committee Report Cmnd. 6244 HMSO (1975)

In their thorough reTiew of I Crimo and insanity in England. I ,
Walker and MoCabe (1973)(30) dinp1ayed aprimnr,y ooncern for the
proteotion of the publio in their referenoes to the tribunals.
They supported the oondemnation by the Court of Appeal of the

oommittal to special hospital without an additional restriotion
order:
'There haTe also been oaSes in ~hioh n oourt has deoided
that the prisoner must be detained under oonditions ot
speoial seourity in one of the speoia1 hospitals and yet
no restriotion order has been made.
In the result he may
well be able to seoure his disohnr~e on appliontion to a
mental health review tribunal on the ground he is not at
the time sufferin~ from mental disorder, even thou!h
relap:ses may be expeoted'
(Praotioe note in Gardiner's oase 1967 Crim
quoted by Walker and McCabe)

LR

231

In various other instances, Walker and YcCabe refleoted their

concern 'about the greater risk to the publio in respect of the
mental health review tribunals.

Lire sentenoes wero seen as

preferable response to serious!offenccs beoauso of hospital orders
allowin~

patients to claim the riiht to disoharge it 'cured'.

They questionned why the Percy C6nmission( 31) had used the tribunals
to ~Te offenders and no~offenders the 'same substitute tor
judioial proteotion' rather than distinquishin, between them.
They

high-lighted a particular Case where the tribunal had dischar~ed

a man 'despite the possible need to protbot others' (previous
indecent assaults on boys) as 'the applicant is not able to benefit
from medical treatment'.

'Walker and MoCabe came to Ter.y rirm oono1usions about the
position of the mental health review tribunal in respect of offenders
considered dangerous 'enough to require special hospital detention.

i

~:

( .30 )

Walker N. and Mo Cabe S. •Crimo and Insnni ty in England' Vol 2
Edinburgh University Press (1973)

(31)

Royal Commission on the Law relating to Mental Illness and
Mental Deficiency, Cmnd 159 mmo (1957)
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First, they recommended that such offenders 'should invariably be
subject to restriction order, so thnt he cannot sure his discharge
by persuading a mental health review tribunal'. (32)

As the

Parole Board oo.'rried more cred!bility with the Home Offioe, they
recommended that the advisory funotion of the tribunals should
be taken over by the Parole Board.

They oritioised the way

psychiatrio hospitals oould 'get rid of untreatable offenders'
through the tribunal, and suggested that the disordered offender
'deserved better treatment' or 'has 'enough of burden to bear
wi thout punishment.!.

. These utilitarian oonclusions were based on

an assumption that on the whole a psychiatrio hospital regime wns
less

destruot~ve

to a human being than a prison.

Compared to the 19605, there were fewer artioles during the
19705 written from direct experience of the operation of tribunals.
(33)
.
was concerned to address to social work
Hepworth (1975)
colleagues in the community
them of the dilemmas

fa~ed

~ervices

the practical implications for
'Theymay have before them

by tribunals.

a man or woman in whom they can see no further justification for
detention in a special hospital.

The patient may have been approved

and been waiting two or three years for a plaoe in a local hospital.
The home situation may be unsatisfactory or non-existent.

If' they

believe that continued detention Can no longer be justified on the
grounds of protecting the indiVidual or other people, their strict
duty is to order discharge'.

Too often, the tribunal had to ohoose

between the risks of discharge into less satisfactory oonditions
,

and the injustice of prolonged stay in a special hospital, with
the inevitable effects on the person's OOnfidence and ability.
Hepworth advoc~ted a 'valuable legislative ohange' to empower
the tribunal to authorise a patient to leave the hospital within
a given period, rather than their order automatically having an
(32)
(33)

Walker N. and'MoCabe S. 'Crime and Insanity in England' Vol 2
Edinburgh UniVersity Press (1973) p 239
Hepworth D. 'Tribunal Disoharge from :Hampton'
Sooial Work
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At the samo timo, he appen1ed for a grenter

immedia t e eff eo t •.

sense of responsibility for their residents in speoia1 hospitals
on the part of responsible local authorities.

There were further artioles during the 1970s by Wood,
writing from his experienoe as Chairman of the Tribunals in the
Trent Regionn1 Health Authority area.. Addressing himsolf to the
(34-)
social work profession,
he discussed the confliot of loyalties
f

for sooial workers resulting from their greater integration into
the hospital

inte~disoiplina~

approaoh.

There was the need for

frank disoussion of professional tensions a.nd oonfliots between the
professionals involved •
and assistanoe

.of the

He also appealed tor the understanding

social work professionn in respeot of the

oonflicts and dilemmas faced by the tribunal.

In the further

artio1e, Wood (35) acknowledged the need for a'ro-appraisa1' after
fifteen years of operation.

He took excpetion to the Butler

framework within which it could not operate effectively.
necessary to make the exaot funotions of the tribunal more explioit
and to widen the powers of the tribunal from the lim! ted dischargeor-not to require ohanges in the type of oare.

In speoial reports published by MIND (National Association for

Mental Health), Gostin made deta.i1ed examinations of the oivil lnw
of mental illness (Volume One) and the oriminal aspeots of menta.l
health legislation (Volume Two) with a view to pro~oting reform.
(34)

Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals and Social Work'
Social Work Today Vol 7 No 11 (19.'8.76)

(35)

Wood J.C. 'Mental Hea.1th Review Tribunals - a reappraisal'
Medioine Scienoe and Law Vol 16 No 3 (1976)

~.
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The mental health review tribunal was one ot the mAin tocul!les
(36)
ot Volume One ot 'A Human Condition'. The tribunals were seen as
primary examples ot ' little informed cri tioism of the llontalHenl th
Aot 1959 •• and blithly assumed •• funotioning

smoot~

because they aroused little or no publioity'.

primarily

G<>stin

oritioised the law, procedures and practioes of the tribunals in
various respects.

He questioned the 'efficaoy and tairness' ot

the Rules at Prooedures
, whioh allowed so much Tariation between
tribunals and regions and excessive disoretion to the decisionmakers.

In respeot

of the adequacy ot the tribunals as a

safeguard against unnecessary detention, he high-lighted the 'gaps'
arising from laok of eligibility (1.e.obserTation order:s) and laok
ot initiative on the part of less able and

10ng-s~aY

patients.

He advocated extending the right of applioation to people detained
on obserTation orders, introducing automatio referrals tor lon!stay patients, and shifting the burden ot 'ooming forward' from the
patient to the state.

In respect of the hearings," he proposed

more formal procedures and open exohange of information:
procedure is fundamental to fair adjudication.

'tormal

The atmosphere

should be intol"Wl.l, but informality of procedure is inimioal to the
efticient gathering off'aots and argument'.

Deoisions should be

. supported in writing by a reasoned statement, there should be right
of appeal on questions of law and faot, and the publication of
selected decisions would help to promote

more consistenoy in

decision-ma1dng.
Volume Two of 'A Human Condition' was conoerned with the law
(37)
relating to mentally abnormal Offenders.
Gostin tooused mni~
on the patients in respeot of whom the responsible medioal officers
and mental health review tribunals were restrioted to anadvisor,y

!'unction.

In defining a 'tribunal' as a body' empowered to inquire

(36) , Gostin L. 'A
(37)

Humru1 Condition' Vol 1 Speoial MIND Rep'ort

(1975)

Gostin L. 'A Human Condition' Vol 2 Speoial MIND Report (1977)
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into and deoide on an issue', Costin oonoludod that an advisory
mental health review tribunal wus not funotioning as a tribunal.
The deoision did not have a 'oonolusive effeot'.

Whilst the

tribunals oontinued to exeroise an advisor,y funotion, he proposed
that the Rules of Procedure should be amended to ensure that they
acted judiCially and

fair~

in accord with natural justioe.

Yet

he concluded that the adTisor,y function was inoompatible with their
primar,y

partioularly in view of their limited oredibi1ity

role~

with the Home Office.

He confirmed the greater oredibi1ity ot

the Parole Board, 1uentitied q,Walker and McCabe, and found the
same of the AdTisory Board established as a result ot the AarTold
Committee.

G<lstin suggested that the Aa.rvo1d Board

waS

further

evidence of the 1aok of oonfidence of the HOme Offioe in the
tribunals.
tribunals

Ra ther
~

than continuing the mental health review

the adYj,sor,y board, he proposed that the Advisory

Board. should take over the advisor,y function of the tribunals
with a wider brief than acting 'exolusiTely as a safeguard. to
the publio'.
Government reviews during the later 1970s
Although 'Better servioes tor the mentally ill' (1975) did not
refer speCifically to the mental health review tribunals, it
helped to consolidate a developing oommunity-orientated philospp~
whioh sought to 'provide looal, integrated servioes rather than
care based on large specialised institutions,.(3 8) Government
recognition to this philosophy was bound. to be an influenoe on
decision-makers conoerned with proteotinc individuals from
unjustified detention.

There are various reasons why this later

White Paper oould hnve been more influential in this respeot than
the earlier 'Better servioes for the mentally handica;ped' (1971).(39)
(38)

'Better services for the mentally ill'

(39)

'Better services for the
HMSO (1971)

mental~

cmna

6233 HMSO (1975)

handioapped' Cmnd 4683

Timing oould have been one faotor.

It

WIlS

only during the 19708

that oritioal attention to issues re1nting to tho detention and
release of tho mentally disordered built up.

Another influenoe

oou1d have been the mental health legislation whioh was framed in
a wny more appropriate to the mentally ill than to the mentally
hanaioapped.

In response, suoh as the tribunal! have tended to

adopt a common approach to both tho mentally ill and handicapped.

In the 'Review of the Mental Health Act 1959' (1978), (40) it

was aoknowledged that the existing mental health 1es1is1ation and
therefore the white paper oonoentrated on the oomu1sor,y powers of
admission and detention in hospital.

Statutor,y powers for the

provision of services for the mentally ill and handioapped were
oontained in more general legislation. (41) Whilst auknow1edging
that only a ver.y small majority of the mentally disordered required
compulsory admission, even in the consideration of resource
implications the white paper gave no serious oonsideration to the
inter-relationship between tho operation of oompu1sor.y powers and
the wider services for the mentally disordered.

As a

s.~parate

oommittee were oonsidering the tribunal prooedures, the \vhite p"aper
oonoentrated on the funotion, powers and oonstitution of the
tribunals.

It supported the halving of periods of detention and

renewals and so increase the opportunities to applY to the
tribunal..

Automatic revim'ls were proposed rather than leaving the

onus to apply completely with the patients.

The powers of the

tribunals in response to app1ioations would be extended to empowor
delayed disoharges and reoommend trial leave, transfer or oonditiona1
discharge.

The distinotion between the tribunals and the Aarvo1d

advisor,y board waS emphasised, and tho proposal for the board to
take over the tribunal advisor,y function rejeoted.
'Review of the Mental Health Aot 1959' Cmnd 7320 HMSO (1978)
For example, Health Servioe and Publio Health Aot 1968,
Chronio Siok and Disabl~d Aot 1971, National ,Health Service

- 368 . The Committee on Menta.l Hea.lth Review Tribunal Prooedures
was formed in 1977 to undertake the first thorough review of tho
(42)
procedures and produoed a disoussion paper in 1978.
The
discussion paper considercd improvements in the prooedures and
recommended similar legislative changes to those proposed in the
The main emphasis of the prooedural reoommendations

white paper.

concerned the need for a greater uniformity through a struotured
system of procedures to apply to all hearings in all regions.
This was to ensure consistency EIld proper safeguards.

The

Committee proposed strengthening the safeguards for applioants
and patients in respeot of ease of applioation, aCoess to the
statement of the responsible authority prior to the hearing,
speeding up HOme Office prooedures, greater recognition to the
role of representative, disolosure of information to the patient,
and detailed recording of reasons for decisions.

Recent research into mental health review tribunnls

Fennell oonsidered the decision-prooess of the mental health
review tribunals

~s

'a means of resolving the tension between the

conflioting demands of two distinct movements for reform of the
la.w '. (43)

Th.&'i
e ~ rst movement, represented by psyobia tri 0

professionals,

58\'1

the problem of' mental health law a.s the problem

of 'legalism', of unduly

oum~rous

procedures delaying treatment.

A oonflicting conoern, which has grown in importanoe in reoent
years, viewed the problem of mental health law as that of .
'medioalism', the wide discretion granted to professionals whioh
oould infringe individual liberty.
'The prooedures of the mental health review tribunals'
Discussion paper by Committee on 1flIRT Procedures DHSS (1978)
Fennell P. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals: a question of
imbalanoe' Br J Law and Sooie~ Vol 2 (1977) p 186 - 219
(also unpublished research papers)

- 369 Fennell's analysis of the operation of tho tribunal was baaed
upon observation of eighteen tribunal hearings in 1974 - 1975,
whioh mainly oonoerned referenoes in respeot of people detained
under seotion 65.

He related his findings to a review of tho

legislative emergence of tho mental health review tribunal, the
philo8op~

behind tho legislation, and the prooedures and practioe

of the tribunal as' 'undorstood' by the tribunal members.

He viewed

the Mental Health Act! 1959 as the oulmination of 'tho

away from

mOTe

procedural safeguards towards the safeguards of professional
expertiBe and integrity' and sought to examine how 'the ope%'ational
ascendenoy of the ideology of medicalism' was manifested in
practice.
Fennoll's conclusions could be summarised in the following
quotation:
'The discharge of oompulsorily detained mental patients
is viewed as a risk-t~ng operation by those whose duty
it is to determine upon fitness for discharge, and that
the Inck of community care facilities means that the aren
of risk is inoreased, thus effective~ restricting the
options open to the discharging authorities.
Given the
operational ascendency of the social defence function of
psyobiatr,y the safe deoision is always to retain a patient
under detention in hospital'
(Fennell 1977)(44)
Fennell found 'a predominantly inquisitorial ra ther than
adversarial procedure' in the hearings he observed.

He observed

a faot-finding prooess oonoerned mainly with justifying or otherwise
the responsible authority's report supporting the need for further
detention.

He was ooncerned about the extent to which hearsay

evidenoe was regarded as 'fact' and the influenoe of the conoept
of inSight undermining the patient's credibility as an informant.
Fennell P.
imbalanoe'
p 203

'Ment~l

Health Revimv Tribunals: a question of
British Journal of Law and Societ,y Vol 2 (1977)
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In respeot fo the first question required to be answered by

the tribunnl, Fennell observeu little diffioulty in establishing
whether or not mental disorder

WOoS

at an early stage of the hearing.

present.

He saVT this occurring

'Each patient is given an

opportunitr to address the tribunal and in the oourse of this
the tribunal may disoover fairly early on that the patient still
manifests symptoms of mental disorder'. (45) In respeot of the
need to determine whether or not continued detention was

neoessa~

for the proteotion of the patient or others, the important
information appeared to be the past behaviour of the person and
an assessment of the prospeots of the patient outside the

hospital~46)

He found the tribuml to be largely powerless to organise a less

restriotive alternative to hospital treatment and the patient waS
greatly dependent on the representative 'as a sooial worker and a
fixer, than as an advooate'. (47) This led to his final oonolusion
that the tribunal was best understood as a 'patient's welfare
assessment panel' rather than a system of procedural safeguards,
wi th the patient being seen largely as a source of information by

the tribunal, responsible medical officer, and even the
representa tive.

(48)

Peny fooused on the interpretation and applioation of mental
health legislation by individual tribunal members and the
influence on the individual approaches of the group context.

(49)

After a preliminary pilot study involving the observe. tion of
eleven tribunal hearings, her main research

waS

based on a

self-report questionnaire administered to tribunal members, a
retrospective statistical
an experimental

45

(46

(47

(48

(49)

Fennell
Fennell
Fennell
Fennell
Peny J

stu~

ana~sis

of tribunal decisions, and

of the deCision-process using a videotape

Br J lavl and Sooiety Vol 2 1977
Br J Law and Society Vol 2 1977
Br J Law and Society Vol 2 1977
P. Br J Law and Society Vol 2 1977
'Mental Health Review Tribunals: Just
P.
P.
P.

p 213
P 214-215
P 218
p 219
or Efficacious
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- 371of a hypothetioal applioation.

Some of her main conclusions

were reminioent of those of Fennell.

-,

IYcQbers did not appear to conceptualize their role as that
of a judicial body, but rather as an informal reviewing panel
intended to assess the most appropriate course of aotion,
taking into consideration their conoeption of the patient's
"best interests".
In order to achieve this the tribunal
rules were apparently frequently disregarded or
circumvented'.
(Peay 1981)(49)

"

;.

(

Peay also found the same preoccupation with the statement of the
responsible authority and a tendency for tribunal members to foous
on unfavourable facts from the patient's

histo~.

Her research focused particulnrly on the a ttitudes of tribunal
members which could predispose their deoisions.

She found

significant group differenoes, with the medical members demonstrating
attitudes relatively more disposed to discharge and enlightened in
regard to mental disorder and treatment.

Non-medioal members were

more likely to conceptualise mental disorder as dangerous and
permanently disabling.
operation of

th~

term 'dangerous'.

'Iembers were generally sa tisfied with the

tribunal system and confident in their use of the
This finding contrasted with the great variation

in the use of the term 'dangerous' and the apparent ignoranoe of many
members of the legal oriteria on which their decisions were to be
baaed.

The members were very much awar e of the lim! ta tions of

their powers but ill-informed about the outcome of tribunals generally
and the suocess rate of discharges (in eaoh case tending to underestimate discharge and suooess rates).
Her retrospective statistical analySis of 4218 hearings in thirteen
regions demonstrated significant variations between regions and

(49)

Peay 'Mental Health RevieiV Tribunnls: Just or Efficaoious
Safeguards' raw and Human Behaviour Vol 5, No 2/3 (1981)

c
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individuals in respect of discharge rates, with most of tho
discharge deoisions being taken by a small proportion of the
members.

$0.....

Sho~

found thnt the tribunals generally were twioe as

likely to recommend disoharge to the HOme Offioe in response to
referenoes, than they were to order disoharge in response to
applications.

This was probably linked with the high rate of

rejection of tribunal reoommendations by tho Homo Offioe.
,,
:~

Her experimental study found a oonsiderable variation in rosponae

{j
1;~

L'
:,

to identical facts presented to different individuals and groups.
She found the rate of discharge by the tribunals groups (27%) waS
considerably lower than that of groups of non-tribunal members,
some with experienoe in mental health
special experience

(67%).

(74%)

and others with no

She found a tendenoy for tribunal

members to focus only on the unsuccessful aspects of the patient's
history and interpret facts in support of their oautious and
pessimistio attitudes.

Peay made two strong recommendations from the findings of her
research.

There was the need for f\1rther tra ining and preparation, l:,t.~

partiw h.rly for the lay members of the tribunal.

To counteraot

the undue influence of the responsible authority's statement and
the tendency to focus on unfavourable faots, there was a need for a
report in support of the patient to be prepared for tho tribunal,
perhaps by tho representative.

d
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2.

.ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH FINDnmS

Introduotion

The genelnl research aim was to examine the prooess by
which the mental health review tribunal deoided on the
'dangerousness' of the person before them as a basis for
their judgement about releaso or oontinued detention.

,ms assumed that the

formal-otruot~ral

It

approaoh was insufficient

to study and explain the deoision-prooess in practioe, beoauBc
of the social nature of 'dangerous' and the anomalies and
dilemmas with which the deoioion-makers were faoed.

The research inoorporated the study of the rolationship
between sooio-demographic facts and the tribunal deoisions, a
study of the way the facts were perceived by the tribunal, and
consideration of the dilemmas and oonfliots experienoed in
practice and innovator,y action arising from anomalies in their
rules and po\Vers.

The methods of data-oolleotion adopted in

respeot of 150 tribunal hearings held at Raropton Hospital
commencine in September 1977 were the systematio observation
of the hearings, the structured interviewing of the tribunal
legal chairmen, and tho structured examination of written
records for details of the SUbjects.

The findings of the research will be summarised and
discussed within the context of the speoifio researcll

question~.

- 374Holt did the tribunal mcmbcrn perceive the tdt\ngor:'?

The perception of 'd.o.ngorouo' by the members of the montal
health revie\V tribUMl did appear to be mainly in terms of
'(lirect physical violence', \'lith 'sexual assault' being perceived
ao second in significance with the men.'

This waS in accord with
(1)
commonly accepted definitions of 'dangerous behaviour'.
The

.

second aspect of the Butler Committee definition of daneerous
as 'the propensity to cause laating psychological harm,(2)

waS

not supported by the tribunal's perceptiona, even though
'psychological harm' was given as one pt the alternAtive
from which to choose.

re5ponse~

The perception of 'danger' by the members

of the tribunal did compare closely with the actual offences and
previous behaviour which had led to the detention of the people
before them.

Th~

risk was seen primarily in terms of 'danger to others'

rather than 'danger to uel£'.

'Danger to self' waS not seen as

significant with men, whereas it was perceived as present with
most of the women.
scen

:loS

Despi te this, even "lith women 'solt' waS not

the person most a.t risk.

'People generally' were perceived

as the most likely potential victims a.s against any more specifiC
victims.

This was particularly apparent with the women, with

a greater tendency towards specifio victims (often adults of the
opposite sex) considered at risk from men.
(1)

For example, Scott P.D. 'Asseasing dangerousness in criminals'
British Journ3l of Psyohiatr,y (1977) 131, p 129 ('Tendency to
inflict or risk serious irreversible injur,y'); Butler
Committee Report on 'Mentally Abnormal Offenders' Cmnd 6w~
m~o (London 1975) ('The propensity to cause serious
physical injur,y or lasting psychological harm')

(2)

Butler Committee Report on 'Mentally Abnormal Offenders'
Cmnd 6244 HMSO (London 1975)

- 375 'Danger' and the thrent to society whioh wnrranted restraint
was seen not simply in the

violel~e

inconsistent, or irrational nature.

itself but in its impulsive,
Writers on tho subjeot of

dangerous behaviour have spoken of 'impulsiYe violence' and
'unoontrolled' (Weinberg 1967)(3) and tho 'unpredictnble'
tendency to inflict injury (Scott 19T/ ~(4)

Thin emphn.sis was

reflected by the tribunal chairmen, through comments such as:
'out of character', 'danger is a question of supposition', and
'difficult to judge'.

There wa s limited support in the findings and intervievr
comments for the view that the concept of 'danger' or 'violence'
was affected by the cultural and social oontext and the attitudes
of other people in the situation.

Yet explicitly and by

implication 'danger' was largely beins defined by the tribunal
members as 'fear of violence'.

There wna aome evidenoe thnt

the 'danger' waS acknowledged as being to some extent related
to the social situation when the tribunal were giving serious
consideration to possible discharge.
implied in comments such as:

This was expreased and

'main danger when out of hospital',

'dependent upon adequate support', 'danger related to drink and
oonsequenoes', and 'relapse if sooial rcsponsibilities are too
much pressure'.

From his vast experience of mentally abnormal

offenders in Denmark, Sturrup saw the prognosis very much in terms
of the sooial situation:

'The moat imp9rtant thing wc can do ror

these people is to motivate them to avoid the dangerous situation
rather than to look for it,.(5)

(3)

Weinberg B.K. (19 67)
Staples Press

(4)

Scott P.D. 'Assessing dangerousness incriminnls'
Journal of Psychiat~ (1977) 131 p 127 - 142

(5)

Sturrup G.l. 'Will this man be dangerous?' in report of
ClBA Symposium 'Mentally Abnormal Offender' Churchill and Co(19 61

'Sociology of Mental Disorders'
British

- 37G To supplement the above findin6s from observation ana the
interviews, the interviow responseD from the tribunal ohairmen
were croDs-tabulated with deoisions in favour of releaDe freo
Rnmpton Hnnpi tal.

Thero T/as found to be significant

relntionships between Juugement in favour of release and fiYe
aspeots of their perc option of the dnneer:

1) The perception of the danger
01'

flO

other thAn violenee

sexual llosault,
2) There being perceived to be no danccr other thtln

the main risk,

3) A lesser degree of risk to others,
1..) No dnncer at all to Dolt,
and

5) 'other thnn people beneral~'

(i.e.

specific people)

conoiuered to be at risk.

On what cvid.(mce did the trlbuMl base their Judgements?

'Personality of the patient' and 'mental disorder' appeared
to be the more inflUential faotors of evidenoe in tho decir.ionmaking of the tribunnl.

It ltas oonoluded toot triflk' factorn

such as mental disoiuer and offences wore influential in
determining the need or otherwise for continued detention, with
other factors such aa the persormlity of the pn.ticnt as perceived
by the tribunal tending to influenoe toward relense.
'personality' of the person appearod to be an

The

ove~riding

faotor,

over-lapping both with more objeotive con:siderntions suoh as
mental disorder n.nd behaviour 8n(1 with the more subjeotive
reaotions of the tribunal membern to the patient.

In addition

to the objeotive 'fncts of tho caso', unoertainty and doubt
nbout the right course of action and subjective foolings and

- 377 intuition about tho patient were olear and aoknowledged
influences on the decision-procoss.

Thero was the possibility

that 'personality of the patient' (and the objective reactions
and subjective responses associated with acknowledging that
factor) was used to resolve the difficulties and dilemmas f~ed
by the decision-makers.

This 'gut-reaction' to the person wn::; again reminisoent of
the experience and approach of G K Sturrup.

He was greatly

influenced by the consensus of intuitive feeling toward the
patient.

His own major criteria appeared to be the question

of whether he had been able to establish reasonnble communication
and a constructive emotional relationship which could be used
in the process of rehabilitation.

He took thc view that without

satisfactor,y emotional contact he could not effectively evaluate
(5)
a person nor be optimistic about treatment and rehabilitation.

~

i
t

:~

The cross-tabulation of the interview responses about the
evidence they took into account with the deoisions of the
tribunal demonstrated thnt the recognition of continued mental
disorder was a highly significant influence aDlinst release.
The main significant relationship with decisions in favour of
release was in respect of 'benefit of the doubt' being aCknowledged
by the tribunal chairmen.

Even though uncertainty and doubt

about the right course of aotion Vlere clear and acknowledged
influences on the decision-process of the tribunal, the
acknowledgement of doubt in itself waS not a significant influence
in favour of release (as OPPosed to the further interview response
acknowledging giving the benefit of the doubt for or against
leaVing FAmpton HofP ital).

(5) Sturrup ~.K. 'Will this man be dangerouS?' ClBA Symposium
'Mentally Abnormal Offend.er' CIBA Blueprint Churchill and
Sons (1968)

- 378 Did the tribunn.l experience diff1.cul ty obtnining evidence?

It waC. evident that the tribunal membors aid. often experienoe
serious difficulty in obtaining tho evidence they considered
necessar,y to reach their deoisions.

Where diffioulties were

experienced, the primar,y causes of diffioulty appeared to be the
non-availability or inadequacy of reports rather than problems
about the availability of witnesses.

It appeared to be information

they were lacking and not necessarily people as a source of that
information.

There was a clear polarisation in respect of the cataGories
of evidence affected by the restraints and difficulties.

The

catagories of evidence most affected were those ooncerned with
rehabilitative resources and the welfare of the patient, in
contrast with those factors ,more direotly concerned with assessing
the risk.

Mental disorder, offences, previous life-career, and

present behaviour and attitudes were rarely identified as being
affected by the difficulties obtaining evidence.

Tho crises

arising in the decision~process from difficulties obtaining
evidence related largely to the 'interests of the patient's health
or safety' which could be dependent on faoilities and support
outside the hospital about which the tribunal had limited
information.

The tribunal appeared to experience little difficulty in
determining whether or not mental disorder was present.

This

was not for the reason identified by Fennell, (6) who suggested

(6) Fennenp.
imbalance'

I

Mental' Health Raview Tribunals; a question of
Br J Iaw and Society Vol 2 (1977) p 186 - 219
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~
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- 379 that as the patient addressed the tribunal 'the tribunal may
discover early on that the patient still manifeots symptoms of
mental disorder'.

It was evident from the observations and

interview responses of the research projeot, that the diagnosis,
treatment and prognosis of the mental disorder wan treated as
a distinct decision-process which vIas the prime concern of the
medical member.

On the whole, deoisions in regard to the

cri teria of 'suffering from mental disorder' was left to the
medical member.

There was only controversy or orisis, when

the hospital psychiatrist and tribunal medical member were
dramatically opposed in their view of the mental disorder and
prognosis (as opposed to simply differing in emphasis) or when
the medical condition wan contested through a further independent
psychiatric opinion (usually on the initiative of the legal
representa tive).

i

Although the personality of the patient had been identified
as the primary influence on the tribunal, the assessment of
personality WaS not seriously affeoted by orises arising from
difficulties obtaining evidence.
detel~ned

This fnctor was mainly

through the face-to-face contact with the individual

which was an invariable aspect of any tribunal hearing.

The cross-tabulation of the interview response about difficulties
obtaining evidence with the tribunal decisions did not demonstrate
a significant relationship, although there was an apparent
percentage trend towards jUdgements in favour of release to
decrease with increasing difficulty obtaining information.
difficulties obtaining eVidence arose mainly in respect of
rehabilitative conSiderations, such difficulties could result
in adjourning for further information rather than a decision.

As

1

- 380 Tnking this into account, it is likely that the apparent
tendency to Judgo in favour of relca90 where tho difficultios
about obtaining evidence could not be over-come was related to
the finding of 'benefit of the doubt' favouring release.

Did anomalies and dilemmas arise from their rules and powers?

It was evident that the tribunal did often experience
serious inadequacies in their presoribed rules and powers nnd
dilemmas in regard to the practical choices available to them.
The anomalies and dilemmas were primarily related to problems
~

.

(

,

in regard to communicating directly with or obtaining
information about health and community services; and the need
for continued care and/or control outside the security hospital.

Wood (1976)(7) emphasised the 'unique difficulties' under
which the tribunals were working and the impossibility of

. ,
.{

1
,; ,;

~

~

divorcing the prescribed 'narrow oonceptual framework' from
rehabilitative and vuder social realities.

The crises in

the decision-process observed during the research project
were predominantly associated with the distinction and
potential conflict between considerations of 'welfare and
protection' and 'justice and fairness'.

When the interview

responsesv~re

oross-tabu1ated with

jUdgements in favour of release, the greatest significance was
ref1eoted in respect of dilemmas about the support and
a tti tude of the family.

There wa 5 some tendency against

release when fac ed with proo tioa1 dilemmas about family support
and to a lesser extent the provision of oommunity servioes.
(7)

Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals and Social Work'
Social Work Today Vol 7 No 11 (19.8.76)

1 :
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WhAt wa3 the nature of disngrecmcnts between tribunal members?

There was a different of cmphnsis between the tribunal
members in regard to the factors which were more influential,
with this dirfercnce largely reflecting their professional
interests and role within the situntion.

The medical members

were predominantly concerned about the mental disorder; and the
legul members more concerned about the offences and present
behnviour and attitudes.

Although the lay members were mainly

influenced by the personality of the patient, they did not
differ significantly from the legal members in anY respect.

There was limited disagreement or conflict among tho tribunal
members.

Where it did show itself, it was in relation to the

degree of risk and the question of release.

Disagreements

were mainly in terms of whether the person oould be trusted to
maintain good progress outside a situation of clinical
supervision and social control.

Disagreements were normally

resolved through reaching a consensus through discussion.
It was evident thnt the medical member accepted and was expected
to accept a primar,y responsibility for determining the criteria
of mental disorder, virtually as a separate decision-process
from the main collective

decisio~process.

One possible interpretation was that, rather thnn unoertainty
and doubt and the influence of subjective reactions to the
patient and the procedural diffic\uties and practical dilemmas
being a cauSo orand potential for disagreement and conflict,
they did in practice provide the flexibility to enable moving
together to a consensus and the pressures toward a mutuallysupportive group approach to the task.
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Whnt were the decisions nnd innovatory actions of tho trlbunnl?

The proportion of decisions ana advice in favour of
continued detention were similar with both applications and
references

(46.0% ot 150 hearings).

Whereas definite

conclusions were reached in response to almost all tho
references, a definite decision was achieved in response to
little over half the applications (58.~ of 72 applications).
The purposes in adjourning consideration of so many of the
applications reflected the inappropriateness of tho straightforward discharge-or-not powers of the tribunal.

Adjournment

was used as a means, not only of supplementing information as
sanctioned in the }{[RT Rules, but also of seeking to influence
the responsible authorities in the detaining hospital and in
the home areas of the patients.

Often the tribunals were

not merely delaying in the hope facilities would be made
available, but using the threat of disoharge as an attempt to
enforce action by the hospital or a response from the responsible
health and community services.

Innova tory action by the tribUl'Ull appeared to be mainly in
response to applications where, although they had the authority
to discharge the order detaining the patient, they had no power
over the actual movement of the patient nor the resources they
might consider necessar,y for rehabilitntion.

Innovator,y action

was mninly related to attempts to extend the influence of the
tribunnl beyond the strictly legalistio 'duty to discharge' in
respect of the detnining order.

- 383 -
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Whn.t wnll tho influenoe of socio-clemogrnphic fnots,?

The trndi tional legal vim'T of tho sentencing proooss assumed
that the only significant varlnbles whioh influenced judicial
decisions were the observable and verifiable tfaots of the case t •
Yet a formal-structural approach and input-output model of human
decision-making did not seem adequate to explain the decisionprocess of the mental health review tribunal.

Despite this, an
,~

assessment of the relationship of the tfnots of the case' to the
decision of the tribunal was incorporated into the research projeot.

The information about the socio-demographio features of the
patient were cross-tabulated with the judgements of the tribunal.
Statistical analysis did indicate that a number of thc 'facts'
were more closely associated with a judgement in favour or
release from Rampton Hospital.

Many of tho significant facts

were related to the nature of the legal dctention.

It was

evident that often the influenoe on the judgements of the tribunal
wa3

not so much from the facts about the person

0.5

from the

differing nature of the tribunal role and options open to them
in response to applications and references.

As also supported by other research

(Pe~ 1981)~8)

mental

health review tribunals are significantly more likely to advise
release from detention where the authority of the Home Secretar,y
is required (section 65) thnn they arc to order discharge where
they have the nuthorityto do so.

The highly significant

association of restricted under section 65 with jUdgements in
favour of release from Hampton
(8)

Ho~ital

(p(O.OOI)

did not menn

Peay J. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals: Just or Efficacious
Safeguards t I.c.w and Human Bchavioo.t' Vol 5, No 2/3 (1981)

1

j

,
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the tribunal were more likely to relenne more serioun offenders.
It was more a reflection of the restraints whioh the tribunnls
experienoed in the decision-process in response to appliontions.
This contrast between applications and references would haVe
affected other variablen which were found to be closely associated
with judgements in favour of release:

offendor as opposed to

non-offender, and previous record of criminal offences.
restricted caSeS

(r~ferences)

The

included a higher proportion of

offenders both in terms of the reason for their current detention
and their previous histor,y.

There was a tendenoy for many of the

men and womp.n to be admitted to

~mpton

Hospital through one of

the two distinct 'criminal' and 'health' channels of social
problems and official response.

'References' tended to have a

criminal background with little if any previous hospital care;
'applications' were often non-offenders vdth extensive previous
hospital care experience.

Therefore, other variablon closely

associated with judgements in favour of release could have been
affected by the contrast between applications and references:
no previous hospital care or less than one year previous hospital
Care.

The tendency toward 'criminals' and against non-offenders with
previous hospital experience WaS not entirely a consequence of
the different tribunal powers in response to applications and
references.

There was a significant association

betn~cn

a judgement in favo\lr of release and no previous record of court
hospital orders.
and applications.

This factor was likely to favour non-offenders
Therefore there appeared to bc other influences

favouring offenders without previous hospital experience.

As

a 'legal appeal' body, it was possible they were influenced by

- 385 considerations of justice in response to offender-patients
poriod~

(perhaps seeking to equate the offences with approprinte
or detention).

They could have been less restricted by

relmbilitative resource considerations with the moro able
offenders with less experience of institutional Care.

In tenIlS

of the risk to the health and safety of tho patient, it appeared
the tribunal were more likely to force the issue vlith relatively
more socially adequate people.

Other variables which appeared to favour release were clearly
related more to the person than the legal situation:

aged over

forty years, achieved 'secure villa' stage of progress in the.
security hospital (as opposed to hieh-security 'lards or pre-discharge
villas), olassified 'subnorv~lity' (as opposed to 'severe
subnormality', 'mental illness', or 'psychopathic disorder'),
and length of stny in the hospital of more thnn three years.

Were the 'facts of the case' the only significant variables?

In ortIer to assess the extent to which other than the 'facts

of the case' were associated with judgements in favour of releaso,
the approach adopted \vas to cross-tabulate the interview
responses about the different aspects of the decision-process
with decisions or advice in favour of release.

Statistical

analysis did indicate that a number of other variables were
(

significant influences on the tribunal decision.

The rongrd tude

of the association of some of the variables was greater than that
of ma~ of the influential 'facts of the case', despite the
importance of these facts being inflated by the contrast between
applications and referenoes.

- 386 More significant than the objective fnots (apart from rostrioted
under section 6S).were three other va.riables from the interviews:

1) Rated as no danger or minimal danger to others,
2) Most influential evidence perceived as other thnn
menta.l disorder,
and

3) Acknowledged benefit of the doubt in fa.vour of release.

One approach to discussinB those more in1'luentinl varia.bles
was to consider the 'converse' as an influenoe on the judgements
of the tribunal.

The converse of the positive associations would

be that 'moderate or severe danger', conoern about continued
mental disorder, and acknowledging no doubt about the right course
of aotion were each negatively associated ydth judgements in favour
of release.

The correlation between 'danger' and 'no release'

was perhaps to be expected as it waS clearly implied to the
prescribed criteria for the tribunal.

The oorrelation between

'mental disorder' and 'no relense' reinforced the view that
evidence of continued mental disorder was used as a guide to
assessing the degree of risk (qUite separnte from bein6 one of the
prescribed criteria for detention).

It

ViaS

likely that the

person Y[ould be perceived as more 'impulsive and unpredictable'
and therefore more 'danGerous', if there was limited evidenoo of
improved or mbre stabilised mental state.

The association between 'no doubt' and 'no release' waS oonfirmed
by other variables which vlore found to be influential.

The

ncknmvledgement of benefit of the doubt was significnntly
associated with jUdgements in favour of release.

Also there was

a Duggestion of a positive a9sooi~tion between the acknowlcugcment

- 387 of serious doubt about release and juu&cments in favour of
release.

These findings could support certain conclusions

about the nature of dangerous behnviour and the stages of the
decision-process of the tribunal.

TlD med to exercise control and restraint on the individual
arose from the impulsive and unpreaictable nature of the behaviour
and the sense of threat and anxiety experienced by others about
the risk of' physical harm from violence.

Onoe identified as

dangerous, doubt was almost inherent in the attitude of others
(particularly those with responsibility for his release or
continued detention).

The interpretation would be that where

there was 'no doubt' , it Vlould be in reeard to the nee(l for
continued detention because of clear evidence of oontinued 'danGer'
(such as mental disorder).

Once it was determined that there

was doubt about the need for continued detention, the decisionmakers would then begin to consider all the implications of
possible release.

It VIas inherent in the nature of dangerous

behaviour and a consequence of the various difficulties arising
in the decision-process, that there would be doubt about the
right course of action.

'Benefit of the doubt' was often a

necessary component of the situation and the process of reaching
a conclusion about whether to release someone in regard to whom
there was doubt about the need for continued detention.

Further, evidenoofor the link betwcen uncertainty and 'danger'
was to be found in some of the other Significant associations with
judgements in favour of release.

Both in regarU to the perceived

danger and potential viotims, there appearcd to be a greater
tendency to release where the dn.ngcr or victim were more certain

- 3GG 1'0.

ther tho.n generalined.

as 'people

gcneral~'

in favour of release.

Potentio.l viotims beine perceived

was ncco.tively associo.ted with juueemontn

Whore tho interview responses acknowledged

none other than the main clangor or victim, there waS

0.

positive

association with decisions or advico to release.

Therefore 'objectivdfaots were not the only significant
variables associate.d with the decisions of the tribunal.

This

provided further evidenco toot the traditional model waS not
adequate for a full explanation of the decision-process of tho
mental health review tribunal.

Discussion.

Lemert (1970)(9) questioned the traditionnl assumption that
legal d.evelopment wn s primarily evolutiontlry, in the sense of
beine 'a gradual, cumulativo growth of rules, one buildine on
another' •

He proposed his 'socio-Iegal theory' that legal

revolution resulted from 'crises in law' arising from an
accumulo.tion of 'legal issues' based on sufficient 'anomalies'
where interests \'lere Wlsatisfied or frustrnted.

An

essential

aspect of his concept of anomalies were the discrepancies
between the legally prescribed rules and povTers and the actual
practice of the parties to the juuieinl decision-process.

In

his study of the reform of procedures in the juvenile courts in
California, Lemert associated manY of tho anomalies and crises
with the distinction between 'parens po.triae' and 'balanced
justice'.

Thero were fundamental distinctions between 'v/elfnre

and. protection' nnd 'justioe and fnirness' considerations, and
therefore a source of conflict of interoDts ana values.
(9)

Lemert E. 'Social Action nnd. Legn1 Change'
Aldine, (Chicago 1970)

- 389 The findings about the anomalies anu dilemmas experienoed by
the mental health review triburol did appear to support tho
application of Lemcrt's Isooio-loeal theol,,' of 10eo.l chango to
tho more specific situation of the docision-prooess in rcga.lu to
the continued restraint or relea.se of tho mentally disordered.
The prescribed framework for the mental health revievI tribunal
appeared to assume a smooth input-output

deoi~ion-proocso,

when

in fact the tribunal experienced anomnlies and dilemmas in the
process of reaching decisions on the basis of the evidence and
actual alternatives available to them.

Lemert was concerned with anomalies whcrc the prescribed
rules and procedures were inadequate to protect the interests
of the parties involved.

This waS an appropriate description

of tho situations often faced by the mer.lbers of the tribuno.l.
Thoir fOrInal structure vIaS estnblished to ensure that an
individual wns not unfairly clcprived of his liberty, and they
had a duty to discharge the order of anyone where tho clear
Cl~teria

were not satisfied.

Whilst the formal structural

frnmework demonstrated a dominant concern for 'balanced justioe',
the anomalies and dilemmas faced by tho tribunnl in praotice
related mainly to 'parens patriae' considerations.

Whereas the

prescribed rules, criteria, procedures and povTers vtere explicitly
defined and limited to ensuro justice and fairness, often the
triburol members found. that their task was impossible without
refe~e

to re~~bilitative and preventative considerations concerned

to promote the wclfare and protection of the inaividual ana
others.

- 390 Megaree1s implied oritioism of those who

'simp~

refuse to

make such prediotions' about dangcrouD behaviour was oalutor,y,
as suoh refusal could result in somcone oontinuing to be
detained for doubtful reasons (Megnree 1976).

(10)

Moenree

suggested that responsibility waS refuned on the grounds that
preaiotions about dangerous behaviour involvea problems which
ronde errors inevitable.
forms.

These refusals could take different

Witldn an establishment detaining mentallY disordered

people, the refusal could take the form of an inertia arising
from exoessive caution and uncertainty.

The government

authority required to sanotion release may demonstrate the
refusal in terms of demanding unrealistio assuranoeS about the
risk.

The refusal of more open re3idential or hospital

situations and community services could be shown in tho
unwillingness to accept responsibility beoauso of potential
problems.

The general publio and their representatives

m~

resist because of their fear of the unprediotable.

Each and all these

'refu~als'

have contributed to the great

difficulty mentally abnormal offenders and others hnve found
in obtaining the
themselves.

opportuni~

to cain their freedom and prove

Yet, as Megaree emphasised, 'someone hll.s to make

these predictions'.

The mental health review tribunal wan

chosen for this research project as representative of those ?Iho
were expected to accept the responsibility for making prediotions
about the future behaviour of people who hll.ve been considered
dangerous.

It was evident from the research that the mental

health review tribunal at Rampton Hospital did exercise their
responsibility conSCientiously and thoroughly.

The occasions

when the tribunal delayed the exercise of their duty to decide
could not reasonably be called 'refusals' not attempts to avoid

(10)

Megaree E.I. 'T-he preiiction of dangerous behaviour'
Criminal Justioe and Behaviour Vol 3 No 1 (Maroh 1976)
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The delays were related to diffiou1ties

affecting their decision-prooess and their attempts to overcome
the difficulties.

If the decision-makers had not been concerned to overoome

the difficulties and exercise their duty despite tho restraints
and anomalies and dilemmas, the crises in tho decision-process
would have been of a rather passive nature.

As Lcmert

emphasised in his analysis of revolutionnr.y changes in law,
for the anemalies arising in the normal course of legal evolution
to have a more dynamic influence toward more drastio change the
anomalies-should show themselves actively in discrepancies
between legal precept and practice.

Some of the actions

considered by the tribunal chairmen to 'go beyond the given
rules and procedures' appeared to be changes in their

customa~

approach as opposed to developments beyond the prescribed
procedures and powers.

Yet manY of their actions in response

to difficulties could validly be seen as 'practices' going
beyond and therefore bringing into question the limitations
and appropriateness of their rules and powers.

The innovator,y actions related primarily to the response of
the tribunn1 to applications and normally involved the use of
their right to adjourn consideration of the application 'to
(11)
obtain further information'.
These innovator,y developments
could be grouped together in the follOwing way:

. 1)

The tribunal exercised their right to adjourn as

a means of exercising a 'watChing brief'.

This was

normal~

where the hospital was actively engaged in planning the

(11) tnrRT Rules 1960 S.I.No 1139 HMSO, Rule 26(1)

- 392 rehabilitation or movement of the patient out of the hospital.
The implications of these innovations were that the presoribed
rules and powers assumed a separation of the needs for compulsion
and treatment and also a separation between the hospital authority
and the independent review tribunal which in practioe was not
realistio (particularly in respeot of special hospitals whore
only compulsory treatment was available).

2)

Sometimes the tribunal attempted to influence the

hospital into a course of aotion not available to the tribunal,
yet which the hospital had not yet initiated themselves.

The

tribunal would make a written recommendation to the hospital
authorities or government department and then adjourn as a means
of maintaining some continued influence on their reoommendation.
These ingtances mainly conoerned patients who the tribunal judged
to no longer require compulsor,y treatment but did require care
in a national health service hospital which they were unable to
achieve.

3)

Innova tions in rega xU to extending direct contac t

vdth agenCies outside the hospital related almost entirely to
the need for continued hospital care, and very
community services.

rare~

the

Sometimes it took the foro of writing

directly to the Department of Health recommending transfer.
On othcr occasions thcy made direct contact with the health care
authority as an informal attempt to neeotiate hospital care.
The innovation in these Oases ?ms not necessarily in the direct
approaches (which were not prevented by the rules) but in tho
attempts to directly negotiate facilities not within their
prescribed powers to influence.
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On occasions tho tribunal sought to influenoe

through direot oontact with the hospital team or Department of
IIealth further clinical annessment or treatmcnt whilst still in
hospital.

This was clearly beyond their role in regard to

applications and questionable in

rog~d

to referenoes where

their advice was being sought about 'restricting the disoharge'
for the 'protection of the publio'.

ClearlY they could not

always divoroe in prnctice their rolo in respect of disclmrge froe
the needs of the patient in hospital.

5)

Distinct from the above groupings of innovations,

it was not \1ncommon (at least tcn out of 34 adjournments) for
the trIbunal to 'force the issue'through a delayed discharge.
Thene instances eVen inclUded patients who they judged to
require sheltered or intcnnive 30cia1 care.

Although the

lcgislation and tribunal proceuures do not provide for 'delayed
discharge', in practice the tribuno.l used their right to adjourn
for further

info~tion

as a means of a delayed discharge on more

occasions than they aotually disoharged the order vdth immedinte
effect (9 out of 72 applications).

Their usc of adjournment as a means of delayed

disc~rgo

is

pcrlmps the olearest illustration of the application of LameTt's
'socio-legal theor,y' of le6a1
tribunals.

c~~nge

to tho mental health review

Faced with arIses in their aecision-process nrising

from an aocumulation of anomalies where the prescribed rules and
procedures were inadequa.te to proteot the intereots of the
parties involved, they fOUnd their task to be impossible without

- 394aotive1y oreating disorepanoio3 between their prnotioe and tho
presoribed legal framcwork.

The need for 1cgis1ative

c~~nge

in respeot of tho powers of

tribunals in response to applications waS aoknowledged in the
white paper 'Reform of Mental Health Legisla.tion'. (12)

The

associa.ted Mental Health Bill (13) rrovides tribunals with tho
power to order delayed. discharge by

0.

gtven date.

The Bill also gives patients more opportunities to apply to
a mental

heal~h

review tribunal and introduces

auto~tic

tribunnl

hearings for patients who hnve not been reviewed by a tribunal
for three years.

Particularly as the right of application is

being extended to people admitted under seotion 25 (twenty eight
days for observation), tlus improved access to the tribunal

could be some protection to safoguard sOl'!le patientll in the
future from the dilemmas which result from unnecessarily
prolonged periods of hospitnl care.

Yet tho proposed legislation

will not provide a solution to the dilemmas when they do arise.

The dilemmas experienced by the tribunal were mainly
assooiated with their inability to ensure that the

neoessa~

health, residential or other rehabilitative resources were
made available in the evont of tho person being allowed to leave
the security hospital.

Their inability to enforce informal

,"

hospital care, community residential provision, or even after-care
supervision is related to wider oonsiderations than simply the
tribuml rules and pov/ers.

The defioienoies oan be traced back

to more general legislation and government polioy.

(12)

'Reform of Mental Health Leg1.slation' White Paper Crond 8405
HMSO (1981)

(13)

Mental Health (Amend.ment) Bill, HMSO (1981)

j'
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health authorities to provido health oaro in hospital whore it
is required, it docs not appear

th~t

legiolation can be usod to

require a particular health nuthority to provIde furthor treatment
and care in a psychiatrio hospital or hospital for tho mentallY
h~ndicapped

to enable a partioular resident from their area who

is judged to require that oontinued care to leave a national
security hospital.

This is so even when the seourity hospital

authorities and the government departments involved have approved
the release from the security hospital.

The responsible government

departments, the Department or Health and Social Security and tho
Hone Offioe, have sho\m themselves unablo or unwilling to require
the responsible area health authority to mnke provision for their
resident to return to hospita.l caro in his home area.
to suggest that the

tribu~~l

Therefore

should have the authority to order

transfer to nntional health service cnre brings into question the
inability of the responsible government authorities to do so.
Legislation and/or government policy should be changed to require
responsible health authorities to accept their responsibilities.

Similarly, although legislation docs place on lOCal authority
housing and social servioes departments a

goneral.responsibili~

to provide residential care to the mentally ill and handicapped
and accommodation for the homeless, it docs not appear thnt the
local authority can be forced to exeroise their responsibilities
in respect of particular resident3 from their area awaiting the
opportunity to leave the security hospital or NHS psychiatric
hospital.

The legislation which definos local government

responsibilities should be strengthened and the neoessary resources
made available to fulfil the responsibilities without jeopardising
the needs of their other residents requiring such help.
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Although local authoritieo arc required to provide after-oaro
support and supervision to tho rnentl11ly disordered under the
National Health Servioe Aot 1977, tho respennibility is nonobligator,y in respcct of' any particular indiviaual.
st~tutor,y

Even when

after-care supervision is n conaition of aischnrge,

patients restricted. under section

65 (Mental Health Act 1959)

can be delayed in hospital for some time by the unwil1ingnoss
of the responsible local
their supervision.

nuthol~ty

to accept responsibility for

Therefore, this 10

0.

greater problem in

respect of unrestricted. patients, whethor discharged. by tho
responsible medicnl officer or as a renult of a tribunal
applioation.
a~ sist

Two distinct but related legislative changes would

in ensuring that men tlnd vlOmen lCl\.ving psychil1trlc

hospitals after

pel~od3

of involuntar,y caro and treatment receive

the support and supervision vthich oan be ellsentil1l to their
sooial aajustment.

The trena against statutor,y 5upervision in

the community of the mentally ill o.nd. hand.icapped. should nOl'1 be
reversed. in respect of men and. women whose behaviour ho.s caused.
sufficient concern to vm.ITant detenticn in hospital.

Just as

the 'open d.oor' ecphasis in psychiatric hospitals has been
hannful to some people Vlho requireu social control at times,

50

the emphasis in mental health legislation on voluntary care in
the comr.'lUni ty has been detrimental to the needs of !lome people
\'lho required a degree of social oontrol to flUpport their

.
;

"-,

resettlement into the

co~~unity.

A period of !ltatutor,y after-

Care (even if only for six months in line with pre~ent leave
provision for unrestricted patients) should be

0.

conaition of

the disch:1rge of anyone still nubject to ncction 26 or 60.
In addition, there should be a statutor,y roquirement for the
responsible local authority to provide such supervision.

- 397 The above legislntive ohanges in rospect of hospital care,
community

re5iacnti~

care, nnn after-care suporviBion would

benefit men and women disohnrged from dotention in hospital on
the authority of the responsiblo medioal officer.

Suoh ohnnges

are a pre-requisite of any improvement in tho powers of tho
mental health review tribunn,l.

Given the above leeisla.tive

and policy changes, the extension of tribunal powers to inoludo
recommendations for transfer or conditional discharge, or orders
to discharge by a given date would be more likely to have the
required practioal effeot of enabling people to leave hospital
with an improved rehabilitative prognosis.

Both Fennell

(14)

(15)

who observed eighteen hearings and Peny

through observation of eleven hearings (and a questioIll'lairo and
experimental study) conoluded that the tribunals wero exoessively
oautious about disoharBe and pessimistio about prognosis.

A

different impre:lsion was gained from tho observation of 150
hearings of the mental health review tribunal at Rampton Hospital.
On the whole, the

tribun~ls

appeared to bo very conscious of their

primary duty to defend people from unnecessar,y detention and
aotively seeking means of oVer-oorning the prooedural and praotioal
restraints.

Fennell and Peny found a preoooupation with the

stntanent of the responsible authority end with unfavourable facts
which 'vas not so apparent during this study.

The tribunal could

be ver,y questionning and oritioal of the hospital reports
justifying detention and pleased to facilitate any means of
obtaining more favourable information from any other source.
It waS perhnps surprising that they did not use their authority
to require the presenoe of witnessos (such as local authority

(14)
(15)

Fennell P. 'Mental Hea.lth Review Tribunals: a question
of imbalance' Br J Law and Sooiety Vol 2 (1977) p 186 - 219
Peay J. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals: Just or Efficacious
Safeguards' Lnw a.nd Human Behaviour Vol 5, No 2/3 (1981)

I
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or health servioe staff) at tho hearings.

Yet they did ~o~otime3

seek to make use of more available indiroot souroes of information
about health and community services (such as the representatives
or hospitnl sooial workers).

This oontraated vdth the marked

soeptioism abou·t representatives displnyed by tribunal members
during the 1960s (Webb 1966,(16) Wood 1970.(17))

The position

of the patient's representative as essential to both the oivil
rights of the individual and the effeotive operation of the mental
health revie\'I tribuml should. be aokno\'11edged and strengthened.

It has been sugge3ted tha t it can be very diff:l.oult to olarify
the reasoning behind tribunal deoisions whioh at times appear to
(18)
be based on a 'hunoh' (Greenland 1970).
The impression gained
during this researoh was tlUlt the tribunal was

u~ually

reasonably
i ,

~

j

olear in its thinking but perhaps hesitant to admitting to the
valid influenoe of subjeotive inter-personal reactions to the

patient.~

There would be various benefits if the tribunals were required to

r
~.

ic,~,

reoord the reasons for their decisions rather than

simp~

their oonolusions in terms of the prescribed criteria.

giving

It was

i~
>'

i

evident that their advice to the Home Seoretaxy waS normally in
the form of a reasoned statement, so it would be feasible in
response to applications.

The benefits would be related to justice

being Seen to be done, consistency in and between tribunals, the
monitoring and sharing of information about tribunal decisions,
an informed understanding by the patient and his family, and. the
. opportunity for decisions to be questioned..

,

Also, for the hospital

and other authorities to be informed. of the reaSons behind tribunal
judgements would be more helpful and influentio.l than simply being
informed of the judgement.
7~'16r)~mWe-::;b;:;::b:--np-:.R;:;'".~H;-."I,i-;R;-:'e=-vl.:;-'e:-w--;;:T-ri=-=b-u-nn-l::'"'s--:-i-n-t-h-e~Sh:-e-:f:-:f~i-:el~d~R-egi--:-o-na-l~---'

Hospital Board' New Zealand Medioal Journal Vol 65 (1966)p602/60i
(17) Wood J.C. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals' Medicine Science
and the Iavi Vol 10, p 86 - 92 (1970)
(18) Greenland
C. 'Mental
,
. Illness a.nd Civil Liberty' G Bell and
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pooition of mentally
tribunnl.

nbnor~~l

offenders in relation to the

They recommended that anyone oonsidered to warrant

detention in maximum-security hospitals should always be further
restrioted under section 65 to prevent 'his alscharge on
application to a mental health review tribunal!.

Because of

the greater credibility of the Parole Board demonstrated by the
Home Office, tho advisor,y role of the tribunals should be
transferred to the Parole Board.
On the basis of similar
(20)
reasoning, Gostin
proposed tho Aarvo1d ndvisor,y board should
take over the advisory function.

Walker and McCabe were primarily

concerned for publio protection and Gostin for the civil rights
of the individual, yet they eame to similar conolusions.

Both

concerns would be eased more by clarifying and strengthening the
position of the tribunal rather thAn transferring the advisory
function to another body in such a different rela.tionship to thc
Home Office.

Walker and McCabe were concerned about the anomaly

of a body dealing largely with non-offenders being able to ndvise
discharge of offenders;

Gostin was concerned about the anoma.ly of

a deoision of a tribunal not having 'conolusive effeot'.

The

'judicial' status of the tribunals should be strengthened to gain
the greater credibility required to correct their anomalous
position, partictilnrly in respect of patients detained in special
hospitals.

The contrast between the charaoteristios of the patients and
the tribunal deoisions in Greenland's

stu~

(1970)(21) and that

(19) Wa.lker N. a.nd MoCabe S. 'Crime nnd Insanity in England' Vol 2 ;'
Edinburgh University Press (1973)
(20)

Gostin L.

fA Human Condition'

Vol 2 Speoial MIND Report (1977)

(21)

Greenland C. 'Mental Illness and Civil Liberty'
Sons (London 1970)

G Bell and
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(22)

illustrnto tho legislative cmnges

required for patients in special hoapitals.

Somo of the

differences aro the re9ul t of other chnnees which hnd tnkon
place during the decade between tho studies (for example, the
drastic decrease in the proportion of patients detained under
~chedule

6, nnd increase in those represented).

other

differences resulted from the patient/applicant sample-group in
the second study being in a special hospital (for example, a
higher proportion of offenders, restricted under section 65,
and classified as 'psychopathic disorder').
of both the specinl hospital and the tribunal relate to the
dependence on the local health and community authorities for
rehabilitative resources and the inability of the security
hospitnl to provide informal care and treatment.
conside~lng diso~rge

When

from n local NHS psychiatrio hospital or

responding to a successful application to the tribunal, the
responsible medical officer and hospital team have control over
their

Olvn

local facilities and have looal working relntions with

allied comnunity services.

Also they have the option of

continued care and treatment on a voluntary basis.

Tho special

hospital has control over no rehabilitative resources in tho
home area and is bound to be restrioted in its working relations
with so many services throughout a national catchment area.

Various changes would benefit patients in special hospitals.
The security service being provided by the national hospitals to
the various area and regional authorities should be backed by
clear statutor,y reoognition of the ultimate responsibility for
their residents by the home health authorities.

This would

strengthen the position of the special hospital and/or mental
(22)

Chapter nine: 'Sample group \~f J:a tients 'd. i
ti ns'
Chapter fifteen: 'Tribunal aec~sions an nnova 0

-~-

health review

tribun~l

when aeeldng to implimcnt a judgement

that 'compulsor,y' care and treatmcnt was no longer required.
The oloser working relations which would be essential to the
effective implimentation of joint responsibility between the
speoial hospital and area/regional nuthorities would be ver,y
difficult to achieve without much greater 'regionalisation' of
the special hospital service.

Either within the special

hospitals or in as'sociation with the special hospitals, the
faoilities necessary to allow a man

O~

woman to remain informally

for a time after their detaining order has been discharged.
This facility should not be used extensively nor for prolonged
periods.

But such a facility is necessary to rescue some patients

in special hospitals from an anomaly peculiar to them.

The

legislation which governs their detention and disclmrge by either
the responsible medical officer or mental health review tribunal
relates to the 'compulsion' and not the need for treatment in
itself.

Yet, for them, 'discharge' of their detaining order means

that continued care and treatment can no longer be offered in that
situation.

Even when the special hospitals seek to be flexible

in respect of someone requiring time and assistance in finding
somewhere to go, the inaividual is choosing to remain in a
'detaining' not a 'free' situation.

The security hospitals

should be sanctioned to provide a rehabilitative 'informal'
facility to provide the time for tho responsible health and social
service authorities to plan an effective response.

That this facility for a limited period of informal care would
ease the tribunal's diffioulties was illustrated in the contrast
between Greenland's nntional group and Hepworth's speoial hospital

- 402 group in respect of the extent or tribunnl adjournmento.

In response to 1035 applications during 1963, tho tribunnls
adjourned consideration or only 31 (~) (Greenlnnd 1970).

In

response to the 72 applications in the special hospital sample,
the tribunal aujournod on thirty oocasions

(41.7%),

often with

the clear intention of eventaully discharging the order.

Sum~~rv

1)

of recommendations

In response to applications, the tribunal should have

the power to order delayed discharge by a given dat e.

2)

Improved access to the tribunal should help to safeguard

some patients in the future from thc dilemmas resulting from
unnecessarily prolonged periods of hospital oare.

3)

Legislation and/or government policy should be c~~ged

to require responsible health authorities to provide health
care in hospital to enable a resident lenve

4)

maximu~ securi~.

The legislation whioh defines looal authority

responsibilities to provlde residential caro should be
strengthened to allow their residents to leave security hospital
Care and the necessary resouroes made available.

5)

A period of statutor,y aftc~care (six months nt least)

should be a oondition of disoharge under scotion 26 or 60.

6)

There should be the statutor,y requirement for local

autho~ies to provide supervision to patients discharged from

detention under mental health legislation.
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7)

It

~t
Tribuml powers shoulcl be cxtond.cd to includ.c rcoommendn tiona ~:,

~ ~-~

for transfer or condi tloM,l diGch..~rge, or trial leavo durin£) the

!~ t~
t'

period of delnyed dischnrge or ncljourned oonsidcra tion in response
to applications.

Fi
H
l~

( iJ
L.
" !
>

f
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8)

The tribunal nuthori ty to require the attendance of

U

witnesses should be stren£)thened.

9)

The position of the patient's representative as essential

both to the patient and the operation of the tribuna.l should be
acknowledged and strengthened.

10) The tribunal should be required to record the reasons for
their decisions, for the informntion or all partie!} concerned.

11)

The' judicial' status of the tribunals should be strengthened

to gain greater credibility nnu authority, particularly in respect
of patients detained in specinl hospitals.

12) There should be clear statutory recognition or the continued
responsibility of the responsible health nuthorities vrhile their
residents arc in special hospitals, this joint responsibility to be
reflected in the working relations between the health nuthorities
and special hospitals.

13) Closer and more effective working relations between special
hocpitals and health and social serviceD should be promoted by
greater Ireeiomlisation' of the special hoqital service.

14) Special hospitals should be sanctioned to provide facilities
for short-tem 'infonnnl' rehabilitative care in cooperation with
health and community services.

i'
f
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CHAPTER TWENTY

THE INFLUENCE OF THE CONCEPT OF 'DANGER' ON THE ASSESSMENT
t DANGER TO SELF AND OTHERS'

O~

Introcluotion

••
The mental health review tribunal was used as a means of
researoh into the deoision-prooess in regard to mentally
disordered individuals considered a danger to themselves or
other people.

In seeking to generalise from the tribunal to

other groups conoerned with assessment of 'danger to self and
others!, oare should be taken to noknowledge nny differenoes in
oontext, constitution and powers.

This turther analysis is based

on the assumption that the research findings about the tribunal
deoision-prooess can increase knowledge and understanding in
other situations where the following oonditions apply:

(a) A formally-prescribed decision-prooess within whioh
the holders of particular offioes and/or designated
clinioal praotitioners are required to make deoisions
about the release or oontinued detention of:
(b) An individual previously identified as 'dangerous' in
the sense of objective evidenoe of serious offences or
behaviour involving the risk of physical harm or
sexual assault, serious 'threat and anxic~' on the
part of others, and a considered decision to restrain
the individual for the protoction of others or himself.

The aims and intentions of this turther analysis are:
a) To review the literature about the assessment of
dangerous behaviour in the light of some of the primarY researoh
riMings, and
b) To attempt to build a more suffioient modol of the
deoision-prooess in regard to mentally disordered men and women

·~

•,t

I!

(1)

considered a 'danger to self and others'.

I,

1

The oonoept of 'dangerous behaviour'

Deviant behaviour could be defined as 'the individual's
departure from the norms, standardised practioes, and approved

(2)
outlets ""for his speoifio role in a given society' (Weinberg 1967).
normali~

Despite his primar,y emphasis on the relativity of

and

therefore deviant behaviour, Weinberg also identified disorders
whioh were reoognised cross-oulturally: 'impulsive violenoe,
unoontrollable

fren~y,

or impulsive attaoks upon others'.

There is a strong sooial anthropological tradition arising
largely from Lorenz in respeot of the 'biologioal value of
aggression' advocating that eVen the maintenanoe

~~)aocial

stability depends upon aggression (Swanson 1976).

Yet even

Lorenz aoknowledged that aggressive behaviour could 'beoome

(4)
exaggerated to the point of the grotesque and inexpedient'.

,

In his view, aggressive behaviour became pathologioal when

competition between members of the same species was taken to
inappropriate and destruotive extremes.

Just as the positive

survival value of aggression was justified by its benefits to the
speoies as a whole, the destruotive effeots were seen in the harm
to the total group rather than partioular viotims.

The 'danger'

was in respeot of the sooial instability arising from inoonsistent
or distorted USe of aggression or where aggression was used against
the reoognised sooial values.

In this tradition, there was no
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as predator or territorial defenoe situations.

To whatever extent sooiety may be aiming to restrain
'dangerous' individuals for the protection of sooietyas a whole,
within the operation of oriminnl law and mental health legislation
danger is defined more in terms of the damage dane by individuals .
against individuals, the threat from an individual as peroeived by
others, oonoern about behaviour infeoting other individuals, and
the risk of repetition of speoifio harmful aots.

Attempts to

study the restain of dangerous individuals. have found the need to
define the danger in terms of speoifio inoidents of observable

(5)

behaviour suoh as conviotions for assault and acts of violence.
Yet Tutt (6) illustrated that the problem of defining and
identifying suoh as violent aots VIas affeoted by the oultural
oontext and the legitimaoy of the behaviour, the perception
of the situation by the partioipants, the sooial oontextof the
behaviour, and the general sooia1 attitudes at the time.

In

t

effect, he oono1uded that the labelling of behaviour as unacoeptably
violent or dangerous depended often upon who threw the punoh and
in what oiroumstances (Tutt 1976).· This was reminioent of the
Lorenz view that tho expression of the aggressive oompetitive
instinotwas 'often contained within ou1tura1 ritualisation, whioh
helped to make tho behaviour acoeptab1e, prediotab1e and
restrained within reoognised boundaries.

(5) For example, Steadman H.J. and CoOozza J.J. 'Careers of the
oriminally insane I Lexington Books, Heath and Co (Mass. 1974):
Thornberr,y T.P. and Jaooby J.E. 'The orimina11y insane"
University of Chicago Press (1979)

(6) Tutt N. Introduction to 'Violenoe' Tutt N. (ed) DHSS SWS
Development Group (HMSO 1976)

- ztJ7 Therefore, although 'violence· would appear to be ver,y
muoh part of the definition and conoept of 'danger' in humnn
behaviour, the danger was not exolusively or neoessari1y in
the behaviour itself.

The oonoept of danger and the oonoept

of violenoe are not oo-terminous.

A simplistio beginning

would be to define 'danger' as the 'fear of violenoe'.

'Danger'

appears to imply a potential source of violenoe peroeiveu as
threatening by someone who is conoerned for themselves or
others as potential viotims.

Whilst actual or potential

violenoe appears to be an important oomponent of the conoept of
danger, also important is the 'fear' arouseu in others.

The

'offenoe' arises_not simply from the risk of physioal harm or
other assault, but also from its inappropriateness or
unprediotability.

Where is the danger?

as to a large extent suggested by Tutt?

Is it in the 'fear',
Is it in the violenoe,

as implied by suoh definitions as 'more severe, aggressive or

Q)

sexual activity involving risk to lifo and health' (sturrup 1968)
and 'impulsive, uncensored personal vio1enoe toward others and
sometimes toward self: (Prins 1975)?(8)

Justice would require an individual to be restrained as
'dangerous' only on the basis of oboorved and observable
behaviour.

Pfohl (1979)(9) warned that unless the criteria

for detention were defined in terms of observed behaviour, it
would be impossible to avoid idiosynoratio psychiatrio 'expert'
assessment of the 'person'.

Judge David Bazelon waS quoted

(7)

Sturrup G.K. 'Will this man be dangerouB? t in elBA Blueprint
'Mentally Abnormal Offender' Churchill and Co (1968)

(8)

Prins H. 'A danger to themselves and others'
Sooia1 Work 5(3) (1975) p. 297

(9)

Pfohl S.J. 'From whom will we be proteoted?' Inter. J. Law
and Psychiatry Vol 2 (USA 1979) p 55 - 78
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(10)

'To be dnngerouo, one must be

likely to attack or otherwise infliot injur,y, 100B, pain, or other
evil.

The court must alao determine the harm, if any, that 'is

likely to flow from these aots.

A mere possibility of injury is

not enough;the statute requires that harm be likely'.

Although Pfohl favoured the

'philosop~

that someone would not

be catagorised as dangerous and classified for maximum

seouri~

unless there waD compelling behavioural evidenoe thnt he or she acted
Violently,(ll) he acknowledged that this approach oould not 'olaim
(11)
to validly assess the likelihood of future dangerousness'.
Tho concept of danger would seem to be more oomplex than inoorporating
acts of violenoe and/or 'fear of violenoe'.

The oonoept and

nature of danger could be seen aD 8ooial-interaotionist both in
reDpeot of involving the perceptions of others and in expressing
itself within a sooial situation.

Sturrup Saw the danger not

merely in, the person himself but in the partioular situations whioh

r

i
f

triggered off the violent behaviour, and he emphasised the
rehabilitative importance o~motivating the person to avoid the
(12)
'dangerous situation'.
Again thoro was the parallel with
Lorenz' ooncept of uncontrolled aggression and impulsive violence
being perverted intra-specifio competitive behaviour reacting to
its onn triggers in the situation (as instinotivo behaviour reaoted
to the appropriate stimuli).

The real influence of external factors

was stressed by Byohowski (1967):

'Even if we disoount the natural

tendency for the patient to find a scapegoat in his environment, we

(11)
(12)

Steadman H.J. and CoOozza J.J. 'Careers of the criminally
insane' Lexington Books, Heath and Co (Masse 1974) p. 172 - 173
(quoting Bazalon on Millard v. Cameron 1966 and Cross v.
Harris 1969 in Distriot Court of WaShington, D.C.)
Pfohl S.J. 'From whom will we be proteoted?' Inter. J. Law
and Psychiatr,y Vol 2 (1979) p 74 and
Sturrup G.L 'Will this mn be dangerous?' ClBA Blueprint
'Mental~ Abnormal Offender' Churchill and Co (1968)

n
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unjustified, and that, were it not for certain definito external
oiroumstnnoes, his anti-sooinl acting out might not have taken
plaoe,.(l3)

It would seem that an adequate definition of the conoept of
'dangerous' in human behaviour would need to inolude referenoe
to 'the threat and anxiety experienced by others' in reenrd to
'the risk of physioal violenoe or assault' from an 'individual'
wh05e behaviour was judged to be 'impulsive and/or unprcdiotnble'
and likely to reaot inappropriately or inoongruously in response
to certain aspeots of any partioular 'sooial sitUation'.

The sooial identity of the dangerous individual

The above oonolusion oould suggest a ration'll vimv of d.tI.ngerous
behaviour, suoh as taken by the Butler Committee who conoluded
that dangerous behaviour arose as a result of an individual with
t

his own particular dispositions and threshold of tolerance entering
partioular situations or circumstanoes whioh could aot ns a trigger
(14)
for the behaviour.
Whilst suoh n rational view is desirable,
it is neoessary to take into aocount the d.ynamio effect of the
anxiety of others in response to the individual and the oomplexity
ana

~nfusion

in regard to causation.

Tho dangers inherent are

illustrated by the following quotations:

(13)

B~howski G. 'Dynamios and prediotability of dangerous
psychotio behaviour' in Rappoport J.R. (od) 'Clinioal
evaluation of dangerousness of mentally ill' Charles C Thomas
(illinois 1967)

(14)

Butler Committee 'Report of the Committee on Mentally
Abnormal Offenders' Cmnd.. 6244 miSO (UlMon 1975)
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'It is inadmissible to uae the term Dohizophrenio.
for the laok of a better one simply beoause of
inoomprehensible crimes of violenoe by people \'tho may
even display some oharaoteristios whYemay remind one
of sohizophrenia'.
h
(Klock 1968)(15 )

'Almost by definition psyohopatha are rejeoted and
feared members of sooiety.
Charaotoristioally few
officials wish to hear further about a person 30
labelled, and most reaotions are negative'.
(Craft 1968)(16)

The misleading and improper uses of the ooncept of 'psychopathy'
(17)
were disoussed more fully by West (1968).
The tendenoy to
assume someone was mentally disordered on the basis of aots whioh
were considered 'unnatural' wns disoussed by Johnson (1967).(18)
These uses and tendencies have persisted despite evidence that the
oonneotion has been

ove~emphasised

between orime and violenoe and

psychopathy (19) and mental illness.(20)

Whilst few would take

an extreme view of denying any value in the oonoept of mental
illness (Szasz 1962 and 1967), (21) the warning should be heeded to

../

(15)

Kloek J. 'Sohizophrenia and delinquenoy' CIBA Blueprint
'Mentally Abnormal Offenders' Churohill and Co (1968)

(16)

Craft M.J. 'Treating psyohopaths at Garth' in 'Psychopathio
Offenders' West D.J. (ed) University of Cambridge Press(1968)

(17)

West D.J. 'Psychopaths: an introduotor,y comment' in West D.J.
(ed) 'Psychopathic Offenders' Univers~ty of Cambridge (1968)

(18)

Johnson ii. 'Releasing the danp;erous offender' in 'Clinical
Evaluation of Dangerousness o~ Mentally Ill' Charles C.Thomas
(Illinois 1967)

(19)

Gibbens T., Brisooe and Dell 'Psychopathio and Neurotio
Offenders' CIBA Blueprint 'Mentally Abnormal Offenders'
Churohill and Co (1968)
.

(20)

Rappoport J.R. 'Review of the literature on dangerousness
of mentally-ill' in 'Clinical Evaluation of Dangerousness
of Mentally Ill' Rappoport J.R.(ed) Charles C.Thomas (1967)

(21)

S%Q.sz T. 'Myth of Mental Illness' Seeker and Warburg (1962)
Szasz T. Artio1e in Sooiology of Mental Disorders' Weinberg
S.K.(ed) Staples Press (london 1968)

\
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avoid the risk of seeing the labelling of someone as mentally
ill as saying anythinB at all about the oausation of a~ antisooial behaviour.

•
In de~oribinB the d4sorimination whioh oan

arise through stigma, Goffman (1968) said that 'we oonstruot a
stigma thearJ, an ideology to explain his inferiority and
aocount for the danger he represents, sometimos rationalising
(22)
an animosity based on other differenoes'.

These quotations and references illustrated the prooess
whereby the 'danger' oan be transferred from the behaviour to
the individual.

This prooess could be initiated by evidenoe

of violent or assaultive behaviour, with the 'fear' becoming
associated with the individual, culminating in the sooial
of that individual being transformed.
individual'.

identi~

He beoomes a 'dangerous

.As implied by the quotation froe Goffman, the

initiative for this prooess of social identity transformation
oan arise from 'other differenoes' than evidenoe of violent
behaviour; a differenoe whioh is in some

way

assooiated with the

'threat and anxiety exp~rienoed by others'.

What is the social identity of a dangerous individual?
Sarbin (1967)(23) oommenoed his exposition of the 'dangerous
individual' with a semantio study of the meaning of 'danger'.
He emphasised that the word 'danger' derived, not from oonoern
about physical harm to objeots or people, but from linguistio
roots that 'signified relative position in a sooial struoture,
a relationship between roles in a power dimension'.

•

(22)

Goffman E. 'Stigmal Pelioan (London 1968)

(23)

Barbin T.R. 'The dangerous individual'
Vol 7 (1967) p. 285 - 295

Whilst
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the ooncept of 'violence' denoted aotion on Domeone's part,
the ooncept of 'daneer' denoted a social relationship and
inter-action.

Sarbin advanoed the thesis that the violent

or assaultive behaviour aS30c1o.ted with the person beine
labelled 'danBerous' was partly the consequenoe of a prooess
of sooial identity transformation.

One of his oonolunions

was that 'the dangerous offender is the outoome in lnrge
measure of the institutions we have oreated to manAge and
mould him'.

This may appear an extreme view, particularly in

respeot of men and women detained in speoial hospitals where
evidenoe of 'aotion' on their part is legally required to
justify the detention.

Yet his thesis does help to advanoe

a sooial-interactionist understanding of 'dangerous'.

So.rbin developed his thesis by referenoe to the sooial
psychological o.ssumption that effeotive funotioning and a.
satisfaotory social identity required a reasonably aocurate
plaoement of oneself and others in the role-system.
identity was defined

as

Social

the complexity of roles validated

through actual or symbolio interaotion with the others ocoupying
complementar.y roles.

Changes in the sooial identity and the

placement in the role-system of an individual oocurred all the
time, without neoessarily any extreme disruption or 'danger'.
Bather than accepting the traditional oatagorising of roles
into 'ascribed' or 'achieved' (Linton

1936), (24) Sarbin proposed

more of a oontinuum with roles being more or leas asoribed
and aohieved.

Also he suggested further dimensions whioh he

defined as 'value' and 'involVement'.

The 'proper'

performanoe of ascribed roles was simply expeoted by society,
(24-)

Linton R.

'The study of man' Appleton-Century (New York

1936)

, f
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attraoting little or no p03itive vo.lue; whereas the
unsatisfaotor,y or non-performanoo of suoh roles o.ttrnoted
strong negative vo.luo.tions.

'When women kill their ohildren,

they seldom go to trio.l ••• this is such an unnatural aot
that almost always in New York, in spito of their mental

.

state, they are sent to ~mtteawan' (Johnson 1967).

(25)

P.T.d'Orban (1979) (26) found a similar pattern in England
and Wales.

Of 84 women oonvioted of killing their ohildren,

only eleven were sentenoed to prison or borstal.

42 were

plaoed on hospital orders or probation orders With oonditions
or residenoe in hospital for psychiatrio treatment.

23

women were plaoed on probation without oonditions of residenoe.
Any mother who does not respond appropriately to the health
and welfare needs of her ohild can be oonsidered a bad mother
or even a non-mother, perhaps involving her removal fomr the
role of 'mother' (e.g. by the removal of the ohild for 'oare
and protection').

Extreme negative valuation involves not simply the loss of
speoifio roles but tho status of a 'non-person' or 'brute'
(Platt and Diamond 1965). (27)

Sometimes more emphemistio

labels are employed, suoh as 'offender' or 'patient'.

A

person so labelled tends to be without status and negatively
valued.

Their 'involvement'in the o.oquired 'non-person'
"'.

role tends to be total, juat as othera are 'persons' all the
time.

Soherf (1966) (28).disoussed how the 'role of being

(25) Johnson W.

'Releasing the dangerous offender' in
'Clinical Evaluation of Dangerousness of Mentally Ill'
Rappoport J.R. (ed) Charles C.T mas (Illinois 1967)
(26) d'Orban P.T. 'Women who kill their ohildren' Br.J.Psych.
l~ (1979) p 560 - 571
(27) Platt A.M. and Diamond B.L. 'The origin and development
of the "wild beast" concept of mental illness' Journal
Hist.Beh.Scienoe Vol 1 (1965) p 355 - 367
(28) Scheff T.J. 'Being Mento.l~ Ill' Aldine (Chioago 1966)

- -,
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mentally ill' could become stabilised because of tho lnbolling
expectations and the role-taking received from others.

Scheff

presented his sooiological labelling model aD nn alternAtive to
the traditional medicnl model of mental disorder, nnd the same
model was subsequently applied to some extent to mental
retardation (Rowitz 1981).(29)

The depersonalising or brutalising

effects of the social dynamios of 'total institutions' have been
(30)
(31)
(3 2 »
well documented (Sykes 1958;
Gortman 1961;
RosenhAm 1973
•

The brutalising effects of total institutions may aeem far
removed from the conoept of 'danger'; but they are oonneoted by
a concern for the social identity of the individual.

The

social identity of the 'dangerous individual' is that of a nonperson, not allowed the minimal rights granted to all 'persons'
in sooiety.

The 'dangerous' label tends to over-ride other

oonsiderations and roles in the eyes of others.

Barbin argued

that the dangerous behaviour itself oould arise from the individual
resisting the status of 'brute', applying violenoe to upset the
role struoture.

The prooess waa then exaoerbated as those in

authority became even more aware of tho individual as dangerous.

What is the relevanoe of the conoept at the social identity of

,.

the 'dangerous individual' to the issue of assessing the 'danger'
with a view to continued detention or release?

It is su!!ested

that the social identity of the individual is an important
aspect of the decisicn-process with respect to the issue of whether
(29) Rovdtz L. 'A SOCiological perspoctive on labelling in
mental retardation' Mental Retardation (April 1981) p 47-51
(30) Sykes G.M. 'The society of oaptives' Princeton University
Press (Prinoeton 1958)
(~) Gorfman E.
'Asylums' Aldine Press (Chioago 1961)
(32) Rosenhan D.L. 'On being sane in insane places' Soienoe
Vol 179 (Januar,y 1973) p 250-258
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the deoision-makers should now truat tho individunl BS a

'por~on'

with the rights and responsibilities toot nto.ttis implios.

Assessing the 'danger'

Although this research project \'las not n prroiotion study nor
conoerned with prediction studies, it was oonoerned with the
problems of decision-makers attempting to nntioipate tho futuro
behaviour of men and women.

After reviewing about forty

preaiotion studies and her asso~iation with the extensive
.
(33)
probation prell.otion study, Simon (1971)
ooncluded that 'tho
study shnred the general fa.te of oriminological prediotion studieS
in failing to produoe a.n instru.oont of hiBb pOYler'.

'While

greater predictive power obviously would be desirable, efforts
put into refining prooictive studies b3sed on pre-treD. tment dD. to.
(33)
may have reached the point of diminishing returns'.

Soott linked the problems of prediotion vii th the anxieties
about the person.

'We strive after accurate prediotion of

dangerousness because this would quell our anxieties, enable us to
draw clear lines bet1reen dangerous and non-dangerous, and avoid
,the necessity of continuing oontaot with or oonoern tor them'
(Soott

1977). (~)

He ooncluded that in faot 'no suoh magioaL

prooess' was possible, and 'involVement on a long-term basis and
good oommunioations are therefore tho inesoapable bases for
assessment of dangerousness'.

This long-term involvement

waS

neoessar,y beoause the more immediate objeotive evidenoewas
reliable as a guide to behaviour in tho short-term only.

'It

(33) Simon F.H. 'Prediotion methods in oriminology' HOme Offioe
Research Studies (liMSO 1971) P 156 and 158

(34-) Scott P.D.' 'Assessing dangerousness in orimina1s'
Journal Psyohiatry, 131 (19TI) p 127 - 14-2
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oonto.ot'.

Despite the doubtful reliability of 'pro-treatment data', any
review of literature suoh

0.3

tho. t whioh preoeded tho empirioal

research of this study would probo.bly identify oertain themes ana
catagories of factual evidenoe as influential in assessing the
risk to others from n partioular individual:

the· severity of

the offenoes whioh led to detention, previous offenoes or abnormal
behaviour, the oircumstanoes of the anti-sooial behaviour, the
sooial background and life-oareer of' the individuo.l, the presence
or assumption of mental disorder, and the sooial oontrol and support
available.

Practico.l experience and observation 'I'{ould also aolmowle d5e
the influence of relatively less objective faotors:
about the cause and the unexpeotedness or perceived

unoertain~
abnormD.li~

of the behaviour, and intuitive feelings about the individuo.l.

The research findinss were that certain of the objective 'risk'
factors (mental disorder, offences, previous crimino.l record, and
present behaviour and attitudes) were influentio.l in determininB
whether or not continued detention waS neooss3.r,i (Chapter Eleven).
The one

'ove~riding'

faotor appeared to be the personality of

the patient, which over-lapped with the more objeotive
oonsiderations such as mental disorder and behaviOUr and with the
more subjective reactions of the decision-makers to the

One interpreta.tion could be that, in showing such

0.

individu~l.

major
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perso~lity

of tho person before them, the

tribunal were reflectinB as muoh an emotional ana intuitive
rew tion to tho inclividual a.s acknowledginG distinot observable
oharacteristios.

Just a.s tho initinl oonoern about tho

'personality' of someone considered to require restraint could
oome olose at times to tho oonfusion cC labellinG tho person
without adaing to the understanaing of causation, the Same
phenomenon oould operate in favour of the inaividual beinB
oonsidered for release.

An emotion

o~

warmth or sympathY for

the individual or feeling of trust in his good intentions could
sometimes be perceived as responding to his 'per:lonality'.

This

is in accord with the suggested definition of 'dangerous'(page 408).
The sympathy and trust oould be the counterpart

of' and response to

the 'threrl; and anxiety' in the nature of the 'danger' whioh led to
the original restraint.

Suoh a response oould be in contrast with the excessive
oonsciousness of the 'threat and
identified by various writers and

anxi~ty'

by hospital stnff,

re~earohers.

'Tho Baxtrom

demonstration did not show as is sonetimes said, that

mentnl~

ill

criminals are no more a risk to others than men and women who do
not bear that label.

What it did suggeat WaS (0.) hospital staff

had been too apprehensive about future behaviour, (b) staff
decisions should have been subject to outside review, ana (0) the
release of the majority earlier would not have resulted in a
politically unacceptable number of incidents of violence'(Walker

1979 ).(35)

Steadman and Cooozza desoribed the oautiousness in

terms of the 'psychiatrist as a oonservative agent or sooinl

6

oontrol' (Steadman 1972) (3 ) and

'ove~prediotion'

in response

(35) Walker N. Fore,vord to 'The Criminally Insano' Thornberry T.P.
and Jacoby J.E. University of Chioago Preas (Chioago 1979)
(36)

Steadman H.J. 'The psychiatrist as a oonservative agent of'
sooinl oontrol' Sooial Problems 20 (1972) p 263 - 273
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to doubt:

'Because psyohiatrist9 cannot acourately prediot

who will beoome violent, they frequently err ••• on the safe
side.

They a3sume that since some of the patients are

dangerous, the one under oonsideration might be' (Steadman and
Cooozza). (37)
the general

This deliberate

'thre~and

ove~preQiotion

in response to

anxiety' roused in sooiety by the group

has been termed 'political prediotion' (Thornberr,y and Jacoby

1979).(38)

The interpretations about the response to the 'personality
of the patient' appear to complement Sarbin's thesis about the
social identity transformation of the dangerous individual.
1nitially the 'threat and anxiety' in response to the perceived
'danger' had led to the 'need to restrain' the 'dangerous
individual', thus transforming his sooial identity to that of
'non-person' (not to be trusted with the normal rights and
responsibilities of 'persons').
on the individual

re~ining

Release from detention depended

the status of 'person' in the eyes of

the deoision-makers; thus reversing the 'depersonalising' process,
as the individual was invested again with trust and confidence
and the expectation of normal roles in society.

Similarly. 'uncertainty' and 'unpredictabilit,y' are in the
nature and definition of 'danger', with 'benefit of the doubt'
being the counter-part in the process of assessing the danger
with a view to release.

In the disoussion of Sarbin's thesis,

it was pointed out that the 'proper' performance of asoribed
roles such as 'person' was simply expected and taken for granted
(i.e. given the benefit of the doubt) by sooiety, unless there
was olear evidence to the contrar,y.

Onoe some-one 'vns socinlly

Steadman H.J. nnd COcozza J.J. 'We oan't ~rcdiot who is
dangerous', Psychology Today (Januaty 1975) p 32 - 35
Thornberry T.P. and Jacoby J.E. 'The Criminally Insane'
University of Chicago Press (Chioago 1979) p 32

~-------------------
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identified as a 'dangerous individual', thc 'doubt' could
operate against tho 'non-person'.

Tho research find1nCB

confirmed the importance of 'uncertainty and doubt' and
'benefit of the doubt' as influences on tho dooision-proccss
of the mental health review tribunal.

Also tbenofit ot the

doubt' was found to be significantly assooiated with advice
and decisions in favour of release.

The interpretation wan

made of this association that where there was 'no doubt', it
would be :in regard. to the need for ocntinued detention.

Onoe

it Nas determined that there was doubt about the need for
oontinued detention (on the basis of more objective considerations
such as the offences, mental disorder, present behaviour etc),
the decision-makers would then begin to oonsider all the
implications of possible release.

'Benefit of the doubt'

would often be a neoessar,y oomponent of the situation, both in
response to the 'doubt'aspect of the danger and as part of the
process of re-investing the individual with the role of 'perscn'.

Conolusions

This analysis has serious implicD. tions to r the prooess of
assessing dangerous individuals and resettlement baok into
society.

(1)

One serious impl10at ion is summarised in Sturrup' s

view that without satisfaotor,y emotional contact he oould not
effectively evaluate a person nor be optimistio about
(39)
treatment and rehabilitation.
It could be assumed thnt

(39) Sturrup G.K. 'Will this ma.n be dangerous?'
Blueprint Churohill and Co (1968)

elBA

the tribunal had too little time and oontaot \vith the
individunl to form such a personal oontact on whioh to bane
their judgement.

It could be suggested thnt tho

ho~tal

staff

were best able to evaluate the progress of a patient because of
their long-term and more intensive contaot.

Yet this should

be tested against the evidence of research into relationships
in closed institutions (Goffman, Sykes, Rosenhan, Scheff) and
into the conservatism of psychiatrists and hospital staff
(Steadman and Cocozza, Thornberr,y and Jacoby).

It could be argued that, if the tribunal are approaching the
situation with the purpose of protecting 'the individual's right
not to be unfairly deprived of his liberty' (Wood 1976) (40) and
meeting an indivi dun 1 with whom they are unfamiliar, they would
be more likely to respond to him as a 'person' in his own right.
The one over-riding influence identified by this researoh was
the personality of the person before them as they perceived it
and the emotional and intuitive reaotion to the individual.
The evidence illustrated a tendency to giVe the benefit of the
doubt in favour of the individual, thus aoknowledging his stntus
as a 'person'.

Once the need tor detention is in doubt on the basis of
objective consideration of suoh as mental oondition and
behaviour, personal contact is an essential faotor in assessing
the danger.

The emphasis should be on the 'personal' nature

of the contact and inter-action and response to the individual.
Whilst the mental health review tribunal oonsidering applications
against detention are disadVantaged by time, members of the

(40) Wood J.e. 'Mental Health Review Tribunals'and Sooial Work'
Sooial Work Today, Vol 7 (11 August 1976)

- ai~hospital team suffer from the depersonnliaing effeots of total
institutions.

(2)

Another serious implioation oonoerns tho resettlement

of the person into the oommunity.

Onoe it is

aokno~ledged

that decision-makers are influenoed by a subjeotivo 'gut-reaotion'
to the 'person' in expressing their oonfidenoe in his readiness
to return to open sooiety, various questions follow from this.
It makes sense that, i f the 'danger' inoorporated the sense of
threat and. anrlety about the individ.ual, one of the main
influenoes which helped. to overcome the sense of 'danger' would
be a feeling of trust and sympathy and. cOnfidenoe in the person
ex)

no erned.

Yet, on whose behalf is the confidenoe in the

person being expressed?

In an abetraot sense, the decision-

makers are acting on behalf of society as a whole.

Dut the

people more directly affected by the decision to release
(members of the family, staff of loonl health and social services,
neighbours) may not have overcome their sense of threat and.
anxiety.

They could. still perceive and relate to tho individual

as 'dangerous' and resist him as a 'person'.

Bturrup suggested that the primary aim of rehabilitation was
to form the kind of constructive emotional relationship whioh
could be used. to help the pe~son regain his self-respect a.nd a
responsible place beck in sooiety.(41)

This apprcach needs

to be extended, partioularly in respeot of resettlement from
nationnl security institutions suoh as Rampton Hospita.l, to
establish a 'bridge' of intuitive oonfidenOe and emotional
support involving all the parties conoerned.

Given an adoquate

response in respeot of factors such as psychiatrio treatment and
(u)

Sturrup G.K. 'Will this man be dangerous? I
Churchill and Co (1968)

CIBA BlUeprint
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and sooia1 training and enuoation, tho one main koy to
suoceasfu1 rehiilitation is tho oonfident oxpootations of tho
deoision-makers not only reinforoing the solf-oonfidenoo no a
'person' of the individual but also being oommunioated through
olose consultation and involvement with all tho other links in
the ohain.

There was one finding of Thornberr,y and Jaooby (1979)

(42)

whioh was particularly oha1lenging to sooial work and othor
oommunity support servioes.

This was that the 'generally

favourable adjustment' of the Dixon patients released beoause
of n oourt ruling rn ther than planned resettlement 'was aohieved
in the absence of strong and frequent oontaot with sooial
(42)
(43)
service agenoies'.
In oontrast, Straohen (1982),
writing of the ver,y thorough and comprehonsive assQssment of
mentally abnormal offenders at the Peter Baan Centre, oonoluded
tha t 'such careful diagnostio work is only fully relevant i f
therapeutic

faci1itie~

are available to impltment suggestions

arising from the final report·.(43)

Those oonolusions are not

incompatible if the support facilities are Viewed as important
not merely in their own right but also as evidenoo of the
oonfident expeotations and emotional support toward the person.
Grudging and apprehensive proviSion of rehnbilitative support
could militate against oOnfident readjustment into the oommunity. '

It is the regular experienoo of hosp! tt'.l tccuns and mentAl
health review tribuIl.lls in EnBland and WaleD that this 'bridgo
of oonfidenoe' is the opposite of whnt happens in praotioo.
(42) Thornberr,y T.P. and Jacoby J.E. 'Tho Criminally Insane'
University of Chioago Press (Chioago 1979) p 204

Stra.chen J.G.' 'Psychiatrio Assessment of tho Dangorous
Offender in the Netherlands' Lled..Sci.I6w Vol 22, No 1
(1982) p 16 - 20

- 4-23Thero is often resistanoe by tho

rospon~iblo

authoritieD to

making oontaot and assessing for themselves or evon to providine
infor~tion

to assist in the deoision-prooesn.

Tho mnn or

v~mnn

is faced with very pessimistio expeotations whioh result in either
remaining indefinitely in the seourity hospital or monne into

0.

re1uotant and anxious situation vu1nernble to provoking problems.

The assessment, care, and rehabilitation of people oonsidered
a danger to themselves and others is not something which anyone
person or profession can manage effeotively in isolation.
Careful and olose oooperation is required at eaoh

~tago,

as is

the willingness of each link in the chain to play its part in
ensuring oontinuity and a partnership of confidenoe in tho
conoerned.

'por~on'

The emphasis on the person is essential to avoid an

excessive paternal or over-protective attitude which oould prolong
rather than case tho dependent 'non-person' status of tho
individual.

(3)

A further serious implioation is related to the sooial

identity of the individual and the power of semantioo.

Various

labels in the social context of mental diSOrder and oriminal
behaviour carr,y much of the meaning of 'non-person'.

In Sarbin's

terms, the one so lnbelled is olassified as beine without status
(being in a primarily asoribed rOle), negatively valued, o.nd
tends to be highly involved in the 'non-person' role.

Within

the oontext of deoision-making about 'dangerous' 'mentally
abnormal' 'patients' or 'offenders', there is often a dynamio
inter-aotion between the labels and the perception of tho
individual by other people, with the subsequent effeots on his
social identity.
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Muoh of this

inte~action

is related to tho valuo oomponont

of Barbin's model, where strone necntive valuntions and sanotions
resulted from the non-performanoe of asoribed rolos suoh aD man,
father, ana person.

For as lone as tho individual oontinued

to be viewed as 'patient' or 'offender' by tho

deoisio~mnkcr~,

they VIere likely to perceive him as a non-person, not to be
trusted with normal responsibilitien (i.e. still dangerous).
This perception oould be based on an objective Judgement of
evidenoe of oontinued risk or dangerous behaviour or in

re~ponDe

to some 'other difference' as part of a stigma 'theor,y'.

In so

far as the deoision-makers are able to acknowledge other roles
in the individual, suoh as parent, worker, or stuuent, to that
extent the role and identity of 'patient', 'offender', or
'non-person' is beooming less predominant and tho individual is
being perceived as less 'dangerous'.

Continued negative

valuation of the individual as a 'non-person' (in whatever

w~

labelled) ter~5 to involve resistance on the part of those in
authority over him to allOwing him to be 'involved' in other
more specifio and valued roles such as parent or student.
Conversely, the aoknowledgement ana enoouragement of the
'patient-offender' to be involved in other valued roles would
be evidence that the deoision-mnkers 'Iere responding to the
individual more as a 'person' and perceiving him as loss
'dangerous'.

This analysis could be c.n aid to further understandinc of
the confliots whioh ca.n arise wit hl.n totnl institutions such
as hospitals and prisons, in regard to the involvement of patients
and prIsoners in activities beyond those normally accepted as
appropria.te to their role within the institution.

The conflicts

of opinion and practice, which arise in respeot of oontaots
with relatives and others outside the institution and attempts
to give patients or prisoners greater responsibility within tho
institution, could be related to the sooial identity of tho
'in-mates' as perceived by tho different personnol.

The

strength of opposition to allowing tho 'in-mntes' involvemont in
more valued sooial roles could

imp~

some awareness thnt this

could contribute to further resistance to the

'non-PQr~on'

rolo.

Such resistance in a total institution could be expresscd in
violent behaviour.

As with the 'dangerous' social identity, the perception of
the person as less dangerous and to be trusted with other roles
and responsibilities could be based on an objeotive Judcement of
observable evidence and/or in response to cowlter-pnrts to tho
'other differences' which contributed to the stiemn-respomso.
Once the objective evidenoe is no loncer oonsidered sufficient
to justify the continued restraint as
those oounter-parts

come've~

ndangerous

much to tho foro.

individunl,
The counter-pnrts

of the 'animosities based on other differenoes' arc tho feolincs
of trust and sympathy and the benefit of the doubt assooiated
with acknowledging the individual as a 'person' with the samo
rights and responsibilities as others.
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Some practical implicntions

The following guidelines are some of tho praotioal
implications of the above analysis for nnyono ooncerned with
assessing the need or otherwise for continued detention of a
'dangerous individual'.

They are not intended as fully

oomprehensive guidelines nor as a model for the decision-process
in regard to people considered a danger to themselves and others.
They are desiened to supplement and completlent knoViledge ant
skill and experience already being applied by decision-makers,
by emphasising the implications of the social-interactionist
nature of danger and the socia identity of the dangerous individual.

(a) To avoid perpetuating any inappropiate sticma or
animosity in response to the sooial identity of a
'dangerous individual', the irulividual should be
approaohed with conscious renpect as a 'person' \r.lth
rights and responsibilities inherent in that ascribed
social role.
(Although this approach oould be justified also on
philosophical and rehabilitative oriteria, it is here
presented as a pr~ctical aid to effective assessment).
(b)

~

variation from the norcril rights and responsibilitieD
of the inclividual (such as to spenk nnd act for himself)
should be justificd only on experience and clear evidenoe
of speoial needs rather than any assumptions based on
generalised responses to stereotypOD or 'non-persons'.

(c) The extent to which the need for continued detention
could be justified on objeotive evidonce about offenoes,
mental disorder, and current behnviour and attitudos
should be clearly establi~hcd to avoid confusion with
less objective considerations.
(d) Where there is doubt about the continued 'danger' and need
for detention, this should be aclOlovlledged.
(Although this is presented as an aid to assessment there
is a philosophioal consideration in view of treaDo~blo
doubt' in court leoaine to acquittal).
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(e) The decision-makers should oonsider whether they
continued to experience aubjeotive 'tlweat and anxiety'
and ensure that this waS in reoponse to the individual
and not to stereo-type or 'non-person'.

(f) The decision-makers should censider whether they
trusted the individual and would be inolincd to eiva
him the benefit of the doubt.
(g)

If continued threat and anxiety and laok of trust is

experienced in response to the individual, the aspeots
of the responsibilities of a person in soeiaty whieh
were not likely to be performed satisfaotorily should
be identified.

(In other words, the individual should not simply be
left as a dangerous 'non-person' without acknowledgement
of ascribed roles performed satisfactorily and the
'dangers' clearly identified).
(h) Where there is trust and sympathy and lessened threat
and anxiety, an attempt should be made to identify the
specific achievements to whioh the decision-makers are
responding in the person.

(In other words, the involvement in the asoribed and
achieved roles, which are receiving positive valuations
from the decision-makers and contributing to his 80cial
identity as a person aGain, should be high-lighted for
tho reinforcement of the social identity and the
extending of the confidence to others).
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

TOWARDS A MODEL OF DECISION-MAlCmG IN REnARD TO MENTALLY
iSISORDERED MEN AND WOMEN CONSIDERED A 'DANGER TO SELF AND OTltERS'.

Introduction

The research approach and findinga desoribed in Pa.rt Two nnd
Three attempted to show how the mental health review tribunal
made decisions in response to applications and references •

..

The research orientation did not assume that the only significant
variables affecting decisions were those externally visible 'faots'
available from official records.

It was found through observing

the hearings and interviewing the tribunal chainnen that tho
formal-structural approach.and input-output model were not BUffioient
to explain the decision-process in practice.

An attempt was made

to build a more sufficient model through the study of various aapeots of the decision-process.

The study focused, not only on >

the facts of the cases being considered by the tribunal, but aloo
on how they perceived the facts and their situation and conaidoration of the dilemmas and conflicts with which they were faced and
the anomalies in their rules and powers which might lead to innovatory action o

Although the constitution, procedures and powers of the mental
health review tribunal were formally prescribed by legislation and
rules, the decision-making of the tribunal was found to be a far

I

more complex process than could be explained entiroly in terms of
a formal-structural model.

There were supplementary or subsidiary

"
decision-processes, some of which could be seen adequately
in

~---------

-~

straight-forward input-output terms.

External difficulties

imposed restraints, there were influences which oould not be
explained in lobjective t terms, and anomalies and dilemmas
created the need to go beyond the prescribed procedures and
powers.

It was found that the formal-structural approach and an
input-output model were more sufficient to account for the
decision-process in
Secretary.

resp~nse

to references from the Home
~

The difficulties arising from external factors

and the anomalies in respect of their powers did not present
the same problems and restraints with references where tho tribunal had no authority to act but could only advise.

In thiD

respect, the findings in regard to the tribunal decision-process
in response to applications would have more in common with the
decision-process of others concerned directly with montallY disordered men and women considered atdanger to self or others'.
Even in respect of men and women further restricted under scction
65(Home Secretary}, the responsible medical officers and clinical
teams in hospital had to take account of the rehabilitative
resources and attitudes of other people in connection with plans
for release from detention.

This could give rise to the same

difficulties and restraints as faced with the deciDions which
did not require the approval of the Home Secretary; as tho
hospital team had the same responsibility to implement agread
release plans in co-operation with external health and community
agencies.

The more complete model of decision-making in regard to
mentally disordered men and women considered a ldanger to self

-~-

and others' appeared to involve various Dtngen or uubsidiary
decision-processes:

a) An assessment of the rink and the need for
continued detention on the basis of objeotive
evidence.
b) A more subjective and emotional response to
the person and the anxiety and threat aroused
by the tdangerl,
c) An evaluation of the rehabilitative facilities
required to provide the control and care
necessary in the interests of the patient1s
health or safety or for the protection of
other persons,
d) The process of dealing with restraints and
difficulties in regard to obtaining information
in regard to the necessary rehabilitative
resources,
e) The process of dealing with doubt about the need
for continued detention and determining the
'benefit of the doubt ••

Although the model was developed and discussed within tho
above five stages, at least ten distinct subsidiary dccisionprocesses were identified within the total proceas.

(a) An assessment of the risk to others and the need for
continued detention on the basis of objective evidence.
At this initial stage, the decision-makers were primarily
concerned with evidence of continued risk of physical harm
or assault to others and continued lack of self-control and
socially responsible behaviour.

There were two distinct

decision-processes during this primary stage, ono of which did
not involve completelY the whole decision-making toam:

1)

IClinical f deCision-process
Determination of the mental disorder by the
medical member.
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2)

IObjective l decision-process in regard to risk to others
Assessment of objective evidence of the risk of furthor
physical harm or assault to people generally or specific
potential victims.

This stage was presented diagramatically (Diagram A) to illustrate the inter-relationship between the I clinical , and lobjective'
assessment of risk decision-processes.

The clinical asseocment

of mental disorder was separate and distinct in variouo ways.
Whether the individual was 'suffering from mental disorder of a
nature or disability which warranted the detention of

th~.patient

in a hospital i was one of the distinct statutory questions requiring an answer from the tribunal.

As perhaps would be ex-

pected, the research findings demonstrated that the diagnosis,
treatment, and prognosis of the mental disorder of the patient
was the prime concern of the medical member of the tribunal.
That this was acknowledged by the other members was further
confirmed in the findings in respect of disagreements between
members.

On the whole, decisions in regard to the criteria

of 'suffering from mental disorder' were left to the medical
member.

There was a separate supplementary medical decision-

process.

The medical member saw the patient separately prior

to the full hearing and presented conclusions to the tribunal
which were normally accepted by the other membero.

Quite

apart from being separate criteria, it was clear thnt evidence
of continued mental disorder was used as a guide to assessing
the degree of risk.

It appeared to be used as a means of

assessing the extent to which the individual continlled to be
i

impulsive and unpredictable I and therefore t dangerous t •

medical opinion of the mental state of the

1ndivid~l

The

tended to

be accepted with the other evidence of his social stability and
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DIAGRAM A:'

ASSESS!:!.EI'-L!..•QE..JltSJL1Q....Q.TIi1'm.~

tliaordcr or
the 1n:11.,:\.r1'Jn.L

~;entt\l

Criminal offence or
behaviour whic h
led to detention

Previous record of
offences or antisocial behnviour

Deten1l13tion by the medi.al
member as to whether the
inii.,iJ.ulll suffered frou
rnent~l diso~Jer of n nature
or disnbili ty whioh Tlnrrant"d
detention in n hoapitnl

Present b"ha,viour
and. nttitude or
the indiYidunl

J
Investi~ation by

mental heo.lth revle\1 tribunal or:

(a) eyidence of continued risk at" physleo.l
hnrm or assnult to other people
(b) eTidenee ott continued socinl instnbilitj'
or lack or Golf-control

1

Continued restraint necessnry
for the protection of oth~r
persons

Not cert:lin Y/hether
continueu detention
neceson.ry
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self-control as an aspect of the objeotive asooocment of the
risk to others.

One of the highly significant cmpiricnl

findings of this research project was a negative correlation
between tribunal judgements in favour of relense and mental
disorder being perceived by the tribunal as tho most influontial
evidence.

It was evident that, in addition to the mental disorder as
judged mainly by the medical member, there were other factoro of
evidence which were influential in determining the risk and
tending to be influences against release: the immediate offenoe
or behaviour which led to the current detention, the previous
record of offences and anti-social behaviour, and the present
behaviour and attitude of the individual.

The nature and severity of the offence was one of the
primary factors at each stage of decision about the 'dangerousness'
of an individual.

It was probably the major faotor in determining

the need for the initial detention; but its importanoe was increasingly

~

matter of inter-action with other faotors.

Where an

offence had been relatively minor, there would be less presaure
on other factors to justify release or bring continued detention
into question.

Where the offenc.e had involved more serious

physical violence or sexual behaviour, thero would be greater
emphasis on the need for clear evidence of olinical improvement,
personal stability and maturation, etc.

The severity of tho

offence was perhaps the major factor in determining whether tho
decision-makers would lean toward tho welfare and liberty of tho
individual or the protection of others nod restraint of tho individual.

There was likely to have been no inter-action between

- 434- the offence and other factors identified as positively assooiatod
with tribunal judgements in favour of release: ago of the indi•

vidual and length of stay in the hospital.

Attempts to predict future criminal or dangerous behnviour on
the basis of objective tfactsl have tended to look to tho previous
criminal record.

steadman and cocozza(1973)(1) devised a measure

to predict subsequent criminal activity which they namel the Legal
Dangerousness Scale.

This measure was designed to indicate the

seriousness of the criminal background and was composed

o~:

the

presence of a juvenile criminal record, number of previous arrests,
presence of convictions for violent crimes, and the severity of
the offence which had resulted in their latest detcntion(in New
York State's hospitals for the criminally insane).

They found

that this measure was significantly associated with oubsequent
criminal activity.

Further analysis by Cocozza and steadman

(1974)(2) considered the association more spooifically with
dangerous behaviour(defined as violent assaultive behaviour againot
persons) and the importance of various social and demographic factors.

Only one other variable, age, was found to be signific311tly

associated, with the largest difference in subsequent criminal
aotivity being between those under the age o! 50 and those aged
50 and over.

Although the tribunal deoisions bad no predictivo

validity, it was interesting that the same factor(ago over fifty
years) was found to have the greatost magnitude of o.oaooiation
with judgements in favour of rolease(other

t~

that of baing

restricted under section 65, which was affected by the rolativo

(1 )

steadman.H.J. and Cocozza.J.J. ITho criminally
insane patient: who gets out?' Sooial psychiatr,y
Vol.8.p.230-238 (1973)

(2)

Cocozza JoJ. and Steadman H.J. 'Somo refinements in tho
measurement and prediction of dangorous behaviourt.
American Journ31 Psychiatr,y.131, P.1012-1014(1974)

powers of the tribunal as discussed in Chapter Sixteen}.
Cocozza and steadman found that there was a marked improvement
in predictive power when the two variables(lcenl dangorouonooo

scale and age over fifty years) were applied together.

Thoy

found also a strong relationship between the two variables and
subsequent dangerous assaultive behaviour.

The above predictive measure identified by Cocozza and steadman
had a seductive attraction; particularly as it would appear that
the tribunal were influenced by similar
their deliberations.

"

evidence in

objectiv~

Cocozza and steadman found that 30.6%

(11 individuals) of the released patients aged less than fifty
years and with a high legal dangerousness scale score Guboequently
engaged in dangerous behaviour, compared to only

4.0%

individuals) aged 50 and over with low LDS scores.

(three

Yot thene

statistics also illustrated the problem of false-positives.
While most of the patients who engaged in dangerous behaviour
were under the age of 50 and had more serious criminal backgrounds,
most of tho patients who fell into this category did not dioplny
assaultive behaviour.

Although the tribunal were not applyinc ouch standard
measuremenb in their approach to assessing the objective ovidenco
of the continued risk to others, their deCision-process could
further illustrate the phenomenon of the faloe-positivo problem.
In practice, it was clear that this early otage of tho deoisionprocess was concerned with the issue of whether or not the
individual continued to be a risk to others and continued to
require restraint o

Normally, the conclusion of tho objective

--~-------

---

assessment of the risk to others was a judgement that detention
continued to be necessary or uncertainty ao to whether continuod
detention was required (i.o. not a definito decioion or advice
to release).

In other words, this stago was simply n firot

hurdle for the individual.

A definite decision would be in

favour of continued detention; doubt about the need for continued
restraint would be dealt with by progressing to a further otage
of the decision-process rather than a judgement to release.
Even if it was assumed (as suggested by the findingn of steadman
and his associates in respect of the Baxtrom

p~tiento)

that a

higher proportion of the individuals considered by the tribunal
to require continued detention on the basis of objective evidence
such as criminal offences and present behaviour were more likely
to commit further dangerous acts, already the numbers of faloepositives were beginning to accumulate.

It did appear that,

at each stage, the definite decision was 1n support of continued
detention with uncertainty about this normally resulting in progressing to the next stage of the decision-process.

b) A more subjective and emotional response to the person and
the anxiety and threat aroused by the 'danger'.

Where there was uncertainty about the risk to others and
continued need for restraint on the basis of objeotivo asseSDment of the risk from the individual, this appeared to be
resolved through a more subjective response to the 'personality'
of the individual and the 'threat and anxiety' aspoct of

I~erl.

There appeared to be a distinct aubsidiar,y decision-prooess:

- 437 3) I Subjective I decision-process in regard to risk to othoro
Intuitive and emotional response to the individual,
assessing extent to which still presenting aD
impulsive and unpredictable,arousing threat and
anxiety in others.

This stage was presented diagramatically(Dingram B) to
illustrate the central importance of tho 'personality of the
patient I as perceived and experienced by tho tribunal or other
decision-makers in determining the
otherwise for continued detention.

I~r'

and the need or

.

In contrast with the more

objective 'risk l factors{such as criminal offences and mental

.

disorder) which appeared to weigh against the release of the
individual, around what tended to be called Ipersonality' wore
various influences which tended to be more supportive of releaoe.

The research findingo in regard to the evidence on which the
tribunal based their judgements (Chapter Eleven) concluded that
the one over-riding factor with the tribunal was the personality
of the patient.

It was the one main influence in comparison

with other factors.
of other factors.

~

It overlapped with and incorporated aspects
It overlapped both with more objective con-

siderations such as offences and observable behaviour and with
less tangible variables such ao subjective feelings and intuition.
It was suggested that, as other faotors were acknowledged as
important in their own right, when the tribunal acknowledged the
predominant influence of the personality of tho patient they Were
reacting on a more intuitive and emotional leval in responso to
their impressions of the person before them.

An

intuitiv~

sympathy and trust could counteract the threat and anxiety aspect
of the 'danger l •

An

emotion of warmth and confidence toward the

person could in effect reverse the 'labellingl procesD which has
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determined the 'personality' to be ldangerous'.

Thio was

analysed more fully in terms of the concept of 'dangor l and
the social identity of the 'dangerous individual' in Chapter
Eighteen.

This 'gut-reaction'to the person was reminiscent of sturrup'o
emphasis on the consensus of intuitive feeling toward the patient
and the need for satisfactory emotional contact before he could
effectively evaluate the person or be optimistio about treatment
and rehabilitation.

~

The influence of intuition and 'gut-feelings'

on the tribunal was evident and it was likely to be in favour of
release(in contrast with when the influence was not acknowledged).
It was shown that the 'risk l faotors (offences, mental disorder
etc) tended to be negatively associated with the judgements in
favour of release when they were acknowledged to be the main
influences.

Therefore some decisions or advice in favour of

continued detention would have been determined at the earlier
stage of the objective decision-process in regard to the risk,
before the more subjective reactions to the perDon camo to tho
foreo

Despite Isubjective feelings and intuition' being positivoly
associated with jUdgements in favour of roleaDo, it appeared
that this stage of the subjectivo decision-proceso in regard to
the risk was still primarily concerned with determining whother
or

n~continued

detention was necessnry.

hurdle for the individual.

It was a furthor

A definite deciaion would tend to

be in favour of continued detention; sufficient truat and aympathy
to overcomo the 'anxiety and threat' would oimplyprogrcsD the

- 4.40 -:
process to a further stage rather than directly to a judgement
to release.

When the tribunal remained doubtful about tho

need for continued detention (and porhaps disposed to docido
or advise release), there were still further implications of
release to be considered before a final concluoion was reached.

(c)

An evaluation of the rehabilitative facilities required to

provide the control and care necessary in the interests of
the patient's health or safety or for tho protection of
other persons

.,
Having not determined that continued detention was necessary
on the basis of the objective and subjective assessment of the
risk to others, the tribunal directed attention to rehabilitative
considerations.

The research findings in regard to the evidence

on which the tribunal based their judgements (Chapter Eleven)
demonstrated that 'parens patriae t welfare considerationo camo
to the fore when the question of risk had been assessed on the
I

danger I factors of evidence.

Raving survived the first two

primary hurdles, it had to be shown that the necessary control
was available for the protection of others and/or care for the
health or safety of the individual.

The 'proteotion of other

persons' and the Ihealth or safety of the patient' appeared to
receive separate attention:

4)

I

Control , decision-process

Assessment of the control neoessary for the
protection of others and the risk involved
in release without those controls being
available.
5)

tCare l deciSion-process
Assessment of the care required for thQ health
and safety of the individual and the risk to the
person in being released without those oare
facilities.

-----------

-------

- z.J.J.I

This stage was presented diagramatically (Diagram 0) to
illustrate that uncertainty about continued detention on tho
basis of objective and subjective assossment of the poroon waD
processed through consideration of factors external to the
individual.

Although the factors considered as posoibly

necessary for care or control were similar (continued health care,
community residential and/or other rehabilitative facilities and/
or family support), 'protection of other persons I and Ipatient10
health or safety' were separate considerations with distinot
starting-points o

At the core of the assessment of the control necesoary for the
protection of others and the risk involved in releaso without
those controls, was the very nature of tdancerous l •

There was

evidence in the perception of I dangerouo , by the mental health
review tribunal (Chapter Ten) that they acknowledged 'dangor'
as being to some extent related to the sooial situation within
which it was likely to express itself.

This was indicated in

comments such as: 'dependent upon adequate support l

,

'violence

within domestic and emotional situation', 'danger related to
drink and consequences', and Irelapse if oocial responsibilities
are too much pressure'.

Their assessment was concerned with

the Iprobability of dangerous behaviour occurring in this or
that expected environmentl(3) and 'avoiding the dangerous situation l .(4)

(3)

Scott.PoD. 'Assessing ~~erouoness in criminals'
British Journal of Psychiatry.(1911) 131,p.129.

(4)

Sturrup.GoK. 'Will this man be dangerouo?' Paper
presented at CIBA Symposium on 'Mentally Abno~l
Offender t CIBA Blueprint (1968)
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In the study of the evidence on which tho tribunal baDed
their judgements (Chapter Eleven), it appeared that Iparena
patriae. considerations such as community support servicoD
and family circumstances only came to the fore onoe tho Irisk l
factors had been oonsidered.

It was then shown tlmt diffioultieo

obtaining the evidence were observed or acknowledged primarily in
relation to the Iparens patriae l welfare and proteotion considerations suoh as family oiroumstanoes, oommunity support servioes
and: health services provision. (Chapter Twelve).

When the rink

,

and need for continued detention was still in doubt on the basis
of the objective and subjective assessment, the tribUllal sought
to reach a conclusion on the basis of the control and care required
for welfare and protection ; and it was at this Dtage that various
difficul-ties arose including the problems associated with obtaining evidence about the necessary I control I and/or

Ica~el

facilities.

Various interpretations were offered in Chapter Twelve aD to why
the difficulties in regard to obtaining evidence appeared to create
a Icrisis' at this stage of the decision-making rather than in
respect of the consideration of friskl factors.

The primary causea of difficulty obtaining ovidenoe about
control and/or care resources appeared to be the non-nvailability
or inadequacy of reports rather than necessarily the non-availability of witnesses.

It appeared to be 'information' they were

laoking and not necessarily 'people l as a Dource of that information.

This impression was reinforced by the fact that, deopite

all their efforts·to over-como restraints and difficulties, on no
occasion did they exercise their authority to require tho preoence
of a witness. (Chapter Fifteen).

Whilot the criois in the deoioion

process did appear to affect primarily the 'patient1s health
or safetyl and the issues implied in 'the patient should continuo
to be detained', there was evidence that thero was soparate consideration of facilities required to provide oontrol for the
iprotection of other persons l •

It waD evident that tho dilem-

mas in regard to the behaviour and attitude of the patient
(Chapter Thirteen) concerned tho risk to others without support
and control outside the special hospital.

That 'risk to othors l

was a primary concern in considering rehabilitative neods was
reflected in references by the tribunal in their inability to
Vtest out' the good progress and to the risk to others throush
a discharge direct into the community as opposed to transfer to
a hospital in the home area.

The predominant concern in relation

to the anomalies in their rules and powerD was their inability
to ensure continued hospital care on a more voluntary basis for
someone no longer considered to require maximum socurity oaro
for the protection of others but vulnerable to relapse if discharged direct into the COmmunity.

Although this problem

primarily affected applications, it was

experien~ed

occasionally

in respect of references when the hospital may have exhauoted ito
own attempts to arrange transfer to another hospital and tho tribunal could be aware that their own advice in BUpport of transfer
was unlikely 'to achieve the movement any sooner.

Although tho

tribunal rarely found the need to adjourn consideration of references (4 occaSions, 5.~ft), these adjournments tended to involve
allowing the hospital further time for hospital transfer enqulrico
with a view to recommending an alternative such as discharge
should these enquiries continue to be unDuccossrul.

In respect

of applications, where they had no authority to even recommend
transfer, adjournments and other actions often concerned attempts

to support or influence the hospital in making such arrangements.

The acontrol I decision-process was resl)lvod by dociding
against release because of the non-availability of the reoources
necessary to minimise the risk, or continuing to consider release
with a view to relying on less tangible reassurances of support
or taking the risk of discharge without ouch assurances.

In respect of the prescribed criteria upon which the tribunal
were required to base their judgement, the crises arising from
difficulties obtaining evidence did mainly relate to 'the
patient 1 s health or safety' and therefore the tcaro' decisionprocess.

The health and safety of the indivIdual could be de-

. pendent on the provision of health or community resources and/or
the support of the familYe

Even after dccidinrr that .tho

interest of the patient's health or safety' did not justify
continued hospital detention, tne tribunal did normally wish to
reaElsure itself of the necessa!"y sllpport from community services
and family before exercising the 'duty' to discharge tho order.
An allied crisis arose in respect of tho issues implied in Ithe
patient should continue to be detained'.

The duty was to dis-

charge if detention was n.? longer considered juotified ; yet
they ,COUld be restrained in th.3ir Iduty to discharge' by the
apparent need for continued health cara or other rehabilitative
support.
in

th~

The option of corlinued voluntar,y care was not available

national security hospital and there could be uncertainty

about the health service or other provision in the homo area.

So the focus of the icare l decision-proceso was'on the

rehabilitative or residential resources considered nocossary
for the welfare and protection of the individual, beyond simply
satisfying the Ipatient.s health and Anfetyl criteria required
I

to justify continued detention.

It was particularly during

this subsidiary stage or decision-procesD, that the tribunal
was faced with dilemmas where the practical choices available
to them were inadequate and with anomalies where their rules
and powers were insufficient to the task.

Their rules and

procedures were insufficient to enable direct oommunication
with national health servioe hospitals nor ensure adequate
information from the local health and community services.

Their

powers did not allow them to order transfer to another hoopital
nor ensure necessary rehabilitative resources were available.
When they did determine to continue the detention, thoy did
justify it in 'the interest of the patient10 health or safety'.
Yet sometimes the decision was reached in the absence of any more
satisfactory alternative.

If they had been able to order trano-

fer to voluntary care in a national health service hospital tn the
home area or ensure other rehabilitative care, they would perhaps
not have chosen the option of continued compulsory care.

It was evident in the responses of tho tribunal to applications
(Chapter Fifteen), that ~his stage was yet a further hurdlo for
the applicant-patients which did not normally reBult in a d'lfinite
decision to discharge the order.

In faot this particulQ.t" sto.go

or subsidiary decision-process did not normally result in a
definite decision to discharge or oontinue tho detention,
tribuna.l decided to continue the detention of only
applicatIons,

~nd

The

32(44.4%)

at leaat a munber of thooo would have fallen
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at the previous hurdles in tho tribunal

d~ciDion-proceaD.

Only 9 (12.5%) of the applications considered during tho
empirical research resulted in a definite decision to discharge
the order.

A high proportion of applications (30,41.71%) woro

adjourned Ifor the information to be obtained in such manner as
they may direct or for the applicant or any othor person concornod
to produce the information t .(5)

It was evident that the judge-

ments to adjourn were determined mainly at the stage of tho

I care I

decision-process (Chapters Twelve,Thirteen, and Fifteen) •

...
The analysis of the tribunal decisions(Chapter Fifteen)
demonstrated clearly that the use of adjournment by the tribunal
was the primary evidence of innovatory action designed to overcome the dilemmas and anomalies with which they wore faced.
Various innovatory uses of their power to adjourn wero identified:

a) Using adjournment as a meano of oxorcising a
'watching brief' as opposed to obtaining
further inf,ormation,
b) Attempting to influence the hospital team into
a course of action not available to the tribunal,
'c) Attempting to negotiate the health care provision
in the home area through direct contact or indirect
influence,
d) Seeking to influence through diroct contact with
the hospital team and/or tho Department of Health,
further clinical assessment or treatment whilst
still in hospital,
and

e) 'Forcing the issuer through delayed diocharge,
making clear their intention to diochargo the
order after a given period.

-----------------------------------------------_._.----(5)

Mental Health Review Tribunal Rules .1960 S.I.No.1139
HoM.S.O. Rule 26(1)

It was evident ,through the empirical observation and
interviewing after the hearings, that the tribunal 'Would h::J.ve
exercised an option of 'delayed discharge t on a number of occasions
had they that power.

It was the conclusion of the researcher

(Chapter Fifteen) that, in addition to the nine definite decioiono
to discharge in response to applications, there wore at least ten
other hearings (applications) where an equally definite decision
to discharge was reached and delayed through adjournment to allow
time for rehabilitative or residential resources to be arranged.
This

stron~

supported

the conclusion of the Review of the

Mental Health Act(6) that the extension of tho powers of the
mental health review tribunal to ,provide tho authority for
Idelayed discharge l was appropriate.

The evaluation of the rehabilitative facilities required to
•

provide the necessary control and care 'Was the stago of the
tribunal decision-process at which tho various crises were
experienced, primarily in relation to their consideration of
applications.

They experienced great difficulties obtaining

the information necessary to evaluate the rehabilitative facilities, they were faced with various anomalies and dilemmas in
respect of their rules and procedures and the praotical oi tuntion,' "
and found their powers insufficient to resolve the'conflict between
Ibalanced justice l and tparens patriae t considerations.

This

conflict and the distinction between 'parens patriaotand 'balanced

(6)

Review of the Mental Health Act 1959 HMSO Cmnd.7320
(1978)

,

--------------------------
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justice l was presented and discussed more fully in Chnpter
Thirteen. (7)

Prior to this stage, the primary oonoern of

the tribunal was the question of whether continued detention
was justified from a largely 'balanced justice' approaoh.
Crises in the decision-process arose at the stage the noed
for rehabilitative support and resources were idontified
either as a safeguard to minimise the risk to othero or more
often for the welfare and protection of the individual.

At

each of the previous stages, a judgement had been reached
as to whether or not the tribunal was certain that continued
detention was necessary.

Crises in the decision-procesD

were unlikely to arise where they were certain of the continued
I

danger' and need for detention.

It was at this stage of the tribunal deoision-proceDD that
it became most evident that serious anomalies and dilemmas
were experienced primarily in relation to their 'yes-no' powers

Lemert.E. 'Social Action and Legal Change'
Aldine (Chicago 1970)
In this research project the social internctionist
approach of such as Lemert (see also 'Sooial
Pathologyt McGraw-Hill New York 1951) has been used
as one aid to studying the deciSion-process including
the conflict between justice and welfare considerations.
P.Parsloe ('Social Work and the Justice Model' Br.
J.Social Work 6,1 p.71-89,Oxford,197 6)presonted what
she called the 'COmmunity or community involvoment
approach' as a distinct influence on judicial systems
separate from the justice and welfare approachos.
She saw the distinction in that, whereas tho justico
and welfare approaches saw criminals as different
from non-criminals, the inter-actionist community
approach saw the criminal as tlike any other oitizens
except that he fs a victim of a selection process
operated on behalf of society by its police,social
workers and court officials'.

-~-

in response to applications and in terms of !wolfare and
protection· considerations coming into confliot with tho
more narrow framework designed to emphasise Ijustico and
fairness i •

It was at this stage that external restraints

and difficulties imposed upon their deliberations and the
tribunal found the need to go beyond their proscribed committeo
•

ireceiving informationl approach to deal directly with external
resources and/or seek to influence the provision of those resources.
As part of the total model, these restraints and the tribunal
activities in response were presented as a distinct parallel
stage of the decision-process, arising alongside and as a consequence of the evaluation of the rehabilitative facilities required
to provide control and care.

(d)

The process of dealing with restraints and difficulties
in regard to obtaining info~tion about tho neceosary
rehabilitative resources.

Having not determined that continued detention was necossary
because of the need for control and/or caro which was unlikelY
to be available, the tribunal appeared to focus more dot ermined
attention on ensuring or seeking to influence the provision of
rehabilitative resources to enable the individual to leave the
security hospital.

They tended to focus on distinct areas of

care and support:

6) RHospltal carel decision-procoss
Seeking to support or initiate hospital
plans for transfer to national health
service care and/or undertake direct
investigations into health care provision.

- 1,.51 -

7) 'Community services' decision-prooosD
Investigations into community rosidential
or other support services considered
necessary for rehabilitation.
S) IFamily support' decision-process
Assessment of the availability ot family
and their willingness and suitability
to provide the necessary care and support.

This stage was presented diagramatically (Diagram D) to
illustrate that enquiries into health care, community services,
and the family were distinct and subsidiary to the Icohtrol'
and Icare l decision-processes which they were serving.

They

tended to take the form of Icul-de-sacs t in that the tribunal
did not have the power to enforce the provision of any resource
or support considered necessary nor negotiate with an1 certainty
a formal agreement with
patient.

e~ernal

agencies, the family or tho

In their advice to the Home Secretary, they could

only advise with no certainty their advice would be accepted
nor that the rehabilitative resources would be provided.

In

response to applications, they could only discharge tho ordor
with no means of ensuring care and/or support nor that tho
patient would co-operate with any specific rehabilitative
intentions on the part ot the tribunal.

Even it they had

obtained reliable information on the availability ot ouch aD
accommodation in a community hostel and deoided to disohargo
on that understanding, it was inherent in the discharge ot
the detaining order that the individual could not be required
to comply with the residential arrangements.

In considering the anomalies and dilemmas faced by the

... 1..52
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tribunal (Chapter Thirteen); it was found that tho predominant
concerns in regard to difficulties arising from their ruleD
and procedures related to the health care provision in tho
home area.

Concern was observed and acknowledgod about tho

need for more direct contact with the national health service
hospitals in the home areas or some other means of obtaining
information about the health service facilitieo more effectively.
Similarly, in respect of their powers(particularly in response to
applications), the main concerns were difficulties arising from
their restricted powers and the impossibility of ensuring the
necessary continued health care if the order detaining the
individual was discharged.

The tribunal were dependent upon

the hospital team to initiate or continuo their efforts to
arrange a transfer to a local hospital.

It was noted in

Chapter Thirteen that the chairmen particularly emphasised
their restricted legal powers being unable to order transfer
to national health service care.

Dilemmas in regard to the need for continued hospital care
were observed and acknowledged at a nubstnntial proportion of
the hearings.

The unsatisfactory choice was between continuing

the detention (in respect of an application) thus not reflecting
thei r view that the patient was ready for progreso or discharging
the order with the risk to tho patient or others if the necessary
facilities were not- provided.

This dilemma could arise oven

when the hospital team were in support of 'the transfer.

The

tribunal could faco a situation where oxhaustivo enquiries by
the hospital and Department of Health into alternative hospital
care had been unsuccessful.

In advico to the lIom() Secretary,

they could recommend transfer, knowing that this had already been

-~-

approved on the recommendation of the responsible modical offioer.
In response to applications, their powers Were insufficient to
influence the provision of informal hospital care elsewhere.
They found the need to resort to the various innovator,y nctions
identified and discussed above and in Chapter Fiftoen.

About

half of the adjournments were acknowledged by tho chairmen to be
related to the need for continued hospital care.

Direct contaot

with the responsible medical officer often related to their view
of the need for continued hospital care in the home area, as did
correspondence with the Department of Health and occasional direct
contacts with health authorities beyond the special hospital.

In regard to the community support services, it was found that
anomalies and insufficiencies in the tribunal rules did not present
the same extent of problems in relation to obtaining evidenco aD
with health care services(Chapter Thirteen).

Yet serious problems

were experienced in respect of their powers in response to applications.

They were faced with the same restrrctions whereby they

were unable to ensure the necessary rehabilitative resources were
available to support the patient on discharge.

There was parti-

cular concern when there was judged to be the noed for community
residential care.

Where dilemmas Were acknowledged in regard

to community support services, they reflected mainly their
inability to ensure community residential provision.

Again tho

concern was not expressed usually in terms of the need for information, but in respect of their limited powers.

As with tho

health care, the decision-process in respect of the community
support services involved an assessment of the services which were
needed to support discharge from hospital, the likQlihood of tho
other
hospital team arrangi ng t his or it being provided in DomoAway,

- 455and the risks to the individual and/or others of dischargo
without those support facilities being available.

Although

adjournments were authorised as a means of obtaining further
information, in fact they were applied as attempts to influonco
the provision of services through exerting pressure on tho hospital. . It was identified in relation to the obtaining of ovidcnce(Chapter Eleven) and the tribunal decisions and actions
(Chapter Fifteen), that on no occasion did they exercioe their
authority to require the presence of a witness from the community
services.

Also, the 'information' requested from the houpital

in connection with the adjournment could be expressed explicitly

as 'placement in the event of discharge l •

It was evident that the involvement of members of the family
in the hearing and information about tho family circumstances
were influences on the tribunal decisions(Chaptor Sixteen).
There was a significant association between the attendance of
family and decisions or advice in favour of discharge; with a
tendency to advise transfer rather than discharge when the family
were not involved.

The tribunal were more likely to adjourn

their consideration at hearings where the family did not attend.
A similar pattern of relationship with judgements to dischargo
or transfer and adjournments in rospect of the availability of
reports on family circumstances supported the influence of family
on the tribunal.

Despite this finding, it was not ovident that

obtaining information about the family was considered to present
serious difficulties at many of the hearings (Chapter Twelve).
Yet, references to difficulties arising because of the non-availability of family witnesses were observed on mora occasions than in
respect of hospital or COmmunity witncsses, even tllOugh family were

present at about half the hearinga(compared to hoopital and
community witnesses attending relatively few hearingo)(Chapter
Eleven)

0

There was something of a different emphasis with tho family
support decision-process in contraot with those in respect of tho
health care and community support services.

On tho one hand,

there was the same assessment of the need for support, the likelihood of it being available, and the risk involved in diDcharge
without the preferred support.

Yet equally if not

tial was the response of ·the tribunal to the family.

more~n£luon

The evi-

dence of their continued care and willingness to accept rooponsibility for the patient(reflected in their attendanco at tho hearing
and other ways) appeared to be~positive influence toward judgements
in favour of release.

Whilst this phenomenon was observed with

other Iwitnesses!, it was more apparent with the family.

Although

the sample was too small for statistical significance, there wore
occasions when the concerned support of such as a Docial worker
or

proba~ion

officer expressed through their attendance at tho

hearing was a positive influence on the tribunal.

But the family

provided the primary illustrations to suggost that it was not only
in response to the patient that tho tribunal could bo influenced on
a more Rpersonal l and subjective levol.

Prosumably another practical

consideration was that the presence of the family to mako their own
commitments to the tribunal provided a greater assurance of support
on discharge that was normal with tho statutory and other Dervicoa.

The family support deciSion-process illustrated that tho DUbsidiary decision-processes within the tribunal deliborntiona could
in turn by analysed in more detail.

In respeot of tho fnm!ly.
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closer study would probably confirm that tho tribunal(or other
decision-makers) were influenced by objectivo considerations and
subjeotive responses, and faced with various restraints.

Although

anomalies in respect of the tribunal rules and powers did not appear
to present serious problems in relation to the family, it was evident that the tribunal were faced with various dilemmas about
family support and attitudes (Chapter Thirteen).

These dilemmas

were related, not only to tangible evidence of the availability
and willingness or otherwise of family support, but also conflicts
such as the willingness but doubtful ability of family to· cope
with the responsibility,- the mixed attitudes of family members to
the offences and the individual, and anxiety that the family could
cover up

any

further offending.

These subsidiary decision-processes, concerned with evaluating
ihospital carel, loommunity services., and Ifamily supportl
considerations, were Icul-de-sacs l in the total tribunal

proc~ss

which were particularly important in respect of applications.
Having established that the need for continued detention was
uncertain on the basis on objective and subjective assessment of
the risk to others, issues of 'care' and I control I came to tho fore.
Having determined that continued detention was not likely to be justified given the availability and acceptance by the individual of
necessary support or safeguards, the decision-makers focused on
the rehabilitative resources themselves.

Whilst this stngo

applied to references, it was less important and did not present
the same crises in the decision-process as with applications.
Although the need and availability of rehabilitative resources
were taken into account in giving their advice to the Home Secretary,
the tribunal were not presented with the same immediato dilemmas and

-
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conflicts as with their straight-forward 'yeo-no' decisions
about the need for continued detention.

nathor than find the

need to adjourn in an attempt to ensure the required facilitios,
they could incorporate in their advice to the Home Secretary tho
recommendation that certain rehabilitative arrangemento should be
a condition of release.

(e)

The process of dealing with doubt about the need for continued
detention and determining the 'benefit of the doubt ••

A more complete model of the decision-process of such aD the
mental health review tribunal in regard to the assessment of
Idanger to self and others l would identify an ultimate otage of
the process which was concerned with dealing with 'doubt' about
the need for continued detention.

Normally, in responso to

serious offenders and such as special hospital patients, a
definite conclusion at an earlier stage would be in favour of
continued restraint.

At each stage, doubt about the continued

restraint would result in progressing to a further stage of the
total decision-process before determining in favour of release.
At 'each stage or rhurdle r , a number of individuals could 'fall'
and be judged to require continued restraint for the protection
of others or themselves.

Eventually, there was a finnl otage

where the residue of doubt about continued detention or rolease
of the rsurviving! individuals was the focus of the decisionprocess, requiring a definite judgement response from the decisionmakers:

9)

IDoubtl decision-process
Clarifying the nature of any serious doubt in respect
of continued detention of the requiremonts to justify
releaseo

10)

'Benefit of doubt' decision-procoss
Determining the Ibenefit of doubtl in reoponoo
to the person in favour of continued detention
or release.

This ultimate stage was presented diagrnmatically(Diagram E)
to illustrate that the implications of the nature of ldanger',
the limitations of objective assessment, the uncertaintios of
subjective responses to the person, and all the doubto and
difficulties about the need for control and/or care culminated
in the need to give the benefit of the doubt in favour of-the
liberty of the individual or the protection of others.

In considering the evidence on which the tribunal basod their
judgements (Chapter Eleven), it was clear and acknowledged that
uncertainty and doubt about the right course of action were influences on the judgements of the tribunal.

In terms of the number

of hearings at which it was identified, •doubt , was one of the
relatively less important factors(along with rehabilitative considerations).

As with rehabilitative factors, tdoubtl evidently

became an important influence once certainty about the need for
continued detention had not been determined on more tangible 'risk'
criteria.

In considering the difficulties in obtaining evidence

(Chapter Twelve), Hogarth's mOdel(8) was extended beyond the idcntifiable facts and the perceptions of the decision-makers to take
account of the influence of the lack or

unc~rtainty

of facta.

Uncertainty about facts and lack of information could contribute
to the need for the decision-makers to supplement inadequate
information through their own perceptions and interpretations.

(8)

Hogarth J. ISentencing as a Human Process' Toronto
University Press(Toronto 1911)
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- 461 In connection with the anomalies and dilemmas with which they were
faced (Chapter Thirteen), the tribunal made variouo referencoD to
being unable to Itest outf the person and the queotion of whether
or not to itake the risk',

This was evidently related both to

their own subjective uncertainty about Whether or not to truDt
the individual and their inability to ensure the necessary support
and safeguards on discharge.

In regard to the disagreements

between members(Chapter Fourteen), it was suggested that, rather
than being a potential for disagreement and conflict, the uncertainty and doubt contributed to the flexibility which enabied
the tribunal to move together to a consensus and the pressures
toward a mutually-supportive I group I approach to their difficult
task.

So Idoubt! was an invariable component of a decision to release
a serious mentally abnormal offender.

If doubt

~d

been reoolved

at an earlier stage, it would have been in favour of continued
The doubt did not arise from a single source nor was

detention.

it a straight-forward factor of influence.

Doubt was associated

with:

i.
ii.

and

the impulsive and unpredictable nature of 'dangor',
the inadequacy and non-availability of objective information,

iii.

the insufficiency of their rules and powers,

iv.

the uncertainties inherent in the subjeotive
response to the dangerous individual,

v.

uncertainties about rehabilitative provision and
social support.

fDoubtl and Iriskl were closely associated concepts.

It was

evident that I doubt I was resolved through a process of determining
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whether or not to 'take the risk l •

The evidenco of thio

research was that, having not determined tho noed for continued
detention at the previous stages of tho decision-procoDD, tho
'benefit of the doubtR was likely to favour the individual and hiD
release from detention. (Chapter Seventeen)

Tho aSDociation

between the nature of 'danger. and the social identity of a 'percon t
was discussed in more detail in Chapter Eightoen.

In regard to the tribunal decision-process, the ultimate stage
of dealing with doubt and determining the benefit of the doubt
was more straight-forward with the hearings concerned with giving
advice to the Home Secretary.
of

any

Whilst Rdoubtt was still a component

judgement in favour of release, it did not have tho srume

immediate influence nor present the same acute crisis as could be
the case with applications.

Doubts still arose from the nature

of I danger I and the insufficiency of objective and subjective
assessment; but the same difficulties did not arise in respect
of their powers and the rehabilitative resources.

As thoy had

no power to order the release of the individual(being able only to
advise the Home Secretary), they were able to recommend tho noed
for specified care or support without the same immediate concern
for their availability.

In this respect, the 'benefit of doubt'

decision-process was not as relevant and distinct from identifying
areas of doubt as with applications, where the tribunal had tho
power and I duty I to discharge the detaining order if detention
was no longer justified.

The decision-process in response to references from Home Secrota;r

The complete decision-process in responso to references from
tho Home Secretary was presented diagramatically(Diagram F).

It
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was presented separately from the deoision-process in rosponso
to applications because of the various distinctions identified
above.

In response to references, the mental health roviow

tribunal did not have the authority, nor the power to free the
individual through discharging the order authorising detention.
Therefore they did not have the responsibility of determining the
8benefit of the doubtl nor deoiding whether to 'take the risk'.
As they were unable to force the iasue through their authority
to release the individual from detention, they had little negotiating power to influence the aotion of others.

In exercising

the responsibility to advise the Home Secretary, tlley were not
normally faced with the anomalies and dilemmas which applied to
decision-makers with a more practical responsibility for release.
Where such occasional crises did arise, the anomalies and dilemmas
did not so much affect the decision-procesa of the tribunal but
more the wider deciSion-making context.

This was illuatrated

by their ability to recommend transfer to an open national health
service hospital or conditional discharge into the community.

In

making such recommendations, they could be aware that tho hospital
team had already obtained approval for ouch a oourao of aotion and
had been attempting unsuccessfully to gain the cooperation of the
responsible health and/or community authorities tor somo time,
The anomalous nature of the situation wao not related direotly
to their own rules and powers.

Therefore, as illustrated in Diagram F, the formal-structural
approach and straight-forward input-output model were more sufficient to account for the deoision-process in response to references.
All the five stages identified above applied(with tho various

DUb-

sidiary decision-processes), but there Was not the need to inoor-
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porate the restraints arising from external difficulties and tho
insufficiency of their powers.

Although the model was more

complex than a single Rblack-box l processing tho input, eaoh of
the subsidiary decision-processes could bo presented more adoquately in input-output terms within tho formal struoture.

In

this, the tribunal were representative of any body acting in an
tadvisoryR capacity in respect of 'dangerous individuals' without
any authority or responsibility for the implementation of rolease

decisions.

The subjective evaluation of the person was just

.

0.0

necessary and important, in response to the tanxiety and threat'
aspect of tdangerV and the idoubtl inherent in any objeotive
assessment.

Yet the determination of the 'benefit of the doubt.

was not as demanding when the role was advisory with the rcoponsibility elsewhere.

The crises which were identified in practice within the
tribunal decision-process in response to references related mainly
to the tribunal choosing to extend their interest and involvement
beyond a strictly advisory role.

Given the very distinot difforences

in their responsibilities in response to applications and referenoes,
it was not surprising that at times they should ceek to influence
the actual implementation of their judgementc.

When this was

evident through occasional adjournments and direct approaches to
health agencies, the activity was extraneous to their advisory
role.

Although the findings and conclusions about the tribunal's
consideration of applications Were more representatiVe of decisionmaking about people identified as 'mentally abnormal) and 'dangerous',
there were certain practical implications of the

findi~

in regard

.

"
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to references:

a)

The roles and responsibilities of the montnl
health review tribunal wero 00 distinct and
different in response to applications and
references that it brought into question ono
body being required to fulfil such distinct
roles,

b)

As even their qadvisoryl jUdgements about the
Udangerous i individual involved tho importnnt
subjective reaction to the person, tlle effectiveness of other advisory bodies without the came
face-to-face contact with the individual concerned was brought into question.

c)

Similarly,. so many of the ultimate decisions·,
in regard to the initial detention and release
of mentally abnormal offenders were made by
people in such government agencies as the llome
Office with no direct involvement with the
individual.

It was possible that t1e distinct roler: of the tribunal
created difficulties more through the 'confusion t in other
peopleVs minds than in the decision-making of the tribunal
itself.

They appeared to be conscious of the unrealistic expec-

tations on them in respect of their advice to the Homo Secrotary,
as patients and others looked to them to exorcise an authority
they did not have.

Conversely, the unlimited nature of their

discretion to advise the Home Secretary may have contributed to
an expectation from such as relatives of the patient that the
tribunal had the authority
or influence to arrange transfor to
..
health care in the home area of patients who were not further
restricted under the Home Secretary.

Even if tho mental

health review tribunal continued to fulfil such distinct rolen
in response to applications for dischargo and references for
advice, some form of greater 'separation' (perhaps in tho
,

organization and preparation of the hearings)appeared to bo

-~required to alleviate the confusion between tho roles.

In addition to receiving tho advice of tho mantal health
review tribunal, the Home Office was able to refer tho cace
of a mentally abnormal offender to the Anrvold advisory board.(9)
This was a central body advising the Home Office on a national
basis, as opposed to being regionally based ao with the montal
health review tribunal.

Although both advisory, the tribunal

and the Aarvold Board had distinct emphases.

Whilst the

tribunal was primarily concerned with protecting the individual
from unjustified detention, the Aarvold Board was established as
a further safeguard for the protection of the public.

As a

central body, the Aarvold Board was more dependent on the written
evidence of others, not only about

objectiv~

considerations but

also in respect of the trust and confidence in the individual.
Although 'regionalisation l could be a means of bringing the
Aarvold decision-makers closer to the people they were aosessing,
it would also high-light tho over-lap with tllo advisory function
of the mental health review tribunal.

It was likely that where the detaining authority(such aD tho
Home Office) relied on the advice of others (such as the responsible
medical officer and the mental health review tribunal), there would
be an excessive emphasis on a strictly lobjective t approach to
their decision-making.

(9)

The emphasis on objective evidence to

Established as a result of the Anrvold Committoe
IReport on the Review of the Procedures for tho dischnrge
and supervision of psychiatric patients subject to
special restrictions 1 Cmnd.5191.HMSO,(1973)
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justify the release of a mentally abnormal offender would be
excessive if the more subjective response to the tthreat and
anxietyt aspect of danger was denied.

Any

emphasis on re-

qui ring the absolute confidence of the advising dooisionmakers denied the tdoubts and 'risk' inherent in dealing with
a tdangerous individual'.

As the distance between the individual

and the ultimate decision-makers widened, it was inevitable that
greater caution would prevail and the proportion of false-positives would increase.

A more complete model of decision-making about ldanger to self
and others'

The complete decision-process in response to applications,
as presented in Diagram G, was more representative of the
decision-making about the release or continued restraint of
individuals considered mentally disordered and a danger to
others.

Using the hospital clinical team as the comparison,

the main differences were in the degree of direct contact with
the individual available to the hospital team and the opportunity
for planned rehabilitation in cooperation with other care and
support agencies.

Despite these differencos, all the subaidiary

decision-processes applied as did the external restraints and
difficulties in respect of support facilities outside tho hoopital.

Therefore, Diagram G was presented as a more complete model of
the decision-process in respect of individuals previously identified and restrained as
release.

I dangerous I

and being considered for

The only variations with decision-makers with the

direct responsibility for the care and restraint of the individual would be the ability to approach

rehabilitativ~

support

,.
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facilities more directly and to maintain n continuous review
assessment without the same need of an appc11nte body ouch no
the tribunal to adjourn.

In other warda, tho Idirect approach

to hospital l and ladjourn for information' wus part of the model
for appellate bodies such as the tribunal but not \lith decinionmakers with more direct responsibility for the tdaneeroun individual'.

In recommending that there should be an independent

bo~

to

review the use of compulsory powers of admission, tho Percy
Commission advised that the tribunal should 'consider the paticnt10
mental condition at the time when it considers his application,and
to decide whether the type of care which has been provided by the
use of compulsory powers is the most appropriate to his present
needs, or whether any alternative form of care might be more
appropriate, or whether he could not be diocharged from care 0.1together w.(10)

This appeared to assume an ability to orgnn1se

or require the movement of the individual to less restrictive
care which did not apply in practice.

This was acknowledged in

the actual legislation in respect of the mental health review
tribunal which had only the authority to Idirect that the patient
be discharged a.(11)

The inability of the tribuna1(and evon the responsible medical
officer) to require the provioion of rehabilitative or care provision to enable the individual to move to n leas reotricted

(10)

Royal Commission on the Law relating to Mental Illneoa
and Mental DefiCiency, Cmnd.159 •.El1S0.(1951)

(11)

Mental Health Act 1959,section 123.

-m- .
H

situation brought into question the effectivenODD ot the tribunal
as a safeguard of the liberty of the individual.

Thero vaD

often a conflict between considerations of Iwelfare and protoctionl
and Ibalanced justice 2 , when the tribunal wera reluctant to exorcise their Rduty to dischargoR without the assurance ot oupport
facilities.

As clearly evidenced through this research projoct,

the tribunal used their right to adjourn in attempts to resolve
this conflict and protect the rights of tho patient.

They clearly

demonstrated that they would have used the power of a 'delayed
dischargeR on a number of occasions in preference to adjournment it
that preferred method of resolving the conflict and protecting the
liberty of the individual had been available.

Even though the tribunal consideration of applications was aD
much if not more concerned with the Ihealth, safoty or tho protection of other persons l than with 1danger to selt and othorol,
the lack of obvious and observed recognition of any diotinction
between these phrases during the tribunal hearings was likely to
be representative of other decision-makers ouch ns the hospital
team.

A framework for the assessment of 'danger to self and others'
or the Idangerous individual l was presented as an appendix to
this chapter.

This framework was based on the implicationa for

the process of assessing 'danger l arising from the findinco of
the research project and the more complete model of decisionmaking developed from the research findingn.

The researcher

did not present the framework as an aspect of tho empirical research
findings but as a useful guide for approaching the assossment of a
ldangerous individual' based on the findings.
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Whilst the model (Diagram G) and the framework for nooeocmont
could apply to some extent to individuals whoro tho •dangor ,
was less severe and aroused less anxiety, they were prosentod
as relevant primarily to the assessment of individunlo,proviouoly
identified as 'dangerous I in the sanse of:

(a) objective evidence of serious offences or
behaviour involving tho risk of physical
harm or sexual assault
(b) Serious Ithreat and anxietyl about the
individual on the part of others.
and

(c) A considered decision to restrain the
individual for the protection of other
persons and/or self.

The framework made no attempt to apportion different responsibilities to the various disciplines who were likely to be
involved with the care and rehabilitation of people identified
as idangerous individuals'.

Certain aspects of the asseosmcnt

process were traditionally expected of specific profcDoionals
such as psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers and educationalists.
t

Yet the framework was presented as a guide to the

human I process of a group of individuals with tho preocribed

responsib~lity

as Idangerous!.

of assessing another individual previouoly defined
This approach left the membcro of the group to

apportion their own.allocation of assessment responsibilities.
Also it served to emphasise that, after all the profceaional
expertise and skill had been applied, the procoeD waD essentially
thuman' requiring a personal response by tho doc1sion-makorD to
the Idangerous individual l

•
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APPENDIX

FRAMEWORK FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE 'DANGEROUS nmrvrnuALI
STAGE ONE : ASSESSMENT OF RISK ON BASIS OF OBJECTIVE

1.

EVIDr~CE

A careful distinction should be made between objective
considerations and the more subjective evaluation of the
person, the offence and the situation.

The decision-makers should aim to;
(a) clarify the extent to which continued restraint of the
individual was justified on the basis of observablo
. facts and verified information,
and (b) ensure that such objective facts and information was not
used inappropriately to justify a more subjective tanxiety
and threat I arising from the reactions of the decisionmakers to the person.

2.

The objective assessment of the risk to others should be based
on:
(a) The nature and severity of the offences and/or behaviour
which led to the current detention,
(b) The previous record of offences and/or anti-social behaviour,
(c) The ldangerous situation' and/or circumstances within which
the offences and/or behaviour occurred and the ttriggerst
in the situation,
(d) The present social performance and achievements compared
to previous social achievements and aocial life-career,

.

- ...
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(e) The present attitudes of the individual townrds
the past behaviour and future responsibilities,

(f) Clinical assessment of the Ipsychiatrio' oondition
of the person, as a contribution to the previous
vdangerous a

behaviour and with regard to futuro

clinical prognosis.

3. In respect of· the particular ldangerous individual' tho
decision-makers should seek to olearly identify the
nature of the risk associated with the individual and tho
potential victims at risk.

4. A decision should be reached whether the risk to the
potential victims on the basis of the objective
evidence was sufficient to justify the continued restraint
of the individual.

5. Whether or not the decision-makers were certain of the
need for continued detention, they should Beck to identify:
(a) The aspects of the objective assessment whore tho
factual information was insufficient and further
investigation was desirable,
(b) The nature and focus of any 'doubt' about the need
for continued detention on the basin of the objective
evidence,
(c) The nature of any continuing I rinks 1 from. the individual
which required further attention,regardless of whether
they were sufficient to justify cont{~ed detention or
not.

- ..

.
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STAGE TWO

6.

EVALUATION OF SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE '.ro INDrvIDUAT,

If the need for continued restraint was in doubt thrQugh
the assessment of the risk on the basin of objeotive
evidence, there should be a studied evaluation of tho
subjective responses and perceptions of the decioionmakers and others towards the individual and the proapect of release from detention.

7. The 2subjective R evaluation should be based on:
(a) The extent to which the decision-makero and others
continued to experience 'threat and anxiety' within
their relationship with the individual or in response
to face-to-face interaction with him,
(b) The extent to which the decision-makers and others
experienced feelings of sympathy and confidence in
the individual and were able to perceive him as a
person to be trusted,
(c)

An

attempt to identify the causo of the anxiety of

others and the nature of the threat feared by othoro,
(d)

An

attempt to identify the justification for the fooling

of confidence and the willingness to trust the person
with social responsibilities again.

(e) Evidence of the formation of or potential for constructive emotional relationships with the decisionmakers and/or other significant peoplo which could bo
used to help the person regain his celf-respect and a
responsible place back in society.
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8.

A decision should be reached whether tho 'threat and
anxiety! which others continued to oxperience in
response to the individual, in support of tho objectivo
evidence of the risk to others, was sufficient to juotify continued restraint.

9. Whether or not the decision-makers were certain of the
need for continued detention, they should Doek to
identify:
(a) The aspects of the subjective evaluation which wero
restricted by insufficient information and/or oxperience of the individual,
(b) The nature and focus of any tdoubt' about tho need
for continued detention on the basis of the subjective
evaluation,

(0) The nature of any continuing frisks'from the individual
in respect of his relationships with othors and tho
opportunities available or to bo created for tho
formation of the constructive emotional relationships
necessary for rehabilitation.

STAGE THREE

ASSESSMENT OF REHABILITATIVE NEEDS

10. If the need for continued restraint was in doubt through
the assessment of the risk on the basis of objective
evidence and subjective evaluation, there should be an
ey~nation

of the rehabilitative considerations necesoary

for the release from detention and resottlement of tho
individual into open society.

11. The assessment of the rehabilitativo noods of tho

individual and for tho protection of othoro ohould bo
based on:
(a) An assessment of the ability of tho individual to
live an independent oocia1 life in tho community
without serious self-neglect or exp1oitntion by
others,
(b) An assessment of the social controls considered
necessary for the protection of others in any
potential 'dangerous situation',
(c) Clinical assessment of the further medical and
psychiatric treatment and support required beforo and/or
following release from detention,
(d) An assessment of further social training and educntional
needs,
(e)

An

assessment of the need for 'half-way' residential

rehabilitation and/or continued social work support
to the resettlement into open society,
(f) An assessment of family circumstances and rolationchlpo
with the individual 9
(g) An assessment of formed or potential construotive
emotional relationships with support agencies and others
in open society.
12. A decision should be reached aD to whothor tho further help
and support available or likely to be available to moot tho
specific care and control needs of tho individual was
sufficient to justify release from detention.

13. The decision-makers should Deck to identify:

~

(a) The aspects of the care and control needs of tho
individual and the Support facilities available in

- 478 response to those needs which required .f'Urthor
investigation before a decision can bo finaliDod,
(b) The nature and focus of any 'doubt' about tho cnro
and control required in support of reloaoe from
detention,
(c) The nature of any continuing 'risko' to tho individUAl
or others in respect of tho need for continued cur~ andl
or control.

STAGE FOUR : PRELll1INARY DETERMntATION OF 'BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT'

14. Before the decision-makers responsiblo for tho restraint of
the individual could proceed to negotiating a rclmbilitativo
release plan with the indiVidual and the various aupport
facilities, they were required normally to reach a preliminary decision in regard to the justification for roloaso.
If the need for continued detention remained in doubt on tho
basis of objective evidence and

subjectiv~

evaluation and

examination of rehabilitative considerations, thiD prcliminary decision should be based on an examination of the aroas
of doubt.

15. The preliminary determination of the 'benefit of tho doubt'
should be based on an examination of:
(a) The nature and focus of any I doubt I about tho noed for
continued detention on the basis of tho objeotivo
evidence,
(b) The nature and focus of nny • doubt , about the noed for
continued detention on the basis of the subjective
..
evaluation,

."
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(c) The nature and focus of any 'doubt' about tho
care and control required in support ot releaso
from detention,
(d) The availability of the further informntion
identified as desirable in respect of tho objective
assessment and the subjective evaluation and the
care and/or control needs,
(e) Length of stay in detention in relation to tho
offences and/or behaviour which led to tho detention,
(f) The confidence and Itrustl expressed 1n the individual
by others with whom he had a significant relationship,
(g) The emotional responses of tho decision-makero to tho
individual.

16. A decision should be reached as to whether, tnkinc into
account the areas of doubt which were inevitablo bccauoo
of the nature of ldangert and tho insufficiency of information,
the Ibenefit of the doubt' should be given in favour of tho
individual and release from dotention.

STAGE FIVE : INVESTIGATION OF REnADILITATIVE SUPPORT

17. If the decision-makers were inclined to give the 'bonefit'
of the doubt. in favour of releaso trom dotention, thoro
should be an exa.mination through direct involvement of the
care and support available or which could be negotiated
to aid the successful resettlement of tho individual into
open society.

- It-60 -.
18.The development of tho plan to rehabilitato tho
particular 'dangerous individual' into open oooioty
should be based on:
(a) Investigation into the furthor information identifiod
as desirable in respect of the objeotivo nsooosmont
and the subjective evaluation and tho caro and/or
control needs,
(b) The nature of any continuing I rinks I from tho ind.ividlli1l
which required further attention,
(c) The nature of any continuing Irisks' from tho individual
in respect of his relationshipn with othera,
(d) The nature of

any

continuing 'risks' to tho individlli11

or others in respeot of the need for continued caro and/
or control,
(e) Investigation into continued health oaro provioion in

open society,
(f) Investigation into community residential or other
support servioes considered neoooonry for rehabilitation,
(g) Assessment of the availability of family and their
willingness and suitability to provide care and
support,
(h) The opportunitieo available or to be created for tho
formation of the constructive emotional relntlonohip3
neoessary for rehabilitation.

19. A deoision should be reached as to whothor tho caro and
support available and/or negotiatod as part of tho rehabilitative plan was sufficient to justify reloaoo from dotention.

20. The decision-makers should nock to identifY:

.. 1.,81 -'

(a) The aspects of rehabilitative support considered
essential to the rehabilitative releasD plnn
but which are unavailable or uncertain.
(b) The aspects of the desired rehabilitativo Dupport which
are unavailable or uncertain yot not considerod OODential,
(c) The resistances from health or community corviCCD and/or
family which could put at rink the rehabilitation of tho
individual,

STAGE SIX

ULTIMATE DETERMINATION OF tDElrEFIT OF DOUBT.

21. As idoubtl was an invariable component of a decioion to
release a Idangerous individual' and 'benefit of tho doubt'
was inherent in the acceptance of tho individual no n
ipersonl to be returned to society, the

fi~l

otage of

assessing whether the individual should continuo to bo
restrained as

I dangerous I

should involve tho ncknowledgement

of the areas of doubt and the

subjectiv~

trust and oympathy

of the decision-makers towards the individunl.

22. The final decision should be based on:
(a) The nature and focus of any remaining •doubt • o.bout tho
need for continued detention in respeot of tho objeotive
assessment and the subjectivo evaluation and tho

CArO

and/or control needs,
(b) The nature of any continuing 'rinko' from tho individua.l
on the basis of objective evidence and Dubjectivo ovaluation and tho need fOr continued care and/or control,
(c) The aspects of the rehabilitntive Dupport plan which
were unavailable or uncertain.
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(d) Length of stay in detention in relation to tho
offences and/or behaviour which led to tho dotention,
(e) The confidence and 'trust' expressed by olenl!icant
others with whom the individual had formed or had the
potential to form constructive

cmotio~l

ralntlonohipo,

(f) The emotional responses of the decision-makers to tho
individual.

23. A decision should be reached as to whether, despite tho
remaining Idoubts! and continuing Irisksl, tho 'benefit
of the doubt. should be determined in fnvour of tho individual
and the implementation of the rehabilitative rolease plan.

24. As the areas of doubt and continuing 'rickc' had boon
identified as clearly as poosible, onco the decision to
support release was determined the cmphnaic in tho
'constructive emotional relationship' with tho individual
should be on tho 'trust and confidence' in him ns ntperoon'
inherent in the Ibenefit of tho doubt. and 'taking tho rick'.
This was important to the rehabilitativo prognooio no n
positive aspect of the 'equation' which had determined
that release was justified.

-

. , ....#tJ1f
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RESEARCH SCHEDULE

Section One

Observation of tribunal
hearine

Section Two

Details of subject from
examil tion of r oOlun

Section Three

Int rvievd..l1
chairm.s.n

of leg 1

) ASSESSMENT OF DANGF.ROUSNESS (l.tENTAL HEALTH REVIE',V TRIBlmAL)
•9.UESTIONUAIRE -

COUFIDENTIA~

Question

Q.No.

SECTION ONE
1.

STRICTLY

Code

OBSERVATION OF TRIBUNAL

Cnr(l Ono

.UEARn~G

What in the nn.me of the
subject?(uncoded)
What is the date of the
hearing? (uncoded.)
,

3.

Col. No.

Day

.• • •

Month. • •

Year

•••

,

Wh:I.t is the code number
-of the hearins?

123

Who was the lega.l chairman? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(code to be added)

4

Who was the medical member?
(uncoded)
--------------I .

6.

Who ileS the lay member?
(uncodea)
Who was the tribunal clerk?
(code to be edded later)
---------------

5

8.

'Vas the patient interviewed?

Yes

1

No

o

6

9.

Was

Yes

1

lTo

o

7

Yes

1

Ho

o

8

a~

family interviewed?

Details
10.

1"1S the subject legally
represented?

name of solicitor

11.

Were any hospital staff
interviewed?

None
0
RUO only
1
RUO and. sociAl r.orkcr
2
mIO and nurse
3
RMO and. other _ _ _ _--..;4
50c1nl i'Torker only
5
nurse only
6
other

7

9

~

,

Yes

1

lTo

0

10

YOG

1

No

0

11

14.

Yes
Wero the home circumstances
reports avnilable from social services'?

1

no

0

12

15.

Were any other reports
available?
•
Details

Yes

1

no

0

13

16.- .

Wha t ,va s the length of time of
the hearing?

Time of stnrting

12.

Were representntiveo of nny
comMunity oervioes interviewed'?
Details

13.

Were the u5ua1 hospitnl reports
available (hoS)itn1 statement,
ward file, etc ?
Details of any variation

llr

Completion
Lcneth of time

. ' .t,

-t .

Less than ?fJ nina
30 - 45 mins
1..5 .;. 60 mins
60 - 75 J1lins
more thon 75 mins

"

mins
0

1
2

3
1-1-

DID THE TRIBUNAL 1.rElltBERS REFER TO TIm NATURE OF THE RISK ASSOCIATED 7.[TH THE
FERSON BERORE THELI IN THE FOLLOWING TERUS:
17.

Risk of direct plvsical violenco

Yes

1

No

0

15

18. -

Indirectly endangering others

Yes

1

lTo

0

16

19.

Sexual assault

Yes

1

No

0

17

26.

Damage to property

Yes

1

No

0

18

21.

Psychologicnl

h~rm

Yes

1

No

0

19

22.

Property offence (eg larceny)

Yes

1

No

0

20

23.

Other

Yes

1

Ho

0

21

Details

-

•

3 -

HoVT did the tribuoon: n 5 n
whole nppet'.r to vic\'t the
primary risk (which of
above)?

24.

Was there

a~ clear
disagreement in reGard to
the n~ture of the risk?

25.

not clcar
Direct physic~l violenco
EnJanGerine behaviour
Sexuol c.onnult
D~m~Ge to property
Psycholoc;:tcnl h.'').rm
Property offence
O'bhor (specify)

Yes

1

No

o

22

1
2

3
1..

5

6
7

0

23

Details

26.

Further comments on the
nn~ure of risk nS perceived
by the tribunal members.

TO WHOM DID· THE TRIBUNAL
.

W!:l~mERS

R.-...:FER AS POTRrTTIAL VICTn1S

~

27.

People genernlly

Yes

1

lTo

0

24

28.

Adults own sex

Yer;

I

Ho

0·' .

25

29.

AdultG opposite sex

Yes

I

No

0

26

;{)~

Children

Yes

1

no

0

27

31. '.

Elderly

Yes

1

lTo

0

28

32.,

Self

Yes

1

No

0

29

33 •..

Specific other

Yes

I

No

0

?fJ

Yes

1

Ho

0

31

Details

34

Other" (specify)

35

\Vho

appeared to be seeh as
most a.t risk?

Not clear

People Generally
Adults sane sex
Adults opposite ~ex
Children
E+der~

Self
Speoific other
Other

0
1
2
3

4
6

6
7

-------..J..8

32

- 1..

36.

Wan thero nny clear dinncrccmcnt
in reea.rd to the potential
victims?

Yeo

1

33

0

No

Deto.ila

37.

Further comments on potcntial
victims as porceived by the
tribul'l<'ll members.

Df COnSIDERING EVIDENCE, DID THE TRIBUHAL MEr.mERS SH077 REGARD

l~OR

THE

FOLLOWING:

38.

Mentel disorder

Yes

1

Uo

0

34

39.

1mmedinte offenoe/behaviour

Yes

1

no

0

35

40.

Circumstances of immedinte offence

Yea

1

no

0

36

4-1.

Previous offences/bchaviour

Yes

1

No

0

37

J!2.

Personality of patient

Yes

1

No

0

38

43.

Family background

Ycs

1

Uo .,

0

39

4-4.

Previous social life-career
(school,vl0rk, social, etc)

yes

1

No

0

41J

45.

Current family circumstanceD

Yeo

1

No

0

41

46.

Present bah~viour/attitudes

Yes

1

Ho

0

42

47.

Community support services

Yca

1

No

0

43

48.

Sooial adequacy of patient

Yca

1

No

0

411-

49.

Length of stay in Rampton

Yes

1

No

0

45

50.

Hospital opinion and planning

Yes

1

No

0

46

51.

Other

Yes

1

No

0

47

.

Details

52.

Did they admit to be influenoed
by unoertainty or benefit of the
doubt?

Yos

1

no

0

48

53.

Did they admit to be influenced
by their 5ubjectives feelings
or intuition about the patient?

Yes

1

ITo

0

49

54.

5

Did one f~otor appear to bo
more influential with the
legal member?

..
55.

Did nne factor appear to be
more influential with the
'!:lcdico.l mem'Jer9
•

Uontr,l dinoruer
. Immeuinte offencc/behnviour
PrCViOUD recoru.
Personality of pntient
Previous life-career
Family circtlr.l~to.nces
Comnur~ty support 5erv~ce3
LenGth of st~
Other (specify)

57.

58.

Did one factor appear to be
more influential with the
lay member?

Did one fector appear to be
more influcntial with the
tribunal o.s tl whole?

Was there any doubt expressed
about the legam cl~ssification
or diagnosis?

5
6

7
8
9

o

Ucnta1 dthsthrder
Immedi~tc o!fence/behaviour
Previous rccord
Pcrson~lity of pnticnt
Previous life-career
Family circumstnnces
60mrnunity ouppo~ services
Leneth of stay
Other (specify)

1

..

-

Mental stnte
Immcdinte offence)behaviour
Previous record
Pcrnonnii±yYof patient
Previouo lifo-career
Fcmily circunsta.nces
Community support services
LenGth of stay
Other (specify)

3

4

5
6
7
8

9

o
1
2
l ..

5

6
7
8
9

Uental state
Immediate offenoe/behnviour
Previous rccord
Pcr50~lity of patient
Previous life-career
Fnmily circumstanoes
Community support services
Length of stay
Other (rpccify)

1
2

7
8
9

Not c1cr>r

o
No

o

52

3

o

1

51

2

Not clear

Yes

50

4

Not clear

Not clear

56.

1
2
3

3

4
5
6

53

...
59.

Was there nny clenor llisagrecmcnt
in regartl to the evid.ence to be
taken into account?

o

1

55

Details
60.

Further compcnts on the evi(lencc,________________
tnken into o.ccount by the
tribuI4."l members.

DID THE -TRIBUNAL MEl.U3ERS REFER TO DIFFICULTIES IN ODTAINn\G EV!DSNCE
TO REACH DECISIONs:.

61.

Reports not available

Yes

1

!To

RE~U!RED

o

-

Details

62.

Avo.ilable reports

inade~unte

Yes

1

o

57

, ,Details

63.

Honpitnl ~~tnesses not
nvailo.ble
Details

Yes

1

no

o

58

64.

Family witnesses not
ave. ilable
Details

Yes

1

No

o

59

65.

Coomunity. services witnesses
,not nvailo.ble
Details

Yes

1

l~o

o

60

66.

Other evidence una vailable

Yes

1

No

o

61

Details
.To,which co.tc.gory of evidence
did the dirficul ties m..~inly
relo.te?

Not cle(>,r/not applicnble
l!ental di::mrt1.er
Iooedio.te ofrcnces/be~viour
lendine to detention
Previour, life-career
FaIlily circttr:1stnnces
Community support services
Present behaviour/attitudes
Ho spi to.l tree tment/planning
Other (specify)

o
1
2

3
4

5

6
7
8

62

=
68. '

Further comments on:
(n) diffioulties obtnin;nlj
evidenoe,
(b) cxpresseu concern t\.bout
lack of knovrledge,

------ . . --. -------,----------

(c) expressed 'benefit of
doubt' for or Ctgninst release. _________________

DID THE TRIBIDtAL UElffiERS r..:E::rm TO DIFFICULTIES ARISING- FROU INADEQUACIES In
THE ~OCEDURES AIID RULES

69.

70~,

In regard to the obtniIrl.ng
of evidence
Details

In regard. to the conduct of
the tribunal he~ring
Dettdls

Yes

1

No

o

-- ...... _,-----_._------Yes

1

No

o

Yes

1

Ho

o

71.

In regard to the pooeru. of
the tribuml
Details

72..

FUrther cO!:ll':lcnts on rcfercnccz __________________
to i~~de~u~cies in thc
procedures end rules

64

DID THE TRIBWAL UZl.tBERS REElER TO DIF?ICULTIES ARISnra. BECAUSE OF THE 18SD TO
CHOOSE BST7IEEU mrSATISFAtTORY AL1'l!Rlt\TIVES

73.

74.

Dilemmas associated with the
nccd or otheI"\rlse for hoopi tel
Onre

Yes

1

Ho

o

66

Dilomnas associnted TIith the
attitude ~nd beh~viour

Yes

1

l~o

o

67

p~tient~

=

rtf

t'

75·

DileomD,s' associitcd vrl th
family support nnd flttituJc3

Yos

1

No

o

76.

Dilemmnn aO:3ocintcd. rli th
community cupport ocrviccn

YO:J

1

no

o

77.

Dilemmas DS30cintcd. with
public attitudes

Yes

1

No

o

70

78.

Arw other d.tlctlIll3.n

Yo:::;

1

Ho

o

71

79.

Further cOt:lr.lents on ref'erencc5,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
to difficulties in choices

68

DID THERE APPEil? TO BI:; .AHY CONFLICT OF OPIm!ON AUONG- THE TRIB1n'TAL llEUBERS

80.

In regard to the rnenb.l
stste of the patient?

1

lTo

--------.--....

0
-~-

.. .. -------

72

~

------.-~----~~----------------------

81.

In regard to the degree of risk?

In

re~ard

1

No

o

Yes

1

Iro

o

73

to tho question of'

release?

83.

Yes

Further comments on the n9.ture
of' c.ny clisncrecmcnts bcti'Teen - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - members of the tribunal
... -.....,

By wha. t Process v/erc dir.agreements
mainly resolved?

Not applicable

7

Agrncmcnt through discussion
Giving rr2Y to grer.tcr
knurrlcdee or e:>.-perienco
lbjority deciflion
Adjourninc decision
Avoiding decision
Other (~pccj_.~_J_)__

1
2

3
lI-

S

6

75

85.

Further cornmcntr. on (lir.1:lc;rcc~r.1cntn~________________
::.nd the relntive influence of'
members

-------,--------------------------

86.

What was the decir,ion of the
tribunal?

1

Beol~s~ificrtion

3

Disch~r6e

Whnt ·V/D.S the advice given by
the tribunal?

88.

In regard to any adjournment,
nhl'.t l1as the reason given or
llnture of further enClulrir"!s?

Further COIIL"Ilcnts on flny
~nnovatorJ nction or any
unusunl fea. t-ure of tlus
tribunal hepring

90.

Further comments on the
participants to this hearing
(n) legal member

2

/#.

oruer

Other

5

Hot npplico.ble (npplic:ltion)
No notloll
Mjournment
Transfer to other hospi b,l
DischarGc to conrnunity
Other

o

proGre~s

77

1
2

3
4
5

Not ~p.rlicnble (no D.djournment~ e
Specifiel'lly nocomnodc. tion
1
Spceific3J ly hO::;'Pi t~.l trnnsfer 2
Other rehubilitati\·e (specify) 3
To rcvievr pfltient's

89.

o

Not spplicc."blc (rnforcnce)
1;0 notion
.A.c1.j ourn cleoi sian

78

4-

Other re~Dons (~pecify)

5

Not clear

6

(b) nedical member

(0 ) 1aymember
(d) tribunr<,l clerk

(e) patient
(r) family
(g) solicitor
(h) other

91.

C~rd

number

Onc

79

10

SECTION

T'~{Q

DETAIIJS OF SUBJECT ]'1l0M EXAlIIHA'rION Oll'

.. . ..

m'let is the code number of
the hecrinc?
From which Region..'\l Henl tll
Authori ty dia the :mbjcct
originate?
(code to be nddea)

93.

What is the Gubject's date of
birth nnd ngc?

RHA

D ••• It ••• y • ••

Do.tc of birth
18 - 20
21 - 24

0
1
2

~5

- 29

3
0

Fcmolo

1

What in the subject's marital
stntus?

Unnarried
lbrried
Widorlcd
Legnlly ~epar~ted
Divorced.

Whnt is the legal classificntionUentnl illness
of the subject?
Psychopn.thic
Subnol'I.'lality
Severe ~ubnorm~lity
Uncl~,sniried.

5

6
7

95.

5

4

50 - 59
Over 59

Ucle

98.

30 .:. 39

40 .:. 49

What is the zex of the
subject?

Under what order is subjectx
(letained?

4

~--------------

911-.

97.

123

Home town ••

Under 18

96.

R~;CORD~

6

0

7

1
2

3
4
8

0
1
2
3
4

6th Scheaule (unrentrioted)
Section 26
Section 60
Seotion 7')
6th Scheuule (restricted)
Section 60/65
Section 72/65
Section 5(1 )(c)
Other (speoify)

o

9

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8

cl'imin.."ll
Yihnt were the/offences
none
0
'which led to current Petty theft/larceny etc
1
dctention?
Serious property (robber,y etc) 2
Ill(lcccnt
~G!3r'ul t
3
Dctcil
&pe
4
Crimin.".l do.rnt'l,ge
5
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Arson
6
Violence ~ f?inst person
7
lbnslnughtcr/nurd.cl'
8
Othcr (npccify)
9

10

,

11

If not admitted from court for
crimin':tl offences, vrhnt nas
source?

If not criminal offences, for
what beh..'lviour was subject
,detained in fumpton?

100.

,,_."

,

,

Detail
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~

101.

102.
!~,

~"

)

4.-

~

"

,

'"

."

"

Transfer from other hospital
Transfer from pl~50n
Trnnsfer from borstal
Direot from comounity
Other souroo (specify)

0

not applicnb10

5

Violence to person~
Damage to property
Endangcring behaviour
Solf injury
Aboconding .
Other (s~ecif'y)

0

.$

I;ot applic.q.ble

6

People generally
.Aclults orm sex
Ac1u1ts opposite Bex
Children
Elderly
Self'
Other (specify)

0

1
2
3

4

12

1
2
3
4

b

Who were the victims of tho
offences "or misbehaviour?

For how many yenrs
. ,o.been in Rampton?

h..~s

subject

D~te

ndr.Utted
d

Current ward/villa

103.

11

••••••••••••

For how ~"l.ny yenrs was subject
previously in hoopijnls for
the mentally disordered?

Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
Leos

yenrs,

13

1
2

3

4
.5

6

D ••• M ••• Y •••

lll-

months

tb.:"l.n
than
th.'m
than
than
th."m

one ycar
two yeora-.
three yenrs
four yenrs
fiVe yenrs
ten yeRrs
t~~n fifteen yenrs
Le~s tMn twenty yeE.'.rs
Less tM.n ti'lenty-five years
TvTcnty-fiVe yonrs BIll! over

0
1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

9

15

_ _ _ _ yenr::; flpprofd,mntely
None
Leos tb..'\n one year
One to five yenrs
Five to ten yenrs
fen to fifteen yenrs
Fifteen to tvtenty yea.rs
~1enty to twenty-five yenrs
Ovcr t'7enty-five ye~rs
Not kno\7n

0

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

-

12

or

what ottenoea hal tho oubjeot
been previously oonvioted?
(indioate most 80riOUI)

No prcviOUD conviotions

0

lI'uller details

&pe

4

CrlmiMl dnmnge only
Aroon
Violenoe against person

7

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

105.

-

Wha t were the previou s
sentences? .
Details

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Pet~ thort/lnroonr o~
1
Serious property (robbory?) 2
Indeoent nssnul t
3

Kan~lnughter/murder

Other (spcoir,y)

Is the subjeot

kr~

to have

been in residentinl ohild Care
(a~ from hoca)?

Is-the. subjoct
107.

108.

Is the subject kno~rn to hava'
reoeived re~iacntinl 3uecinl
schoolinG?
.
"ilhet IIltlde
re~uentea

tribun'\! ?

th~

npplioation or
the reference to the

.5
G

8
9

llono
0
fine!) only
1
Prob~tion onlJ" (incl. fines)2
Detention ocntre/boratal
3
Prison onl,y
4
Probntlon nnd. DC/borstal
5

17

Probntion and prison
G
Pr6bntion, DC/borstnl,prison7
lwspitnllordcr
8
othor

106.

16

9

No

o

Yes

1

Hot

known

to

18

2

o

Yes

1

Not l:..boftll

2

Pnticnt (oubjoot)

0

19

lTcnrcst rolativo
1
. Ro'ponnible ocdioel offioer 2

Home Offioe initiative

Othor (speoii'y)

3
4

...

13
SECTION THREE
109.

110~

Ill.

112.

113.

,

mrERV'IE.IDrG OF ~mA:L CHAlB1~

How would you r~te the pnticnt
you have just seen ~s a dnneer
to others1 (choose from:-)

dc.nger n t :),11
ULninal <1~nger
. Modera. to daneer
Severe dnnr,cr
Ver,y sevcre danger
Could not al1SVlCr
Other (specify)

o

HOi7 Vlould you ratc the paticnt
you ~ve just seen as a ~~nger
to himself? (chooze from:-)

Iro dn.nger nt 0.11
Uinirnn 1 (bngl~r
Moderate danger
Severe dnllB~r
Ve17 severe danger
Coulll not answer
Other (specify)

o

Direct p~sical violence
Behaviour likely to
inrlircctly cnclangcr
Sexunl nsso.ult
Da.~~Gc to property
Psychologicnl hare
Offenoes a.gainst property
Could not o.nswer
Other (specify)

o

Howeverw you rated the d-anger,
in your opinion what is or Wt!.3
the one mnin ritk or danser in
regard to tIns particul~r
pntient? (choosc from:-)

No

1

2
3
4
5
6

2

3
4
5
6

1

3
4

5

6
7

Who aid you see n 5 moet likely
to be ct risk from the pcrson
before you?

People generally
Mults snmc zex
Mul ts OppO 3i te r.ex
Children
Elderly
Sclf (pernon)
Specific other

4
5
6

Other ( s~·(::cif'y )

7

Coulcl not t>nswer

23

2

Dircct physica,l violence
EndangerinG be~vlour
Sexunl nssnult
Damn SC to prop erty
PsycholoSicnl 11!' nn
Of1"el1.Ceo ucninst property
Ironc
Other

"

22

1

Apart from the moin a~ngcr or
risk, did you see nnY other
danger associated in th the
person before you?

.

21

Q

I
2

3
4
5
6
7

0

1
2
3

(3

25

111_

111...

Did you oonsider anyone else
to be nt rink?

3180

115.

116.

People Gcncl'l".l1y
klulta o':m r,CY.
Ar1.ulto opposite sex
Chil(lren
Elder3:Y
Self (pprp.nn)
Specifio other

0
1

26

2

3
h

.5
6

Other {speoify)

7

None othur7oould not answer

8

None at nIl
Only modernte disagreement
Definite di~ngrccment
not olear

o

None at all
Only moderato disagreement
Definite disagreement
Not clear

o

. Would you like to mnke al1Y
further comments on how you saw
the danger in this ense?

Would you have snid there was
a~ olenr disagreement or
differenoe of opinion betTIeen
members of the tribunal in
regard to the degree of risk?

27

1
2
tj

lOU

117.

1£ so, could/give nore details
of the disagreement?

118.

Would you hnve said there was
any cleer disagreement or
differenoe of opinion between
members of the tribunal in
regard to the ~~ture of the
dAngerousness or risk?

119.

If' so, could you give cOre

28

1

2

3

, c

details of the disagreement?

... .
120.

121.

--..

. .-

Would you ~~ve said there was
None at all
any clear disagreement or
Only moderate dis~.grecment
differnnce of opini.on between
Definite disacreement
members of the tribun~l in
Not olear
regard to the potential victims?
If' so, could you give more

details of the disa.greement?

o
1
2

3

-------.--.~.--------------------

29

...

122.

123.

15

-

Was thore n~ doubt cxpronncu
about theleG~1 c1nssiricntion
of the patient?

No

o

Yeo
!Tot olenr

1

If so, could you elve e.rry
_ detai1n about this doubt?

In decidins whether or not this
Mental disord.er
particular pn. tinnt should continuo
Irnmedie,te offcnce/beMviour
to be detained in Rampton, ,-{hich factor Prlwious record
appeared to you the most important
Pereo~~1ity of Fatient
influence in th5t deciiion?
Drevious life-career
," (choose from:-)
Fe-roily cmrcumstnnoes
CODmuni~ nupport services
Lcnehh of stt.:!
Othel" (epccify)

,
125.

2

'

Present behevt6~r7n ttitude

'Which factor Vlould you have ~~id wnfl l1entnl disorder
second in impol"'tnnce e.s on influence Immediate offenccs/behnviour
on the decision?
Previous record
Perzonolity of patient
Previous life-career
Fnmily circtlrn.ztnnces
Community ::3UPPClrt cervices
Length of stsy
Other (specify)

0
1
2

4

5

6
7
8

9
6
1
2

32

3
4

5
6

7
8

Present bel1uvlour/at'titude ' 9

126.

YVe.s there n further factor which r:as

importent in the decision (thinl :t11
import,mce )?

127 •

Mental tliBOI-a,Cl'
Ir:u:ltb:liC'ltt.: offencco;behaviour
Previoun record
Personality of pp.tien"t
PrcviourJ life-cr::recr

0
1
2

3
4

F~mily circum~tonces

5

Cor.mlttni ty support services
LenGth of st~y
Other (npcoify)

6

7

Present behnvlour/n,tti tude

9

8

Would you like to r.lnke a.ny further
comments about the evidence you took

into nccount in making YOUD decision?

----------------------------

33

16
128.

129.

Were you at 0.11 influenoed by
your subjeotive feelings or
intuition nbout the patient?

Definitely
Only moderately
Not at all
Could not a nnwcr

o

34

1
2

3

Could you say any more about
this?
. ' I ••~~_'--------------------

Was there n~ 3crious doubt in Yoo
your mind nbout whether or not No
the pa~ient should be released Could not nnswer
from ~mpton?
131.

Could you say an,y core about
this?

132.

Could you say whether you gnve
any 'benefit of the aoubt' in
favour or againgt leaving
Dampton?

133·

135.

136.

Wl\Y

'WaS

Favoured release
Favoured continued detention
neither
Could not anlmer

that?

e
1
2

o
1
2

3

• ••

Would you have said tlmt tho"" Yes
medioll member had any serious No
doubt about the right oourse
Could not fJflY
of aotion?

o

Would you have said th.."lt the
lay cember hed nlV seriOUI
doubt &bout the right eour~o
of aotion?

Yos

0

No
Could not fJrtY

1

Did you experienoe nIV
Seriou3 difficulty
diffioulty in obtaining the
ttoderl'lte diffiou1ty
evidenoe you required to reach }.1inim..'\l diffioul ty
your decision?
None a.t nll
Could not ahswer

What waS the nature of the
diffioulty?
Details
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

35

1
2

38

2

0

1
2

3

4

rro diffictll ~J
0
Reporto not avai1bblc
1
Reports inadequate
2
F~.mi1y "itnesses ulUlvai1~b1e
3
Hospitnl "dtncsEes u~vailab1e 4,
Community witnesses unavailnble5
Other ~dtnesses unnvni1r.ble
6
Other (speoif,y)
7

39

Did the cliffioul ty reIn te to nny
pnrtioulnr ontoBor,y of ovidence
or information?

Mentnl Dinorder
0
Imn~lia.te/orrcnocs/bchaviour 1
l~~dinC; to detention
2
PrcvJ.ou:3 liftl-cn.reer
3
F:,nily eil'cur.lotrtnees
ItComr:lUnity ::\upport t.ervioes
5
Present bohovlour/attituueo
6
Hoopitnl treatment/plannlnG 7
Other (opeci~)
8
Could not o~/uncert~in

139.

How did you overoome the
diffioulty?
Details

9

Could not overoome difficulty 0
Mjourned for eneJUiries
1
Other Qction (specify)
2
Not npplicl\ble

42

3

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

140.

lhve you any further oOI!lr.1ents in
regard to diffioulties in
obtailunc; the neoessa.ry
information?
Dia yoti experienoe acnvr difficulty Serious difficulty
nhioh arose from the rules end
Modernte difficulty
prooedures or the tribull.'11 ill
ttlnim..'1l clifl'ieul ty
relation to the collection and
Hone nt nIl
reoeiving of evidence?
Could not nns~er

142.

o

43

1
2

3

4-

COUld you desoribe thc diffioulty?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Did you find tho noed to eo
No
beyond. the eiven rules nnd tt'.ke
Yoa
anY unusual oourse of action in Coulel not nnswer
order to overcome this difficulty?

e
1
2

Deta.ils

144·

Did you experience

D.nyUif1~icu1ty

":hich arose from the rules and
procedures of the triburl'll in
relntion to the conduot of tho
hearinG?

145·

Serious uirriculty
tfodcrntc difficulty
Uinimnm difficulty
!Tone o.t t'.ll
Could. not n.nS17er

COUld you describe the diffioulty?_ _ _ _ _- - - - - -_ __

o
1
2

:;
4

45

18

•
Did you find the need. to GO
ITo
beyond the Given rules nnll tl'.ke
Yeo
c.ny unununl cour~e of notion ill Could not nn:mcr
order to overcome tlu3 difficulty?

o
1
2

Details

147·

Did you experience nny difricul~
which arose froe the rules nna.
procedures tilf the tribunal in
relDtion to tho povTers of the
tl'ibul1nl in this onne?

SC1~OUS difficulty
Hodcrc.tc difficulty
Minimnl diffioulty
None at 1:'.11
Could not nn:3wcr

o
1
2

3
4

148.

Could you describe the difficulty?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

149·

Did you find. the need to go
lTo
beyond the given rules and tDkc
Yes
e.l\Y ulUl5ual course of Rction in
Could not nnSficr
order to overcome this difficulty?
Detnila

1.50.

47

o
1
2

--------------------------

Have you nI\Y fu~her commentfl in

reGcrd to problnms arisine frmm
the rules ttnd prooedures laid d01Vl'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
fD" tribunals?
151.

In rcachine your cono1unions, elid Scrioufl difficulty
you experience e.ny difficulty
which crose froe the need to
choose bcttIeen unsntisfo.ctory
nl termtiveo?

o

t!odcrnte difficulty
UinimnJ. difficulty
Nono o.t nl1
COUld. not nnS\10r

3
4

Yes

o

1
2

,

152.

Did you face

~.ny

dileI!ll:l<,"l. i7hich
related in a,1V fmy to tho need
or otheI'\'risc for continued
hospitnl c~.re?

Details

No
Could not t'.nS'7er

1
2

49

J.~

Did you face nny dllemlIl..'l which
ro1ated in n~ way to tho
behaviour or nttitude of the
p~tient hinself?

-

YCD

o

No

1

Could not anawor

2

Yes

o

51

Details

154.

Did you fnoe any dilemtn which
related in nny wny to the
support or attitude of the
fnmily?

No

Could not

ana~er

1

52

2

Details

155.

Did you face nny dilemma whioh Yos
related innny w~ to the
No
provtsion of community servioes? Could not answer

o
1

53

2

Details

156.

Did you face o.l'\Y dilemmn which
related in any way to, the
question of public attitudes?

Yes

o

Could not ancwer

1
2

No

54

Detnils

157.

Have you any further comments in ______________
regnrd to any dilemmns ,dth which
you flere f{lced?

158.

Was there at any point in the

hearing what you would ca.ll a

Yes

No

serious difference of opinion
Could not say
betrreen the tribun.nl members in
regard to whother or not the
patient should leave Il~mpton?
Details

o
1
2

55

159.

How was this disnereemont
resolved?
Details
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
:

........ ................. .

Agreemont throuGh
discuszion
Greater knowledge or
pl'evniline
ltajor:t ty deoizion
Decision adjourned
Decision avoided
Other (speoify)
Not applicnble

160.

At anY point did tho legal
Yes
member have e. greater influence No
than the other mccbers?
Could not answer

0
e~erience

1
2

3
4
5

b

o

57

1
2

In what connection?

161.

At any point did the medical
Yes
member havven G~eater inf1uenoe Ho
than the other members?
Could not answer
In

~hat

o

58

1
2

connection?

At a~ point did the 1~
Yes
member have n greater influence No
than the other members?
Could not answer

o
1
2

59

In what oonneotion?

At n~ point ues it necessar,y
Yes
to abide by n rnojority deoision? No
Could not answer
In ,\7hnt conneotion?

164.

o

60

1
2

Have you any further oo~ents
in regard to disagreements and
their resolution?

Did you make n definite deoi~ion Yes
about the applioRtion/ your
No
advice on this occasion?

o
1

61

21
166.

167.

168.

169.

-

/

Wa s your deoision or advice in
favour of re10nae from Eampton?
..

Was your deoision or advioe in
fnvour of changing the leg~1
c1v.ssif'ication?
to Home Scoretar,y,
In your advice
did you recommend transfer to a
local NHS hospital?
Did you make any other recommendto tho Home Sccrctar,y?

o.t~on

.

Yoa
Ho

1

Yos
No

1

0

0

Not applicnble (npplic.) 0
Yes
1
No
2
Non

app1icablo

0
1

Yes
No

62

63

64

65

2

Could you give details?

•

170.

66

If you adjourned oonsideration of the

or reference, TIhat wns the
purpose in adjourning?
(code to be ~.dded)
Dpp1ic~tion

171.

Did you deoide to take any addi tion.:ll

67

notion as a tribu~~ in response to
this appliontion 6r refercf£e?
(oode to be added)

172.

Hnve you tl.I\Y further comtlents in
recara to the pnrtiou1ar honring?

173.

Carn number

Two

68

